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INTRODUCTION

It may well be doubted whether works of controversy

serve any useful purpose. ‘On an opponent,' as

Mr. Matthew Arnold said, ‘ one never does make any

impression,' though one may hope that controversy

sometimes illuminates a topic in the eyes of impartial

readers. The pages which follow cannot but seem

wandering and desultory, for they are a reply to a

book, Mr. Max Muller’s Contributions to the Science of

Mythology, in which ll* attack is of a skirmishing

character. Throughout more titan eight hundred

pages the learned author keeps up an irregular fire

at the ideas and n\plhods of the anthropological

school of mythologists. The reply must follow the

lines of attack.

Criticism cannot dictate to an author how he

shall write his own book. Yet anthropologists and

folk lorists, • agriologists’ and * liottentotic ’ students,

must regret that Mr. Max Muller did not state their

general theory, as he understands it, fully and once

for all. Adversaries rarely succeed in quite under-

standing each other; but had Mr. Max Muller made

such a statement, we couhl have cleared up anything

in our position which might seem to him obscure.
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Our system is but one aspect of the theory ol

evolution, or is but the application of that theory

to the topic of mythology. The arclurologist studies

human life in its material remains; he tracks progress

(and occasional degeneration) from the rudely chipped

flints in the ancient gravel beds, to the polished stone

weapon, and thence to the ages of bronze and iron.

He is guided by material ‘survivals'—ancient arms,

implements, and ornaments. The student of Institu-

tions has a similar method. He finds his relics of iho

uncivilised past in agricultural usages, in archaic

methods of allotment of land, in odd marriage

customs, things rudimentary—fossil relics, as it

were, of an early social and political condition. The

archeologist ami the student of Institutions compare

these relict, material or customary, with the weapons,

pottery, implements, or again with the habitual law

and usage of existing savage or barbaric races, and

demonstrate that our weapons and tools, ami our

laws and manners, have been slowly evolved out of

lower conditions, even out of savage conditions.

The anthropological method in mythology is

the same. In civilised religion and myth we find

rudimentary survivals, fossils of rite and creed, ideas

absolutely incongruous with the environing morality,

philosophy, and science of Greece and India. Parallels

to these things, so out of keeping with civilisation,

wc recognise in the creeds and rites of the lower

races, even of cannibals; but there the creeds and
rites are not incongruous with their environment of

knowledge and culture: There they are as natural

and inevitable as the flint-headed spear or marriage
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by capture. We argue, therefore, that religions ami

mythical faiths ami rituals which, among Greeks

ami Indians, are inexplicably incongruous have

lived on from an age in which they were natural and

inevitable, an age of savagery.

That is our general position, and it would have

been a benefit to us if Mr. Max Muller had stated

it in his own luminous way, if he wished to oppose

us, and had shown us where ami how it fails to

meet the requirements of scientific method. In

place of doing this once for all. he often assails

our evidence, yet never notices the defences of our

evidence, which our school has been offering for

over a hundred years. He attacks the excesses of

which some sweet anthropological enthusiasts have

been guilty or may be guilty, such as seeing totems

wherever they find beasts in ancient religion, myth,

or art. He asks for definitions (as of totemism),

but never, I think, alludes to the authoritative

definitions by Mr. McLennan ami Mr. Frazer. He

assails the theory of fetishism as if it stood now

where De Brosses left it in a purely pioneer work—
or, rather, where he understands Dc Brosses to have

left it. One might as well attack the atomic theory

where Lucretius left it, or the theory of evolution

where it was left by the elder Darwin.

Thus Mr. Max Muller really never comes to grips

with his opponents, and his large volumes shine

rather in erudition and style than in method ami

system. Anyone who attempts a reply must neces-

sarily follow Mr. Max MuHcr up ami down, collect-

ing his scattered remarks on this or that |H>iul at
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issue. Hence my reply, much against my will,

must seem desultory and rambling. But I have

endeavoured to answer with some kind of method
and system, and I even hope that this little book
may be useful as a kind of supplement to Mr. Max
Muller's, for it contains exact references to certain

works of which he takes the reader’s knowledge for

granted.

The general problem at issue is apt to be lost

sight of in this guerilla kind of warfare. It is

perhaps more distinctly stated in the preface to

Mr. Max Muller’s Chips from a German Workshop,

vol. iv. (Longmans, 1895), than in his two recent

volumes. The general problem is this: Has lan-

guage—especially language in a state of * disease,'

been the great source of the mythology of the

world ? Or does mythology, on the whole, represent

the survival of nu old stage of thought—not caused

by language—from which civilised men have slowly

emancipated themselves? Mr. Max Muller is of the

former, anthropologists are of the latter, opinion.

Both, of course, agree that myths are a product of

thought, of a kind of thought almost extinct in

civilised races; but Mr. Max Muller holds that

language caused that kind of thought. We, on the

other hand, think that language only gave it one

means of expressing itself.

The essence of myth, as of fain* tale, we agree,

is the conception of the things in the world as all

alike animated, personal, capable of endless inter-

changes of form. Men rtay become beasts
; beasts

may change into men
;
gods may appear as human
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or bestial ; stones plants, winds, water, may speak

ami act like human beings, and change shapes

with them.

Anthropologists demonstrate that the belief in

this universal kinship, universal personality of

things, which we find surviving only in the myths

of civilised rai-es, is even now to some degree

part of the living creed of savages. Civilised myths,

then, they urge, are survivals from a parallel state

of belief once prevalent among the ancestors of even

the Aryan race. But how did this mental condi-

tion, this early sort of false metaphysics, come into

existence? We have no direct historical informa-

tion on the subject. If I were obliged to offer an

hypothesis, it would be that early men, conscious

of personality, will, and life—conscious that force,

when exerted by themselves, followed on a de-

termination of will within them—extended that

explanation to all the exhibitions of force which

they' beheld without them. Rivers run (early man
thought), winds blow, fire bums, trees wave, as a

result of their own will, the will of personal con-

scious entities. Such vitality, and even power of

motion, early man attributed even to inorganic

matter, as rocks and stones. All these things were
beings, like man himself. This does not appear to

me an unnatural kind of nascent, half-conscious meta-

physics. ‘ Man never knows how much he anthropo-

morphises.’ He extended the only explanation of
his own action which consciousness yielded to him,

he extended it to explain every other sort of action

in the sensible world. Early Greek philosophy re-
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cognised the stars as living lwdies
; all things had once

seemed living and personal. From the beginning,

man was eager causaa cogiiosrere renan. The only

cause about which self consciousness gave him any

knowledge was his own personal will. He there-

fore supposed all things lo l>c animated with a like

will and |*rsonality. IIU mythology is a philosophy

of things, stated in stories based on the belief in

universal personality.

My theory of the origin of that Ixdief is, of course,

a mere guess
;
w«* have never seen any race in the

process of pacing from a total lack of a hypothesis

of causes into that hy|>othctis of universally dis-

tributed personality which ia the luisis of mythology.

But Mr. Max M tiller conceives that this belief

in universally distributed personality (the word
• Animism ' is not very clear) was the result of an

historical necessity—not of speculation, but of

language. * Boots were all, or nearly all, expressive

of action. . . . Hence a river could only lie called

or conceived as a runner, or a nwrer. or a defender

;

and in all these rapacities always as something

active and animated, nay, as something masculine

or feminine.’

But tcAy conceived as • masculine or feminine’?

This necessity for endowing inanimate though active

things, such as rivers, with sex, is obviously a

necessity of a stage of thought wholly unlike our

own. HV know that active inanimate things are

sexless , are neuter; ire feel no necessity to speak

of them as male or female. How did the first

speakers of the human race come to be obliged to
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rail lifeless tilings by names connoting sex, and
therefore connoting, not only activity, but also life

and personality ? We explain it by the theory that

man called lifeleas things male or female—by using

gender-termination*—aa a result of his habit of

regarding lifeleas things as personal beings
; that

habit, again, being the result o‘f his consciousness of

himself as a living will.

Mr. Max Muller takes the opposite view. Man
did not call lifeless tilings by names denoting sox

because he regarded them as persons; he came to

regard them as persons because lie had already given

them names connoting sex. And why had he done
that ? This is what Mr. Max Muller does not explain.

He says

:

4 In ancient languages every one of these words
’

(sky, earth, sea, rain) 4 had necessarily’ (why
necessarily?) ‘a termination expreasive of gender,
and this naturally produced in the mind the
corresponding idea of sex, so that these names
received not only an individual but a sexual
character/ 1

It is curious that, in proof apparently 0 r this,

Mr. Max Muller cijes a passage from the

Register, in which we read that to little children
4 everything is alire . . . . The same instinct that
prompts the child to personify everything remains
unchecked in the savage, ami grows up with him to

manhood. Hence in all simple and early languages
there are but two genders, masculine and feminine.’

* Ckift, ir. Si
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The Printer's Register slates our theory in its

own words. First came the childlike and savage

belief in universal personality. Thence arose the

genders, masculine and feminine, in early languages.

These ideas are the precise reverse of Mr. Max

Muller's ideas. In his opinion, genders in language

caused the belief in the universal personality even

of inanimate things. The Printer's Register holds

that the belief in universal personality, on the other

hand, caused the genders. Yet for thirty years,

since 1868, Mr. Max Muller has been citing his

direct adversary, in the Printer's Register, as a

supporter of his opinion ! We, then, hold that man

thought all things animated, and expressed his belief

in gender-terminations. Mr. Max Muller holds that,

because man used gender-terminations, therefore he

thought all things animated, and so he became

mydioptric. In the passage cited, Mr. Max Muller

docs not say ifAy • in ancient languages every one of

these words had necessarily terminations expressive

of gender.' lie merely quotes the hypothesis of

the Printer's Register. If he accepts that hypothesis,

it destroys his own theory—that gender-terminations

caused all things to be regarded as personal; for,

ex hnpothe.fi, it was just because. they were regarded

as personal that they received names with gender-

terminations. Somewhere— I cannnot find the refer-

ence—Mr. Max Muller seems to admit that personal-

ising thought caused gender-terminations, but these

later ‘ reacted ' on thought, an hypothesis which

multiplies causes pnrter necessitateŝ .

Here, then, at the very threshold of the science
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of mythology we find Mr. Max Mailer at once

maintaining that a feature of language, gender- ter-

minations, caused the mythopceic state of thought, and

quoting with approval the statement that the mytho-

paic state of thought caused gender-terminations.

Mr. Max Muller's whole system of mythology is

based on reasoning analogous to this example. His

mot Jordre, as Professor Tiele says, is ‘a disease

of language.' This theory implies universal human

degradation. Man was once, for all we know,

rational enough ; but his mysterious habit of using

gender-terminations, and his perpetual misconcep-

tions of the meaning of old words in his own lan-

guage, reduced him to the irrational and often (as we

now say) obscene and revolting absurdities of his

myths. Here (as is later pointed out) the objection

arises, that all languages must have taken the

disease in the same way. A Maori myth is very like

a Greek myth. If the Greek myth arose from a

disease of Greek, how did the wholly different Maori

speech, and a score of others, come to have precisely

the same malady ?

Mr. Max Muller alludes to a Maori parallel to

the myth of Cronos. 1 * We can only say that there

is a rusty lock in New Zealand, and a rusty l«>ck in

Greece, and that, surely, is very small comfort.' He
does not take the point. The point is that, as the

myth occurs in two remote and absolutely uncon-

nected languages, a theory of disease of language

cannot turn the wards of the rusty locks. The myth
is, in part at least, a nature-myth—an attempt to

1 CiiM. if. P. 1UT.
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account for the severance of Heaven and Earth (once

united) by telling a story in which natural pheno-

mena are animated and personal. A disease of

language has nothing to do with this myth. It is

cited as a proof again'! the theory of disease of

language. .
*

The truth is, tliat while languages differ, men (and

above all early men) have the same kind of thoughts,

desires, fancies, habits, institutions. It is not that

in which all races formally differ— their language

—

but that in which all early races are astonisliingly

the same—their ideas, fancies, habits, desires—that

causes the amtsing similarity of their myths.

Mythologists, then, who find in early human nature

the living ideas which express themselves in myths

will hardily venture to compare the analogousmyths
of all peoples. Mythologists. on the other hand, who
find the origin of mytlts in a necessity imposed upon

thought by misunderstood language will necessarily,

and logically, compare only myths current among

races who speak languages of the same family. Thus,

throughout Mr. Max Muller’s new book wc constantly

find him protesting, on the whole and as a rule, against,

the system which illustrates Aryan myths by savage

parallels. Tlius he maintains that it is perilous tomake
comparative use of myths current in languages—say,

Maori or Samoyed—which the mythologists con-

fessedly do uot know. To this we can only reply that

we use the works of the best accessible authorities,

men who do know the languages—say. Dr. Codrington

or Bishop Callaway, or Castren or Egede. Now it is
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not maintained that the myths, on the whole, are in-

correctly translated- The danger which we incur, it

teems, is ignorance of the original sense of savage or

barbaric divine or heroic names—say, Maui, or Yehl,

or Huitzilopochhlli, or Heitsi F.ibib, or Pundjel. By

Mr. Max Muller's system such names are old words,

of meanings long ago generally lost by the speakers of

each language, but analysable by ‘ true scholars' into

their original significance. That will usually be found

by the philologists to indicate ‘ the inevitable Dawn,'

or Sun, or Night, or the like, according to the taste

and fancy of the student.

To all this a reply is urged in the following

pages. In agreement with Curtins and many other

scholars, we very sincerely doubt almost all ety-

mologies of ohl proper names, even in Greek or

Sanskrit. Wo find among philologists, as a rule, tho

widest discrepancies of interpretation. Moreover,

every name must mean tonutAing. Now, whatever

the meaning of a name (supposing it to be really

ascertained), very little ingenuity is needed to make
it indicate one or other aspect of Dawn or Night, of

lightning or Storm, just as the philologist pleases.

Then he explains the divine or heroic being denoted

by the name—as Dawn or Storm, or Fire or Night,

or Twilight or Wind—in accordance with his private

taste, easily accommodating the facts of the myth,
whatever they may be, to his favourite solution. Wc
rebel against this kind of logic, and persist in study-

ing the myth in itself and in comparison with

analogous myths in every accessible language. Cer-
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tainlv, if divine and heroic names—Artemis or Pund-

jel—>',m be interpreted, so much is grained. But the

myth may be older than the name.

As Mr. Hogarth point* out, Alexander has in-

herited in the remote East the myths of early legendary

heroes. We cannot explain these by the analysis of

the name of Alexander ! Even if the heroic or divine

name can l« sliown to be the original one (which

is practically imp»«sible), the meaning of the name

helps us little. Tliat Zeus means 4 sky ' cannot con-

ceivably explain scores of details in the very com-

posite legend of Zeus—say, the story of Zeus, Demeter,

and the Ham. Moreover, we decline to admit that, if

a divine name means ‘ swift,’ its l>carer must be the

wind or the sunlight. Nor, if the name means ‘white,’

is it necessarily a synonym of Dawn, or of lightning,

or of Clear Air, or what not. But a mythologise

who makes language and names the fountain of

myth will go on insisting that myths can only be

studied by people who know the language in which

they are told. Mvthologists who believe that human

nature is the source of myths will go on comparing

all myths that are accessible in translations by com-

petent collectors.

Mr. Max Muller says,
4 We seldom find mythology,

as it were, in situ—as it lived in the minds and un-

restrained utterances of the people. We generally

have to study it in the works of mythographers, or in

the poems of later generations, when it had long

ceased to lx? living and intelligible.' The myths of

Greece and Rome, in Hyginus or Ovid ,
4 are likely to

be us misleading as a korius siccus would be to a
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botanist ifdebarred from his rambles through meadows

and hedges.' 1

Nothing can be more true, or more admirably

stated. These remarks are, indeed, the charter, bo

to speak, of anthropological mythology and of folk-

lore. The old mythologista worked at a hortus

siccus, at myths dried and pressed in thoroughly

literary books, Greek and Latin. But we now

study myths ‘in the unrestrained utterances of the

people,' either of savage tribes or of the Euro-

pean Folk, the unprogressive peasant claw. The

former, and to some extent the latter, still live in

the raythopmic state of mind;—regarding Im-os, for

instance, as persous who must be told of a death in

the family. Their myths are still not wholly out of

concord with their habitual view of a world in which

an old woman may become a hare. As soon as

learned Jesuits like P*re Lafitau began to under-

stand their savage flocks, they said, ‘These men arc

living in Ovid's Metamorphoses.’ They found mytho-

logy in situ ! Hence mythologise now study mytho-

logy in situ—in savages and in peasants, who till

very recently were still in the mytliopmic stage of

thought. Mannhardt made this idea his basis. Mr.

Max Muller says,* very naturally, that I have been

‘popularising the often difficult and complicated

labours of Mannhardt and others.’ In fact (as is

said later), I published all my general com -1 in-ions

before I had read Mannhardt. Quite independently

I could not help seeing that among savages and

peasants we had mythology, not in a literary /tortus

1 Ckipt, n. ff. ri. rii. * /4mI. lv. p. xv.
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siccus, but in situ. Mannhardt, though he appre-

ciated Dr. Tylor, had made, I think, but few original

researches among savage myths and customs. His

province was European folklore. What he missed

will be indicated in the chapter on * The Fire-Walk
’

—one example among many.

But this kind of mythology in situ, in • the unre-

strained utterances of the people,’ Mr. Max Muller tells

us, is no province of his. 4
1 saw it was Hopeless for

me to gain a knowledge at first hand of innumerable

local legends and customs ;
’ and it is to be supposed

that he distrusted knowledge acquired by collectors :

Grimm, Mannhardt, Campbell of Islay, and an army

of others. 'A scholarlike knowledge of Maori or

Hottentot mythology ’ was also beyond him. We,
on the contrary, take our Maori lore from a host of

collectors : Taylor, White, Manning
(
4 The I’akeha

Maori ), Trogear, Polack, and many others. From
them we flat ter ourselves that we get—as from Grimm,
Mannhardt, lslnv, and the rest—mythology in sitxi.

We compare it with the dry mythologic blossoms of

the classical hortus sica/s, and with Greek ritual and
temple legend, and with Marrhsn in the scholiasts, and
we think the comparisons very illuminating. They
have thrown new light on Greek mythology, ritual,

mysteries, and religion. This much we think we
have already done, though we do not know Maori,

and though each of us can hope to gather but few
facts from the mouths of living peasants.

Examples of the results of our method will be found
in the following pages. Thus, if the myth of the fire-

stealer in Greece is explained by misunderstood Greek
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or Sanskrit words in no way conneclc«l with robbery,

we shall show that the myth of the theft of fire

occurs where no Greek or Sanskrit words were ever

spoken. There, we shall show, the myth arose from

simple inevitable human ideas. We shall therefore

doubt whether in Greece a common human myth

had a singular cause—in a ‘disease of language.'

It is with no enthusiasm that I take the opportunity

of Mr. Max Muller's reply to me 4 by name.’ Since

Myth, Hitlull, and Reiigum (now out of print, but

accessible in the French of M. Marillier) was pub-

lished, ten years ago, I have left mythology alone.

The general method there adopted has been applied

in a much more erudite work by Mr Frazer, The

Golden Bough
,
by Mr. Famell in Cult* of the Greek

States, by Mr. Jerons in his Introduction to the

History of Religion, by Miss Harrison in explanations

of Greek ritual, by Mr. Ilartland in The legend of

Perseus, and doubtless by many oilier writers. How
much they excel me in erudition may be seen by

comparing Mr. Parnell's passage on the Beat Artemis'

with the section on her in this volume.

Mr. Max Muller observes that 4 Mannhardt s mytho-

logical researches have never been fashionable.' They

are now very much in fashion ; they greatly iunpire

Mr. Frazer and Mr. Farnell. 4 They seemed to me,

ami still seem to me, too exclusive,' says Mr. Max
Muller.1 Maunhnrdt in his second period was indeed

chielly concerned with myths connected, as he

held, with agriculture and with tree-worship. Mr.

Cfc/rt of tie Crook Slain, n- «35 4*0.

* Ckipt, ir. p. xir.
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Max Muller, loo, has been thought ‘ exclusive ’

—

‘as teaching,’ he complains, ‘that the whole of

mythology is solar. That reproach arose, he says,

because • some of my earliest contributions to com-

parative mythology were devoted exclusively to the

special subject of solar myths.* ' But Mr. Max

Muller also mentions his own complaints, of ‘ the

omnipresent sun and the inevitable dawn appearing

in ever so many disguises.’

Did they really appear? Were the myths, say

the myths of Daphne, really solar? That is pre-

cisely what we hesitate to accept. In the same way

Mannhardl’s preoccupation with vegetable myths

has tended, I thiulc, to make many of his followers

ascribe vegetable origins to myths and gods, where

the real origin is perhaps for ever lost. The corn-

spirit starts up in most unexpected places. Mr,

Frazer, Mannhardt’s disciple, is very severe on solar

theories of Osiris, ami connects that god with the

corn-spirit. But Mannhardt did not go so far.

Mannhardt thought that the myth of Osiris was

solar. To my thinking, these resolutions of myths

into this or that original source—solar, nocturnal,

vegetable, or what not—are often very perilous.

A myth so extremely composite as that of Osiris

must be a stream flowing from many springs, and,

as in the case of certain rivers, it is difficult or im-

possible to say which is the real fountain-head.

One would respectfully recommend to young

mythologists great reserve in their hypotheses of

origins. All this, of course, is the familiar thought

Chift. ir. p. xiiu
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of writers like Mr. Frazer and Mr. Farnell, but a

tendency to seek for exclusively vegetable origins of

gods is to be observed in some of the most recent

speculations. I well know that I myself am apt to

press a theory of totems too far, and in the follow-

ing pages I suggest reserves, limitations, and alter-

native hypotheses. II y a serpent et serpent
;

a

snake tribe may be a local tribe named from the

Snake River, not a totem kindred. The history of

mythology is the history of rash, premature, and

exclusive theories. We are only beginning to learn

caution. Even the prevalent anthro]>ological theory

of the ghost-origin of religion might, I think, be
ndvanced with caution (a* Mr. Jevons argues on

other grounds) till we know a little more about

ghosts and a great deal more about psychology.

We are too apt to argue as if the psychical con-

dition of the earliest men were exactly like our own

;

while we are just beginning to learn, from Prof.

William James, that about even our own psychical

condition we are only now realising our exhaustive

ignorance. How often we men have thought certain

problems settled for good! How often we have

been compelled humbly to return to our studies

!

Philological comparative mythology seemed securely

seated for a generation. Her throne is tottering

:

•

Our little sjvtems have their day.

They have their day and cmm to be.

They are bat broken lights from Thee,

And Thou, ve trust, art more than they.

But we need not hate each other for the sake of

our little systems, like the grammarian who damned
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his rival’s soul for his * theory of the irregular

verbs.’ Nothing, I hope, is said here inconsistent

with the highest esteem for Mr. Max Muller’s vast

erudition, his enviable style, his unequalled contri-

butions to scholarship, and his awakening of that

interest in mythological science without which his

adversaries would probably never have existed.

Most of Chapter XII. appeared in the ‘Con-

temporary Review,’ and most of Chapter XIII. in

the ‘ Princeton Review.'
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MODERN MYTHOLOGY

i

RECENT MYTHOLOGY

Mythology in 1860-1880

Bktwkkx I860 and 1880, roughly speaking. Iviglish

people interested in early myths and religions found

the mythological theories of Professor Max Midler

in possession of the field. These brilliant anil

attractive theories, taking Ihem in the widest sense,

were not, of course, peculiar to the Right Hon.

Professor. In France, in Germany, in America, in

Italy, many scholars agreed in his opinion that the

science of language is the most potent spell for

opening the secret chamber of mythology. But

while these scholars worked on the same general

principle as Mr. Max Muller, while they subjected

the names of mythical lieings—Zeus, Helen. Achilles,

Athene—to philological analysis, and then explained

the stories of gods and heroes by their interpretations

of the meanings of their names, they arrived at all

sorts of discordant results. Where Mr Max Midler

found a myth of the Sun or of the Dawn, these

scholars were apt to see a myth of the wind, of the

lightning, of the thunder-cloud, of the cripusodc, of

the upper air, of what each of them pleased. But
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these ideas—the ideas of Kuhn, Welcker, Curtius

(when he appeared in the discussion), of Schwartz, of

Lauer, of Br&al, of many others—were very little

known—if known at all—to the English public.

Captivated by the graces of Mr. Max Muller’s

manner, and by a style so pellucid that it accredited

a logic perhaps not so clear, the public hardly

knew of the divisions in the philological camp. They

were unaware that, as Mannhardt says, the philo-

logical school hail won ‘few sure gains,’ and had

discredited their method by a * muster-roll of

variegated ' and discrepant 4 hypotheses.' •

Now, in all sciences there are differences of

opinion about details. In comparative mythology

there was, with rare exceptions, no agreement at all

about results beyond this point; Greek and Sanskrit,

German and Slavonic myths were, in the immense

majority of instances, to be regarded as mirror-

pictures on earth, of celestial and meteorological

phenomena. Thus even the story of the Earth

Goddess, the Harvest Goddess, Demeter, was usually

explained as a reflection in myth of one or another

celestial phenomenon—dawn, storm-cloud, or some-

thing else according to taste.

Again, Greek or German myths were usually

to be interpreted by comparison with myths in

the Rig Veda. Their origin was to be ascertained

by discovering the Aryan root and original signi-

ficance of the names of gods and heroes, such as

Saranyu-Erinnys, Daphne-DahanA, Athene-AhanA.

The etymology and meaning of such names being

ascertained, the origin and sense of the myths in

which the names occur should be clear.

Clear it was not. There were, in most cases,
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as many opinions as to the etymology and meaning

of each name and myth, as there were philologists

engaged in the study. Mannhardt, who began, in

1 858, as a member of the philological school, in his

last public utterance (1877) described the method

and results, including his own work of 1858, as

* mainly failures.'

But, long ere that, the English cultivated public

had, most naturally, accepted Mr. Max Muller as the

representative of the school which then held the field

in comparative mythology, llis German and other

foreign brethren, with their discrepant results, were

only known to the general, in England (I am not

speaking of English scholars), by the references to

them in the Oxford professor's own works. His

theories wi re made part of the education of children,

and found their way into a kind of popular primers.

For these reasons, anyone in England who was

daring enough to doubt, or to deny, the validity of

the philological system of mythology in general whs

obliged to choose Mr. Max Muller as his adversary.

He must strike, as it were, the shield of no Hospitaler

of unsteady seat, but that of the Templar himself.

And this is the cause of what seems to puzzle Mr.

Max Muller, namely the attacks on Ais system and

Au results in particular. An English critic, writing

for English readers, had to do with the scholar who
chiefly represented the philological school of mytho-

logy in the eyes of England.

Autobiographical

Like other inquiring undergraduates in the sixties,

I read such works on mythology as Mr. Max Muller

had then given to the world ; I read them with interest,
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bui without conviction. The argument, the logic,

seemed to evade one ; it was purely, with me, a ques-

tion of logic, for I was of course prepared to accept

all of Mr. Max Muller's dicta on questions of etymo-

logies. Even now I never venture to impugn them,

only, as I observe that other scholars very frequently

differ, toto cab>, from him and from each other in

essential questions, I preserve a just balance of doubt;

I wait till these gentlemen shall be at one among

themselves.

After taking my degree in 1868, 1 had leisure to

read a good deal of mythology in the legends of all

races, and found my distrust of Mr. Max Muller’s

reasoning increase upon me. The main cause was

that whereas Mr. Max Muller explained Greek myths

by etymologies of words in the Aryan languages,

chiefly Greek, Latin, Slavonic, and Sanskrit, I kept

finding myths very closely resembling those of Greece

among lied Indians, Kaffirs, Eskimo, Samoyeds,

Kamilaroi, Maoris, and Calpocs. Now if Aryan

myths arose from a 4 disease of Aryan languages,

it certainly did seem ait odd tiling that myths so

similar to these abounded where non-Aryan languages

alone prevailed. Did a kind of linguistic measles

affect all tongues alike, from Sanskrit to Choctaw, and

everywhere produce the same ugly scars in religion

and myth ?

The Ugly Scan

The ugly scars were the problem! A civilised

fancy is not puzzled for a moment by a beautiful

beneficent Sun-god, or even by bis beholding the

daughters of men that they are fair. But a civilised

fancy w puzzled when the beautiful Sun-god makes
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love in the ‘'hape of a dog. 1 To me, and indeed to

Mr. Max Muller, the ugly scars were the problem.

lie has written—* What makes mythology mytho-

logical, in the true sense of the word, is what is utterly

unintelligible, absurd, strange, or miraculous.' But

he explained these blots on the mythology of Greece,

for example, as the result practically of old words

and popular sayings surviving in languages after

the original, harmless, symbolical meanings of the

words and sayings were lost. What had been a

poetical remark about an aspect of nature became

an obscene, or brutal, or vulgar myth, a stumbling

block to Greek piety and to Greek philosophy.

To myself, on the other hand, it seemed that the

ugly scars were remains of that kind of taste, fancy,

customary law, and in«*oher*nt speculation which

everywhere, as far as we know, prevails to various

degrees in -avagery and barbarism. Attached to

the ‘hideous idols,’ as Mr. Max Muller calls them,

of early Greece, and implicated in a ritual which

religious conservatism dared not abandon, the fables

of perhaps neolithic ancestors of the Hellenes re-

mained in the religion and the legends known to

Plato and Socrates. That this process of • survival ’ is

a rer.i rau* i, illustrated in every phase of evolution,

perhaps nobody denies.

Thus the phenomena which the philological school

of mythology explains by a disease of language

we would explain by survival from a savage state of

society ami from the mental peculiarities observed

among savages in all ages and countries. Of course

there is nothing new in this: I was delighted to

discover the idea in Eusebius as in Fontenelle ; while,

1 Said*.. «...
;
U dtw DioavtiB. of Chtlcu, »c. 900.
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for general application to singular institutions, it

was a commonplace of the last century. 1 Moreover,

the idea had been widely used by Dr. E. B. Tylor

in Primitive Culture, and by Mr. McLennan in his

Primitive Marriage anti essays on Totem ism.

My Criticism of Mr. Max Mullor

This idea I set about applying to the repulsive

myths of civilised races, and to Marehen, or popular

tales, at the same time combating the theories which

held the field—the theories of the philological

mythologists as applied to the same matter. In

journalism I criticised • Mr. Max Muller, and I

admit that, when comparing the mutually destructive

competition of varying etymologies, I did not

abstain from the wca|»ons of irony and badinage.

The opportunity was too tempting! But, in the

most sober seriousness, I examined Mr. Max Muller’s

general statement of his system, his hypothesis of

certain successive stages of language, leading up

to the mythopceic confusion of thought. It was not

a question of denying Mr Max Muller's etymologies,

but of asking whether he established his historical

theory by evidence, and whether his inferences from

it were logically deduced. The results of my
examination will be found in the article ‘ Mythology

'

in the Encydopadia Britaimiea, and in La Mytho

logic} It did not appear to me that Mr. Max
Muller’s general theory was valid, logical, histori-

cally demonstrated, or self-consistent. My other

writings on the topic are chiefly Custom and Myth,

Myth, Ritual, and Religion (with French and Dutch

• Gogoet. ted MOUr of GlMgow. md Voltaire.

* Tr*MUl*d by M. PtrmaolNc.
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translations, both much improved and corrected by

the translators), and an introduction to Mrs. Hunt’s

translation of Grimm’s Marcken.

Success of Anthropological Method

During (ifteen years the ideas which I advocated

seem to have had some measure of success. This is,

doubtless, due not to myself, but to the works of

Mr. J. G. Frazer and of Professor Robertson Smith.

Both of these scholars descend intellectually from a

man less scholarly than they, but, perhaps, more

original and acute than any of us, my friend the

late Mr. J. F. Mclennan. To Mnnnhardt also much
is owed, and, of course, above all, to Dr. Tylor.

These writers, like Mr. Parnell and Mr. Jevons

recently, seek for the answer to mythological

problems rather in the habit* and ideas of the folk

and of savages and barbarians than in etymologies

and • a disease of language.' There are differences

of opinion in detail : I myself may think that ‘ vege-

tation spirits,' the * corn spirit,’ and the rest occupy

too much space in the systems of Mannhardt, and

other moderns. Mr. Fraser, again, thinks less of

the evidence for Totems among ‘Aryans’ than 'I

was inclined to do. 1 Rut it is not, perhaps, an

overstatement to say that explanation of myths by

analysis of names, and the lately overpowering

predominance of the Dawn, and the Sun, and the

Night in mythological hypothesis, have received a

slight check. They do not hold the field with the

superiority which was theirs in England between

1860 and 1880. This fact—a scarcely deniable

fact— does not, of course, prove that the philological

imfr*.
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method is wrong, or that the Dawn is not as great a

factor in myth as Mr. Max Muller believes himself

to have proved it cb be. Science is inevitably sub-

ject to shiftings of opinion, action, and reaction.

Mr. Max Muller’s Reply

In this state of things Mr. Max Muller produces

his Contribution* to the Science of Mythology,' which

I propose to criticise as far as it is, or may seem to

me to be, directed against myself, or against others

who hold practically much the same views as mine.

I say that I attempt to criticise the book ‘ as far as

it is, or may seem to me to be, directed against ’ us,

because it is Mr. Max Muller’s occasional habit to

argue (apparently) arountl rather than with his

opponents. He says * we are told this or that '

—

something which he does not accept—but he often

does not inform us as to who tells us, or where.

Thus a reader does not know whom Mr Max Muller

is opposing, or where he can fiud the adversary’s

own statement in his own words. Yet it is usual

in such cases, and it is, I think, expedient, to give

chapter and verse. Occasionally I find that Mr Max
Muller is honouring me by alluding to observations

of my own, but often no reference is given to an

opponent’s name or books, and we discover the

passages in question by accident or research. This

method will be found to cause certain inconveni-

ences.



II

THE STORY OF DAPHNE

Mr. Max Muller’. Method in Controveray

As an illustration of I lie authors controversial

methods, take his observation* on my alleged attempt

to account for the metamorpliorU of Daphne into a

laurel tree. When I read these remarks (i. i»-
*1)1

said, * Mr. Max M tiller villiquidtea me tkrrr,' lor he

gave no reference to my statement. 1 had forgotten

all about the matter, I was not easily able to find the

passage to which he alluded, and I supposed that 1

had said just what Mr. Max Muller seemed to me to

make me say—no more, and no less Tims :

‘ Mr. I Ang, as usual, has recourse to savages, most
useful when they are really wanted. Ife quotes an

illustration from the South Pacific that Tuna, the

chief of the eels, fell in love with Ilia and asked her

to cut off his head. When his head had been cut

•ff and buried, two cocoanut tn-es sprang up from

the brain of Tuna. Uow is this, may I ask, to

account for the story of Daphne? Everybody
knows that “ stories of the growing of plants out of
the scattered members of heroes may lx- found from

ancient Egypt to the wigwams of the Algonquins,”

but these stories seem hardly applicable to Daphne,

whoee members, as far as I know, were never either

severed or scattered.'

I thought, perhaps hastily, that I must have
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made the story of Tuna 4 account for the story of

Daphne.’ Mr. Max Muller does not actually say

that I did so, but I Understood him in that sense, and

recognised my error. But, some guardian genius

warning me, I actually hunted up my own observa-

tions.' Well, I had never said (as I conceived my
critic to imply) that the story of Tuna ‘account* for

the story of Daphne ’ That was what 1 had not said.

I had observed,
4 As to interchange of shape between

men and women and plants
,
our information, so far

as the lower races are concerned, is less copious —
than in the case of stones. I then spoke of plant

totems of one kin with human beings, of plant-souls,'

of Indian and Egyptian plants animated by human

souls, of a tree which became a young man and

made love to a Yurucari girl, of metamorphosis into

vegetables in Samoa,' of an Ottawa myth in which

a man became a plant of maize, and then of the

story of Tuna * Next 1 mentioned plants said to

have sprung from dismembered gods and heroes.

All this. I said, all of it, proves that savages mythi-

cally regard human life as on a level with vegetable

no less than with animal life. 'Turning to the

mythology of Greece, we sec that the same rule holds

good. Metamorphosis into plants and flowers ir

extremely common,' and I, of course, attributed the

original idea of such metamorphoses to
4 the general

savage habit of 44 levelling up,"’ of regarding all

things in nature as all capable of interchanging their

identities. I gave, as classical examples. Daphne,

Myrrha, Hyacinth, Narcissus, and the sisters of

Phaethon. Next I criticised Mr. Max Muller’s theory

• M.R.R.L 1SS-160

' Tarawa Some*. p. 31®.

• Tjlor’a Prim. CtUl. L 14*.

• Gill 'a Mytk$ <md 8tm9$, p. 7®.
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of Daphne. But 1 never hinted that the isolated

Mangaian story of Tuna, or the stories of plants

sprung from mangled men, * accounted,’ by them-

selves. ‘ for the story of Daphne.’

Mr. Max Muller is not content with giving a very

elaborate and interesting account of how the story

of tuna arose (i. 5-7). He keeps Tuna in hand,

and, at the peroration of his vast work (ii. 831),

warns us that, before we compare myths in un-

related languages, we need ‘ a very accurate know-

ledge of their dialects . . ..to prevent accidents like

that of Tuna mentioned in the beginning.' What

accident ? That I explained the myth of Daphne

by the myth of Tuna? But that is precisely what I

did not do. T explained the Greek myth of Daphne

(1) as a survival Trora the savage mental habit of

regarding men a* on a level with atones, beasts, and

plants : or (2) as a tale • moulded by poets on the

same model.' 1 The latter is the more probable case,

for we find Daphne late, in artificial or mythographic

literature, in Ovid and Hyginus. In Ovid the river

god, Ponthcus, changes Daphne into a laurel. In

Hyginus she is not changed at all
;

the earth

swallows her, and a laurel fills her place.

Now I really did believe—perhaps any rapid

reader would have believ«d—when I read Mr. Max
Muller, that I must have tried to account for the

story of Daphne by the story of Tuna. I actually

wrote in the first draft of this work that I had

been in the wrong. Then I %-erified the reference

which my critic did not give, with the result which

the reader has perused. Never could a reader have

found out what I did really say from ray critic, for he

' v. R /<. ii. iso.
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does not usually when he deals with me give chapter

and verse. This may avoid an air of personal bicker-

ing, but how inconvenient it is

!

Let me not be supposed to accuse Mr. Max
Muller of consciously misrepresenting me. Of that

I need not say that he is absolutely incapable. My
argument merely took, in his consciousness, the fbrm

which is suggested in the passage cited from him.

Tuna and Daphne

To do justice to Mr. Max Muller, I will here state

fully his view of the story of Tuna, and then go on

to the story of Daphne. For the sake of accuracy, 1

lake the liberty of borrowing the whole of his state-

ment (i. 4-7) :

—

* I must dwell a little longer on this passage in

order to show the real difference between the ethno-

logical and the philological schools of comparative

mythology.

* First of nil. what has to be explained is not the

growing up of a tree from one or the other member
of n god or hero, but the total change of a human
being or a heroine into a tree, and this under a

certain provocation. These two classes of plant-

legends must be carefully kept apart. Secondly,

what does it help us to know that people in Mangaia

believed in the change of human beings into trees,

if we do not know the reason why ? This is what
we want to know

;
and without it the mere juxta-

position of stories apparently similar is no more

than the old trick of explaining ignolum per

ignotius. It leads us to imagine that we have

learnt something, when we really are as ignorant

as before.

‘ If Mr. A. Lang had studied the Mangaian dialect.
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or consulted scholars like the Rev. W. W. Gill—it is

from his “ Myths and Songs from the South Pacific
"

that he quotes the story of Tuna—he would have
seen that there is no similarity whatever between the

stories of Daphne and of Tuna. The Tuna story

belongs to a very well known class of etiological

plaut-stories, which are meant to explain a no longer
intelligible name of a plant, such as Snakeshead,
StiefmUtterchen, &c . ; it is in fact a clear case of what.

1 call disease of language, cured by the ordinary
nostrum of folk etymology. I have often been in

communication with the Rev. W. W. Gill about these

South Pacific myths and their true meaning. The
preface to his collection of Myths and Songs from t he
South Pacific was written by me in 1870; and if Mr.
A. bang had only read the whole chapter which
treat.-, of these Tree-Myths (p. 77 scq.), he would
easily have perceived the real character of the Tuna
story, and would not have placed it in the same class

as the l>aphne story; he would have found that the

white kernel of the cocoanut was. in Mangaia.
called the •• brains of Tuna," a name like many more
such names which after a time require an explana-
tion.

‘ Considering that “ cocoanut " was used in Mangaia
in the sense of head (tota), the kernel or flesh of it

might well be called the brain. If then the white
kernel had been called Tuna's brain, we have only
to remember that in Mangaia there are two kinds of
cocoanut trees, and we shall then have no difficulty

in understanding why these twin cocoanut trees

were said to have sprung from the two halves of
Tuna’s brain, one being red in stem, branches, and
fruit, whilst the other was of a deep green. In
proof of these trees being derived from the head of
Tuna, we are told that we have only to break the
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nut in order lo see in the sprouting germ the two

eyes and the mouth of Tuna, the great eel, the lover

of Ina. For a full understanding of this very com-

plicated myth more information has been supplied

by Mr. GilL Ina means moon; Ina-mae-aitu, the

heroine of our story, means Ina-who-had-a-divine

(atfu) lover, and she was the daughter of Kui, the

blind. Tuna means eel, and in Mangaia it was

unlawful for women to eat eels, so that even now,

as Mr. Gill informs me, his converts turn away front

this fish with the utmost disgust. From other stories

about the origin of eocoanut trees, told in the same

island, it would appear that the sprouts of the cocoa-

nut were actually called eels’ heads, while the skulls

of warriors were called cocoanuta.

* Taking all these facts together, it is not difficult

to imagine how the story of Tuna’s brain grew up ;

and I am afraid we shall have to confess that the

legend of Tuna throws but little light on the legend

of Daphne or on the etymology of her name. No

one would have a word to say against the general

principle that much that is irrational, absurd, or

barbarous in the Veda is a survival of a more

primitive mythology anterior to the Veda. How
could it be otherwise ?

'

Criticism of Tuns and Daphno

Now (1), as to Daphne, we are not invariably told

that here was a case of * the total change of a heroine

into a tree.’ In Ovid 1 she is thus changed. ' In

Uyginus, on the other hand, the earth swallows her,

and a tree takes her place. All the authorities are

late. Here I cannot but reflect on the scholarly

method of Mannhardt, who would have examined and
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criticised all the sources for the tale before trying to

explain it. However, Daphne was not mangled ; a

tree did not spring from her severed head or scattered

limbs. She was metamorphosed, or was buried in

earth, a tree springing up from the place.

(2) I think we do know ichy the people of

Mangaia ‘ believe in the change of human beings

into trees.’ It is one among many examples of the

savage sense of the intercommunity of all nature.

* Antiquity made ita division between man and the

world in a very different sort than do the moderns.’ 1

I illustrate this mental condition fully in M R. R.

i. 46-56. Wktf savages adopt the major premise,

• Human life is on a level with the life of all nature,'

philosophers explain in various ways. Hume regards

it as an extension to the universe of early man’s own
consciousness of life and personality. Dr. Tylor

thinks that the opinion reats upon ‘abroad philo-

sophy of nature.’’ M. Lefebure appeals to psychical

phenomena as I show later (see •Fetishism 1

). At

all events, the existence of these savage metaphysics

is a demonstrated fact. I established it* before

invoking it as an explanation of savage belief in

metamorphosis.

(3) ‘ The Tuna story belongs to a very well known

class of Etiological plant-stories ’ (wtiological : assign-

ing a cause for the plant, its peculiarities, its name,

&c.\ * which are meant to explain a no longer

intelligible name of a plant, Ac.’ I also say, ‘ these

myths -are nature-myths, so far as they attempt

to account for a fact in nature—namely, for the

' Grimm. C,ud by Lukwchl in Zur VeUctumU, p. 17. .

» Primitive Culture

.

L 28S
* Op. eiL i. 46-81.
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existence of certain plants, and for their place in

ritual.’
1

The reader has before him Mr. Max Muller’s view.

The white kernel of the cocoanut was locally styled

* the brains of Tuna.’ That name required explana-

tion. Hence the story about the fate of Tuna.

Cocoanut was used in Mangaia in the sense of

* head ’ (testa). So it is now in England.

See BelTs Life,
passim, as ‘The Chicken got

home on the cocoanut.'

Tta* Explanation

On the whole, either cocoanut kernels were called

* brains of Tuna ' because * cocoanut ‘ head,' and

a head has brains—and. well, somehow I fail to see

why brains of 7toia in particular 1 Or. there being

a story to the efTect that the first cocoanut grew

out of the bead of the metamorphosed Tuna, the

kernel was called his brains But why was the story

told, and why of Tuna? Tuna wan an eel, and

women may not eat eels
;
and Ina was the moon,

who, a Mangaian Selene, loved no Latmian shepherd,

but an eel. Seriously, 1 fail to understand Mr. Max

Muller’s explanation. Given the problem, to explain

a no longer intelligible plant-name—brains of Tuna

—

(applied not to a plant but to the kernel of a nut), this

name is explained by saying that the moon, Ina, loved

an eel, cut off his head at his desire, and buried it.

Thence sprang cocoanut trees, with a fancied like-

ness to a human face—face of Tuna—on the nut.

But still, why Tuna ? How could the moon love an

eeh except on my own general principle of savage

1
ii. B. B. i. ICO.
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* levelling up’ of all life in all nature? In my
opinion, the Mangaians wanted a fable to account

for the resemblance of a cocoanut to the human
head—a resemblance noted, as I show, in our own
popular slang. The Mangaians also knew the moon,

in her mythical aspect, as Ina ; and Tuna, whatever

his name may mean (Mr. Max Muller does not tell

us), wa* an eel. Having the necessary savage major
premise in their minds, ‘All life is on a level and

interchangeable,' the Mangaians thought well to say

that the head-like cocoanut sprang from the head

of her lover, an eel, cut off by Ina. The myth
accounts, I think, for the peculiarities of the cocoa-

nut, rather than for the name • brains of Tuna
;
’ for

we still ask, ‘Why of Tuna in particular? Why
Tuna more than Rangoa. or anyone else?’

‘ We shall have to confess that the legend of

Tuna throws but little light on the legend of Daphne,

or on the etymology of her name.’

I never hinted that the legend of Tuna threw

light on the etymology of the name of Daphne.

Mangaian and Greek are not allied languages. Nor
did I give the Tuna story as an explanation of the

Daphne story. I gave it as one in a mass of illus-

trations of the savage mental propensity so copiously

established by Dr. Tylor in Primitive Culture. The
two alternative explanations which I gave of the

Daphne story I have cited. No mention of Tuna
occurs in either.

DiieaM of Language and Folk-etymology

The Tuna story is described as ‘ a clear case of
disease of language cured by the ordinary nostrum
of folk-etymology.’ The ‘disease’ showed itself, I
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suppose, in the presence of the Mangaian words for

* brain of Tuna.’ But the story of Tuna gives no

folk-etymology of the name Tuna. Now, to give

an etymology of a .name of forgotten meaning is

the sole object of folk-etymology. The plant-name,

* snake’s head,’ given as an example by Mr.

Max Muller, needs no etymological explanation. A
story may be told to explain why the plant is called

snake’s head, but a story to give an etymology of

snake’s head is superfluous. The Tuna story ex-

plains why the cocoanut kernel is called ‘ brains of

Tuna,’ but it offers no etymology of Tuna’s name.

On the other hand, the story that marmalade (really

marmaUt) is so called because Queen Mary found

comfort in marmalade when she was sea-sick—hence

Maru-malaeU, hence marmalade—gives an etymo-

logical explanation of the origin of the word marma-
lade. Here is a real folk-etymology. We must

never confuse such myths of folk-etymology with

myths arising (on the philological hypothesis) from

* disease of language.' Thus, Daphne is a girl pur-

sued by Apollo, and changed into a daphne plant or

laurel, or a laurel springs from the earth where

she was buried. On Mr. Max Muller’s philological

theory Daphne — Dahani, and meant • the burning

one.’ Apollo may be derived from a Sanskrit form,

•Apa-var-yan, or "Apa-val-yan (though how Greeks

ever heard a Sanskrit word, if such a word as Apa-

val-yan ever existed, we are not told), and may mean
‘ one who opens the gate of the sky ’ (ii. 692-696). 1

1 Phonetically there may be • no potable objection to the deriva-

tion of from a Sanakrit fora, ‘Apa-ver-yan, or ‘Apa-val-

yan ’ (ii. SW> ;
but, historically. Greek i* not derived from Sanskrit

earely 1
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At some unknown date the ancestors of the Greeks

would say ‘The opener of the gates of the sky (*Apa-

val-yan, i.e. the sun) pursues the burning one

(DahanA, i.t. the dawn).’ The Greek language

would retain this poetic saying in daily use till, in

the changes of speech, *Apa-val-yan ceased to be

understood, and became Apollo, while DahanA ceased

to be understood, and became Daphne. But the

verb being still understood, the phrase ran, 1 Apollo

pursues Daphne.’ Now the Greeks had a plant,

laurel, called >laj>kne. They therefore blended plant,

daphne, and heroine’s name. Daphne, and decided

that the phrase ‘Apollo pursues Daphne’ meant

that Apollo chased a nymph. Daphne, who, to escape

his love, turned into a laurel. I cannot give Mr

Max Muller’s theory of the Daphne story more

clearly. If I misunderstand it, that does not come

from want of pains.

In opposition to it we urge that (1) the etyxno

logical equations, Daphne — DahanA, Apollo — *Apa-

vai-yan, are not generally accepted by other scholars.

Schroder, in fact, derives Apollo ‘from the Vedic

Saparagenyn, “ worshipful." an epithet of Agni,' who

is Fire (ii. 088), and so on. Daphne — DahanA is no

less doubted. Of course a Greek simply cannot be

‘ derived ’ from a Sanskrit word, as is stated, though

both may hav»a common origin, just as French is

not ‘ derived from ’ Italian

(2) If the etymologies were accepted, no proof is

offered to us of the actual existence, as a vrra causa,

of the process by which a saying, ‘ Apollo pursues

Daphne,’ remains in language, while the meaning of

the words is forgotten. This process is essential, but
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undemonstrated. See the chapter here on ‘The
Riddle Theory.'

(3) These processes, if demonstrated, which they
are not, must be carefully discriminated from the
actual demonstrable process of folk-etymology. The
Marmalade legend gives tin* etymology of a word,
marmalade; the Daphne legend does not give an
etymology.

(4) The theory of Daphne is of the kind protested
against by Mannhardt, where he warns us against
looking in most myths for a ‘ mirror-picture ' on
earth of celestial phenomena. 1 For these reasons,
among others, I am disinclined to accept Mr.
Max Muller's attempt to explain the story of Daphne.

Mannhardt on Daphna

Since we shall presently find Mr. Max Muller
claiming the celebrated Mannhardt as a sometime
deserter of philological comparative mythology, who
• returned to liis old colours,' I observe with pleasure
that Mannhardt is on my side and against the Ox-
ford Professor. Mannhardt shows that the laurel
[daphuf) was regarded as a plant which, like our
rowan tree, averts evil influences. • Moreover, the
laurel, like the .1faiAaum, was looked on as a being
with a spirit. This is the safest result which myth
analysts can extract from the store of Daphne, a
nvinph pursued by Apollo and changed into a laurel.

It is a result of the use of the laurel in his ritual.’*

In 1877, a year after Mannhardt is said by Mr. Max
Mltller to have returned to his old colours, he repeats

• S/flAoIcyueke Fonckmnfn, p. 275.
* BaumUltmt. p. 227. Rcrim : 1876.
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this explanation. 1 In the same work (p. 20) he says

that ' there is no reason for accepting Max Muller's

explanation about the Sun-god and the Dawn, tco

jeder thiilliche Anhalt dafur fehlt.' For this opinion

we might also cite the Sanskrit scholars Whitney

and Bergaigne.*

• Antikr Wald- and FtldlnlU. p. 157. Bafemcg to Bammknltut,

p.297.
1 Oriental and Linfmutie filaiui, weood iertf, p. ISO. La

Minion Vhliqnt, Bi. *8 .
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m
THE QUESTION OF ALLIES

Athanasius

Mb. Max MCllxr protests. most justly, against th«

statement that he.like St. Athanasius, stands alone, con

tra mundum. If ever this phrase fell from my pen (ii

what connection I know not), it is as erroneous a

the position of St. Athanasius is honourable. Mr. Ma:

Muller’s ideas, in various modifications, are doubtles

still the most prevalent of any. The anthropo

logical method has hardly touched, I think, th>

learned contributors to Koscher’s excellent mytho
logical Lexicon. Dr. Brinton, whose American re

searches are so useful,- seems decidedly to be i

member of the older school. While I do not exact);

remember alluding to Athanasius, I fully and freel;

withdraw the phrase. But there remain question

of allies to be discussed.

Italian Critics

Mr. Max Muller asks. 1 * What would Mr. Andrev
Lang say if he read the words of Signor Canizzaro, ii

his “ Gene-i ed Evoluzione del Mito " (1898), “ Lanj

has laid down his arms before his adversaries"?

Mr. Lang ‘ would smile.’ And what would Mr. Ma:
Muller say if he read the words of Professor Enric<

• l v ixi. ef. i. 27.
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Morselli, * Lang gives no quarter to his adversaries,

who, for the rest, have long been reduced to silence'?’

The Right Hon. Professor also smiles, no doubt. We
both smile. Svlvuntur risu tabula.

A Dutch Defender

The question of the precise attitude of Professor

Tiele, the accomplished Gifford Lecturer in the

University of Edinburgh (1897), is more important

and more difficult. His remarks were made in 1886,

in an essay on the Myth of Cronos, and were separ-

ately reprinted, in 1886, from Lite ' Revue de l’Histoire

dot Religions,' which I shall cite. Where they

refer to myself they deal with Custom and Myth, not

with Myth, IUlnal,and Religion (1887). It seems best

to quote, ijKUisimia verbis, Mr. Max Muller's comments

on Professor Tiele’s remarks. He writes (i. viii.)

:

‘Let us proceed next to Holland. Professor

Tiele, who had actually been claimed as an ally of

the victorious army, declares:—“Je dois m'llever,

au nom de la science mythologique et de l’exacti-

tude. . . . contre une methode qui ne fait que glisser

sur des problcines de premiere importance." (See

further on, p. 85.)

‘ And again

:

' “ Ces braves gens qui, pour peu qu’ils aient lu un
ou deux livres de mythologie et d’authropologie, et

un ou deux recits de voyages, ne manqueront pas de
se mettre 4 comparer 4 tort et 4 travers, et pour tout

r4sultat produiront la confusion."
’

Again (i. 35):

‘ Besides Signor Canizzaro and Mr. Horatio Hale,

' fiic. CriL U~u*U. OeooTm. HL xtr. p. X
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the veteran among comparative ethnologist*, Pro-

fessor Tiele, in his Le Mythe de Kronos (1886),

has very strongly protested against the downright

misrepresentations of what I and my friends have

really written.

‘Professor Tiele had been appealed to as an

unimpeachable authority. He was even claimed as

an ally by the ethnological students of customs and

myths, but he strongly declined that honour (1. c.,

p. 31):-
‘“M Lang tn’a fait l'honneur de me citer," he writes,

“ comme un de ses allies, et j*ai lieu de croire que

M. Gaidoz en fait en quelque mesure autant. Ces

messieurs n’ont point entterement tort. Cependant

je dois ra’tflever, au nom de la science mythologique

et de l'exactitude dont elle ne peut pas pins se

passer que les autres sciences, contre une mdthode qui

ne fait que gliaaer sur des probttmes de premiire im-

portance,” Ac.

‘Speaking of the whole method followed by those

who actually claimed to have founded a new school

of mythology, he says (p. 21):

—

‘ “ Je crains toutefois que ce qui s'y trouve de
-

vrni

ne soit connu depuis longtemps, et que la nouvelle

•Jcole ne peche par exclusionisme tout autant que les

aln^es qu’elle combat avec tant de conviction."

* That is exactly what I have always said. What

is there new in comparing the customs and myths of

the Greeks with those of the barbarians ? Has not

even Plato done this ? Did anybody doubt that the

Greeks, nay even the Hindus, were uncivilised or

savages, before they became civilised or tamed ? Was
not this common-sense view, so strongly insisted on

by Fontenelle and Vico in the eighteenth century,
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carried even to excess by such men as De Brosses

(1709-1771)? And have the lessons taught to De

Brosses by his witty contemporaries been quite for-

gotten ? Must his followers be told again and again

that they ought to begin with a critical examination

of the evidence put before them by casual travellers,

and that mythology is as little made up of one and

the same material as the crust of the earth of granite

only?*

Hspiy

Professor Tiele wrote in 1885. I do not remember

having claimed his alliance, though I made one or

two very brief citations from his remarks on the

dangers of etymology applied to old proper names. 1

To citations made by me later in 1887 Professor

Tiele cannot be referring.' Thus 1 find no proof of

any claim of alliance put forward by me, but I do

claim u right to quote the Professor’s published words.

These I now translate :
—

•

• What goes before shows adequately that I am
an ally, much more than an adversary, of the new
school, whether styled ethnological or anthropological.

It is true that all the ideas advanced by its partisans

are not so new as they seem. Some of us—I mean
among those who, without being vassals of the old

school, were formed by it—had not only remarked
already the defects of the reigning method, but had

perceived the direction in which researches should be

made
;
they had even begun to say so. This does not

prevent the young school from enjoying the great

merit of having first formulated with precision, and
1 Culon ami \t»lh, p. S. eitiif Frrut 4* fHut dti Hrltmont,

K. IBS.

* U. R. R. L 94.
• Rtvur J, r

H

im/, dr. RtUfion., xn. 256-
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with the energy of conviction, that whichhad hitherto
been but imperfectly pointed out. If henceforth
mythological science marches with a firmer foot, and
loses much of it* hypothetical character, it will in
part owe this to the stimulus of the new school.'

' BrsTM Gena

'

Professor Tiele then bids us leave our cries of
triumph to the servum imitatomm pecus

, braves gens,

and so forth, as in the passage which Mr. Max Muller,

unless I misunderstand him, regards as referring to
the ‘new school,' and, notably, to M. Gaidoz and
myself, though such language ought not to apply to

M Gaidoz, because he is a scholar. I am left to

uncovenanted mercies.

ProfoMor Tiele on Our Merita

The merits of the new school Professor Tiele had
already stated :

—

1

‘If I were reduced to choose between this

method and that of comparative philology, 1 would
prefer the former without the slightest hesitation.

This method alone enables us to explain the fact, such
a frequent cause of surprise, that the Greeks like

the Germans . . . could attribute to their gods all

manner of cruel, cowardly and dissolute actions.

This method alone reveals the cause of all the strange

metamorphoses of gods into animals, plants, and even
stones. ... In fact, this method teaches us to

recognise in all these oddities the survivals of an age
of barbarism long over-past, but lingering into later

times, under the form of religious legends, the most
persistent of all traditions. . . . This method, m/in,
can alone help us to account for the genesis of myths,

• O,. citrus.
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because it devotes itself to studying them in their

rudest and most primitive shape. . .

Destruction and Construction

Thus writes Professor Tiele about the constructive

part of our work. As to the destructive—or would-

be destructive—part, he condenses my arguments

against the method of comparative philology. ‘To

resume, the whole house of comparative philological

mythology is builded on the sand, and her method

doee not deserve confidence, since it ends in such

divergent results.' That is Professor Tiele's state-

ment of my destructive conclusions, and he adds,

* So far, I have not a single objection to make. I

can still range myself on Mr. Lang's side when he

'

take* certain distinctions into which it is needless to

go here. 1

AlliM or ifotr

These are several of the passages on which, in

1887, 1 relied as evidence of the Professor’s approval,

which, l should have added, is only partial. It is

he who, unsolicited, professes himself ‘much more
our ally than our adversary.’ It is he who proclaims

that Mr. Max Muller’s central hypothesis is erroneous,

and who makes • no objection ’ to my idea that it is

‘ builded on the sand.’ It is he who assigns essential

merits to our method,and I fail to find that he ‘strongly

declines the honour ' of our alliance. The passage

about • braves gens ’ explicitly does not refer to us.

Our Error*

In 1887, I was not careful to quote what Pro-

fessor Tiele had said against us. First, as to our want
1 Op. ciL xii. ISO.
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of novelty. That merit, I think, I had never claimed.
I was proud to point out that we had been anticipated
by Eusebius of Ctesarea, by Fontenelle, and doubtless

by many others. We repose, as Professor Tiele justly

says, on the researches of Dr. Tylor. At the same
time it is Professor Tiele who constantly speaks of
‘ lhe new school,' while adding that he himself had
freely opposed Mr. Max Muller's central hypothesis,
• a disease of language,’ in Dutch periodicals. The
Professor also censures our ‘exclusiveness,' our
‘narrowness,’ our ‘songs of triumph,' our use of
parody (M. Gaidoz republished an old one, not to

my own taste ; I hare also been guilty of • The Great
Gladstone Myth ') and our charge that our adversaries

neglect ethnological material. On this I explain my-
self later. 1

Use* of Philology

Our method (says Professor Tiele) • cannot answer
all the questions which the science of mythology
must solve, or, at least, must study.' Certainly it

makes no such pretence.

Professor Tiele then criticises Sir George Cox
and Mr. Robert Brown, junior, for their etymo-
logies of Poseidon. Indiscreet followers are not
confined to our army alone. Now, the use of
philology, we learn, is to discourage such etymo-
logical vagaries as those of Sir G. Cox.* . We also

discourage them—severely. But we are warned that

philology really has discovered ‘some undeniably
certain etymologies ' of divine names. Well, I also

say, • Philology alone can tell whether Zeus Asterios,or

Adonis, or Zeus Labrandeus is originally a Semitic or

• P. 104. imfr*. ‘ Hm, 4, THut. d„ Hrhyion,, xiL SSS.
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a Greek divine name ; here she is the Pythoness

we must all consult.' 1 And is it my fault tliat, even

in this matter, the Pythonesses utter such strangely

discrepant oracles ? Is Athene from a Zend root

(Benfey), a Greek root (Curtius),or to be interpreted

by Sanskrit Ahartd (Max Muller)? Meanwhile

Professor Tiele repeats that, in a search for the origin

of myths, and, above all, of obecene and brutal myths,

‘ philology will lead us far from our aim.' Now, if

the school of Mr. Max Muller has a mot dordre, it

is, says Professor Tiele, * to call mythology a disease

of language.'* But, adds Mr. Max Muller’s learned

Dutch defender, mythologise*, while using philology

for certain purjKwes. * must shake themselves free, of

course, from the false hypothesis' (Mr. Max Muller’s)
‘ which makes of mythology a mere maladie du lan-

•jage' This professor is rather a dangerous defender of

Mr. Max Midler ! He removes the very corner-stone of

his edifice, which Tiele does not object to our describ-

ing as founded on the *and. Mr. Max Muller does
not cite (as far as I obvrve) these passages in which
Professor Tiele (in my view, and in fact) abandons (for

certain u*es) kit system of mythology. Perhaps Pro-

fessor Tiele has altered his mind, and, while keeping
what Mr. Max Muller quotes, braces gens, and so on,

has withdrawn what he said about * the false hypo-
thesis of a disease of language.’ But my own last

book about myths was written in 1880-1887, shortly

after Professor Tide’s remarks were published (1886)
as I have cited them.

• .v. 1{. k. ao. • Bn. lii. *47.
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Personal Controversy

All this matter of alliances may seem, and indeed

is, of a personal character, and therefore unim-

portant. Professor Tiele's position in 1885-86 is

clearly defined. Whatever he may have published

since, he then accepted the anthropological or

ethnological method, as alone capable of doing the

work in which we employ it. This method alone

can discover the origin of ancient myths, and alone

can account for the barbaric element, that old

puzzle, in the -myths of civilised races. This the

philological method, useful for other purpose*, can-

not do, and its central hypothesis can only mislead

us. I was not aware, I repeat, that I ever claimed

.Professor Tiele’s ‘alliance,' as he, followed by Mr.

Max Muller, declares. They cannot point, as a

proof of an assertion made by Professor Tiele,

1886 86, to words of mine which did not see the

light till 1887, in MytA, Ritual, and Religion, i. pp. 24,

43, 44. Not that 1 deny Professor Tiele's state-

ment about my claim of his alliance before 1885-86.

I merely ask for a reference to this claim. In 1887 1

I cited his observations (already quoted) on the

inadequate and misleading character of the philo-

logical method, when we are seeking for ‘ the origin

of a myth, or the physical explanation of the oldest

myths, or trying to account for the rude and obscene

element in the divine legends of civilised races.’ I

added the Professor’s applause of the philological

method as applied to other problems of mythology

;

for example, * the genealogical relations of myths. . . .

The philological method alone can answer here,’

' U.R.R. L 24.
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aided, doubtless, by historical and archeological

researches as to the inter-relations of races. This

approval of the philological method, I cited; the

reader will find the whole passage in the Revue,

vol. xii. p. 260. I remarked, however, that this

will seem ‘ a very limited province,' though, in this

province, ‘Philology is the Pythoness we must all

consult ; in this sphere she is supreme, when her

high priests are of one mind.’ Thus I did not omit

to notice Professor Tide's comments on the merits

of the philological method. To be sure, he him-

self does not apply it when he comes to examine

the Myth of Cronos. * Are the God and his myth
original or imported? I have not approached this

question because it does not seem to me ripe in this

particular case.' ' ‘ Mr. Lang has justly rejected the

opinion of Welcker and Mr. Max Muller, that Cronos

is simply formed front Zeus's epithet, KpovltM.' *

This opinion, however, Mr. Max Muller still thinks

the ‘most likely’ (ii. 507).

My other citation of I’rofessor Tide in 1887 says

that our pretensions ‘ are not unacknowledged by
hint, and, after a long quotation of approving passages,

I add • the method is thus apjjnnded by a most com-
petent authority, and it has been tcarmly ao .pUJ

'

(pray note the distinction) by M. Gaidoz. a
1 trust that

what I have said is not unfair. Professor Tide’s objec-

tions, not so much to our method as to our manners,
and to my own use of the method in a special case,
have been stated, or will be stated later. Probably
1 should have put them forward in 1887 ; I now-
repair ray error. My sole wish is to be fair; if Mr.

• Rtr. tM. 277. > ntr. xii. 284.
• U.R.B. L 44. 45.
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Max Muller has not wholly succeeded in giving the

full drift of Professor Tiele's remarks, I am certain

that it is from no lack of candour.

Tho Story of Cronos

Professor Tiele now devotes fifteen jiages to the

story of C'ronos, and to my essay on that theme. He
admits that I was right in regarding the myth as

• extraordinarily old,’ ami that in. Greece it must go

back to a period when Greeks had not passed the

New Zealand level of civilisation. [Now, the New
Zealanders were cannibals

!]
But ‘ we are the victims

of a great illusion if we think that a mere compari-

son of a Maori and Greek myth explains the myth.’

I only profess to explain the savagery of the myth

by the fact (admitted) that it was composed by

savages. The Maori story ' is a myth of the creation

of light.' I, for my part, say, ‘ It is a myth of the

severance of heaven and earth .' 1 And so it is ! No

Being said, in Maori, • Fiat lux !
' Light is not here

created. Heaven lay flat on Earth, all was dark,

somebody kicked Heaven up, the already existing

light came in. Here is no erratitm de la lumurc. I

ask Professor Tide, ‘ Do you. sir, create light when

you open vour window-shutters in the morning?

No, you let light in !
' The Maori tale is also * un

mythe primitif de l’aurore,' a primitive dawn myth.

Dawn, again ! Here I lose Professor Tiele.

• Has the myth of Cronos the same sense ?

'

Probably not, as the Maori story, to my mind, has

not got it either. But Professor Tiele says, ‘The

myth of Cronos has precisely the opposite sense .' 1

What is the myth of Cronos? Ouranos (Heaven)

' Cutlom ,Vy»A. p. si. * R«r. xii. 262.
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married Gaea ( Earth). Ouranos ‘ hid hU children

from the light in the hollovu of Earth
'
(Hesipd). So,

too, the New Zealand gods were hidden from light

while Heaven (Rangi) lay flat on Papa (Earth). The

children * were concealed between the hulLncs of

their parent’s breasts.’ They did not like it, for they

dwelt in darkness. So Cronos t«»ok an iron sickle

and mutilated Ouranos in such a way, enfin, as to

divorce him a thoro. ‘ Thus,' 1 say, * were Heaven

and Earth practically divorced.' Tin- Greek gods

now came out of the hollows where they had been,

like the New Zealand gods, * hidden from the light
'

ProfOMor Ttslo on BuomI Myths

No, says Professor Tiele, • the story of Cronos lias

precisely the opposite meaning.’ The New Zealand

myth is one of dawn, the Greek myth is one of sun-

set. The mutilated part of poor Ouranos is le phallus

du del, le toUil, which fall* inn. • the Cosmic ocean,’

and then, of course, all is dark IVofewor Tiele may
be right here ; I am indifferent. All that I wanted

to explain was the savage complexion of the myth,

and Professor Tiele says tliat I have explained that,

and (xii. 264) he rejects the etymological tlnory of

Mr. Max Mull. r.

I say that, in my opinion, the second part of the

Cronos myth (the child-swallowing j>erfoniiances of

Cronos) • was probably a world-wide .1birchen, or

tale, attracted into the cycle of which Cronos was
the centre, without any particular reason beyond the

law which makes detached myths crystallise round
any celebrated name.’

Professor Tiele says he does not grasp the mean-
ing of, or believe in, any such law. Well, why is
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the world-wide tale of the Cyclops told about

Odysseus ? It is absolutely out of keeping, and it

puzzles commentators. In fact, here was a hero and

there was a tale, and the tale was attracted into the

cycle of the hero; the very last man to have behaved as

Odysseus is made to do.
1 But Cronos was an odious

ruffian. The world-w ide tale of swallowing and dis-

gorging the children was attracted to Us too notorious

name ‘ by grace of congruily.’ Does Professor Tiele

now grasp my meaning (sainr) ?

Oar Laok of Soiontiflo BxaotooM

I do not here give at full length Professor Tide's

explanation of the meaning of a myth which I do not

profess to explain myself Tims, drops of the blood

of Ouranos falling on Earth begat the IfiKtf,

usually rendered ‘Xvinpha of the Ash-trees.’ But

Professor Tide says they were really bus (Hesychius,

fitXiat - M/W«rai>— • that is to say, stars.' Every-

body has observed that the stars rise up off the

earth, like the bees sprung from the blood of

Ouranos. In Myth. RUml. and Religion (i. 299-315)

I give the competing explanations of Mr. Max
Muller, of Schwartz (Cronos — storm god). Prellcr

(Cronos " harvest god), of others who see the sun, or

time, in Cronos ; while, with Professor Tide, Cronos

is the god of the upper air, and also of the under-

world and harvest ; he ‘ doubles the part.' 4 // est run

ft rautre ’—that is,
4
It dieu qui fait tniirir U bU ' and

also 4 tm dieu des lieux souterrains.' * II habite Us

profondeurs sow la terre,' he is also U dieu du del

nocturne.

It may have been remarked that I declined
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to add to this interesting collection of plausible

explanations of Cronos. A selection of such explana-

tions I offer in tabular form :

—

Croww God of

Tima (f) . . Mai Muller

Bon . • s*ye«

Midnight sky . . . Kahn

Midnight aky '•

.

Harrell

. . Tiele

Uan-t . . . . Prdler

Storm . . SehwnrU

Star-swallowing sky . . Canon Taylor

Sun aeorehing spring . Harlung

jCrowmu by lUif

lata Grwk (t) . . . Max Muller

8«mitic . . |h>ttiger

Accadian (T). . . . Sayre

ElymoUjy of Crow
X^or-Timat?) . Mat Muller

Knlna (Sanskrit) . . Kubn
Kamos (Homed) . . Brown

. . Prellcr

The pleased reader will alio nlmervc that the

phallus of Ouranos is the sun (Tide), that Cronos is

the sun (Sayce), that Cronos mutilating Ouranos is

the sun (Uartung), just as tl»c sun is the mutilated

part of Ouranos (Tiele) ; Or is, according to others,

the stone which Cronos swallowed, and which acted

as an emetic.

My Lack of Explanation of Cronos

Now, I have offered no explanation at all of who
Cronoe was, what he was god of, from what race

he was borrowed, from what language hi? name was
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derived. The fact is that I do not know the truth

about these important debated questions. Therefore,

after speaking so kindly of our method, and reject-

ing the method of Mr. Max M idler. Professor Tiele

now writes thus (and this Mr. Max Muller does cite,

as we have seen) :

—

4 Mr. I.ang and M. Gaidoz are not entirely wrong

in claiming me as an ally. But l must protest, in

the name of mythological science, and of the exact-

ness as necessary to her as to any of the other

sciences, against a method which only glides over

questions of the first importance' (name, origin,

province, race of Cronos), * and which to most ques-

tions can only reply, with a smile, Cost chercher raison

ou il n'y en a pas'

My Crime

Now, what important questions was I gliding

over ? In what questions did I not expect to find

reason? Why in this savage fatras about Cronos

swallowing his children, about blood-drops becoming

bees (Mr. Max Muller says * Melian nymphs'), and

bees being stars, and all the rest of a prehistoric

Miirchm worked over again and again by the later

fancy of Greek poets and by Greek voyagers who
recognised Cronos in Moloch. In all this I certainly

saw no * reason,' but I have given in tabular form

the general, if inharmonious, conclusions of more

exact and conscientious scholars, * their variegated

hypotheses,’ as Mannhardt says in the case of

Demeter. My error, rebuked by Professor Tiele,

is the lack of that 4 scientific exactitude ’ exhibited

by the explanations arranged in my tabular form.
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My Reply to Professor Tiele

I would reply that I atn not engaged in a study

of the Cult of Cronos, but of the revolting element

in his Myth

:

his swallowing of his children, taking

a stone emetic by mistake, and disgorging the

swallowed children alive; the stone being on view

at Delphi long after the Christian era. Now, such
Btories of divine feats of swallowing and disgorging

are very common, I show, in savage myth and
popular MUrtkin. The bnslimen have Kwai Hemm,
who swallows the sacred Mantis insect. He is killed,

and all the creatures whom he has swallowed return

to light. Such stories occur among Australians,

Kaffirs, Red Men, in Guiana, in Greenland, and so

on. In some cases, among savages. Night (conceived

as a person), or one star which obscures another
star, is said to 'swallow

1

it. Therefore, I say,

' natural phenomena, explained on savage principles,

might give the data of the ‘wallowing myth, of
Cronos

'
1—that is, the myth of Cronos may be,

probably is, originally a nature-myth. 'On this

principle Cronos would lx- hoc) the Night.'

Professor Tiele does not allude to this effort at inter-

pretation. Hut 1 come round to something like

the view of Kuhn. Cronos (««/ Ko<) is the midnight
(sky], which Professor Tiele also regards as one of
his several aspects. It is not impossible, I think,

that if the swallowing myth was originally a nature-
myth, it was suggested by Night. But the question
I tried to answer was, 'Why did the Greeks, of all

people, tell such a disgusting story ?
' And I replied,

with Professor Tiele's approval, that they inherited

• C. *nd
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it from* an age to which such follies were natural,

an age when the ancestors of the Greeks were on

(or under) the Maori stage of culture. Now, the

Maoris, a noble race, with poems of great beauty and

speculative power, were cannibals, like Cronos. To

my mind, ‘scientific exactitude’ is rather shown in

confessing ignorance than in adding to the list of

guesses.

Conclusion ss to Profsssor Tlol®

The learned Professor’s remarks on being ‘ much

more my ally than ray opponent' were published

before my Myth, Ritual, and Religion, in which

(i. 24, 25) I cited his agreement with me in the

opinion that ‘ the philological method ’ (Mr. Max

Muller's) is ‘ inadequate and misleading, when it is a

question of discovering the origin of a myth.’ I also

quoted his unhesitating preference of ours to Mr.

Max Muller's method (i. 43, 44). 1 did not cite a

lithe of what he actually did say to our credit. But

I omitted to quote what it was inexcusable not to add,

that Professor Tiele thinks us ‘too exclusive,' that

he himself had already, before us, combated Mr.

Max Muller’s method in Dutch periodicals, that he

blamed our 4 songs of triumph ’ and our levities, that

he thought we might have ignorant camp-followers,

that I glided over important questions (bees, blood-

drops, stars, Melian nymphs, the j>kaUtu of Ouranos,

&c ), and showed scientific inexactitude in declining

ehercher rai*m ou U n'y en a jhu.

None the less, in Professor Tiele's opinion, our

method is new (or is not new), illuminating, success-

ful, and alone successful, for the ends to which we

apply it, and, finally. we have shown Mr. Max Muller’s
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method to lie a house builded ou the sand. .That is

the gist of what Professor Tide said.

Mr. Max Muller, like myself, quotes part and

omits part. He quotes twice Professor Tide's obser-

vations on my deplorable habit of gliding over

important questions. He twice says that we liave

* actually ' claimed the Professor as ‘ an ally of the

victorious army,’ * the ethnological students of

custom and myth,' and once adds, * but he strongly

declined that honour.’ lie twice quotes the famous

braves gens passage, excepting only M. Gaidoz, as a

scholar, from a censure explicitly directed at our

possible camp-followers as distinguished from our-

selves.

But if Mr. Max Muller quotes Professor Tide's re-

marks proving that, in his opinion, the * army ' is really

victorious ; if lie cites the acquiescence in my opinion

that bin mythological house is ‘builded on Use sands,’

or Professor Tide’s preference for our method over

his own, or Professor Tide's volunteered remark that

he is ‘ much more our ally than our adversary,’ I

have not detected tin* |«ssages in Contributions to the

Scienre of Mythology.

The reader may decide as to the relative im-

portance of what I left out, and of what Mr. Max
Muller omitted. He says, ‘ Professor Tide and I

differ on several points, but we perfectly understand

each other, ami when we have made a mistake we

readily confess and correct it' (i. 37).

The two scholars, l thought, differed greatly.

Mr. Max Muller's war-cry, slogan, mot tfordre, is to

Professor Tide ‘a false hypothesis.’ Our method,

which Mr. Max Muller combats so bravely, is all that

Professor Tielc has said of it. But, if all this is not
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conspicuously apparent in our adversary's book, it

does not become me to throw the first stone. We
are all, in fact, inclined unconsciously to overlook

what makes against our argument, 1 have done it;

and, to the best of my belief, Mr. Max Muller has

not avoided the same error.
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IV

MASSHARDT

Msnnhsrdt'a Altitude

Profkssoh Tiki.k, it may appear, really • fights for

hia own hand,' and is not a thorough partisan of

either aide The celebrated Mannhanlt, too, doubt-

less the most original student of folk-lore since

Grimm, might, at dilTerent periods of his career, have

been reckoned an ally, now by philologists, now by
‘ the new school.* lie may be said, in fact, to have

combined what is best in the methods of both parties,

both are anxious to secure such support as his works

can lend.

Moral Character Impoaohsd

Mr. Max Muller avers that his moral character

seems to lie ‘aimed at* by critics who say that ho

has no right to quote Mannhanlt or Oldenberg as his

supporters (1. xvi.). Now, without making absurd

imputations, I do not reckon Mannhanlt a thorough

partisan of Mr. Max Muller. I could not put our
theory so well as Mannhanlt puts it. ‘ The study of

the lower races is an invaluable instrument for the

interpretation of the survivals from earlier stages,

which we meet in the full civilisation of cultivated

peoples, but which arose in the remotest fetishism

and savagery.’

I.ikc Mr. Max Midler, I do not care for the vague
word * fetishism,' otherwise Mannhanlt's remark ex-

actly represents my own position, the anthn»]Milogical
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position. 1 Now, Mr. Max Muller does not like that

position. That position he assails. It was Mauu-

hardt’s, however, when he wrote the book quoted,

and, so far, Mannhanlt was not absolutely one of

Mr. Max Mullers * supporters ’—unless I am one. ‘ I

have even been accused,' says Mr. Max Muller, ‘of

intentionally ignoring or suppressing Mannhardt's

labours. How charitable !' (1. xvii.) I trust, from

our author’s use of the word todlschiceujen, that this

uncharitable charge was made in Germany.

Mannhanlt

Mannhardt, for a time, says Mr. Max Muller,

‘expressed his mistrust in some of the results

of comparative mythology
'

(1. xvii.). Indeed, I

myself quote him to that very effect.* Not only

'some of the results,' but the philological method

itself was distrusted by Mannhardt, as by Curtius.

•The failure of the method in its practical work-

ing lies in a lack of the historical sense,' says

Mannhardt.' Mr. Max Muller may have, probably

has, referred to these sayings of Mannhardt
; or,

if he has not, no author is obliged to mention

everybody who disagrees with him. Mannhardt's

method was mainly that of folklore, not of philology.

He examined peasant customs and rites as * survivals

'

of the oldest paganism. Mr. Frazer applies Mannhardt's

rich lore to the explanation of Greek and other rites

in The Golden Bough, that entrancing book. Such

was Mannhardt’s |xwition (as I shall prove at large)

when he was writing his most famous works. But

he ‘ returned at last to his old colours' (1. xvii.) in

• W. F. K uHL
1 W. - F. K. xrii.

• if. B. B. L 28.
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!>ie lettiachen .Sowteumytke* (1875). In 1S80 Mann-

hardt died. Mr. Max Midler does not say whether

Mannhardt, before a decease deeply regretted, re-

canted his heretical views about the philological

method, and his expressed admiration of the study

of the lower races as ‘ an invaluable instrument.’

One woidd gladly read a recantation so important.

Hut Mr. Max Muller does tell us that * if I did not

refer to his work in my previous contributions to

the science of mythology the reason was simple enough.

It was not, as has been suggested, my wish to sup-

press it {todtaektetigen

\

but simply my want of know-'

lodge of the materials with which he dealt' (Herman
jHipular customs and traditions) ‘and therefore the

consciousness of my incompetence to sit in judg-

ment on his labours.’ Again, we are told that there

was no need of criticism or praise of Mannhardt. He
had Mr. Fnuer as his prophet—but not till ten years

after his death.

Maonbardt'a Letter-

‘ Mannhnrdt's state of mind with regard to the

general principles of comparative philology*has been

so exactly my own,’ stys Mr. Max Muller, that he cites

Mnnnliartlt’* Inters to prove the fact. Hut as to the

uppUmtinn to myth of the principles of comparative

philology, Mannhardt speaks of ‘the lack of the

historical sense ’ displayed in the practical employ-

ment of the method. This, at least, is ‘not exactly ’

Mr. Max Mitller's own view. Probably he refers to

the later period when Mannhardt 'returned to his

old colours.’

The letters of Mannhardt, cited in proof of

his exact agreement with Mr. Max M tiller about
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comparative philology, do not, as far as quoted,

mention the subject of comparative philology at all

(1. xviii-xx.). Possibly ‘ philology' is here a slip of

the pen, and * mythology ' may be meant.

Mannhardt says to Mulletihoff (May 2, 1876) that

he has been uneasy 4 at the extent which sun myths
threaten to assume in my comparisons.’ He is

opening 4 a new point of view
;

’ materials rush in,

4 so that the sad danger seemed inevitable of every-

thing becoming everything.' In Mr. Max Muller’s

own words, written long ago, he expressed his

'dread, not of ‘everything becoming everything’ (a

truly Heraclitean state of affairs), but of the 4 omni-

present Sun and the inevitable Dawn appearing in ever

so many disguises.' 4 Have we not,' he asks, 4 arrived

both at the same conclusion?' Really, I do not

know ! Had Mannhardt quite cashiered 4 the corn-

spirit,’ who, perhaps, had previously threatened to
4 become everything * ? He is still in great vigour, in

Mr. Frazer's Golden Hough, and Mr. Frazer is Maim-

hardt’s disciple. Hut where, all this time, is there a

reference by Mamdiardt to 4 the general principles of

comparative philology ’
? Where does be accept 4 the

omnipresent Sun and the inevitable Dawn'P Why,
he says the reverse ; he says in this letter that he is

immeasurably removed from accepting them at all as

Mr. Max M tiller accept* them !

4
I am very far from looking upon all myths as

psychical reflections of physical phenomena, still less

as of exclusively solar or meteorological phenomena,
like Kuhn, Schwartz, Max Muller and their school.’

What a queer way of expressing his agreement with

Mr. Max Muller

!

The Professor expostulates with Mannhardt
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(1. xx.) :—‘ Where has any one of us ever clone this ?

'

Well, when Mannhardt said * all myths,' he wrote

colloquially. Shall we say that he meant * most

myths,' ‘ a good many myths,’ ' a myth or two here

and there ' ? Wlxatever he meant, he meant that he

was ‘ still more than very far removed from looking

upon all myths ' as Mr. Max Muller does.

Mannliardt's next passage I quote entire and

textually from Mr. Max Muller’s translation

4
1 have learnt to appreciate poetical and literary

production as an essential element in the develop-

ment of mythology, and to draw and utilise the

consequences arising from this state of things.

[Who has not?] Hut, on (he otlier hand, 1 hold it.

as quite certain that a portion of the older myths

arose from nature poetry which is no longer directly

intelligible to u». but has to la* interpreted by means
of analogies. Nor does it follow that those myths
betray any historical identity ; they only testify to

the same kind of conception and tendency prevailing

on similar stages of development. Of these nature

myths some have refcrcnco to the life and the cir-

cumstances of the sun, and our first steps towards

an understanding of them are helped on by such
nature poetry as the Lettish, which has not yet

been obscured by artistic and poetical reflexion.

In that |>octry mythical personalities confessedly

belonging to a solar *pl»ere arc transferred to a

large number of poetical representatives, of which
the explanation must consequently be found in the

same (solar) sphere of nature. My method here is

just the same as that applied by me to the Tree-
cult.'

Mr. Max Muller asks, ‘Where Is there any
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difference between this, the latest and final system

adopted by Mannhardt, and my own system which I

put forward in 1856 ?’(1. xxi.) •

How Mannhardt differs from Mr. Max Muller

1 propose to show wherein the difference lies.

Mannhardt says, • My method is just the same as

that applied by me to the Tree-cult.' What was that

method ?

Mannhardt, in the letter quoted by Mr. Max

Muller, goes on to describe it; but Mr. Max Miller

omits the description, probably not realising its

importance. For Mannhardt's method is the reverse

of that practised under the old colours to which he

is said to have returned.

Mannhardt's Mothod

•My method is here the same as in the Tree-

cult. I start from a given collection of facts, of

which the central idea is distinct and generally

admitted, and consequently offers a firm basis for

explanation. I illustrate from this and from well-

founded analogies. Continuing from these, I seek to

elucidate darker things. I search out the simplest

radical ideas and perceptions, the germ-cells from

whose combined growth mythical tales form them-

selves in very different ways.’

Mr. Frazer gives us a similar description of

Mannhardt’s method, whether dealing with sun myths

or tree myth*.1 * Mannhardt set himself systematically

to collect, compare, and explain the living super-

stitions of the peasantry.' Now Mr. Max Muller has

just confessed, as a reason for incompetence to criti-

cise Mannhardt's labours, ‘my want of knowledge

• GoUn Bougk, L lx.
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of ihe materials with which hi- dealt—the popular

customs and traditions of Germany.' And yet he

asks where there is any difference between Iur

system and Mannhardt's. Mannhardt’s is the study

of rural survival, the system of folklore. Mr. Max
Muller’s is the system of comparative philology about

which in this place Mannhardt does not say one

single word. Mannhardt interprets some myths
‘ arising from nature |ioetry, no longer intelligible to

us,’ by analogic* ; Mr. Max Muller interprets them by

ttymologit*.

The difference is incalculable; not that Mann-

hardt always abstains from etymologising.

Another Claim on Mannhardt

While maintaining that ‘all comparative mytho-

logy must rest on comparison of names as its most

certain basis' (a system which Mannhardt declares

explicitly to he so far ‘a failure ’
1, Mr. Max MUller

says. ‘ It is well known that in lus Inst, nay posthu-

mous es-ay, Mannhardt, no mean authority, returned

to the same conviction." I do not know which is

Mannhardt’s very
,
last essay, but I shall prove that

in the posthumous essay* Mannhardt threw cold water

on the whole method of philological comparative

mythology.

However, as proof of Mannhardt's return to Mr.

Max Muller's convictions, our author cites Mytho-

loywh «• For*chnngtn (pp. 86-113).

What Mannhardt said

In the passages here produced as proof of Mann-
hardt’s conversion, he is not investigating a mvih
at all, or a name which occurs in mythology. Ue is
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trying to discover the meaning of the practices of the

I.ii|M-rcalia at Rome. In February, says Dionysius

of Halicarnassus, the Uonians held a popular festival,

and lads ran round naked. save for skins of victims,

whipping the spectator- Mannhardt, in his usual

way, collect* all the facts first, and then analyses the

name /.ujterri. This does not make him a philo-

logical mythologist To lake a rase in point, at

Selkirk and Queensferry the ltound- are ridden, or

walked, by * Burleymen ' or ‘ Burrymen .’ 1 After

examining the facts we examine the words, and ask,

• Why Burley or Burn* men ?
' At Queensferry, by

a folk etymology, one of the lads wears a coat

stuck over with bum. But ‘Borough-men' seems

the probable etvimdogy. As wo examine the names

Burley, or Burry men. so Mannhardt examines the

name Au/erri ; and if a inn* etymology can be dis-

covered. it will illustrate the original intention of the

bupercalia \p. w;).

He would like «•• explain the Lupercalin as a

popular play, representing the spirit- of vegetation

opposing the spirit- of infertility. • But we do not

forget that our whole theory of the development of

the rite rests on a hypothesis which the lack of

materials prevents us from demonstrating.' He would

explain Lupen-i as hipiherci—‘wolf-goats.’ Over

this we need not linger; but how does all this prove

Mannhardt to have returned to the method of com-

paring Greek with Yedic divine names, and arriving

thence at some celestial phenomenon as the basis of

a terrestrial mvtli ? Yet lu- sometimes does this.

' a*-*? *~*-)*- Diooys. L 80
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My Bolationa to Maonhardt

If anything could touch and move an unawak-
ened anthropologist it would be the conversion

of Mannliartlt. My own relations with hia ideas

have the interest of illustrating mental coincidences.
His name does not occur, I think, in the essay,

‘The Method of Folklore,' in the first edition of
my Custom and Myth. In that essay I take, as

an example of the method, the Scottish and

Northumbrian Kenui/nihy, the pupj*t made out of
the last gleanings of harvest. This I compared to

the Greek Di meter of the harvest-home, with sheaves

ami poppies in her bands, in the immortal Seventh
Idyll of Theocritus. Our Kemababy, I said, is a

stunted surv ival of our older • Maiden,* * a regular

image of the harvest goddess,’ and I compared
k6P i). Next I gave the parallel rase from ancient

Feru, and the odd accidental coincidence that there

the maize was styled Mama Cora (jirjrrjp *6pr, !).

In entire ignorance of Mannhardt*s corn-spirit,

or corn-mother, I was following Mannhardt's track.

Indeed, Mr. Max Muller has somewhere remarked
that I popularise Mannhardt’s ideas. Naturally he
could not guess that the coincidence was accidental

and also inevitable. Two men, unknown to each
other, were using the same method on the same facts.

Mannhardt's Baturn to hia old Colours

If, then, Mannhardt was re-converted, it would
he a potent argument for my conversion. But one is

reminded of the re-conversion of Prince Charles. In
1760 he ‘ deserted the errors of the Church of Rome
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for those of the Church of England.' Later he

returned, or affected to return, to the ancient faith.

A certain Cardinal seemed contented therewith, and,

as the historian remarks, ‘was clearly a man not

difficult to please.’ Mr. Max Muller reminds me of

the good Cardinal. I do not feel so satisfied as he

doea of Mannhardt's reconversion.

Mannhardt’s Attitude to Philology

We have heard Mannhardt, in a letter partly

cited by Mr. Max Muller, describe his own method.

He begins with what is certain and intelligible, a

mass of popular customs. These he explains by
analogies. He passes from the known to the obscure.

Philological mythologists begin with the unknown,

Ihe name of a god. This they analyse, extract a

meaning, and (proceeding to the known) fit the facts

of the god’s legend into the sense of his name. The
methods arc each other's opposites, yet the letter in

which Mannhardt illustrate* this fact is cited as a

proof of his return to his old colours.

•

Irritating Conduct of Mannhardt

Nothing irritates philological mythologists so

much, nothing has injured them so much in the

esteem of the public which • goes into these things a

little,’ as the statement that their competing etymo-

logies and discrepant interpretations of mythical

names are mutually destructive. I have been told

that this is ‘ a mean argument.' But if one chemical

analyst found bismuth where another found iridium,

and a third found argon, the public would begin to

look on chemistry without enthusiasm
; still more so
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if one chemist rarely found anything hut inevitable

bismuth or omnipresent iridium. Now Mannhardt

uses this ‘ mean argument.’

Mannhardt on Domolor Erinnys

In a posthumous work, Mythologische Forschungen

(18S4), the work from which Mr. Max Muller cites

the letter to MullenholT, Mannhardt discusses Demeter

Krinnys. She is the Arcadian goddess, who, in the

form of a mare, became mother of Despoina and the

borne Arion, by Poseidon.' Her anger at the un-

handsome behaviour of Poseidon caused Demeter to

be railed Erinnvs— ‘ to be angry ' !>eing epo-wiv in

Arcadian—a folk-etymology, clearly. Mannhardt

first dives deep into the sources for this fable.*

Arion, he decides, is no mythological personification,

but n poetical ideal (Bexackmuiy) of the war-horse.

Legend is ransacked for proof of this. Poseidon is the

lord of wind and wave. Now, there are wavesof corn,

under the wind, as well as waves of the sea. When
the Suabian rustic sees the wave running over the

corn, he says. Da lauft das Pferd, and Greeks before

Homer would say, in face of the billowing corn,

’Ertfldi 6Jovol onrot, Tktre run hnrsr* I And Homer
himself* says that the h«»rwsof Krichthonius, children

of Boreas, ran over cornfield and .M-a. We ourselves

speak of sea-waves as * white horses.’ So, to be

brief, Mannhardt explains the myth of Dcincter

Erinny8 becoming, as a mare, a mother by Poseidon

as a horse, thus, ‘ Poseidon Ilippios, or Poseidon in

horse's form, rushes through <he growing grain and

rtii. *5. * Uftk. Fcrtch. p. 244.
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weds Demeter,’ and he cite* peasant proverbs, such

as Das Korn heirathtt ; das Kom feisrt Hockzeit

(p. 264). ‘ This is the germ of the Arcadian Saga.’

4 The Arcadian myth of Demeter Erinnys is un-

deniably a blending of the epic tradition [of the ideal

war-horse] with the local cult of Demeter. ... It

is a probable hypothesis that the belief in the wed-

ding of Demeter and Poseidon comes from the sight

of the waves passing over the cornfield. . .
.' 1

It is very neat 1 But a certain myth of Loki

in hor$e-form comes into memory, and makes me
wonder how Mannhardt would have dealt with that

too liberal narrative.

Loki, as a mare ^he being a male god), became,

by the horse of a giant, the father of Sleipnir, Odin’s

eight-footed steed. Mr. W. A. Craigie supplies this

note on Loki’s analog)’ with Poseidon, as a horse, in

the waves of corn 1—
4 In North Jutland, when the vapours are seen

going with a wavy motion along the earth in the

heat of summer, they say, 44 Loki is sowing oats to-

day," or 44 Loki is driving his goats.”
4 N.B.

—

Oats in Danish are katre, which suggests

O.N. hafrar, goats. Modem Icelandic has Ao/rar—oats,

but the word is not found in the old language.’

Is Loki a corn-spirit ?

Mannhardt’. 4 M®an Argument*

Mannhardt now examines the explanations of

Demeter Erinnys, and her legend, given by Preller,

E. Curtius, O. Muller, A. Kuhn, W. Sonne, Max
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Mliller, E. Burnouf, de Gubernatis, Schwartz, and

H. D. Muller. * Here,' he cries, ‘ is a variegated list

of hypotheses !
’ Demeter is

l’oseidon is

Despoina is

Arion, the horse, is

Lightning

Sun

Storm-cloud

SunQoddut
Earth and Moon Goddett
Dawn
Night.

Sea

Storm God
Cloud-hidden Sun
Rain God.

Rain
Thunder

Mo

Krinnys is

Stormeloud

Red.

Miiunhardt decides, after this exhibition of

guesses, that the Demeter legends cannot be explained

as refractions of any natural phenomena in the

heavens (p. 275). He concludes that the myth of

Dcmeter Krinnys, and the parallel Vedic story of

8aranyu (who also had an amour as a mare), are

‘ incongruous,' and tliat neither sheds any light on
the other. lie protests against the whole tendency
to find prototypes of all Aryan myths in the Veda,
and to think that, with a few exceptions, all

mythology is a terrestrial refiection of celestial

phenomena (p. 280). He then goes into the con-
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tending etymologies of Demeter, and decides (‘for

the man was mortal and had been a * philologer) in

favour of his own guess, £<ui 8rj + nr/rrjp = ‘ Corn-

mother ‘ (p. 294).

This essay on Demeter was written by Mannhardt

in the summer of 1877, a year after the letter which

is given as evidence that he had 4 returned to his old

colours.' The essay shows him using the philological

string of * variegated hypotheses * as anything but an

argument in favour of the philological method. On the

other hand, he warns us against the habit, so common

in the philological school, of looking for prototypes of

all Aryan myths in the Veda, and of finding in most

myths a reflection on earth of phenomena in the

heavens, Erinnys being either Storm-cloud or Dawn,

according to the taste and fancy of the inquirer. We
also find Mannhardt, in 1877, starting from the known

—legend and rural survival in phrase and custom—

and so advancing to the unknown—the name Demeter.

The philologists commence with the unknown, the

old name. Demeter Erinnys, explain it to taste, and

bring the legend into harmony with their explana-

tion. I cannot say, then, that I share Mr Max

Muller's impression. I do not feel sure that Mann-

hardt did return to his old colours.

Why Mannhardt la Thought to hare been Converted

Mannhardt’# friend, Mullenhoff, had an aversion to

solar myths. He said

:

1 ‘ I deeply mistrust all these

combinations of-the new so-called comparative mytho-

logy.’ Mannhardt was preparing to study Lithu-

anian solar myths, based on Lithuanian and Lettish

marriage songs. Mullenhoff and Scherer seem to have

' S*pwmt«r 19, 1876. lift*. Forte*. «ir.
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thought this work loo solar for their taste. Mann-

hanlt therefore replied to their objections in the

letter quoted in part by Mr. Max Muller. Mannhardt

was not the man to neglect or suppress solar myths
when he found them, merely because he did not

believe that a great many other myths which had

been claimed as celestial were solar. Like every

sensible person, he knew that there are numerous
real, obvious, confessed solar myths not derived from

a disease of language. These arise from (1) the

impulse to account for the doings of the Sun by

telling a story about him as if he were a person
;

(2) from the natural poetry of the human mind.'

What we think they are not shown to arise from is

forgetfulness of meanings of old words, which, tx

hy/wtlest, have become proper names.

That is the theory of the philological school, and

to that theory, to these colours, 1 see no proof (in

the evidence given) that Mannhardt had returned.

But 'the scalded child dreads cold water,’ and

MullrithofT apparently dreaded even real solar

myths. Mr. Max Muller, on the other hand (if I

do not misinterpret him), supposes that Mannhardt

had returned to the philological method, partly

because he was interested in real solar myths and in

t!u> natural poetry of illiterate races.

Maonhardt’a Pinal Confession

Mannhardt'* last work published in his life days

was Antike Wald- and Feldhdte (1877). In the pre-

face, dated November 1, 1870 [after the famous letter

of May 1876), lie explains the growth of his views

and criticises his predecessors. After doing justice

1 For undeniable solar myths see if. H. H. L 124 1S5.
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to Kuhn and his comparisons of European with

Indian myths, he says that, in his opinion, compara-

tive Indo-Germanic mythology has not yet borne the

expected fruits. .
1 The assured gains shrink into very

few divine names, such as Dvaus—Zeus—Tius,

Parjany—Perkunas, Hhnga—Bug, Varuna—Uranus,

&c.' I wish he had completed the list included

in &c. Other equations, as Saraineya=aHermeias,

Sariuiyu— Demeter Rrinnys, he fears will not stand

close criticism. He dreads that jeux desprit (geistvolle

Spieie da Hitea) may once more encroach on science.

Then, after a lucid statement of Mr. Max Muller’s

position, he says, *Ich vermag dem von M. Muller

aufgcstellten Principe, wenn Uberhaupt cine, so doch

nur eine sehr beschrinkte Geltung zuzugestehen.’

* To the principle of Max M uller I can only assign

a very limited value, if any value at alf.'
1

• Taken all in all. I consider the greater part of

the results hitherto obtained in the field of Imio-Ger-

manic comparative mythology to be, as yet, a failure,

premature or incomplete, my own efforts in (iertnan

Myths (1808) included. That 1 do not, however,
*• throw out the babe with the bath," as the proverb

goes, my essay on Lettish sun myths in Bastian-Ilart-

mann’s Ethnological Journal will bear witness.’

Such is Mannhardt's conclusion. Taken in con-

nection with his still later essay on Demeter, it really

leaves no room for doubt. There, I think, he doea

‘ throw out the child with the bath,' throw the

knife after the handle. I do not suppose that Mr.

Max Muller ever did quote Mannhardt as one of his

supporters, but such a claim, if really made, would

obviously give room for criticism.

• Op.CiLv.TX.
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Mannhardt on Solar Myths

What the attitude of Mannhardt was, in 1877 and

later, we have seen. He disbelieves in the philo-

logical system of explaining myths by etymological

conjectures. He disbelieves in the habit of finding,

in myths of terrestrial occurrences, reflections of

celestial phenomena. But earlier, in his long essay

Die Minim Sonntmmytkm (in Zeitackrift fur Ethno-

logic, 1875), he examines the Lettish popular songs

about the Sun, the Sun’s daughters, the god-sons, and

so forth. Here, of course, he is dealing with popular

songs explicitly devoted to solar phenomena, in

their poetical aspect. In the Lettish Sun-songs and

Sun-myths of the peasants we see, he says, a myth-

world * in process of becoming,’ in an early state of

development, an in the Veda (p. 325). But, we may
reply, in the, Veda, mytits are already full-grown,

or even decadent. Already there are unbelievers in

the myths. Thus we would say, in the Veda wo

have (1) myths of nature, formed iu the remote

past, and (2) poetical phrases about heavenly pheno-

mena, which resemble the nature-poetry of the Letts,

but which do not Itecome full-grown myths. The

Lett songs, also, have not developed into myths, of

which (as in the Apollo and Daphne story, by Mr.

Max Muller’s hypothesis) the original meaning is lost.

In the Lett song- we have a ma*s of nature-pictures

—the boat and the applesof theSuu,lbc red cloak hung

on the oak-tree, and so on
;

pictures by which it is

sought to make elemental phenomena intelligible, by

comparison with familiar things. Behind tlfe pheno-

mena are, in popular belief, personages—mythical

personages—the Sun as 4 a magnified non-natural
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man,' or woman
;
the Sun’s mother, daughters, and

other .heavenly people. Their conduct is ‘motived’

in a human way. Stories are told about them: the

Sun kills the Moon, who revives.

All this is perfectly familiar everywhere. Savages,

in their fables, account for solar, lunar, and similar

elemental processes, on the theory that the heavenly

bodies are, and act like, human beings. The Eskimo
myth of the spots on the Moon, marks of ashes thrown

by the Sun in a love-quarrel, is an excellent example.

Hut in all this there is no ‘ disease of language.'

These are frank nature-myths, ‘ etiological,’ giving a
fabulous reason for facts of nature.

Manohardt on Marohen

Hut Mannhardt goes farther, lie not only recog-

nises, as everyone must do, the Sun, as explicitly

named, when he plays his part in myth, or popular

tale (Marshal). He thinks that even when the Sun
is not named, his presence, and reference to him, and
derivation of the incidents in Mttrthm from solar

myth, may sometimes be detected with great prolv

ability (pp. 326, 327). Hut ho adds, ‘ not that every

Miirchen contains a reference to Nature
;
that I am

far from asserting ’ (p. 327).

Now perhaps nobody will deny that some
incidents in Mirchen may have been originally

suggested by nature-myths. The all-swallowing

and all-disgorging beast, wolf, or ogre, may have

been derived from a view of Night as the all-

swallower. But to disengage natural phenomena,

mythically stated, from the human tangle of Marchen,

to find natural phenomena in such a palimpsest as

Perrault’s courtly and artificial version of a French
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popular tale, is a delicate aJid dangerous task. In

many stories a girl has three balls—oue of silver, one

of gold, one of diamond—which site offers, in succes-

sion, as bribes. This is a perfectly natural invention.

It is perilous to connect these balls, gift* of ascending

value, with the solar apple of iron, silver, and gold

(p. 103 and note 5). It is perilous, and it is quite

unnecessary. Some one—Gubematis, I think—has

explained the naked sword of Aladdin, laid between

him and the Sultan’s daughter in l*ed, as the silver

sickle of the Moon. Really the sword has an obvious

purpose and meaning, and is used as a symbol in

proxy-marriages. The blood sited by Achilles in his

latest victories is elsewhere explained ns red clouds

round the setting Sun, which is couspicuoualy childish.

Mantihardt leans, at least, in this direction.

• The Two Brothora *

Mannhardt takes the old Egyptian tale of ‘The

Two Brothers,' Bitiou and Anepou. This fable, as old.

in actual written literature, a«* Moses, is a complex

of half the JUirvhen plots ami incidents in the world.

It opens with the formula of Potipliar'n Wife. Tire

falsely accused brother Hies, and secretes his life, or

separable soul, in a flower of the mystic Vale of

Acacias. This affair of the separable soul may be

studied in Mr. Hartlaml's Pennu, and it animates,

as we shall sec, Mr. Frazer's theory of the Origin of

Totemism. A golden lock of the wicked wife’s hair

is then borne by the Nile to the king’s palace

in Egypt. He will insist on marrying the lady of

the lock. Here we are in the Cinderella formula,

en plein
,

which may be studied, in African and
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Santhal shapes, in Miss Coxes valuable Cinderella'

Pharaoh 's wise men decide that the owner of the

lock of hair is (like Egyptian royalty at large) a

daughter of the Sun-god (p. 239). Here is the Sun,

in all his glory; but here we are dealing with a
literary version of the Marche*, accommodated to

royal tastes and Egyptian ideas of royalty by a

royal scribe, the courtly Perrault of the Egyptian

Koi-Soteil. Who can say what he introduced ?—while

we can say that the Sun-god is absent in South

African and Santhal and other variants. The Sun
may have slipped out here, may have been slipped in

there; the faintest glimmer of the historical sense

prevents us from dogmatising.

Wedded to Pharaoh, the wicked wife, pursuing

her vengeance on Bitiou, cuts down his life-tree.

Ancpou, his brother, however, recovers his concealed

heart (life), and puts it in water. Bitiou revives. He
changes himself into the sacrnl Bull, Apis—a feature

in the story which is practically possible in Egypt
alone. The Bull tells the king his story, but the

wicked wife has the Bull slain, as by Cambyses in

Herodotus. Two of his blood-drops become two

persea trees. One of them confesses the fact to the

wicked wife. She has them cut down ; a chip flies

into her mouth, she becomes a mother by the chip,

the boy (Bitiou) again becomes king, and slays his

mother, the wicked wife.

In the tree, any tree, acacia or persea, Mannhardt
wishes to recognise the Sun-tree of the Lett songs.

The red blossoms of the persea tree are a symbol of

the Sun-tree : of Homs. He compares features, not

always very closely analogous, in European Marchen.
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For example, a girl hides in a tree, like* diaries II. at

Boscobel. That is not really analogous with Bitious

separable life in tha acacia! ‘Anepou’ is' like

‘ Anapu,' Anubis. The Bull is the Sun, is Osiris - dead

in winter. Mr. Frazer, Manuliardt’s disciple, protests

a i/ninth cris against these identifications when made

by others than Mannhardt, who says, * The Miirchen is

an old obscure solar myth
'
(p. 242). To others the

story' of Bitiou seems an Egyptian literary complex,

based on a popular set of tales illustrating furena

quid femina ponil, and illustrating the world-wide

theory of the separable life, dragging in formulic

from other Miirchen, and giving to all a thoroughly

classical Egyptian colouring. 1 Solar myths, we

think, have not necessarily anything to make in the

mnttcr.

Th* Golden Flooco

Mannhardt reasons in much the same way

about the Golden Fleece. This is a peculiarly

Greek feature, interwoven with tht- world-wide

March** of the Lad, the Giants helpful daughter,

her aid in accomplishing feats otherwise impossible,

and the pursuit of the pair by the father. 1 have

studied the story—as it occurs in Samoa, among Red

Indian tribes, and elsewhere—in
4 A Far-travelled

Tale.’* In our late Greek versions the Quest of the

Fleece of Gold occurs, but in no other variants

known to me. There is a lamb (a boy changed into

a lamb) in Romaic. His fleece is of no interest to

anybody. Out of his body grows a tree with a

golden apple. Sun-yarns occur in popular songs.

• Von einom tUr *or*nfkck.Un ScMri/tytUMrUm, Anno,*, \n

Uutwcfer DartUUany anffintkndtn MnrtUmt. p. 240.

’ Cmloot and Myth.
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Mannhardt (pp. 282, 283) abounds in solar explana-

tions of the Fleece of Gold, hanging on the oak-tree

in the dark -Effan forest. Idyia, wife of the

C'olchian king, ‘is clearly the Dawn.’ Aia is the

isle of the Sun. Helle— Surya, a Sanskrit Sun-goddess

;

the golden ram off whose back she falls, while her

brother keeps his seat, is the Sun. Uer brother,

Phrixus, may be the Daylight. The oak-tree in

Colchis is the Sun-tree of the Lettish songs. Perseus

is a hero of light, born in the Dark Tower (Night)

from the shower of gold (Sun-rays).

4 We can but say “ it may be so,” ' but who could

explain all the complex Perseus-saga as a statement

about elemental phenomena ? Or how can the Far-

travelled Tale of the Lad and the Giant's Daughter be

interpreted to the same effect, above all in the count-

less examples where no Fleece of Gold occurs ? The

Greek tale of Jason is made up of several MureAm,

ns is the Odyssey, by epic poets. These MarcAen

have no necessary connection with each other
;
they

are tagged on to each oilier, and localised in Greeceand

on the Euxine. 1 A poetic popular view of the Sun may

have lent the peculiar, and elsewhere absent, incident

of the quest of the Fleece of Gold on the shores

of the Black Sea. The old epic poets may have

borrowed from popular songs like the Lettish chants

(p. 328). A similar dubious adhesion may be given

bv us in the case of Castor and Polydeuccs (Morning

and Evening Stars?), and Helen (Dawn),* and the

Hesperides (p. 231). The germs of the myths may

be popular poetical views of elemental phenomena.

But to insist on elemental allegories through all the

8m Preface to Mi*. Hunt'* irwulnion of Gnmm i Udrrhrr.

• P.809.
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legends of the Dioskouroi, and of the Trojan war,

would be to strain a hypothesis beyond the breaking-

point. Much, very much, is epic invention, unver-

kennbar das xctrk der iHrliter (p. 328).

Mannhardt’a Approach to Mr. Max Muller

In this essay on Lettish Sun-songs (1875) Mann-

hardt comes nearest to Mr. Max Muller, lie cites

passages from him with approval
(cf pp. 314, 322).

His explanations, by aid of Sun-songs, of certain

features in Greek mythology are plausible, and may
be correct. Hut we turn to Mannhardt’s explicit

later statement of his own |n»sition in 1877, and

to his posthumous essays, published in 1884
;
and,

on the whole, we find, in my opinion, much more

difference from than agreement with the Oxford

Professor, whose Dawn-Daphne and other ’equations

Mannhardt dismisses, and to whose general results

(in mythology) he assigns a value so restricted. It

is a popular delusion that the anthropological

raythologists deny the existence of solar myths, or

of nature-myths in general. These are extremely

common. What we demur to is the explanation of

divine and heroic myths at large as solar or elemental,

when the original sense has been lost by the ancient

narrators, and when the elemental explanation rests

on conjectural and conflicting etymologies and inter-

pretations of old proper names—Athene, Ilera, Ar-

temis, and the rest. Nevertheless, while Mannhardt,

in his works on Tree-cult, and ou Field and Wood
Cult, and on the 4 Com Demon,’ has wandered far from

* his old colours
’—while in his posthumous essays he

is even more of a deserter, his essay on Lettish Sun-
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myths shows an undeniable tendency to return to

Mr. Max Muller's camp. This was what made
friends so anxious. It is probably wisest to form

opinion of his final attitude on his preface to his

book published in his life-time. In 'that' the

colours are not exactly his chosen banner
;

nor

the flag of the philological school be inscribed tandtm

triumphalat.

In brief, Mannhardt's return to his old colours

(1876-76) seems to have been made in a mood
from which he again later passed away. But either

modem school of mythology may cite him as an

ally in one or other of his phases of opinion.

ims



V

PHILOLOGY AND DEMETER ERINNYS

Mr. Max Muller on Demeter Erinnys.

Likb Mannhardt, our author in Iiih new treatise

discusses the strange ol»l Arcadian myth of the

horse-Demeter Erinnys (ii. 637). He tells the un-

seemly tale, and asks why the Earth goddess became

a mare? Then he gives the analogous myth from

the Rig-Veda, 1 which, as it stands, is * quite unin-

telligible.' But Yaska explains that Saranyu, daughter

of Tvashtri, in the form of a mare, had twins by

Vivasvat, in the shape of a stallion. Their offspring

were the Asvins, who arc more or lees analogous in

their helpful character to Castor and Pollux. Now,

can it be by accident that Saranju in the Veda

is Erinnys in Greek? To this 'equation,' as we

saw, Mannhardt demurred in 1877. Who was

Saranyu ? Yftska says ' the Night
;

' that was Yiska's

idea. Mr. Max MuUer adds, * 1 think he is right,'

and that Saranyu is
4 the grey dawn ’ (ii. 641).

* But,' the bewildered reader exclaims, ‘ Dawn is

one thing and Night is quite another.’ So Yaska

himself was intelligent enough to observe, 'Night

is the wife of Aditya ; she vanishes at sunrise.’

However, Night in Mr. Max Muller's system
4 has just got to be ' Dawn, a. position proved

• x. 17. Cl. Hair, Sanknt TerU, x. *77.
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thus :
• Yaska makes this clear by saying that

the time of the Asvins, sons of Saranyu, is after

midnight,’ but that * when darkness prevails over

light, that is Mailhyama ; when light prevails over

darkness, that is Adilya,' both being Asvins. They

(the Asvins) arc, in fact, darkness and light ;• and

therefore, I understand, Saranyu, who is Night, and

not an Asvin at all; is Dawn! To make this per-

fectly clear, remember that the husband of Saranyu,

whom she leaves at sunrise, is—I
give you three

guesses—is the Sun ! The Sun’s wife leaves the Sun at

sunrise.

1

This is proved, for Aditya is Vivasvat-the

Sun, and is the husband of Saranyu (ii. 541). These

methods of proving Night to be Dawn, while the

substitute for both in the bed of the Sun 4 may have

been meant for the gloaming '(ii. 642), do seem to be

geittroUe SpitU dr* Witte*, ingenious jeux <fesprit,

as Maunhardt *ay«, rather than logical arguments.

But we still do not know how the horse and

marc came in, or why the statue of Dcinctor had a

horse’s head. 4 Tins seems simply to 1* due to the

fact that, quite apart from this myth, the sun had,

in India at least, often been conceived as a horse ....

and the dawn had been likened to a mare.’ Hut how
does this explain the problem? The Vedic poets

cited (ii. 542) either referred to the myth which we

have to explain, or they used a poetical expression,

knowing perfectly well what they meant. As long

as they knew what they meant, they could not make

an unseemly fable out of a poetical phrase. Not

till after the meaning was forgotten could the myth

1 Aa (be Son's wife is Dswn. sod Isstm him *i dswn, sh* is not

much of ft bedfellow. Aft Night, however, she is * bedfellow of tbe

nocturnal Son.
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arise. But the myth existed already in the Veda

!

And the unseemliness is precisely what we have to

account for ; that is our enigma.

Once more. Demeter is a goddess trf Earth, not of

Dawn. How, then, does the explanation of a hypo-
thetical Dawn-myth apply to the Earth? Well,

perhaps the story, the unseemly story, was first told

of Erinnys {who also is « thf inevitable Dawn
')
or of

Deo, * and this name of Deo, or DyAvA, Was mixed up
with a hypokoristic form of Demeter, Deo, and thus

led to the transference of her story to Demeter.

I know this will sound very unlikely to Greek
scholars, yet I see no other way out of our diffi-

culties' (ii. 645). Phonetic explanations follow.

• To my mind,' says our author, * there is no
chapter in mythology in which wo can so clearly

read tlio transition of an auroral myth of the Veda
into an epic chapter of Greece as in the chapter of

Saranyu (or SuramA) and the Asvins, ending in the

chapter of Helena and her brothers, the Aioo-ko/xh
XsvaoTTtuXoi ‘ (ii. fU2). Here, as regards the Asvins

end the Dioskouroi, Mannhardt may be regarded

as Mr. Max Muller's ally; but compart! his note,

A. F u. W. K. p. xx.

•

My Thoory of the Horse Demeter

Mannhardt, I think, ought to have tried at an
explanation of myths so closely analogous as those

two, one Indian, one Greek, in which a goddess, in

the shape of a mare, becomes mother of twins by
a god in the form of a stallion. As Mr. Max Muller
well says, « If we look about for analogies’ we find

nothing, as far as I know, corresponding to the
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well-marked features of this barbarous myth among
any of the uncivilised tribes of the earth. If we did,

how we should rejoice ! Why, then, should we not

rejoice when we find the allusion in Rig Veda ?
’

(x. 17. 1).

I do rejoice! The ‘song of triumph,' as Pro-

fessor Tiele says, will be found in }f. R. R. ii. 266

(note), where I give the.Vedic and other references.

I even asked why Mr. Max Muller did not produce

this proof of the identity of Saranyu and Demeter
Erinnys in his Selected Eaaaya (pp. 401, 492).

I cannot explain why this tale- was told both of

Erinnys and of Saranyu. Granting the certainty of

the etymological equation, Saranyu -» Erinnys (which

Mannhardt doubted), the chances against fortuitous

coincidence may be reckoned by algebra, and Mr.

Edgeworth’s trillions of trillions feebly express it.

Two goddesses, Indian and Greek, have, ex hypothesi
,

the same name, and both, as mares, are mothers of

twins. Though the twin* (in India the Asvins, in

Greek an ideal war-horse and a girl) differ in cha-

racter, still the coincidence is evidential. Explain it

I cannot, and, clearly as the confession may prove

my lack of scientific exactness, I make it candidly.

If I must offer a guess, it is that Greeks, and
Indians of India, inherited a very ordinary savage

idea. The gods in savage myths are usually beasts.

As beasts they beget anthropomorphic offspring.

This is the regular rule in toteraism. In savage myths
we are not told * a god ’ (Apollo, or Zeus, or Poseidon)

‘ put on beast shape and begat human sons and
daughters ’ (Helen, the Telmisseis, and so on). The
god in savage myths was a beast already, though
he could, of course, shift shapes like any 4 medicine-
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man,’ or modem witch who becomes a hare. This

is not the exception but the rule in savage mytho-

logy. Anyone can consult my Myth, Ritual, and
Religion, or Mr. Frazer's work Tvtemism, for abund-

ance of evidence. To Loki, a male god, prosecuting

his amours as a female horse, I have already alluded,

and in .1/. R. R. give case* from the Satapatha

£rahm<ina. •

The Sarauyu-Erinnys myth dates, I presume, from
Ulis savage state of fancy

;
but why the stor) occurred

both in Greece and India, I protest that 1 cannot

pretend to explain, except on the hypothesis that the

ancestors of (ireck and Yedic peoples once dwelt

together, had a common stock of savage fables, and

a common or kindred language. After their dii|>cr-

sion, the fables admitted discrepancies, as stories in

oral circulation occasionally do. This is the only

conjecture which I feel justified in suggesting to

account for the resemblances and incongruities

between the myths of the mare Dcmeter-Erinnys and

the mare Saranyu
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VI

TOTEMISii

Totemiam

To the strange and widely diffused institution of
* Totemiam ’ our author often returns. I shall deal

here with his collected remarks on the theme, the

mote gladly as the treatment shows how very far

Mr. Max Muller is from acting with a shadow of un-

fairness when he does not refer to special passages

in his opponent's kooks. He treats himself and his

own earlier works in the same fashion, thereby,

perhaps, weakening his argument, but also demon-
strating his candour, were any such demonstration

required.

On totems he opens (i. 7)

—

‘When we come to special cases we must not
imagine that much can be gained by using such
general terms as Animism, Totemiam, Fetishism, <&c.,

as solvents of mythological problems. To my mind,
all such general terms, not excluding even Darwinism
or Pu8eyism, seem most objectionable, because they

encourage vague thought, vague praise, or vague
blame.

‘It is, for instance, quite possible to place all

worship of animal gods, all avoidance of certain

kinds of animal food, all adoption of animal names
as the names of men and families, under the wide
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and capacious cover of totemism. All theriolatry

would thus be traced back to totemism. I am not

aware, however, that any Egyptologists have adopted

such a view to account for the animal forms of the

Egyptian gods. Sanskrit scholars would certainly

hesitate before seeing in Indra a totem because he

i^ called vrishabha, or bull, or before attempting to

explain on this ground the abstaining from beef on

the part of orthodox Hindus [i. 7].’

Totemism Defined-

I think I have defined totemism, 1 and the reader

may consult Mr. Frazer's work on the subject, or Mf.

MacLennan's essays, or
4 Totemism ’ in the Encyclo-

padia Britannia. However, 1 shall define totemism

once more. It is a state of society and cult, found

most fully developed in Australia and North America,

in which sets of persons, believing themselves to

be akin by blood, call each such set by the name

of some plant, beast, or other class of objects

in nature. One kin may be wolves, another bears,

another cranes, and so on. Each kin derives its

kin-name from its beast, plant, or what not
;
pays

to it more or has respect, usually abstains from

killing, eating, or using it (except in occasional

sacrifices); is apt to claim descent from or relation

ship with it, and sometimes uses its effigy on

memorial pillars, earved pillars outside huts, tattooed

on the skin, and perhaps in other ways not known

to me. In Australia and North America, where rules

are strict, a man may not marry a woman of his own
totem ; and kinship is counted through mothers in

.

many, but not in all, £ases. Where all these notes

• a. B. B. L ss-si.
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are combined we have totemism. It is plain that

two or three notes of it may survive where the others

have perished; may survive in rilual and sacrifice, 1

and in bestial or semi-bestial pods of certain nomes,

or districts, in ancient Egypt ;

J in Pirtish names;* in

claims of descent from beasts, or gods in the shape

of (leasts
;

in the animals sacred to gods, as Apollo

or Artemis, and so on. Such survivals are possible

enough in evolution, but the evidence needs careful

examination. Animal attributes and symbols and
names in religion are not necessarily totwnistic. Mr.

Max Muller asks if • any Egyptologists have adop-

ted ‘ the totem theory. He is apparently oblivious

of Professor Sayce’s reference to a prehistoric age,
4 when the religious creed of Egypt was -still

totemism.’

I)r. Codrington is next cited for the apparent

absence of tolcmistn in the Solomon Islands and
Polynesia, and Professor Oldenberg as denying that

‘animal names of person^ and dans [necessarily?]

imply totemism.’ Who say* that they do? ‘Clan

C'hattan,’ with its cat crest, may l»e based, uot on a

totem, but on a popular etymology. Animal names
of individual

n

have nothing to do with totems. A
man has no business to write on totemism if lie does

not know these facts.

What a Totem la

Though our adversary now abandons totems, he
returns to them elsewhere (i. 1K8-202). ‘ Totem is

the corruption of a term used by North American

' 8m Robert**, Smith on • Somin*IUl*»on.*
' S« Sayoo'e Htrcdolut, p. Mi.
• S«« Rbv. Rhtnd Lrriarn

; I un not cofmocod by the evidence.
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Indians in the sense of clan-mark or sign-board

(“ ododam ")’ The totem was originally a rude

emblem of an animal or other object * placed by

North American Indians in front of their settlements.'

The Evidence for 8ign bo»rds

Our author’s evidence for sign-boards is from

an Ottawa Indian, and is published from his MS.

by Mr. lloekyns Abrahall. 1 The testimony is

of the greatest merit, for it appears to have first

seen the light in a Canadian paper of 1858. Now
in 1858 totems were only spoken of in I.afitau,

Long, and such old writer*, and in Cooper's novels.

They had not become subjects of scientific dispute,

so the evidence is uncontaminated by theory. The

Indians \wre, we learn, divided into (local P] tribes,

and these ‘into sections or families according to

their. device*, signs, in modern usage

• coats of arm*.’ [Perhaps * crest* ’ would be a better

word.] All people of one ode-dam (apparently under

male kindiip) lived together in a special section of

each village. At the entrance to the enclosure was

the figure of an animal, or some other sign, set up on

the top of one of the post*. Thus everybody knew

what family dwelt in what section of the village.

Some of the families were called after their ododam .

But the family with the bear ododam were called

Big Feet, not Bears. Sometimes parts of different

animals were 4 quartered ’ [my suggestion], and one

ododam was a small hawk and the fins of a

sturgeon.

We cannot tell, of course, on the evidence here,

Ur 27 , 1884 .
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whether ‘ Big Feet ' suggested 4 Bear,’ or vice versa,

or neither. But Mr. Frazer has remarked that

periphrases for sacred beasts, like 4 Big Feet’ for

Bear, are not uncommon. Nor can we tell
4 what

couple of ancestors ’ a small hawk and a sturgeon’s

fins represent, unless, perhaps, a hawk and a

sturgeon. 1

For all this, Mr Max Muller suggests the explana-

tion that people who marked their abode with crow

or wolf might come to be called Wolves or Crows*
Again, people might borrow beast names from the pre-

valent beast of their district, as Arkades ( *4>*rot, Bears,

and so evolve the myth of descent from Callisto

as a she-bear. 4 All this, however, is only guesswork.*

The Snake Indians worship no snake. [The ^nake
Indians are not a totem group, but a local tribe

named from the Snake River, as we say, 4 An Ettrick

man.*] Once more, the name-giving beast, say,

•Great Hare,* is explained by Dr. Brinton an • the in-

evitable Dawn.’ 3 'Hasty writers,' remarks Dr. Brinton,
‘ say that the Indians claim descent from different

wild beasts.’ For evidence I refer to that hasty

writer, Mr. Frazer, and his book, Totemism. For

a newly sprung up modern totem our author alludes

to a boat, among the Mandans, 4 their totem, or

tutelary object of worship.' An object of worship,

of course, is not necessarily a totem! Nor is a

totem by the definition (as a rule one of a class of

objects) anything but a natural object. Mr. Max
Muller wishes that ‘those who write about totems

and totemism would tell us exactly what they mean
by these words.’ I have told him, spid indicated

' Anlh. JUL p. 405. * PUnUceneUiWx gmuta.—A. L.

.

: Se? M. ft. U. ii. M, for ft eribeua of •>.» Ihemj.
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better sources. 1 apply the word totem ism to the

widely diffused savage institution which I have

defined.

More about Totems

The origin of totemism is unknown to me, as to

Mr. McLennan and Dr. Robertson Smith, but Mr. Max

Mtlller knows this origin. 4 A totem is a flan-mark,

then a clan-name, then the name of the ancestor of a

clan, and lastly the name of something worshipped by

a clan ’ (». 201).
4 All this applies in the first instance

to Red Indians only.' Yes, and 4 clan ' applies in the

first instance to the Scottish clans only ! When Mr.

Max Mllller speaks of 4 clans ' among the Red Indians,

he uses a word whose connotation differs from any-

thing known to exist in America. But the analogy

between a Scottish clan and an American totem-kin

is close enough to justify Mr. Max Muller in speaking

of Red Indian 4 clan*.’ By parity of reasoning, the

analogy between the Australian Kobimg and the

American totem U so complete tl»at we may speak

of 4 Totemism ’ in Australia. It would be childish

to talk of 4 Totemism ' in North America, 4 Kobongism
*

in Australia,
4 Pacarisaaisiu ’ in the realm of the Incas

:

totems, kobongs, and pacarissas all amounting to the

same thing, except in one point. I am not aware

that Australian blacks erect, or that the subjects of

the Incas, or that African and Indian and Asiatic

totemists, erected 4 sign-boards '
anywhere, as the

Ottawa writer assures us that the Ottawas do, or

used t<^ do. And, if they don't, how do we know

that kobongs and pacarissas were developed out of

sign-boards ?
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Heraldry and Totems

The Ottawas are armigeri, are heraldic; so

are the natives of Vancouver's Island, who have

wooden pillars with elaborate quartering. Examples
are in South Kensington Museum. But this savage

heraldry is not nearly so common as the institution

of totemism. Thus it is difficult to prove that the

heraldry is the origin of totemism, which is just as

likely, or more likely, to have been the origin of

savage heraldic cresta and quarterings. Mr. Max
Muller allows that there may be other origins.

Gods and Totems

Our author refers to unnamed writers who call

Indra or Ammon a totem (i. 200).

This is a foolish liberty with language. ' Why
should not nil the gods of Egypt with their heads

of bulls ami apes ami rats be survivals of totem-

isms ?’• Why not, indeed? Professor Sayce remarks,
* They wore the sacred animals of the clans,’ survivals

from an age ‘ when the religion of Egypt was totem-

ism.’ 4 In Egypt the gods themselves are totem-deities,

i.e. personifications or individual representations of

the sacred character and attributes which in the

purely totem stage of religion were ascribed without

distinction to all animals of the holy kind.’ So

says Dr. Robertson Smith. He and Mr. Sayce are

•scholars,’ not mere unscholarly anthropologists. 1

o/ /*. pp. toe.
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An Objection

Lastly (ii. 403), when toiems infected' 1 even those

who ought to have been proof against this infantile

complaint ’ (which is not even a ‘ disease of language
*

of a respectable type), then 4 the objection that a

totem meant originally a clan-mark was treated as

scholastic pedantry.’ Alas, 1 fear with justice 1 For

if I call Mr. Arthur Balfour a Tory will Mr. Max
Muller refute my opinion by urging that ‘a Tory
meant originally an Irish rapparee,’ or whatever the

word did originally mean ?

Mr, Max Muller decides that ‘we never Hud a

religion consisting exclusively of a belief in fetishes,

or totems, or ancestral spirits.* Here, at last, we
arc in absolute agreement. So much for totems and

sign-boards. Only a weak fanatic will find a totem in

every animal connected with gods, sacred names, and

religious symbols. But totemism is a fact, whether
* totem ' originally meant a clan-mark or sign-board

in America or not. And, like Mr. Sayce, Mr. Frazer,

Mr. Rhys, Dr. Robertson Smith, I believe that

totemism has left marks in civilised myth, ritual,

and religion, and that these survivals, not a 4 disease

of language,’ explain certain odd elements in the old

civilisations.

•

A Weak Brothor
•

Our author’s habit of omitting references to his

opponents has here caused me infinite inconveni-

ence. He speaks of some eccentric person who
has averred that a 4 fetish ' is a 4 totem,’ inhabited by
‘an ancestral spirit.’ To myself it seems that you
might as well say 4 Abracadabra is gas and gaiters.’
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As no reference was offered, I invented ‘ a wild

surmise ' that Mr. Max Muller had conceivably mis-

apprehended Mr. Frazer’s theory of the origin of

totems. Hail our author only treated himself fairly,

lie would have referred to his own Anthropological

Religion (pp. 1 2fi and 407), where the name of the

eccentric defincr is given as that of llerr Lippert.'

Then came into my mind the words of Professor

Tiele, 4 Beware of weak brethren '—such ns Herr

I.ippert seems, ns far as this definition is concerned,

to be.

Nobody knows the origin of lotemism. We find

no race on its way to becoming totemistic, though

we find several in the way of ceasing to be so. They

are abandoning female kinship for paternity; their

rules of marriage and taboo an* breaking down

;

perhajw various totem kindreds of different crests

and names are blending into one local tribe, under

the name, perhaps, of the moat prosperous totem-

kin. But we see no race on its way to becoming

totemistic, so we have no historical evidence as to

the origin of the institution. Mr. McLennan offered

no conjecture. Professor Rolxrtson Smith offered

none, nor have I displayed the spirit of scientific

exactitude by a guess in the dark. To gratify Mr.

Max Muller by defining totemism as Mr. Mel«ennnn

first used the term is all that I dare do. Here on®

may remark that if Mr. Max Muller really wants

‘an accurate definition’ of totemism, the works of

McLennan, Frazer, Robertson Smith, and myself

are accessible, and contain our definitions. He does

not produce these definitions, and criticise them
;

he produces Dr. Lippert's and criticises that. An
* DU p. IS.
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argument should be met in its strongest and most
authoritative form. ‘Define what you mean by a
totem,' says Professor Max Muller in his Gifford
Lectures of 1891 (p. 123). He had to look no
further for a definition, an authoritative definition,

than to * totem ’ in the Encyclopedia Britannia, or
to McLennan. Yet his large and intelligent Glasgow
audience, and his readers, may very well be under
the impression that a definition of ‘ totem ’

is
4
still

to seek,’ like Prince Charlies religion. Controversy
simply cannot be profitably conducted on these

terms.

‘The best representatives of anthropology are

uoxv engaged not so much in comparing as in dis-

criminating.' 1 Why not refer, then, to the results of
their discriminating efforts? ‘To treat nil animal
worship as due to totemism is a mistake.' I)o we
make it ?

Mr. Frtxsr and Myaolf

There is, or was, a difference of opinion between
Mr. Frazer and myself as to the cause* of the appear-

ance of certain sacred animals in Greek religion.

My notions were published in Myth, Ritual, and
Religion (1887), Mr. Frazer’s in The Golden Bough
(1890). Necessarily I was unaware in 1887 of Mr.
Frazer’s still unpublished theory. Now that I have
read it, he seems to* me to hare the better logic on
his side

;
and if I do not as yet wholly agree with

him, it is because I am not yet certain that both of

our theories may not have their proper place in

Greek mythology.

Anlk. ReL p. 1 VL
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Greek Totemiam

In C. and M (p. 106) I describe the social aspects

of totemism. I ask if there arc traces of it in Greece.

Suppose, for argument’s sake, that in pre historic

Greece the mouse had been a totem, as it is among

the Oraons of Bengal. 1 In that case (1) places

might be named from a mouse tribe
; (2) mice might

he held sacred per *e \ (3) the mouse name might be

given locally to a god who superseded the mouse in

pride of plac e
; (4) images of the mouse might be

associated with that of the god, (5) and used as a

local badge or mark
; (6) myths might be invented

to explain the forgotten cause of this prominence of

the mouse. If all these notes occur, they would raise

a presumption in favour of toteminn in the past of

Greece. I then give evidence in detail, proving that

all these six fact* do occur among Greeks of the

Tro:uls and sp. (radically elsewhere. I add that,

granting for the sake of argument that these traces

may point to totemism in the remote past, the

mouse, though originally a totem, * need not have

been an Aryan totem ' (p. 116).

I offer a list of other animals closely oonnected

with Apollo, giving him a beast's name (wolf, ram,

dolphin), and associated with him in myth and art.

In M. R. R I apply similar arguments in the case of

Artemis and the Bear, of Dionysus and the Bull,

Demeter and the Pig, and so forth. Moreover, I

account for the myths of descent of Greek human

families from gods disguised as dogs, ants, serpents,

bulls, and swans, on the hypothesis that kindreds

who originally, in totemistic fashion, traced to beasts
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sans phrase, later explained their own myth to them-

selves by saving that the paternal beast was only a

god in disguise and en bonne fortune.

This hypothesis at least * colligates the facts,’ and

brings them into intelligible relationship with widely-

diffused savage institutions and myths.

Th* Greek Mouu totem f

My theory connecting Apollo Sraintheus and the

place names derived from mice with a possible pre-

historic mouse-totem gave me, I confess, considerable

satisfaction. But in Mr. Frazer’s Golden liotujh

(ii. 129-132) is published a group of cases in which

mice and other vermin are worshipped for prudential

reasons—to get them to go away. In the C/assunl

Review (vol. vi. 1892) Mr. Ward Fowler quotes

Aristotle ami -Elian on plagues of mice, like the

recent invasion of voles on the Border sheep-farms.

He adopts the theory that the sacred mice were
adored by way of propitiating them. Thus Apollo
may be connected with mice, not as a god who
superseded a mouse-totem, but as an expellor of
mice, like the worm-killing Heracles, and the Locust -

Heracles, and the Locust-Apollo.' The locust is still

painted red, salaamed to, and set free in India,

by way of propitiating his companions.* Thus the

Mouse-Apolio (Smintlfeiis) would be merely a god
noted for his usefulness in getting rid of mice, and
any worship given to mice (feeding them, placing
their images on altars, their stamp on coins, naming
places after them, and so on) would be mere acts of
propitiation.

' 8tr»bo. nil. SIS. Puamu, i. 24. 8.

Crooke. I»trcl*ci,on to Pojmlmr Rthfum of Sorlh India, p. 885.

Q
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There would be no mouse-totem in the back-

ground. I do not feel quite convinced—the mouse
being a totem, and a sacred or tabooed animal, in

India and Egypt .
1 But I am content to remain in a

balance of opinion. That the Mouse is the Night
((hibernal is), nr the Lightning (Grohmann), I am dis-

inclined to believe. Philologists are very apt to jump
at contending meteorological explanations of mice

and such small deer without real necessity, and an
anthropologist is very apt to jump at an equally

unnecessary and perhaps equally undemonstrated

totem.

Philological Theory

Philological mythologists prefer to believe that

the forgotten meaning ofwonls produced the results;

that the wolf-bom Apollo (Avurffo^i) originally

meant 4

Light Um Apollo,'* and that the wolf came
in from a COnfit«ioo between Xv*i

7 .
‘ Light,’ and

Xi/kov, a wolf I make no doubt that philologists can
explain Sminthian Apollo, the Dog-A polio, and all the

rest in the same wav, and account for all the other

peculiarities of place-names, myths, works of art,

local badges, and so forth. We must then, I suppose,

infer that these six traits of the mouse, already

enumerated, tally with the tracts which actual

totenmm would or might leave surviving behind it,

or which propitiation of mice might leave behind it,

by a chance coincidence, determined by forgotten

meanings of words. The Greek analogy to totemistic

facts would be explained, (1 ) either by asking for a
definition of totemism, and not listening when it is

1 C. and M. p. 115. • Cdr****,, fl. 687.
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given ; or (2) by maintaining that savage totemism
is also a result of a world-wide malady of language,

which, in a hundred tongues, produced the same
confusions of thought, and consequently the same
practices and institutions. Nor do I for one moment
doubt that the ingenuity of philologists could prove

the name of every beast and plant, in every language

under heaven, to be a name for the ' inevitable

dawn ’ (Max Muller), or for the inevitable thunder,

or storm, or lightniug (Kuhu-Schwartz). Rat as

names appear to yield storm, lightning, night, or

dawn with equal ease and certainty, according as

the scholar prefers dawn or storm, 1 confess that this

demonstration would leave me sceptical. It lacks

scientific exactitude.

Mr. Praxor on Animals in Orosk lUligion

lit The Go!Jen Bough (ii. 37) Mr. Frazer, whose

superior knowledge and acuteness I am pleased

to confess, has a theory different from that which

I (following Mi:T«nnaa) propounded before The

Golden Bough apjH.ired. .Greece had a bull shaped

Dionysus.' ‘There is left no room to doubt that

in rending and devouring a live bull at his festival,

his worshippers believed that they were killing the

god, eating his flesh, and drinking his blood.' * Mr.

Frazer concludes tliat there are two possible explan-

ations of Dionysus in his bull aspect. (1) This was

an expression of his character as a deity of vegetation,
4 especially as the bull is a common embodiment of

' BiUaw in O. B. L MS. S»
* Compara Ltomeht. “11- EMl Ooi' in Xur VolktkunJ',

p.486.

a 3
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the corn-spirit in Northern Europe.’ 1

(2) The other

possible explanation 4 appears to be the view taken

by Mr. Lang, who suggests that the bull-formed

Dionysus 44 had either been developed out of, or had

succeeded to, the worship of a bull-totem.’’'

*

Now, anthroj>ologists are generally agreed, I think,

that occasional sacrifices of and communion in the

flesh of the totem or other sacred animals do occur

among totemista* But Mr. Frazer and I both

admit, and indeed are eager to state publicly, that

the evidence for sacrifice of the totem, and com-

munion in eating him, is very scanty. The fact is

rather inferred from rites among peoples just emerg-

ing from totemism (see the case of the Californian

buzzard, in Bancroft) than derived from actual

observation. On this head too much has been taken

for granted by anthropologists. But I learn that

direct evidence has been obtained, and is on the

point of publication. The fact* I may not anticipate

here, but the evidence will be properly sifted, and

bias of theory discounted.

To return to my theory of the development of

Dionysus into a totefn, or .of his inheritance of the

rites of a totem, Mr. Frazer says, 4 Of course this is

possible, but it is not yet certain that Aryans ever

had totemism.’ * Now, in writing of the mouse, T

had taken care to observe that, in origin, the mouse

as a totem need not have been Aryan, but adopted.

People who think that the Aryans did not pass

through a stage of totemism, female kin, and so forth,

can always fall back (to account for apparent sur-

1 Ct O.B. iL 17, tor eridtoc*.
* Jtf. Ji. R. IL 434. » O. B. iL 90-118.
1 la Enct/tlop* Brit. h« thinks il • rtry prohibit.*
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vivals of such things among Aryans) on ‘ Pre-

Aryan conquered peoples,' such as the Piets. Aryans

may be enticed by these bail races and become

Pictia ipsis Pictiores.

Aryan ToMni (f)

Generally speaking (and how delightfully char-

acteristic of us all is this !), I see totems in Greek

sacred beasts, where Mr. Frazer sees the corn-spirit

embodied in a beast, and where Mr. Max Muller

sees (in the case of Indra, called the bull) ‘ words

meaning simply male, manly, strong,' an ‘ animal

simile .’ 1 Here, of course, Mr. Max Muller is wholly

in the right, when a Vodic poet calls Indra ‘strong

bull,' or the like. Such poetic epithets do not afford

the shadow.of a presumption for Vedic totemism,

even as a survival. Mr. Frazer agrees with me and

Mr. Max Muller in this certainty. I myself say ,
4
If

in the shape of Indra there be traces of fur and

feather, they are not very numerous nor very distinct,

but we give them for what they may be worth.’ I

then give them.* To prove tfiat I do not force the

evidence, I take the Vedic text .
1 'His mother, a

cow, bore Indra, an unlicked calf.’ I then give

Sayana’s explanation. Indra entered into the body

of Dakshina, ami was reborn of her. She also bore

a cow. But this legend, I say, * has rather the air

of being an invention, apres coup, to account for the

Vedic text of calf Indra, born from a cow, than of

being a genuine ancient myth.’ The Vedic myth of

Indra’s. amours in shape of a ram, I say 4 will doubt-

* M.B.R.&. tea, 148-149.

II. V. It. 18, 10.

' i. 200.
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less be explained away as metaphorical.’ Nay, I will

go further. It is perfectly conceivable to me that in

certain cases a poetic epithet applied by a poet to a

god (say bull, ram, or snake) might be misconceived,

and might give rise to the worship of a god as a bull,

or sn%ke, or ram. Further, if civilised ideas perished,

and if a race retained a bull-god, bom of their

degradation and confusion of mind, they might eat

him in a ritual sacrifice. But that all totemistic

races are totemistic, because they all first meta-

phorically applied animal names to gods, and then

forgot what they had meant, and worshipped these

animals, sa»w phrau, appears to me to be, if not

incredible, still greatly in want of evidence.

Mr. Eraser and I

It is plaiti that where a people claim no connec-

tion by descent and blood from a sacred animal, are

neither of his name nor kin, the essential feature of

totem ism is absent. I do not sec that eaters of the

bull Dionysus or cultivators of the pig Demeter 1

made any claim to kindred with either god. Their

towns were not allied in name with pig or bull. If

traces of such a belief existed, they have been
sloughed oil. Tliu* Mr. Frazer's explanation of Greek
pigs and bulls and all their odd rites, as connected

with the l>east in which the corn-spirit is incarnate,

holds' its ground tetter than my totemistic sugges-

tion. But I am not sure that the corn-spirit accounts

for the Sminthian mouse in all his aspects, nor for

the Arcadian and Attic bear-rites and m^ths of

Artemis. Mouse and tear do appear in Mr. Frazer’s

' G.B. iL 44-49.
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catalogue of forms of the corn-spirits, taken from
Mannhardt. 1 But the Arcadians, as we shall see,

claimed descent from a bear, and the mouse place-

names and badges of the Troad yield a hint of the
same idea. The many Greek family claims to

descent from gods as dogs, bulls, ants, serpents,

and so on, may spring from gratitude to fhe corn-
spirit. Does Mr. Frazer think so ? Nobody knows
so well as he that similar claims of descent from dogs
and snakes are made by many savage kindreds who
have no agriculture, no corn, and, of course, no corn-

spirits. These remarks, I trust, are not undiscriminat-

ing, and naturally I yield the bull Dionysus and the pig
Demeter to the corn-spirit, vice totem, superseded.

But I do hanker after the Arcadian bear as, at least,

a possible survival of totemism. The Scottish school

inspector removed a picture of Behemoth, as a fabu-

lous animal, from the wall of a school room. But,

not being sure of the natural history of the unicorn,

‘he just let him bide, and gave the puir beast the

benefit o’ the doubt.'

Will Mr. Frazer give the Arcadian bear ‘the

benefit of the doubt'?

1 am not at all bigoted in the opinion that the
Greeks may have once been tolemists. The strongest
presumption in favour of the hypothesis is the many
claims of descent from a god disguised ns a beast.

But the institution, if ever it did exist among the
ancestors of the Greeks, had died out very long before

Homer. We cannot expect to find traces of the
prohibition to marry a woman of the same totem.
In Home we do find traces of exogamy, as among
totemists. ‘Formerly they did not marry women

• O.B.iL 88.
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connected with them by blood .* 1 But we do not

find, and would not expect to find, that the * blood
’

was indicated by the common totem.

Mr. Pruir oo Origin of Totomitxn

Mr. frnzer has introduced the term ‘ sex-totems,'

in application to Australia. This is connected with

his theory of the Origin of Totemism. I cannot quite

approve of the term sex-totems.

If in Australia each sex has a protecting animal

—the men a bat, the women an owl—if the slaying

of a bat by a woman menaces the death of a man,
if the slaying of an owl by a woman may cause the

decease of a man, all that is very unlike totemiam in

other countries. Therefore, I ask Mr. Frazer whether,

'in the interests of definite terminology, he had not

better give some other name than •totem’ to his

Australian sex protecting animals ? He might take

for a local fact, a local name, and say ‘ Scx-kobong.'

Once more, for even we anthro]K>logi*.ts have our
bickerings, I would 4 hesitate dislike ' of this passage

in Mr. Frazer’s work :
*

4 When a savage names himself after an animal,

calls it his brother, and refuses to kill it, the animal
is said to be his totem.' Distmguo! A savage does

not name himself after his totem, any more than Mr.
Frazer named himself by his clan-name, originally

Norman. It was not as when Miss Betty Amory
named herself 4 Blanche,’ by her owu will and fantasy.

A savage inherits his totem name, usually through

the mother’s side. The special animal which protects

• PluUrch, QuarL Rom. ri. HcLfDr.m. Tkt Patriarchal Theory.
p. 207, not.a
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an individual savage (Zapotec, tona ; Guatemalan,

nagual ; North America, Manitou,
* medicine ‘) is not

that savage's totem .

1 The nagual, tona , or manitou

is selected for each particular savage, at birth or

puberty, in various ways: in America, North and

Central, by a dream in a fast, or after a dream.

(‘ Post-hypnotic suggestion.’) But a savage is bom
to his kin-totem. A man is bom a wolf of the

Delawares, his totem is the wol£ he cannot help him-

self. But after, or in, his medicine fast and sleep,

he may choose a dormouse or a squirrel for his

manitou (tona, nagual) or priraU protecting animal.

These are quite separate from totems, as Mr. Max
Muller also points out#

Of totem*, I, for one, must always write in the

sense of Mr. McLennan, who introduced totemisns

to science. Thus, to speak of • sex-totems,' or to call

the protecting animal of each individual a ‘ totem,'

is, I fear, to bring in confusion, and to justify Mr.

Max Muller’s hard opinion that ‘totemism' is ill-

defined. For myself, I use the term in the strict

sense which I have given, and in no other.

Mr. McLennan did not profess, as we saw, to

know the origin of totems. lie once made a guess

in conversation with me, but he abandoned it. Pro-

fessor Robertson Smith did not know the origin of

totems. * The origin of totems is as much a problem
as the origin of local gods.'* Mr. Max Muller knows
the origin : sign-boards are the origin, or one origin.

But what was the origin of sign-boards? ‘We
carry the pictures of saints on our banners because

we worship them ; we don't worship them because

1 S«G. B. Li. 832 SS4. • tUligio« of Ike Smile,, p. 118.
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we carry them as banners,’ sap De Brasses, an acute

man. Did the Indians worship totems because they

carved them on sign-boards (if they all did so), or

did they carve them on sign-boards because they

worshipped them ?

Mr Fraser's Theory

The Australian respects Ills ‘ sex-totem ’ because

the life of his sex is bound up iu its life. He 8|>eak8

of it os his brother, and calls himself (as distinguished

by his sex) by iu name. As a man he is a bat, as

a woman his wife is an owl. As a member of a given

human kin he may be a kangaroo, perhaps his wife

may be an emu. But Mr. Frazer derives toteraiam, all

jhe world over, from the same origiu as he assigns to

• sex-totems.' In these the life of each sex is bound
up, therefore they are by each sex revered. There-

fore totemism must have the same origin, substituting

‘ kin ’ or * tribe ' for sex. lie gives examples from

Australia, in which killing a man’s totem killed the

man. 1

I would respectfully demur or suggest delay.

Can we explain an American institution, a fairly

world-wide institution, totemism. by the local

peculiarities of belief in isolated Australia? If, in

America, to kill a wolf was to kill Uncas or Chin-

gachgook, 1 would incline to agree with Mr. Frazer.

But no such evidence is adduced. Nor does it help

Mr. Frazer to plead that the killing of an American’s

nagual or of a Zulu’s Ihlozi kills that Zulu or

American. For a tuijna!
,
as I have shown, is one

thing and a totem is another ; nor am I aware that

G. B. iL 837. 3SS.
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Zulus are totemista. The argument of Mr. Frazer is

based on analogy and on a special instance. That

instance of the Australians is so archaic that it may

show totemism in an early form. Mr. Frazer's may

be a correct hypothesis, but it needs corroboration.

However, Mr. Frazer concludes: ‘The totem, if I am

right, is simply the receptacle in which a man keeps

his life.’ Yet he never shows that a Choctaw dots

keep his life in his totem. Perhaps the Choctaw is

afraid to let out so vital a secret. The less reticent

Australian blurts it forth. Suppose the hypothesis

correct. Men and women keep their lives in their

nayuals, private sacred beasts. Hut why, on this

score, should a man be afraid to make love to a

woman of the same naynalt Have Bed Indian women

any nagtials ? I never heard of them.

Since writing this I have read Miss Kingsley’s

Travels in West Africa. There the ‘bush-souls’

which she mentions (p. 459) bear analogies to totems,

being inherited sacred animals, connected with the

life of members of families. The evidence, though

vaguely stated, favours Mr. Frazer's hypothesis, to

which Miss Kingsley makes no allusion.
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VII

THE VALIDITY OF ANTHROPOLOGICAL EVIDENCE

Anthropological Evidence

lx aU that we say of totemism, as, later, of fetishism,

we rely on an enormous mass of evidence from geo-
graphers, historians, travellers, settlers, missionaries,

explorers, traders. Civil Servants, and European
officers of native police in Australia and Burmah.
Our witnesses are of all ages, from Herodotus to our
day, of many nations, of many creeds, of different

theoretical opinions. This evidence, so world-wide,
so diversified in source, so old, and so new, Mr. Max
Muller impugns. Hut, before meeting his case, let

us clear up a personal question.

• Position* on* never held •

• It is not pleasant [writes our author] to have
to defend positions which one never held, nor wishes
to hold, and I am therefore all the more grateful to
those who have pointed out the audacious misrepre-
sentations of my real opinion in comparative mytho-
logy, and have rebuked the flippant tone of some of
my eager critics ' [i. 26, 27].

I must here confess to the belief that no gentle-
man or honest man ever consciously misrepresents
the ideas of an opponent. If it is not too flippant an
illustration, I would say that no bowler ever throws
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consciously and wilfully ; bis action, however, may
unconsciously develop into a throw. There would

be no pleasure in argument, cricket, or any other

sport if we knowingly cheated. Thus it is always

unconsciously that adversaries pervert, garble, and

misrepresent each other’s opinions
;
unconsciously,

not ‘audaciously.’ If people would start from the

major premise that misrepresentations, if such exist,

are unconscious errors, much trouble would be

spared.

Positions wblcb I never held

Thus Mr. Max Muller never dreamed of ' auda-

ciously misrepresenting ' me when, in four lines, he

made two statements about my opinions and ray

materials which are at the opposite pole from the

accurate (i. 12): ‘When I speak of the Vedic Iiishi*

as primitive, I do not mean what Mr. A. I-ang means

when he calls his savages primitive.' Hut I have

stated again and again that I don't call my savages

•primitive.’ Thus ‘contemporary savages may be

degraded, they certainly are not primitive.’ 1 ' One

thing about the past of [contemporary] savages we
do know : it must have been a long past.’* 4 We do

not wish to call savages primitive.'" All this was

written in reply to the very proper caution of

Dr. Fairbairn that ‘savages are not primitive.’ Of
course they are not

;
that is of the essence of my

theory. I regret the use of the word 4 primitive
’

even in Primitive Culture. Savages, as a rule, are

earlier, more backward than civilised races, as, of

course, Mr. Max Muller admits, where language is

1 CmiUm and .VyfA, p. 883.

• Of. eit. M. 880.

• M. R. if. IL 887.
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concerned. 1 Now, after devoting several pages to

showing in detail how very far from primitive even

the Australian tribes are, might I (if I were ill-

natured) not say that Mr. Max Muller ‘ audaciously

misrepresents ' me when he avers that I ‘ call my
savages primitive ’ ? But he never dreamed of mis-

representing me ; he only happened not to understand

my position. However, as he complains in his own
case, * it is not pleasant to have to defend positions

which one never held ’ (L 26), and, indeed, I shall

defend no such position.

My adversary next says that my ' savages are of

the nineteenth century.’ It is of the essence of my
theory that my savages a^c of many different cen-

turies. Those described by Herodotus, Strabo, Dio

Cassius, Christoval de Moluna, Sahagun, Cieza de

Leon, Br^beuf, Oarcilasso de la Vega, Lafitau,

Nicholas Damascenus, Leo Africanus, and a hundred

others, are not of the nineteenth century. This fact

is essential, because the evidence of old writers, from

Herodotus to Egede, corroborates the evidence of

travellers, Indian Civil Servants, and missionaries

of to-day, by what Dr. Tylor, when defending our

materials, calls • the test of recurrence.' Professor

Millar used the same argument in his Origin of

Rank, in the last century.* Thus Mr. Max Muller

unconsciously misrepresents me (and my savages)

when he says that my ‘savages are of the nine-

teenth century.’ The fact is the reverse. They are

of many centuries. These two unconscious misrepre-

sentations occur in four consecutive lines.

on P. 41 .Of LlAfMOft,
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Anthropologic*! Evidonco

In connection with this topic (the nature of

anthropological evidence), Mr. Max Muller (i.

206-207) repeau what he has often said before.

Thus he cites Dr. Codrington's remarks, most valu-

able remarks, on the difficulty of reporting correctly

about the ideas and ways of savages. I had cited the
same judicious writer to the same effect, 1 and had
compiled a number of instance* in which the errors
of travellers were exposed, and their habitual falla-

cies were detected. Fifteen closely printed pages
were devoted by me to a criterion of evidence,

and a reply to Mr. Max Muller's oft-repeated

objections.

•When [I said] we find Dr. Codrington taking
the same precautions in Melanesia as Mr. Sproat took
among the Ahts, and when his account of Melanesian
myths reads like a close copy of Mr. Sproat's account
of Aht legends, and when Ixnh are corroborated [as

to the existence of analogous savage myths] by the
collections of IHeek.and Hahn, and Gill, and Castren,
and Kink, in far different corners of the world; while
the modern testimony of these scholarly men is in

harmony with that of the old Jesuit missionaries,

and of untaught adventurers who have lived for

many years with savages, surely it will be admitted
that the difficulty of ascertaining savage opinion
lias been, to a great extent, overcome.'

I also cited at length Dr. Tylor's masterly argu-
ment to the same effect, an argument offered by him
to * a great historian,' apparently.

' M. R. B. IL
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Mr. Max Muller's Method of Controversy

Now no member of the reading public, perusing

Mr. Max Muller on anthropological evidence

(i. 24-26, 205-207), could guess that his cautious

about evidence are not absolutely new to us.

He could not guess that Dr. Tvlor replied to them
‘before they were made’ by our present critic (I

think), and that I did the same with great elabora-

tion. Our defence of our evidence is not noticed

by Mr. Max Muller. He merely repeats what he
has often said before on the subject, exactly as if

anthropologists were ignorant of it, and had not

carefully studied, assimilated, profited by it, and
answered it. Our critic and monitor might have

said, ‘I have examined your test of recurrence,

and what else you have to urge, and, for such and
such reasons, I must reject it.' Then we could
reconsider our position in this new light. But
Mr. Max MUller does not oblige us in this way.

Mr. Max MuUor on oar Evtdenoo

In an earlier work. The Giford Lectures for 1 891,*

our author had devoted more space to a criticism

of our evidence. To this, then, we turn (pp. 109-

180, 413-436). Passing' Mr. Max Mullers own
difficulties in understanding a Mohawk (which the

Mohawk no doubt also felt in understanding Mr. Max
Muller), we reach (p. 172) the fables about godless

savages. These, it is admitted, are exploded among
scholars in anthropology. So we do, at least,

examine evidence. Mr. Max Muller now fixes on a

1 Anlknrpclryiral Rtlujxtm.
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flagrant case, some fables about the godless Min-

copies of the Andaman Islands. But he relies on the

evidence of Ur. Man. So do I, as far as it seems

beyond doubt .
1 Mr. Man is * a careful observer, a

student of language, and perfectly trustworthy.’

These are the reasons for which I trust him. But

when Mr. Man says that the Mincopiea have a god,

Puluga, who inhabits 4 a stone house in the sky,’ I

remark, 4 Here the idea of the stone house is neces-

sarily borrowed from our stone houses at Port Blais.' *

When Mr. Man talks of Puluga's only-begotten son,

•a sort of archangel,' medium between Puluga

and the angels, I ‘hesitate a doubt.’ Did not this idea

reach the Mincopie mind from the same quarter as

the stone house, especially as Puluga’s wife is ‘a

green shrimp or an eel ' ? At all events, it is right to

bear in mind that, as the stone house of the Mincopie

heaven is almost undeniably of European origin, the

only-begotten mediating son of Puluga and the green

hrimp may bear traces of Christian teaching.

Caution is indicated.

Does Mr. Max Muller, so strict alxnit evidence,

boggle at the stone house, the only son, the shrimp ?

Not he ; he never hints at the shrimp ! Does he point

out that one anthropologist has asked for caution in

weighing what the Mincopies told Mr. Man ? Very

far from that, he complains that 4 the old story is

repeated again and again ’ about the godless Anda-

mans .
11 The intelligent Glasgow audience could

hardly guess that anthropologists were watchful,

and knew pretty well what to believe about the

Mincopies. Perhaps in Glasgow they do not read us

anthropologists much.

' V. R. R. i. 171-17A Anil,. ReL p. 180.

H
• 7W.L17S.
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On p. 413 our author returns to the charge. He
observes (as I have also observed) the often contra-

dictory nature of our evidence. Here I may offer an

anecdote. The most celebrated of living English

philosophers heard that I was at one time writing a

book on the ‘ ghostly ' in history, anthropology, and

society, old or new, savage or civilised. He kindly

dictated a letter to me asking how I could give time

and pains to any such marvels. For, he argued, the

most unveracious fables were occasionally told about

himself in newspapers and social gossip. If evidence

cannot be trusted about a living and distinguished

British subject, how can it be accepted about halluci-

nations ?

I replied, with respect, that on this principle

nothing could be investigated at all. History, justice,

trade, everything would be impossible. We must

weigh and criticise evidence. As my friendly adviser

had written much on savage customs and creeds, he

best knew that conflicting testimony, even on his

own chosen theme, is not peculiar to ghost stories.

In a world of conflicting testimony we live by criti-

cising it. Thus, when Mr. Max Muller says that I

call my savages * primitive,’ and when I, on the oilier

hand, quote passages in which I explicitly decline to

do so, the evidence as to my views is contradictory.

Yet the truth can be discovered by careful research.

The application is obvious. We must not de-

spair of truth ! As our monitor says, * we ought to

discard all evidence that does not come to us either

from a man who was able himself to converse with

native races, or who was at least an eye-witness of

what he relates.' Precisely, that is our method. I,

for one, do not take even a ghost story at second
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hand, much less anything so startling as a savage

rite. And we discount and allow for every bias

and prejudice of our witnesses. I have made a list

of these idoia in M. R. R. ii. 334-344.

Mr. Max Muller now gives a list of inconsis-

tencies in descriptions of Australian Blacks. They

are not Blacks, they have a dash of copper colour

!

Well, I never said that they had * the sooty tinge

of the African negro.' Did anybody ?

Mr. Ridley thinks that all natives arc called

‘ Murri.’ Mr. Curr says ‘ So.' Important. We must

reserve our judgment.

Missionaries say the Blacks are 4 devoid of moral

ideas.' What missionaries? What anthropologist

believes such nonsense? There are differences of

opinion about landed proparty, communal or pri-

vate. The difference rages among historians of civil-

ised races. So, also, as to portable property. Mr.

Curr (Mr. Max Muller's witness) agrees here with

those whose works I chiefly rely on.
4 Mr. McLennan has built a whole social theory

on the statement
'
(a single statement) 4 made by Sir

George Grey, and contradicted by Mr. Curr.’ Mr.

McLennan would be, I think, rather surprised at

this remark ; but what would he do ? Why, he

would re-examine the whole question, decide by the

balance of evidence, and reject, modify, or retain his

theory accordingly.

All sciences have to act in this way; there-

fore almost all scientific theories are fluctuating.

Nothing here is peculiar to anthropology. A single

word, or two or three, will prove or disprove a

theory of phonetic laws. Even phonetics are dis-

putable ground.

N 2
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^Jn defence of mr late friend Mr. McLennan, I

must point out that if he built a whole social theory

on a single statement of Sir George Grey’s, and if

Mr. Curr denies the truth of the statement, Mr.

Frazer lias produced six or seven witnesses to the

truth of that very statement in other parts of the

world than Australia. 1 To this circumstance we
may return.

Mr. Max Muller next produces Mr. Curr’s opinions

about the belief in a god and morality among
Australians. ‘Here he really contradicts himself.’

The disputable evidence about Australian marriage

laws is next shown to be disputable. That is pre-

cisely why Dr. Tylor is applying to it his unrivalled

diligence in accurate examination. We await his

results. Finally, the contradictory evidence as to

Tasmanian religion is exposed We have no Cod-
rington or Rleek for Tasmania. The Tasmanians are

extinct, and Science should leave the evidence as to

their religion out of her accounts. Wo cannot cross-

examine defunct Tasmanians.

From all this it follows that anthropologists must
sift and winnow their evidence, like men employed
in every other branch of science. And who denies

it? What anthropologist of mark accepts as gospel

any casual traveller's tale?

The Tost of Recurrences

Even for travellers' tales we have a use, we can
apply to them Dr. Tylor’s ‘ Test of Recurrences.'

‘If two independent visitors to different coun-
tries, say a medieval Mahoramedan in Tartary and
a modern Englishman in Dahomey, or a Jesuit

* Tombub,' Encye/o,. Bril.
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missionary in Brazil and a Wesleyan in the Fiji

Islands, agree in describing some analogous art,

or rite, or myth among the people they have

visited, it becomes difficult or impossible to set

down such correspondence to accident or wilful

fraud. A story by a bushranger in Australia

may perhaps be objected to as a mistake or an

invention, but did a Methodist minister in Guinea

conspire with him to cheat the public by telling the

same story there ?
’

The whole passage should be read : it was antici-

pated by Professor Millar in his Origin of Hank, and

has been restated by myself.' Thus I wrote (in

1887) 4
it is to be rrgretted that Mr. Max Muller

entirely omits to mention . . . the corroboration

which is derived from the undesigned coincidence

of independent testimony.’

In 1891-1892 he still entirely omits to mention,

to his Glasgow audience, the strength of his oppo-

nents’ case. He would serve us better if he would

criticise the test of recurrences, and show us its

weak points.

Bis* of Thoory

Yes, our critic may reply, 4 but Mr. Curr thinks

that there is a stroug tendency iu observers abroad,

if they have become acquainted with a new and

startling theory that lias become popular at home,
to see confirmations of it everywhere.' So I had
explicitly stated in commenting on Dr. Tylor’s test

of recurrences.’ 4 Travellers and missionaries have
begun to read anthropological books, and their

• it. It H. ii. 333. • Ibid. u. 885.
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evidence is, therefore, much more likely to be biassed

now by anthropological theories than it was of old.'

So Mr. McLennan, in the very earliest of all writings

on totemism, said : * As the totem has not till now
got itself mixed up with speculations the observers

have been unbiassed.' Mr. McLennan finally de-

clined to admit any evidence as to the savage

marriage laws collected after his own theory, and

other theories born from it, had begun to bias ob-

servers of barbaric tribes.

It does not quite seem to me that Mr. Max
Muller makes his audience acquainted with these

precautions of anthropologists, with their sedulous

sifting of evidence, and watchfulness against the

theoretical bias of observers. Thus he assails the

faibU, not the fort of our argument, and may even

seem not to be aware that we have removed the

faibU by careful discrimination.

What opinion must his readers, who know not

Mr. McLennan'* works, entertain about that acute

and intrepid pioneer, a man of warm temper, I

admit, a man who threw out his daringly original

theory at a heat, using at first such untrustworthy

materials as lay at hand, but a man whom disease

could not daunt, and whom only death prevented

from building a stately edifice on the soil which he

was the first to explore ?

Our author often returns to the weakness of the

evidence of travellers and missionaries.

Concerning Kiaaion&riea

Here is an example of a vivaciU in our censor.

‘ With regard to ghosts and spirits among the
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Melanesians, our authorities, whether missionaries,

traders, or writers on ethnology, are troubled by no
difficulties’ (i. 207). Yet on this very page Mr.

Max Muller has been citing the * difficulties ’ which

do 4 trouble ’ a 4 missionary,' Dr. Codrington. And,

for my own part, when I want information about

Melanesian beliefs, it is to Dr. Codrington’* work

that I go. 1 The doctor, himself a missionary, ex

hypothesi 4 untroubled by difficulties,’ has just been

quoted by Mr. Max Muller, and by myself, as a wit-

ness to the difficulties which trouble himself and us.

What can Mr. Max Muller possibly mean ? Am I

wrong? Was Dr. Codrington not a missionary?

At all events, he is the authority on Melanesia, a
4 high ’ authority (i. 206).

• Jf. R. AL9S.1S7; b. 22. SSS.
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VIII

THE PHILOLOGICAL METHOD IN ANTHROPOLOGY

Mr. Mix Muller u Ethnologist

Oua author is apt to remonstrate with his anthropo-

logical critica, and to assure them that he also has
made studies in ethnology. ‘I am not such a
despairer of ethnology as some ethnologist* would
have me.’ He refer* us to the assistance which he
lent in bringing out Dr. Hahn’s Tstmi-Goam (1881),
Mr. Gill’s Myths and Songs from the South Pacific

(1876), and probably other examples could be added.
But my objection is, not that we should be ungrate-
ful to Mr. Max Muller for these and other valuable
services to anthropology, but that, when he has got
his anthropological material, he treat* it in what I

think the wrong way, or approves of its being so
treated.

Here, indeed, is the irreconcilable difference
between two schools of mythological interpretation.
Given Dr. Hahn's book, on Hottentot manners and
religion : the anthropologist compares the Hottentot
rites, beliefs, social habits, and general ideas with
those of other races known to him, savage or
civilised. A Hottentot custom, which has a meaning
among Hottentots, may exist where its meaning is

lost, among Greeks or other ‘ Aryans.’ A story of
a Hottentot god, quite a natural sort of tale for a
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Hottentot to tell, may be told about a god in Greece,

where it is contrary to the Greek spirit. We infer

that the Greeks perhaps inherited it from savage

ancestors, or borrowed it from savages.

of Bavsce God*

This is the method, and ifwe can also get a scholar

to analyse the nanus of Hottentot gods, we are all the

luckier, that is, if his processes and inferences are

logical. May we not decide on the logic of scholars P

But, just as Mr. Max Muller points out to us the

dangers attending our evidence, we point out to him
the dangers attending his method. In Dr. Hahn’s

book, the doctor analyses the meaning of the name
Tsuni-Goam and oilier names, discovers their original

sense, and from that sense explains the myths about

Hottentot divine beings.

Here we anthropologists first ask Mr. Max Muller,

before accepting Dr. Hahn’s etymologies, to listen

to other scholars about the perils and difficulties of

the philological analysis of divine names, even in

Aryan languages. I have already quoted his ‘de-

fender,’ Dr. Tiele. ‘The philological method is

inadequate and misleading, when it is a question

of (1) discovering the origin of a myth, or (2) the

physical explanation of the oldest myths, or (3) of

accounting for the rude and obscene element in the

divine legends of civilised races.'

To the two former purposes Dr. Hahn applies

the philological method in the case of Tsuni-Goam.

Other scholars agree with Dr. Tiele. Manuhardt,

as we said, held that Mr. Max Muller’s favourite

etymological ‘ equations,’ Sarameya - Hermeias

;

Saranyu** Demeter-Erinnys; Kentauros^Gandharvas
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and others, would not stand criticism. ‘ The
rheihod in its practical working shows a lack of

the historical sense,* said Mannhardt. Curtius—

a

scholar, as Mr. Max Muller declares (i. 32)—6ays,

‘It is especially difficult to conjecture the mean-
ing of proper names, and above all of local and
mythical names.* 1

I do not see that it is easier

when these names are not Greek, but Hottentot, or
Algonquin

!

Thus Achilles may as easily mean * holder of the

people ' as ‘ holder of stones,* i.e. a River-god ! Or
does 'Ax suggest aqua, Achelous the River ? Leto,
mother of Apollo, cannot be from ka0t~u>, as Mr.
Max Muller holds (ii. 614, 615), to which Mr. Max
Muller replies, perhaps not, as far as the phonetic

rules go • which determine the formation of ap|>ella-

tive nouns. It, indeed, would be extraordinary if it

were. . . .' The phonetic rules in Hottentot may also

suggest difficulties to a South African Curtius !

*

Other scholars agree with Curtius—agree in

thinking that the etymology of mythical names is a

sandy foundation for the science of mythology.
‘ The difficult task of inteqireting mythical names

has, so far, produced few certain results,' says Otto
Schrader.*

When Dr. Hahn applies the process in Hottentot,
we urge with a friendly candour these cautions from
scholars on Mr. Max Muller.

A Hottentot Ood

In Custom and Myth (p. 207), I examine the logic

by which Dr. Hahn proves Tsuni-Goam to be ‘ The

' Gmk f.'fym- EngL trm.l L 147.
• Sr*tkt*TfUKkuHf und UrftielUekt*, p. «81 .
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Red Dawn.' One of his steps is to say that tsu means

4 sore,' or ‘ wounded,' and that a wound is red, so he

gets his 4 red ' in Red Dawn. But of tsu in the sense

of * red ' he gives not one example, while he does give

another word for 4 red,’ or 4 bloody.' This may be

scholarly but it is not evidence, and this is only one

of many perilous steps on ground extremely scabreux,

got over by a series of logical leaps. As to our

quarrel with Mr. Max Muller about his friend's treat-

ment of ethnological materials, it is this : we do not

believe in the validity of the etymological method

when applied to many old divine names in Greek, still

less in Hottentot.

Caua« of oar Scopticum

Our scepticism is confirmed by the extraordinary

diversity of opinion among scholars as to what the

right analysis of old divine names is. Mr. Max

Mull* writes (i. 18): 4
1 have never been able to

extract from my critics the title of a single book in

which my etymologies and my mythological equa-

tions had been seriously criticised by real scholars.'

We might answer, 4 Why tell you what you know

very well ?
' For (i. 50) you say that while Signor

Caniszaro calls some of your ‘equations’ ‘irrefu-

tably demonstrated,’ ‘other scholars declare these

equations are futile and impossible.' Do these other

scholars criticise your equations not ‘seriously ’? Or

are you ignorant of the names of their works ?

Another case. Our author says that 4 many

objections were raised’ to his ‘equation’ of.Athene**

Ahanu-‘Dawn’ (ii. 378, 400, &c\). Have the

objections ceased ? Here are a few scholars who do

not, or did not, accept Athene—Ahan& : Welcker,
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Benfey, Curtius, Preller, Furtwiingler, Schwartz, ai

now Bechtel (i. 378). Mr. Max Muller thinks th

he is right, but, till scholars agree, what can we •

but wait ?

Phonetic Bickerings

The evidence turns on theories of phonetic la»

as they worked in pre-Homeric Greece. But the

laws, as they apply to common ordinary words, ne*

not, we are told, be applied so strictly to prop

names, as of gods and heroes. These are a kind

comets, and their changes cannot be calculated lil

the changes of vulgar words, which answer to sta

<i. 298). .Mr. Max Muller • formerly agreed with Cu
lius that phonetic rules should be used against prop
names with the same severity as against ordina:

nouns and verbs.’ Benfey and Welcker protested,
i

does Professor Victor Henry. * It is not fair to d
mand from mythography the rigorous observation

phonetics ’ (i. 387). * This may lie called backsliding

our author confesses, and it dot* seem rather a * g.

as-you-please * kind of method.

Phonotio Rule*

Mr. Max Muller argues at length (and. to m
iguorance, persuasively) in favour of a genial laxit

in the application of phonetic rules to old prop*
names. Do they apply to these as strictly as t

ordinary wools? ‘This is a question that has ofte

been asked ... but it has never been boldl
answered’ (i. 297). Mr. Max Muller cannot hav
forgotten that Curtius answered boldly—in th

negative. ‘Without such rigour all attempts i

etymology are impossible. For this very reaso
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ethnologists and mythologists should make them-

selves acquainted with the simple principles of

comparative philology.' 1

But it is not for us to settle such disputes of

scholars. Meanwhile their evidence is derived from

their private interpretations of old proper names,

and they differ among themselves as to whether, in

such interpretations, they should or should not be

governed strictly by phonetic laws. Then what

Mr. Max Muller calls * the usual bickerings ’ begin

among scholars (i. 410). And Mr. Max Muller

connects Ouranos with Vedic Varuna, while Wacker-

nagel prefers to derive it from ovpov, urine, and this

from ovp<«—Sk. Varshayarai, to rain (ii. 410, 417),

and so it goes on for years with a glorious uncer-

tainty. If Mr. Max Muller's equations are scientific-

ally correct, the scholars who accept them not must

all be unscientific. Or else, this is not science at all.

Buts of a Scisncs

A science in its early stages, while the validity

of its working laws in application to essential cases

is still undetermined, must, of course, expect

‘bickerings.’ But philological inythologisU are

actually trying to base one science, Mythology, on
the still shifting and sandy foundations of another

science. Phonetics. The philologists are quarrelling

about their ‘ equations,' and about the application of

their phonetic laws to mythical proper names. On
the basis of this shaking soil, they propose to build

another science. Mythology ! Then, pleased with the

scientific exactitude of their evidence, they object to

the laxity of ours.

Or. Elym. L 150.
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Philology in Action—Indra

As an example of the philological method with a

Vedic god, take Indra. I do not think that science

is ever likely to find out the whole origins of any

god. Even if his name mean * sky,' Dyaus, Zeus,

we must ask what mode of conceiving ‘ sky ' is

original. Was ‘ sky ' thought of as a person, and, if

so, as a savage or as a civilised person
;

as a god,

sans phrase
;
as the inanimate visible vault of heaven

;

as a totem, or how ? Indra, like other gods, is apt

to evade our observation, in his origins. Mr. Max

Muller asks, ‘ what should we gain if we called

Indra ... a totem?’ Who doe*? If we derive

his name from the tame root as *ind-u,’ raindrop
,

then ‘his starting-point was the rain’ (i. 131).

Roth preferred ‘ idh,’ * indh,' to kindle
;
and later, his

taste and fancy led him to * ir,’ or * irv,’ to havepower

over. He is variously regarded as god of ‘bright

firmament, * of air, of thunderstorm personified, and

so forth.' His name is not detected among other

Aryan gods, and his birth may be after the * Aryan

Separation’ (ii. 752). But surely his name, even

so, might have been carried to the Greeks ? This,

at least, should not astonish Mr. Max Muller. One

had supposed that Dyaus and Zeus were separately

developed, by peoples of India and Greece, from a

common, pre-separation, Aryan root. One had not

imagined that the Greeks borrowed divine names

from Sanskrit and from India. But this, too, might

happen! (ii. 506). Mr. Max Muller asks, ‘Why

should not a cloud or air goddess of India , whether

called Svara or Urvasi, have supplied the first germs

• it. R. R. a. Itt
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1

from which /fexuirtc worna 'Hprj descended ?
' Why

not, indeed, if prehistoric Greeks were in touch with

India ? I do not say they were not. Why should

not a Vedic or Sanskrit goddess of India supply

the first germs of a Greek goddess? (ii. p. 500).

Why, because ‘Greek gods have never been Vedic

gods, but both Greek and Vedic gods have started

from the same germs' (ii. 429). Our author has

answered his own question, but he seems at inter-

vals to suppose, contrary to his own principles, as I

understand them, that Greek may be ‘ derived from
'

Vedic divine names or, at least, divine names in

Sanskrit. All this is rather confusing.

Obscuring the Veda

If Indra is called ‘ bull,' that at first only meant

•strong' (ii 209). Yet ‘some very thoughtful

scholars ' see traces of totemism in Indra

!

1 Mr.

Max Muller thinks that this theory is ‘obscuring the

Veda by this kind of light from the Dark Continent'

(America, it settiw). Indra is said to have been

born from a cow, like the African Heitsi Eibib.*

There are unholy stories about Indra and rams. But

I for one, as 1 have said already, would never deny
that these may lie |>ari of the pleasant unconscious

poetry of the Vedic hymnists. Indra’s legend is rich

in savage obscenities; they may, or may not, be

survivals from savagery. At all events one sees no
reason why we should not freely compare parallel

savageries, and why this should ‘obscure' the Veda.

Comparisons are illuminating.

' ii. 210. Cf. OU*nt*rg In Dtultk* RuntUtkau, 1893. p. 205.
• ft V. i*. 18. 10.
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IX

CRITICISM OF FETISHISM

Mlacbiof of Comparison* in Comparative Mythology

Not always are comparisons illuminating, it seemB.

Our author write*. 4 It may be said—in fact, it has

been said—that there can at all events be no harm in

simply placing the myths and customs of savages side

by side with the myths and customs of Hindus and
Greeks.’ (This, in fact, is the method of the science

of institutions.)

‘ Hut experience shows that this is not so
'
(i. 196).

So we must not, should not, simply place the myths
and customs of savages side by side with those of
Hindus and Greeks. It is Xaboo.

Dr. Oldenberg

Now Dr. 01denberg.it seems, uses such comparisons
of savage and Aryan faiths. Dr. Oldenberg is

(i. 209) one of several 'very thoughtful scholars ’ who
do so, who break Mr. Max Muller's prohibition. Yet
(ii. 220) 4 no true scholar would accept any com-
parison ' between savage fables and the folklore of
Homer and the Veda* 4

as really authoritative until

fully demonstrated on both aides' Well, it is ‘fully

demonstrated,’ or 4 a very thoughtful scholar
'
(like

Dr. Oldenberg) would not accept it. Or it is not

demonstrated, and then Dr. Oldenberg, though 4 a
very thoughtful,’ is not ' a true scholar.’
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Comparisons, when odious

Once more, Mr. Max Muller deprecates the

making of comparisons between savage and Vedic

myths (i. 210), and then (i. 220) he deprecates the

acceptance of these very comparisons ‘as really

authoritative until fully demonstrated.’ Now, how
is the validity of the comparisons to be * fully demon-
strated ’ ir we are forbidden to make them at all,

because to do so is to * obscure ’ the Veda ‘ by light

from the Dark Continent * ?

A Question of Logic

I am not writing ' quips and cranks ;
' I am deal-

ing quite gravely with the author's processes of

reasoning. * No true scholar ’ does what * very

thoughtful scholar- ' do. No comparisons of savage

and Vedic myths should be made, but yet, * when
fully demonstrated,’ * true scholars would accept

them
'

(i. 20'J, 220). How can comparisons be de-

monstrated before tlu*v are made ? And made they

must not be

!

• Scholars ’

It would be useful if Mr. Max Muller were to

define * scholar,' * real scholar,' ‘ true scholar,’ « very
thoughtful scholar.' The Utter may err, and have
erred—like General Councils, and like Dr. Oldcnberg,
who finds in the Veda ‘remnants of the wildest

and rawest essence of religion,' lotemism, and the
rest (i. 210). I was wont to think that ‘scholar,’ as

used by our learned author, meant ‘philological

mythologist.' as distinguished from • not-scholar,'

that is, • anthropological mythologist.’ But now
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‘ very thoughtful scholars,’ even Dr. Oldenberg, Mr.

Rhys, Dr.
’ Robertson Smith, and so on, use the

anthropological method, so 4 scholar ’ needs a fresh

definition. Tim 4 not-scholars,‘ the anthropologists,

have, in fact, converted some very thoughtful

scholars. If we could only catch the true scholar

!

But that we cannot do till we fully demonstrate com-

parisons which we may not make, for fear of first

4 obscuring the Veda by this kind, of light from the

Dark Continent.'

Anthropology and th® Myatorioa

It is not my affair to defend Dr. Oldenberg, whose

comparison* of Vedic with savage rites I have

never read, I am sorry to say. One is only arguing

that the method of making such comparisons i*

legitimate. Thus (i. 232) controversy, it seems,

still rages among scholars ns to • the object of the

Eleusinian Mysteries.' • Dots* not the scholar’s con-

science warn us against accepting whatever in the

myths and customs of the Zulus seems to suit our

purpose ’—of explaining features in the Eleusinia ?

If Zulu custom*, and they alone, contained Eleusinian

parallels, even the anthropologists conscience would

whisper caution. But this is not the case. North

American, Australian. African, and other tribes

have mysteries very closely and minutely resem-

bling parts of the rites of the Eleusinia, Dionysia,

and Thesmophoria. Thus Lobeck, a scholar, de-

scribes the Rhombos used in the Dionysiac mys-

teries, citing Clemens Alexandrinus. 1 Thanks to Dr.

Tylor’s researches I was able to show (what Lobeck

• AfUcpkamus. L 700.
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knew not) that the Rhomboa (Australian tumdun,
•Bull-roarer') is also used in Australian. African,

American, and other savage religious mysteries. Now
should I have refrained from producing^ this well-

attested matter of fact till I knew Australian,

American, and African languages as well as I know
Greek ? ‘ What century will it be when there will

be scholars.who know the dialects of the Australian

blacks as well as .we know the dialects of Greece?’

(i. 232) asks our author. And what in the name
of Kleusis have dialects to do with the circumstance

that savages, like Greeks, use RAombi in their

mysteries ? There are abundant other material facts,

visible palpoblo objects and practices, which savage

mysteries have in common with the Greek mysteries.'

If observed l»y deaf men. when used by dumb men,

instead of by scores of Europeans who could talk

the native languages, these illuminating rites of

savages would still be evidence. They have been
seen and described often, not by ‘a casual native

informant
'

(who, perhaps, casually invented Greek
rites, and falsely attributed them to his tribesmen),

but by educated Europeans.

Abstract Idsas ot Savagat

Mr. Max Muller defends, with perfect justice, the

existence of abstract ideas among contemporary
savages. It appears that somebody or other has
said—* we have been told ' (i. 291 that all this

’

(the Mangaian theory of the universe) ‘must have
come from missionaries.’ The ideas are as likely

to have come from Hegel as from a missionary!

' Cutlom and UyO>, L 90-44. M. R. H. ii. MO- 278.
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Therefore, ‘ instead of looking for idols, or for totems

and fetishes, we must learn and accept what the

savages themselves are able to tell us. . . Yes, we

must learn and accept it ; so I have always urged. But

if the savages tell us about totems, are they not then

‘ casual native informants ' ? If a Maori tells you,

as he does, of traditional hymns containing ideas

worthy of Heraclitus, is that quite trustworthy;

whereas, if he tells you about his idols and taboos,

that cannot possibly be worthy of attention?

Perception of the Infinite

From these extraordinary examples of abstract

thought in savages, our author goes on to say that

his theory of ‘ the perception of the Infinite ' as the

origin of religion was received ‘with a storm of

unfounded obloquy' (i. 292). I myself criticised

the IlilfUrt Lectures, in Mind ;
1 on reading the essay

over, I find no obloquy and no storm. I find, how-

ever, that I deny, what our author says that I

assert, the primitiveness of contemporary savages.

In that essay, which, of course, our author had

no reason to read, much was said about fetishism,

a topic discussed by Mr. Max Muller in his Uibbcrt

Lectures. Fetishism is, as he says, an ill word, and

has caused much confusion.

Fetishism and Anthropological Method

Throughout much of his work our author’s

object is to invalidate the anthropological method.

That method sets side by side the customs, ideas,

fables, myths, proverbs, riddles, rites, of different

' Custom anJ U,tk. pp. 212-248.
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races. Of their lamjuages it does not necessarily

take account in this process. Nobody (as we shall

see) knows the languages of all, or of most, of the

races whose ideas he compares. Now the learned

professor establishes the ‘ harm done ’ by our

method in a given instance. He seems to think

that, if a method has been misapplied, therefore the

method itself is necessarily erroneous. The case

stands thus : De Brasses 1
first compared ' the so-

called fetishes' of the Gold Coast with Greek and

Roman amulets and other material objects of old

religions. But ho did this, we learn, without trying

to find out 1chy a negro made a fetish of a pebble,

shell, or tiger’s tail, and without endeavouring to

discover whether the negro's motives really were the

motives of his ' postulated fetish worship ' in Greece,

Rome, or Palestine.

Origin of FttuhM

If so, taut jtu pour monsieur It President. But
how docs the unscientific conduct attributed to De
Brasses implicate the modern anthropologist? Do
tes not try to find out, and really succeed sometimes
in finding out, why a savage cherishes this or that

scrap as a • fetish ' ? I give a string of explanations

in Custom and Myth (pp. 229-230). Sometimes the

so-called fetish had an accidental, which was taken
to be a causal, connection with a stroke of good luck.

Sometimes the thing—an odd-shaped stone, say—had
a superficial resemblance to a desirable object, and
so was thought likely to aid in the acquisition of
such objects by ‘ sympathetic magic.’*

Cmlle dm F4Hskm. 1790.

,Jo Inst.. F*b. 1881.
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Other * fetishes ’ are revealed in dreams, or by

ghosts, or by spirits appearing in semblance of

animals. 1

• Teleklnollc ’ Origin of PoUshUm

As I write comes in Mrhisint, viii. 7, with an

essay by M. Lefdbure on La Origines du Fitichiamt.

He derives some fetishistic practices from what the

Melanesians call Mtna, which, says Mr. Max Muller,

‘may often be rendered by supernatural or magic

power, present in an individual, a stone, or in formulas

or charms ’ (i. 294). How, asks Mr. Lefebure, did

men come to attribute this m vit ida to persons and

things ? Because, jn fact, he says, such an unexplored

force does really exist aud display itaelf. He then

cites Mr. Crookes' observations on scientifically

registered ‘telekinetic’ performances by Daniel

Dunglas Home, he cites Despine on Madame

8chmitz-Baud,* with examples from Dr. Tylor, P.

de la ltissachAre, Dr. Gibier,* and other authorities,

good or bad. Grouping, then, his fact* under the

dubious title of le magnetism, M. Lefebure finds in

savage observation of such facts
4 the chief cause of

fetishism.'

Some of M. Lefebure's * facts ' (of objects moving

untouched) were certainly frauds, like the tricks of

Eusapia. But, even if all the facts recorded were

frauds, such impostures, performed by ravage con-

jurers, who certainly profess* to produce the pheno-

mena, might originate, or help to originate, the

respect paid to ‘fetishes' and the belief in Mana.

But probably Major Ellis's researches into the religion

• C. *nd .V. p. MO. now.
’ Rochu. Le. Pore.r. .o. define,. 1888. pp S40-SS7, 411, 826.

* Reous Ble**. 1890. p. Ml. * D* lire-*©*, p. 18.
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ofthe Tshi-speakmg races throw most light on the real

ideas of African fetishists. The subject is vast and

complex. I am content to show that, whatever De

Brasses did, tee do not abandon a search for the

motives of the savage fetishist. Indeed, De Brasses

himself did seek and find at least one African

motive. ‘The conjurers {jongleurs

)

persuade them

that little instruments in their possession are en-

dowed with a living spirit.' So far, fetishism is

spiritualism.

CiTIllMd * Petuhnm *

IV Brasses did not look among civilised fetish-

ists for the nurtive* which he neglected among

savages (i. 1 'JO). Taut pit pour monsieur le President.

But we and our method no more stand or fall with

De Brasses and his, than Mr. Max Muller's etymo-

logies stand or fall with those in the Craty/us of Plato.

If. in a civilised j>eople, ancient or modern, we

find a practice vaguely styled ‘ fetishistic,' we exa-

mine it in it« details. While we have talismans,

amulets, gambler* />'ticket, I do not think that, ex-

cept among Mime children, we have anything nearly

analogous to Hold (oast fetishism as a whole. Some
one seems to have called the /ml/adium a fetish. I

don't exactly know what the palladium (called a

fetish by somelaxly) was. The kusta fetialis has been

styled a fetish—an apparent abuse of language. As

to the Holy Cross </na fetish, why discuss such free-

thinking credulities ?

Modern anthropologists—Tylor, Frazer, and the

rest—are not under the censure appropriate to the

illogical.
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More Mischiefs of Comparison

The * Nemesis ' (i. 196) of De Brosses' errors did

not stay in her ravaging progress. Fetishism was

represented as ‘ the very beginning of religion,’ first

among the negroes, then among all races. As I, for

one, persistently proclaim tliat the beginning of

religion is an inscrutable mystery, the Nemesis has

somehow left me scatheless, propitiated by my piety.

I said, long ago, 'the train of ideas which leads man
to believe in and to treasure fetishes is one among
the earliest springs of religious belief.

'

1 But from

even this rather guarded statement I withdraw. ‘ No
man can watch the idea of God in the making or

in the beginning.’ *

Still more Remoui

The new Nemesis is really that which 1 have just

put far from im—namely, that * modern savages

represent everywhere the Eocene stratum of religion.'

They probably represent an early stage in religion,

just as, teste Mr. Max Muller, they represent an early

stage in language 4 In savage languages we see what

we can no longer expect to see even in the most,

ancient Sanskrit or Hebrew. We watch the child-

hood of language, with all its childish pranks.’*

Now, if the tongues spoken by modem savages

represent the ‘childhood’ and ‘childish pranks’ of

language, why should the beliefs of modern savages

not represent the childhood and childish pranks of

religion ? I am not here averring that they do so.

1 C. and U. p. 214. ' Jf. R. R. L 827.
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nor even that Mr. Max Muller is right in his remark

on language. The Australian blacks have been men as

long as the Prussian nobility. Their language has had

time to outgrow ‘ childish pranks,’ but apparently it

has not made use of its opportunities, according to

our critic. Does he know why ?

One need not reply to the charge that anthropo-

logists, if they are meant, regard modem savages ‘ as

just evolved from the earth, or the sky,' or from

monkeys (i. 197). ‘Savages have afar-stretching

unknown history behind them.' ‘ The past of savages,

I say, must have been a long past.* 1 So, once more,

the Nemesis of De Brasses fails lo touch me—and,

of course, to touch more learned anthropologists.

There is yet another Nemesis—the postulate

that Aryans and Semite*, or rather their ancestors,

must have passed through the savage state. Dr.

Tylor write* :
—

* So far a* history is to be our

criterion, progression in primary and degradation

secondary. Culture must be gained Iffore it can be

lost.' Now a person who has not gained what Dr.

Tylor calls ‘culture ’ (**># in Mr. Arnold’s sense) is a

man without tools, instruments, or clothes. He is

certainly, so far, like a savage
;

i« very much lower

in ‘culture’ than any race with which we arc

acquainted. As a matter of hy|K>the*i», anyone may
say that man was born * with everything handsome

about him.’ He has then to account for the savage

elements in Greek myth and rite.

Por Us or Against Usf

We now hear that the worst and last penalty paid

for De Brasses' audacious comparison of savage with

1
If. R R. iL W7 sod 829.
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civilised superstitions is the postulate that Aryan
and Semitic peoples have passed through a stage of

savagery. ‘ However different the languages, customs
and myths, the colour and the skulls of these modern
savages might be from those of Aryan and Semitic

people, the latter must once have passer! through the

same stage, must once have been what the negroes of

the West Coast of Africa are to-day. This postulate

has not been, and, according to its very nature, cannot
be proved. But the mischief done by acting on such

postulates is still going on, and in several cases it

has come to this—that what in historical religions,

such as our own, is known to be the most modern,
the very last outcome, namely, the worship of relics

or a belief in amulets, has been represented as

the first necessary step in the evolution of all reli-

gions
'
(i. 197).

I really do not know who says that the prehistoric

ancestors of Aryans and Semites were once in the

same stage as the* negroes of the West Coast of Africa
are today.’ These honest fellows are well acquainted
with coined money, with the use of firearms, and
other resources of civilisation, and have been in

touch with missionaries, Miss Kingsley, traders, and
tourists. The ancestors of the Aryans and Semites
enjoyed no such advantages Mr. Max Muller does

not tell us who says that they did. But that the

ancestors of all mankind passed through a stage in

which they had to develop for themselves tools,

languages, clothes, and institutions, is assuredly the

belief of anthropologists. A race without tools,

language, clothes, pottery, and social institutions, or
with these in the shape of undeveloped speech, stone
knives, and 'possum or other skins, is what we call a
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race of savages. Such we believe the ancestors of

mankind to have been—at any rate after the Fall.

Now when Mr. Max Mlllier began to write his

book, he accepted this postulate of anthropology

(i. 15). When he reached i. 197 he abandoned and

denounced this postulate.

I quote his acceptance of the postulate (i. 15) :

—

‘ Even Mr. A. Lang has to admit that we have

not got much beyond Pontenelle, when he wrote in

the last century

:

4 “ Why are the legends [myths] about men, beasts,

and gods so wildly incredible and revolting ? . . .

The answer is that the earliest men were in a state of

almost inconceivable ignorance and savagery, and that

the Greeks inherited tliftir myths from people in the

same savage stage (en nn firfit tint dt aanvagme).

Look at the Kaffirs and Iroquois if you w ant to know
what the earliest men were like, and remember that,

the very Iroquois and Kaffirs have a long past behind

rhem " ’—that is to say. are polite and cultivated com-
pared to the e:irli*''»| uien of all.

Here is ail nun unpromising statement by Fonte-

nelle of the |K*tulate that the Greeks (an Aryan

people) must have passed through the same stage

as modern savages— Kaffirs and Iroquois—now

occupy. Hut (i. 15) Mr. Max Muller eagerly ac-

cepts the postulate :

—

4 There is not a word of Fontenelle's to which 1

should not gladly subscribe ; there is no advice of his

which I have not tried to follow in all my attempts

to explain the myths of India and Greece by an

occasional reference to Polynesian nr African folk-

lore.'
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Well, if Mr. Max Muller ‘ gladly subscribes,’ in

p. 15, to the postulate of an original universal stage

of savagery, whence civilised races inherit their

incredibly repulsive myths, why, in pp. 107, 198,

does he denounce that very postulate as not proven,

not capableof being proved, very mischievous, and one

of the evils resulting from our method of comparing

savage and civilised rites and beliefs? I must be

permitted to complain that I do not know which is

Mr. Max Muller’s re:il opinion—that given with such

hearty conviction in p. 15, or that stated with no

less earnestness in pp. 197, 198. I trust that I shall

not be thought to magnify a mere slip of the pen.

Both passages—though, as far as I can see, self-

contradictor)—appear to be written with the same
absence of levity. Fontenelle, I own, speaks of

Greeks, not Semites, as being originally savages. But

1 pointed out 1 that he considered it safer to * hedge
'

by making an exception of the Israelites. There is

really nothing in Genesis against the contention that

the naked, tool-less, mean, and frivolous Adam was a
savage.

Th* Fallacy of •Admits’

As the purpose of this essay is mainly logical,

I may point out the existence of a fallacy not marked,
I think, in handbooks of Logic. This is the fallacy of

saying that an opponent ‘ admits ' what, on the con-

trary, he has been the first to point out and proclaim.

He is thus suggested into an attitude which is the

reverse of his own. Some one—I am sorry to say
that I forget who he was—showed me that Fonte-

1 M. H. H. u. 324.
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nelle, in De FOriguu da FaUa, 1 briefly slated the

anthropological theory of the origin of myths, or

at least of that repulsive clement in them which
4 makes mythology mythological,’ as Mr. Max Mllller

says. I was glad to have a predecessor in a past

less remote than that of Eusebius of Casarea. * A
briefer and better system of mythology,’ I wrote,
4 could not be devised

;
but the Mr. Casaubons of

this world have neglected it, and even now it is

beyond their comprehension.’ * To say this in this

manner is not to 4 admit that we have not got

much beyond Fontenelle.’ I do not want to get

beyond Fontenelle. I want to go back to his 4
for-

gotten common-sense.’ and to apply his ideas with

method and criticism to a range of materials which

he did not possess or did not investigate.

Now, on p. 15, Mr. Max M Uller had got as far

as accepting Fontenelle ; on pp. 197, 198 lie burns,

as it were, that to which he had 4 gladly subscribed ’

Conclusion sa to our Msihod

All this discussion of fetishes arose out of our

author’s selection of the subject as an example

of the viciousness of our method. He would not

permit us 4 simply to place side by side ’ savage and

Greek myths and customs, because it did harm

(i. 196); and the harm done was proved by the

Nemesis of De Brosses. Now, first, a method may
be a good method, yet may be badly applied.

Secondly, I have shown that the Nemesis does

not attach to all of us modern anthropologists.

Thirdly, I have proved (unless I am under some

• Pub : ®tiro. 1760. uL 1T0. * a. R. R. iL 824.
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misapprehension, which I vainly attempt to detect,

and for which, if it exists, I apologise humbly) that

Mr. Max Muller, on p. lo, accepts the doctrine

which he denounces on p. 197.' Again, I am entirely

at one with Mr. Max Muller when he says (p. 210)
* we have as yet really no scientific treatment of

Shamanism.' This is a pressing need, but probably

a physician alone could do the work—a physician

double with a psychologist. See, however, the

excellent pages in Dr. Tylor's Primitive Culture,

and in Mr. William James’s Principles of Psychology ,

on ‘ Meiliumship.'

' I bat* no eoncm with hi* criucucn of Mr. H.rWt gpMow
(p. 203,. m I .nu..iy diMftN* wtth lh*i philcoph.r'a thaorv. Tb.
<Ut.DC of • An.rn.uD 1

I U... to Dr. Tylor.



X
THE RIDDLE THEORY

What the BhUological Theory Needs

Thb- great desideratum of the philological method is

a proof that the • Disease of Language,’ ex hypothec

the most fertile source of myths, is a t*r« cauw.
Do simple poetical phrases, descriptive of heavenly

phenomena, remain current in the popular mouth

after thi meanings of appellatives (Bright One, Dark
One, &c.) have been forgotten, so that these appella-

tives become proper names—Apollo, Daphne, die. ?

Mr. Max M tiller seems to think some proof of this

process as a rera emua may be derived from 4 Folk

Riddles.'

Th© Riddle Theory

We now come, therefore, to the author’s treat-

ment of popular riddles (derinetta), so common
among savages and peasants. Their construction is

simple : anything in Nature you please is described

by a poetical periphrasis, and you are asked what it

is. Tims Geistiblindr asks.

What it U* Dark On*
That roc* ov*r th» vartii.

Swallows water and wood.

But is afraid of the wind • *c.

Or we find,

What U the gold span from oo* window to another ?

The answers, the obvious answers, are (1) ‘mist’

and (2)
4 sunshine.'
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In Mr. Max Muller’s opinion these riddles * could

not but lead to what we call popular myths or

legends.' Very probably
; but this does not aid us

to accept the philological method. The very essence

of that method is the presumed absolute loss of

the meaning of, eg. ‘the Dark One.' Before
there can be a myth, ex hyjxothesi. llie words Dark One
must have become hopelessly unintelligible, must
have become a proper name. Tims suppose, -for

argument’s sake only, that Cronos once meant Dark
One, and was understood in that sense. People (as

in the Norse riddle just cited) said, * Cronos [*.«. the

Dark One—meaning mist] swallows water ami
wood.' Then they forgot that Cronos was iheip old

word for the Dark One, ami was mist ; but they kept
up, and understood, all the rest of the phrase about
what mist does. The expression now ran, ‘ Cronos
[whatever that may be] swallows water and wood.'
But water conies from mist, and water nourishes

wood, therefore ‘Cronos swallows his children.’

Such would be the development of a myth on Mr.
Max Muller's system lie would interpret ‘Cronos
swallows his children,' by finding, if he could, the
original meaning of Cronos. Let us say that he did
discover it to mean * the Dark One.' Then he might
think Cronos meant • night ;

’ • mist ' he would hardly
guess.

That is all very’ clear, but the point is this—in

devinettts, or riddles, the meaning of 4

the Dark One

'

is not lost :

—

• Thy riddle is rot*
Blind Gest,

To read'—

Heidriclc answers.
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What the philological method of mythology

needs is to prove that such poetical statements about

natural phenomena as the eUvinrtta contain survived

in the popular mouth, and were perfectly intelligible

except just the one mot dbdgme—say, ‘the Dark

One.' That (call it Cronos—' Dark One '), and that

alone, became unintelligible in the changes of lan-

guage, and so had to be accepted as a proper name,

Cronos—a god who swallows things at large.

Where is the proofof such endurance of intelligible

phrases with just the one central necessary word ob-

solete aiul changed into a mysterious proper name ?

The world is full of proper names which have lost

their meaning—Athene, Achilles, Artemis, and

so on but we need proof that |>oelical sayings, or

riddles, survive and are intelligible except one word,

which, being unintelligible, becomes a proper name.

Kiddies, of course, prove nothing of this kind :

—

Thy riddle is MIJ
Blind Got
To trad I

Yet Mr. Max Muller offers the suggestion that the

obscurity of many of these names of mythical gods

and heroes ‘may be due .... to the riddles to

which they had given rise, and which would have

ceased to lie riddles if the names had been clear

and intelligible, like those of Helios and Selene'

(i. 92). People, he thinks, in making riddles ‘ would

avoid the ordinary appellatives, and the use of

little-known names in most mythologies woald thus

find an intelligible explanation.’ Again, ‘ we can see

how essential it was that in such mythcflogical

riddles the principal agents should not be called by

K
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their regular names.’ This last remark, indeed, is

obvious. To return to the Norse riddle of the Dark
One that swallows wood and water. It would never

do in a riddle to call the Dark One by his ordinary

name, ‘ Mist.’ You would not amuse a rural audience

by asking 4 What is the mist that swallows wood
and water?’ That would be even easier than Mr.

Burnand's riddle for very hot weather :

—

My first is a boot, my second is a jack.

Conceivably Mr. Max Muller may mean that in

riddles an almost obsolete word was used to desig-

nate the object. Perhaps, instead of 4
the Dark One,’

a peasant would say ,
4 What is the Rooky One P* But

as soon as nobody knew what 4 the Rooky One'
meant, the riddle would cease to exist—Rooky One
and all. You cannot imagine several generations

asking each other

—

What is the Rooky Oh that swallows ?

if nobody knew the answer. A man who kept

boring people with i mere 4
sell’ woukl be scouted

;

and with the death of the answerless riddle the diffi-

cult word * Rooky ' would die. But Mr. Max Muller

says
,

4 Riddles would cease to be riddles if the names
had been clear and intelligible.' The reverse is the

fact. In the riddles he gives there are seldom any
4 names

;
' but the epithets and descriptions are as

clear as words can be :

—

Who are the mother and children in a bouse, all haring

bald heads ?-The moon and sure.

Language cannot be clearer. Yet the riddle has not
1 ceased to be a riddle,’ as Mr. Max Muller thinks
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it must do, though the words are ‘ clear and intel-

ligible.’ On the other hand, if the language is not

clear and intelligible, the riddle would .-ease to exist.

It would not amuse if nobody understood it. You

might as well try to make yourself socially accept-

able by putting conundrums in Etruscan as by

asking riddles in words not dear and intelligible in

themselves, though obscure in their reference. The

difficulty of a riddle consists, not in the obscurity of

words or names, but in the description of familiar

things by terms, clear as terms, denoting their

appearance and action. The mist is described as

• dark,' ‘ swallowing,’ ‘ one that fear* the wind,' and

so forth. The 1cords are pellucid.

Thus ‘ordinary appellatives ’ (i. 99) are not

• avoided ' in riddles, though name* (sun, mist) can-

not be used in the question because they give the

answer to the riddle.

For all these reasons ancient riddles cannot

explain the obscurity of mythological names. As

boon as the name was too obscure, the riddle and

the name would be forgotten, would die together.

So we know as little as ever of the purely hypo-

thetical process by which a riddle, or popular poetical

saying, remains intelligible in a language, while the

mot 'dtniyme, becoming unintelligible, turns into a

proper name—say, Cronos. Yet the belief in this

process as a vera causa is essential to our author's

method.

Here Mr. Max Muller warns us that his riddle

theory is not meant to explain
1 the obscurities of all

mythological names. This is a stratagem that should

be stopped from the very first.’ It were more grace-

ful to have said ‘ a misapprehension.’
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Another ‘ stratagem ' I myself must guard against.

I do not say tliat no unintelligible strings of obsolete

words may continue to live in the popular mouth.

Old hymns, ritual speeches, and charms may and do
survive, though unintelligible. They are reckoned

all the more potent, because all the more mysterious.

But an unintelligible riddle or poetical saying does

not survive, so we cannot thus accouut for mythology

as a disease of language.

Mordvinian Mythology

Still in the very natural and laudable pursuit of

facts which will support the hypothesis of a disease

of language, Mr. Max Muller turns to Mordvinian

mythology. 4 We have the accounts of real scholars
’

about Mordvinian prayers, charms, and proverbs

(i. 235). The Mordvinians, Ugriati tribes, have the

usual departmental Nature-gods—as Chkal. god of

the sun (chi -sun), lie * live* in the sun, or is the sun

'

(i. 230). Hit wife is the Earth or earth goddess,

Vediavn. They have a large family, given to incest.

The morals of the Mordvinian gods are as lax as

those of Mordvinian mortals. (Compare the myths

and morals of Samos, and the Samian Hera.)

Athwart the decent god Chkaf comes the evil god

G'haitan—obviously Shaitan, a Mahommedan con-

tamination. There are plenty of minor gods, and

spirits good and bad. Dawn was a Mordvinian

girl ; in Australia she was a lubra addicted to

lubricity.

How docs this help philological mythology f

Mr. Max Muller is pleased to find solar and

other elemental gods among the Mordvinians. But

the discovery in no way aids his special theory.
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Nobody has ever denied thal gods who are the sun

or live in the sun are familiar, and are the centres

of myths among most races. 1 give examples in

C. and M. (pp. 104, 133, New Zealand and North

America) and in M. R. R. (i. 124-135, America,

Africa, Australia, Aztec, Hervey Islands, Samoa,

and so on). Such Nature-myths—of sun, sky, earth

—are perhaps universal ; but they do not arise from

disease of language. These myths deal with natural

phenomena plainly and explicitly. The same is the

case among the Mordvinians. ‘The few names

preserved to us are clearly the name* of the agents

behind the salient phenomena of Nature, in some

cases quite intelligible, in others easily restored to

their original meaning/ The meanings of the names

not being forgotten, l»ut obvious, there is no disease

of language. All this does not illustrate the case of

Greek divine names by resemblance, but by difference.

Real scholars know what Mordvinian divine names

mean. They do not know what many Greek divine

names mean—as Hera, Artemis. Apollo. Athene;

thero is even much dispute about Demeter.

No anthropologist, I hope, is denying that

Nature-myths and Nature-gods exist. We are only

fighting against the philoh»gioal effort to get at the

elemental phenomena which may be behind Hera,

Artemis, Athene, Apollo, by means of contending

etymological conjectures. We only oppose the philo-

logical attempt to account for all the features in a

god’s myth as manifestations of the elemental

qualities denoted by a name which may mean at

pleasure dawn, storm, clear air, thunder, wind,

twilight, water, or what you wilL Granting Chkai

to be the sun, does that explain why he punishes
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people who bake bread on Friday? (237.) Our
opponent does not seem to understand the portfe of
our objections. The same remarks apply to the

statement of Finnish mythology here given, and
familiar in the KaUicala. Departmental divine

beings of natural phenomena we find everywhere, or
nearly everywhere, in company, of course, with other

elements of belief—totemism, worship of spirits,

perhaps with monotheism in the background. That
is as muph our opinion as Mr. Max Muller's. What
we are opposing is the theory of disease of language,

and the attempt to explain, by philological conjectures,

gods and heroes whose obscure namm are the only
sources of information.

Helios is the sun-god
; he is, or lives in, the sun.

Apollo may have been the sun-god too, but we still

distrust the attempts to prove this by contending
guesses at the origin of his name. Moreover, if all

Greek gods could be certainly explained, by undis-

puted etymologies, as originally elemental, we still

object to such logic as that which turns Saranyu into

• grey dawn.’ We still object to the competing inter-

pretations by which almost ever}' detail of very
Composite myths is explained as a poetical descrip-

tion of some elemental process or phenomenon.
Apollo may once have been the sun, but why did he
make love as a dog ?

Lettish Mythology

These remarks apply equally well to our author’s

dissertation on Lettish mythology (ii. 430 et ney.).

The meaning of statements about the sun and sky ‘ is

not to be mistaken in the mythology of the Letts.’ So
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here is no disease of language. The meaning is not

to be mistaken. Sun and moon and so on are

spoken of by their natural unmistakable names, or

in equally unmistakable poetical periphrases, as in

riddles. The daughter of the sun hung a red cloak

on a great oak-tree. This ‘can hardly have been

meant for anything but the red of the evening or

the setting sun, sometimes called her red cloak’

(ii. 439). Exactly so, and the Australians of En-

counter Bay also think that the sun is a woman.
* She has a lover among the dead, who has given her

a red kangaroo skin, and in this she appears at her

rising.'
1 This tale was told to Mr. Meyer in 1846,

before Mr. Max Muller's Dawn had become « inevit-

able,’ as he says.

The Lettish and Australian myths are folk-poetry

;

they have nothing to do with a disease of language

or forgotten meanings of words which become proper

names. All this is surely distinct. We proclaim the

abundance of poetical Nature-myths; we ‘disable’

the hypothesis that they arise from a disease of

language.

The Chance* of Fancy

One remark has to be added. Mannhardt re-

garded many or most of the philological solutions

of gods into dawn or sun, or thunder or cloud, as

empty jtux ifesprit And justly, for there is no

name named among men which a philologist cannot

easily prove to be a synonym or metaphorical term

for wind or weather, dawn or sun. Whatever attribute

any word connotes, it can be shown to connote some

' M«v»r. IMS. apud Brough Smyth. Abori^ac, of Victoria, L 432
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attribute of dawn or sun. Here parody comes in,

and gives a not overstrained copy of the method,

applying it to Mr. Gladstone, Dr. Nansen, or whom
you please. And though a jest is not a refutation,

a parody may plainly show the absolutely capricious

character of the philological method.
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XI

ARTEMIS

I DO not here examine our author’s constructive work.

I have often criticised its logical method before,

and need not repeat myself. The etymologies, of

course, I leave to be discussed by scholars! As we
have seen, they are at odds on the subject of phonetic

laws and their application to mythological names.

On the mosses and bogs of this Debatable Land
some of them propose to erect the science of com-
parative mythology. Meanwhile we look on, waiting

till the mosses shall sup|»ort a ponderous edifice.

Our author’s treatment of Artemis, however, has

for me a peculiar interest (ii. 733-743). I really

think that it is not mere vanity which makes me
suppose that in this instance I am at least one of

the authors whom Mr. Max Muller is writing about

without name or reference. If so, he here sharply

distinguishes between me on the one hand and 'Clas-

sical scholars ’ on the oilier, a point to which we shall

return. He says—I cite textual!)' (ii. 732):

—

Artemi*

* The last of the great Greek goddesses whom we
have to consider is Artemis. Her name, we shall

sec, has received many interpretations, but none
that can be considered as well established—none
that, even if it were so, would help us much in dis-

entangling the many myths told about her. Easy to
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understand as her character seems when we confine

our attention to Homer, it becomes extremely com-
plicated when we take into account the numerous
local forms of worship of which she was the object.

‘ We have here a good opportunity of comparing

the interpretations put forward by those who thin|
that a study of the myths a)\d customs of uncivilised

tribes cun help us towards an understanding of Greek

deities, and the views advocated by classical scholars 1

who draw their information, first of all, from Greek

sources, and afterwards only from a comparison of

the myths and customs of cognate races, more par-

ticularly from what is preserved to us in ancient

Vedic literature, before they plunge into the whirlpool

of ill-defined and unintelligible Kafir folklore. The
former undertake to explain Artemis by showing us

the progress of human intelligence from the coarsest

spontaneous and primitive ideas to the moat beauti-

ful and brilliant conception of poets and sculptors.

They point out traces of hideous cruelties amounting

almost to cannibalism, ami of a savage cult of beasts

in the earlier history of the goddess, who was cele-

brated by dances of young girls disguised as bears

or imitating the movements of liears, &c. She was
represented as woAu/uurrot, and this idea, we are told,

was borrowed from the East, which is a large term.

We are told that her most ancient history is to be

studied in Arkadia, where we can see the goddess

still closely connected with the worship of animals, a

characteristic feature of the lowest stage of religious

worship among the lowest races of mankind. We
are then told the old story of LykAon, the King
of Arkadia. who had a beautiful daughter called

Kallisto. As Zeus fell in love with her, HCra from

jealousy changed her into a bear, and Artemis killed
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her with one of her arrows. Her child, however,,

was saved by Hermes, at the command of Zeus ; and

while Kallisto was changed to t^e constellation of

the Ursa, her son Arkas became the ancestor of the

Arkadians. Here, we are told, we have a clear

instance of men being the descendants of animals,

and of women being changed into wild beasts and

stars—beliefs well known among the Cahrocs and the

Kamilarois.'

Here I recognise Mr. Max Muller's version of my
remarks on Artemis. 1 Our author has just remarked

in a footnote that Schwartz 4 does not mention the

title of the book where his evidence has been given.'

It is an inconvenient practice, but with Mr. Max
Muller this reticence is by no means unusual. He
4 does not mention the book where ’ ray

4 evidence is

given.’

Anthropologists are here (unless I am mistaken)

contrasted with 4 classical scholars who draw their in-

formation, first of all, from Greek sources.’ I need

not assure anyone who has looked into my imperfect

works that I also drew my information about Artemis

•first of all from Greek sources,’ in the original.

Many of these sources, to the best of ray knowledge,

are not translated: one, Homer, I have translated

myself, with Professor Butcher and Messrs. Leaf and

Myers, my old friends.

The idea and representation of Artemis as

vo\vfLa<rTos (many-breasted), 4 we are told, was

borrowed from the East, a large term.' I say
4
she

is even blended in ritual with a monstrous mauv-

bveasted divinity of Oriental religion.'* Is this ‘large

* Ibid. iL 209.
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term ' too vague ? Then consider the Artemis of

Ephesus and ‘ the alabaster statuette of the goddess ’

in Roscher'8 Isiiktn, p. 558. Compare, for an Occi-

dental parallel, the many-breasted goddess of the

maguey plant, in Mexico.' Our author writes, ‘ we
are told that Artemis's most ancient history is to be

studied in Arkadia.’ My words are, ‘ The Attic and

Arcadian legends of Artemis are confessedly avion//

the oldest:' Why should ‘ Attic ‘ ami the qualifying

phrase be omitted ?

Ottoad Muller

Mr. Max Muller goes on—citing, as I also do,

Otfried Muller:—‘Otfried Muller in 1825 treated the

same myth without availing himself of the light now
to be derived from the Cahrocs and the Kamilarois.

He quoted Pausnnias as stating that the tumulus of

Ksillisio was near the sanctuary of Artemis Kallist^,

and he simply look Kallisto for an epithet of Artemis,

which, as in many other cases, had been taken for a

separate personality.’ Otfried
.
also pointed out, as

we both say, that at Brauron, in Attica, Artemis was
served by young maidens called dpxroi (bears) ; and
‘he concluded, ‘This cannot (Kwsibly be a freak of

chance, but the metamorphosis [of Kallisto
J
has its

foundation in the fact that the animal [the bear] was
sacred to the goddess.’

Thus it is acknowledged that Artemis, under her

name of Callisto, was changed into a she-bear, and

had issue, Arkas—whence the Arcadians. Mr. Max
Muller proceeds (ii. 734)—‘He [Otfried] did not go
so far as some modern mythologists who want ussto

1 M R. ft. fa. 218.
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believe that originally the animal, the she-bear, was

the goddess, and that a later worship had replaced

the ancient worship of the animal pur el simple.'

Did I, then, tell anybody that ‘originally the

she-bear was the goddess ’
? No, I gave my reader,

not a dogma, but the choice between two alternative

hypotheses. I said, ‘ It will become probable that

the she-bear actually teas the goddess at an ex-

tremely remote period, or at all events that the

goddess succeeded to, and threw her protection over,

an ancient worship of the animal
'
(ii. 212, 213).

Mr. Max Muller's error, it will be observed, con-

sists in writing ‘ and ’ where I wrote ‘ or.' To make

such rather essential mistakes is human ; to give

references is convenient, and not unscholarly.

In fact, this is Mr. Max Muller's own opinion, for

he next reports his anonymous author (myself) as

saying (‘ we are now told ’), * though without any refer-

ence to Pausanias or any other Greek writers, that

the young maidens, the dp*roi, when dancing around

Artemis, were clad in l«earskins, and that this is

a pretty frequent custom in the dances of totemic

races. In support of this, however, we are not

referred to really totemic race* . . . but to the Ilirpi

of Italy, and to the in Egypt.' Of course

I never said that the dperoi danced around Artemis

!

I did say, after ol*erving that they were described

as ‘playing the bear,' ‘they even in ardiaic ages

wore bear-skins,' for which I cited Claus’ and re-

ferred to Suchier,* including the reference in brackets

[ ]
to indicate that I borrowed it from a book

' D, Diana Anlujwnma a,md <3rate* Satnra. p. 76. Vntb-
law, 1881.

» Da Diana Brauron, p. S3 Compare, far all lha Warning, Mr.

FarnaU, in CulU o/.Oe Orttk StaUt.
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which I was unable to procure*

1

I then gave refer-

ences for the classical use of a saffron vest by the

ipKTOi.

B*4»t Dances

For the use of beast-skins in such dances among
totemists I cite Bancroft (iii. 108) and (M. R. R. ii.

107) Robinson * (same authority). I may now also

refer to Robertson Smith :
*

4

the meaning of such a

disguise [a fish-skin, among the Assyrians] u well

knownfrom many saiage ritual*; it means that the

worshipper presents himself as a fish,' as a bear,

or what not. 4 Doubtless I might have referred more
copiously to savage rituals, but really I thought that

savage dances in beast-skins were familiar from

Catlin's engravings of Mandan and Nootka wolf or

buffalo dances. I add that the Brauronian rites 4 point

to a time when the goddess was herself a bear,' having

suggested an alternative theory, and added confirma-

tibn.6 But I here confess that while beast-dances and

wearing of skins of sacred beast* are common, to

prove these sacred beasts to-be totems is another

matter. It is so far inferred rather than demon-
strated. Next I said that the evolution of the bear

into the classical Artemis 4 almost escapes our inquiry.

We find nothing mofe akin to it than the relation

borne by the Samoan gods to the various totems in

which they are supposed to be manifest.' This Mr.

Max Muller quotes (of course, without reference or

marks of quotation) and adds, 4 pace Dr. Codrington.’

1
Si. R. R u x. ' Lif'im C*li/or*U, pp. Ml, S08.

’ RtUfion of the SemtUi. p. 274.
* Sm Mr. Fnzmr. GolJtn Bou^k. ii 90-94

; mod Rotation
Sosilh. op. eit. pp. 410-418.

(* Apostolic*, TiiL 19; »iL 10.J
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Have I incurred Dr. Codrington’a feud ? He doubts

or denies totems in Melanesia. Is Samoa in Melanesia,

par exempU ?' Our author (i. 206) says that *Dr.

Codrington will have no totems in his islands.’ But

Samoa is not one of the doctor's fortunate isles. For

Samoa I refer, not to Dr. Codrington, but to Mr.

Turner.* In Samoa the ‘ clans ' revere each its own

sacred animals, 4 but combine with it the belief that

the spiritual deity reveals itself in each separate

animal.' ' I expressly contrast the Samoan creed with

4 pure totemism.’ *

So much for our author's success in stating and

criticising my ideas. If he pleases, I will not speak

of Samoan totems, but of Samoan sacred animals.

It is better and more exact.

Tho View of Classical Scholars

They (ii. 785) begin by pointing out Artemis's

connection with Apollo and the moon. So do I

!

•If Apollo soon disengages himself from the sun . . .

Artemis retains as few traces of any connection with

the moon.'* 4 If Apollo was of solar origin,' asks

the author (ii. 736),
4 what could his sister Artemis

have been, from the very beginning, if not some

goddess connected with the moon?' Very likely;

ftas negavit? Then our author, like myself (U*. rit.),

dilates on Artemis as * sister of Apollo.’ 4 Her chapels,'

I say, 4 are in the wild wood ; she is the abbess of

the forest nymphs,' 4 chaste and fair, the maiden of

the precise life.' How odd! The classical scholar

and I both say the same things
;
and I add a sonnet

to Artemis in this aspect, rendered by me from the

• Mflantnm,. p. 3X * Samo* p. 17. 4 if. ft. R. il. 88.

4 Frmxw. OoUn. Bo^k. ,L W. ' U. R. R. ii. .
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Uiypolytus of Euripides. Could a classical scholar

do more? Our author then says that the Greek

sportsman 4 surprised the beasts in their lairs ' by

night. Not very sportsmanlike ! I don’t find it in

Homer or in Xenophon. Oh for exact references

!

Tim moon, the nocturnal sportswoman, is Artemis

:

here we have also the authority of Theodore de

Banville
(
Diane court dans la noire forit). And the

nocturnal hunt is Diana ; so she is protectress of

the chase. Exactly what I said

!

1

All this being granted by me beforehand (though

possibly that might not be guessed from my critic),

our author will explain Artemis’s human sacrifice of a

girl in a fawn-skin—bloodshed, bear and all—with

no aid from Karailarois, Oahrocs, and Samoans.

Mr. Mss Muller’ • Explanation

Greek races traced to Zeus—usually disguised, for

amorous purposes, as a brute. The Arcadians had

an eponymous heroic ancestor, 4 Areas ;
’ they also

worshipped Artemis. Artemis, as a virgin, could

not become a mother of Areas by Zeus, or by any-

body. Callisto was also Artemis. Callisto was the

mother of Areas. But, to save the character of

Artemis, Callisto was now represented as one of her

nymphs. Then, Areas reminding the Arcadians of

apicros (a bear), while they knew the Bear constella-

tion,
4 what was more natural than that Callisto

should be changed into an arku>s, a she-l>ear . . .

placed by Zeus, her lover, in the sky ’ as the Bear ?

Nothing could be more’ natural to a savage
; they

all do it.* But that an Aryan, a Greek, should talk

' M.R.B. a. m. * Cwtom and Mftk. • 8Ur Myth*.'
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such nonsense as to say that he was the descendant

of a bear who was changed into a star, and all merely

because 4 Areas reminded the Arcadians of arktoa,'

seems to me an extreme test of belief, and a very

unlikely thing to 6ccur.

WUiar Application of the Theory
#

Let us apply the explanation more widely. Say

that a hundred animal names are represented in the

known totem-kindreds of the world. Then had

each such kin originally an eponymous hero, whose

name, like that of Areas in Arcady, accidentally
4 reminded ’ his successors of a beast, so that a hun-

dred beasts came to be claimed as ancestors ? .Per-

haps this was what occurred ; the explanation, at all

events, fits the wolf of the Delawares and the other

ninety'nine as well as it fits the Arcades. By a

curious coincidence all the names of eponymous
heroes chanced to remind people of boasts. But

whence come the names of eponymous heroes f From
their tribes, of course—Ion from Ionians, Dorus from

Dorians, and so on. Therefore (in the hundred

cases) the names of the tribes derive from names of

animals. Indeed, the names of totem-kins are the

names of animals—wolves, bears, cranes. Mr. Max
Muller remarks that the name 4 Arcades' may come
from ap*Ttn, a bear (i. 738); so the Arcadians (Pro-

selenoi, the oldest of races, 4 men before the moon ’)

may lie—Bears. So, of course (in this case), they

would necessarily be Bean before they invented Areas,
an eponymous hero whose name is derived from the
pre-existing tribal name. His name, then, could not,

before they invented it, remind them of a bear. It was
from their name Aptcro* (Bears) that they developed
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hia name Areas, as in all such cases of eponymous
heroes. I slightly incline to bold that this is exactly

what occurred. A bear-kin claimed descent from
a bear, and later, developing an eponymous hero,

Areas, regarded him as son of a bear. Philologically

‘ it is possible ;
’

I say no more.

Th» Boar Dance

* The dances of the maidens called apxroi would
receive an easy interpretation. They were Arkades,
and wl\y not ap*to* (bears) ? * And if aptroi, why not

clad in bear skins, and all the rest? (ii. 738). This
is our author’s explanation

;
it is also my own con-

jecture. The Arcadians were bears, knew it, and pos-

sibly danced a bear dance, as Marxians or Nootkas
•lance a buffalo dance or a wolf dance. But all such
dances are not totemistic. They have often other
aims. One only names such dances totemistic when
performed by people who call themselves by the
name of the animal represented, and claim descent

from him. Our author says genially, * if anybody
prefers to say that tli« <m4m was something like a

totem of the Arcadians. . . why not?’ But, if the

arctos was a totem, that fact explains the Callisto

story aud Attic bear dance, while the philological

theory—Mr. Max Muller's theory—does not explain it.

What is oddest of all, Mr. Max Muller, as we have
seen, says that the bear-dancing girls were ‘ Arkades.'

Now we hear of no bear dances in Arcadia. The
dancers were Athenian girls. This, indeed, is the

point. We have a bear Callisto (Artemis) in Arcady,
where a folk etymology might explain it by stretch-

ing a point. But no etymology will explain bear
dances to Artemis in Attica. So we find bears
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doubly connected with Artemis. The Athenians were

not Arcadians.

As to the meaning and derivation of Artemis, or

Artamis, our author knows nothing (ii. 741). 1

say, ‘ even ’d/wcT**us (dp*T<x>, bear) has occurred to

inventive men.’ Possibly I invented it myself, though

not addicted to etymological conjecture.
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the fire Walk

Tho Method of Psychical Research

As a rule, mythology asks for no aid from Psychical

Research. But there are problems in religious rite

and custom where the services of the Cendrillon of

the sciences, the despised youngest sister, may be of

use. As an example I take the famous mysterious

old Fire-rite of the Hirpi, or wolf-kin, of Mount
Soracte. I shall first, following Mannhardt, and

making use of my own trifling researches in ancient

literature, describe the rite itself.

Mount Soracto

Everyone has heard of Mount Soracte, white

with shining snow, the peak whose distant cold gave

zest to the blazing logs on the hearth of Horace.

Within sight of his windows was practised, by men
calling themselves ‘ wolves

' (Uirj>i\ a rite of extreme

antiquity and enigmatic character. On a peak of

Soracte, now Monte di Silvestre, stood the ancient

temple of Sornnus a Sabine sun-god.' Virgil * iden-

tifies Soranus with Apollo. At the foot of the cliff

wan the precinct of Ffronia, a Sabine goddess.

Mr. Max Muller says that Feronia corresponds to the

"Vedic Bhuiantju, a name of Agni, the Vedic fire-god

L. PreU«f, Bom. V,H. p. 239. r.«m Mrwolofki.
• £n. iL 785.
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(ii. 800). Mannhardt prefers, of course, a deriva-

tion from far (grain), as in eorfarreatio, the ancient

Roman bride-cake form of marriage. Feronia Mater

=* Sanskrit bharsani mala, Getreide Mutter.* It is a

pity that philologists so rarely agree in their etymo-

logies. In Greek the goddess is called Anthephonu,

Philostephanus, and even Persephone—probably the

Persephone of flowers and garlands.*

Hirpl Soram

Once a year a fete of Soranus and Feronia was

held, in the precinct of the goddess at Soracte. The

ministrants were members of certain local families

called Hirpi (wolves). Iliny say*,1

4

A few families,

styled Hirpi, at a yearly sacrifice, walk over a burnt

pile of wood, yet are not scorched. On this account

they have a perpetual exemption, by decree of the

Senate, from military and all other services.’ Virgil

make# Aruns say,4 • Highest of gods, Apollo, guardian

of Soracte, thou of whom we are the foremost wor-

shippers, thou for whom the burning pile of pinewood

is fed, while we, strong in faith, walk through the

midst of the fire, and press our footsteps in the glowing

mass. . . Strabo gives the same facts. Servius,

the old commentator on Virgil, confuses the Hirpi,

not unnaturally, with the Sabine ‘ clan,’ the Hirpini.

He says,5 4 Varro, always an enemy of religious

belief, writes that the Hirpini, when alx>ut to walk

the fire, smear the soles of their feet with a drug

'

(medicamentum). Silius Italicus (v. 175) speaks

of the ancient rite, when the holy bearer of the

bow (Apollo) rejoices in the kindled pyres, and the

1
A. IF. F. p. 828.

* Hitt. Sal. viL %
• Dxcmfi. HoKe. iii. 82.

• .«». rL “84. ' £n. xj. 787.
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ministrant thrice gladly bears entrails to the god

through the harmless flames.’ Servius gives an

®tiological myth to account for the practice.

* Wolves came and carried off the entrails from

the fire ; shepherds, following them, were killed

by mortal vapours from a cave; thence ensued a

pestilence, because they had followed the wolves.

An oracle bade them “play the wolf,” live on

plunder, whence they were called Ilirpi, wolves,' an

attempt to account for a wolf clan-name. There is

also a story that, when the grave of Feronia seemed

all on fire, and the people* were about carrying ofl

the static, it suddenly grew green again.
1

Mannhardt decides that the so-called wolves

leaped through the sun-god’s fire, in the interest of

the heidth of the community. He elucidates this by

a singular French popular custom, held on St. John’s

Eve, at JumicgM. The Brethren of the Green Wolf

select a leader called Green Wolf, there is an eccle-

siastical procession, cur/ and all, a souper maigre, the

lighting of the usual St. John’s fire, a dance round

the tire, the capture of next year’s Green Wolf, a

mimicry of throwing him into the fire, a revel, and

next day a loaf of pain b/nit, above a pile of green

leaves, is carried about.’

The wolf,thinks Mannhardt, is the Vegetation-spirit

in animal form. Many examples of the ‘Corn-wolf in

popular custom are given by Mr. Fraxer in The Golden

Rough (ii. 3-6). The Hirpi of Soracte, then, are so

called because they play the part of Corn-wolves, or

Komdiinumen in wolf shape. But Mannhardt adds,

‘this seems, at least, to be the explanation.’ He
then combats Kuhn's theory of Feronia as lightning

• 8*rr. JRn. TtL 800. * AothohtiM in A. P. W. K. p. 845.
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goddess. 1 .He next compares the strange Arcadian

cannibal ritea on Mount Lyc®us.5

Mannhardt’* Deficiency

In all this ingenious reasoning, Mannhardt misses

a point. What the Hirpi did was not merely to leap

through light embers, as in the Roman Palitia,

and the parallel doings in Scotland, England, France,

and elsewhere, at Midsummer (St, John’s Eve). The
Hirpi would not be freed from military service

and all other State imposts for merely doing what

any set of peasants do yearly for nothing. Nor

would Varro have found it necessary to explain so

easy and common a feat by the use of a drug with

which the feet were smeared. Mannhardt, as Mr.

Max Muller says, ventured himself little * among red

skins and black skins.' He read Dr. Tylor, and

appreciated the method of illustrating ancient rites

and beliefs from the living ways of living savages.*

But, in practice, he mainly confined himself to illus-

trating ancient rites and beliefs by survival in modern

rural folk-lore. 1 therefore supplement Mannhardt’s

evidence from European folk-lore by evidence from

savage life, and by a folk-lore case which Mannhardt

did not know.

Th® Firewalk

A modern student is struck by the cool way in

which the ancient poets, geographers, and commen-

tators mention a startling circumstance, the Fire-walk.

The only hint of explanation is the statement that the

drug or juice of herbs preserved the Hirpi from harm.

• Htrabkw^/t, p. 80. * Pau^aia* vfai. 8W-
* A. W. P. E. *E1. xriii.
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That theory may be kept in mind, and applied if it

is found useful. Virgil’s theory that the ministrants

walk, pietatejreti, corresponds to Mrs. Wesley’s belief,

when, after praying, she ‘waded the flames ’ to rescue

her children from the burning parsonage at Epworth.

The hypothesis of Iamblichus, when he writes about

the ecstatic or •possessed’ persons who cannot be

injured by fire, is like that of modern spiritualists

—

the * spirit ’ or ‘ demon ’ preserves them unharmed.

I intentionally omit cases which are vaguely

analogous to that of the Hirpi. In Icelandic sagas,

in the Relation* of the old Jesuit missionaries, in the

Travels of Pallas and Omelin, we hear of medicine-

men and Berserks who take liberties with red-hot

metal, live coals, and burning wood. Thus in the

Icelandic Flatty Book (vol. i. p. 42$) we read about

the fighting evangelist of Iceland, a story of Thang-
brandr and the foreign Berserkir. ‘The Bcrserkir

said: “I can walk through the burning fire with

n»y bare feet." Then a great fire was made, which
Thangbrandr hallowed, and tlie Berserkir went into it

without fear, and burned his feet’—the Christian

spell of Thangbrandr being stronger than the heathen

spell of the Berserkir. What the saga says is not

evidence, and some of the other tales are merely
traditional. Others may be explained, perhaps, by
conjuring. The medieval ordeal by fire may also

be left on one side. In 1826 Lockhart published a
translation of the Church Service for the Ordeal by
Fire, a document given, he says, by Bllsching in

DU Vorzeit for 1817. The accused communicates
before carrying the red-hot iron bar, or walking on the
red-hot ploughshare. The consecrated wafer is sup-
posed to preserve him from injury, if he be guiltless.
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He carries the iron for nine yards, after which his

hands are sealed up in a linen cloth and examined

at the end of three days. 4 If he be found clear of

scorch or scar, glory to God.’ Lockhart calls the

service 4 one of the most extraordinary records of the

craft, the audacity, and the weakness of mankind.’ 1

The fraud is more likely to have lain in the pre-

tended failure to find scorch or scar than in any

method of substituting cold for hot iron, or of pre-

venting the metal from injuring the subject of the

ordeal. The rite did not long satisfy the theologians
t

and jurists of the Middle Ages. It has been dis-

cussed by Lingard in his History of England
,
and

by Dr. E. B. Tylor in Primitive Culture.

For the purpose of the present inquiry I also

omit all the rites of leaping sportfully, and of driving

cattle through light fires. Of these cases, from the

Roman Palilia, or Parilia, downwards, there is a

useful collection in Brand's Popular Antiquities

under the heading 4 Midsummer Eve.' One exception

must be made for a passage from Torreblanca’s

Dcmonologia (p. 106). People are said ‘pyras

circumire et transilire in futuri mali averruncatione ’•

—to 4 go round about and leap over lighted pyres

for the purpose of averting future evils,' as in Maim-

hardt’s theory of the Hirpi. This may be connected

with the Bulgarian rite, to be described later, but, as

a rule, in all these instances, the fire is a light one of

straw, and no sort of immunity is claimed by the

people who do not walk through, but leap across it.

These kinds of analogous examples, then, it suf-

fices merely to mention. For the others, in all affairs

of this sort, the wide diffusion of a tale of miracle is
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easily explained- The fancy craves for miracles, and

the universal mode of inventing a miracle is to deny

the working, on a given occasion, of a law of Nature.

Gravitation was suspended, men floated in air, in-

animate bodies became agile, or fire did not burn.

No less natural than the invention of the myth is the

attempt to feign it by conjuring or by the use of

some natural secret. But in the following modern

instances the miracle of passing through the fire un-

injured is apparently feigned with considerable skill,

>r is performed by the aid of some secret of Nature

not known to modem chemistry. The evidence is

decidedly good enough to prove that in Europe,

India, and Polynesia the ancient rite of the Hirpi

of Soracte is still a part, of religious or customary

ceremony.

Fijian Fir* walk

The case which originally drew my attention to

this topic is that given by Mr. Basil Thomson in his

South Sea Yam* (p. 195). Mr. Thomson informs

me that he wrote his description on the day after he

witnessed the ceremony, a precaution which left no

room for illusions of memory. Of course, in describ-

ing a conjuring trick, one who is not an expert re-

cords, not what actually occurred, but what he was

able to see, and the chances are that he did not see,

and therefore omits, an essential circumstance, while

he misstates other circumstances. I am informed

by Mrs. Steel, the author of The Potter* Thumb and

other stories of Indian life, that» in watching an

Indian conjurer, she generally, or frequently, detects

his method. She says that the conjurer often begins

by whirling rapidly before the eyes of the spectators
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a small polished skull of a monkey, and she is in-

clined to think that the spectators who look at this

are, in some way, more easily deluded. These facta

are mentioned that I may not seem unaware of what

can be said to impugn the accuracy of the descrip-

tions of the Fire Rite, as given by Mr. Thomson and

other witnesses.

Mr. Thomson says that the Wesleyan missionaries

have nearly made a clean sweep of all heathen cere-

monial in Fiji. ‘ But in one comer-of Fiji, the island

of Nbengga, a curious observance of mythological

origin has escaped the general destruction, probably

because the worthy iconoclasts had never heard of

it.' The myth tells how the ancestor of the clan

received the gift of fire-walking from a god, and the

existence of the myth raises a presumption in favour

of the antiquity of the observance.

‘ Once every year the nasdux, a draomna that

grows in profusion on the grassy hillsides of the

island, becomes fit to yield the sugar of which its

fibrous root is full. To render it fit to eat, the roots

must be baked among hot stones for four days. A
great pit is dug, and filled with large stones and

blazing logs, and when these have burned down, and

the stones are at white heat, the oven is ready for

the ttuudve. It is at this stage that the clan Na
Ivilankata, favoured of the gods, is called on to

“ leap into the oven " (rikaUi na lovo), and walk un-

harmed upon the hot stones that would scorch and

wither the feet of any but the descendants of the

dauntless Tui Xkualita. Twice only had Europeans

been fortunate enough to see the matdwe cooked, and

so marvellous had been the tales they told, and so

cynical the scepticism with which they had been
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received, that nothing short of another performance

before witnesses and the photographic camera would
have satisfied the average “ old hand."

* As we steamed up to the chiefs village of

Waisoma, a cloud of blue smoke rolling up among
the palms told us that the fire was newly lighted.

We found a shallow pit, nineteen feet wide, dug in

the sandy soil, a stone’s throw from high-water mark,
in a small clearing among the cocoanuts between the

beach and the dense forest. The pit was piled high
with great blazing logs and round stones the size of a
man's head. Mingled with the crackling roar of the

fire were loud reports as splinters flew off from the

stones, warning us to guard our eyes. A number of

men were dragging up more logs and rolling them
into the blaze, while, above all, on the very brink

of the fiery pit, stood Jonathan Dambea, directing

the proceedings with an air of noble calm. As the

stones would not be hot enough for four hours, there

was ample time to hear the tradition that warrants
the observance of the strange ceremony we were to

see.

' When we were at last summoned, the fire had
been burning for more than four hours. The pit was
filled with a white-hot mass shooting out little

tongues of white flame, and throwing out a heat
beside which the scorching sun was a pleasant relief.

A number of men were engaged, with long poles to

which a loop of thick vine had been attached, in

noosing the pieces of unburnt wood by twisting the
pole, like a horse's twitch, until the loop was tight,

and dragging the log out by main force. When the
wood was all out there remained a conical pile of
glowing stones in the middle of the pit. Ten men
now drove the butts of green saplings into the base of
the pile, and held the upper end while a stout vine
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was passed behind the row of saplings. A dozen

men grasped each end of the vine, and with loud

shouts hauled with all their might. The saplings,

like the teeth of an enormous rake, tore through the

pile of stones, flattening them out towards the oppo-

site edge of the pit. The saplings were then driven

in on the other side and the stones raked in the

opposite direction, then sideways, until the bottom of

the pit was covered with an even layer of hot stones.

This process had taken fully half an hour, but any

doubt as to the heat of the stones at the end was set

at rest by the tongues of flame that played con-

tinually among them. (The cameras were hard at

work, *and a large crowd of people pressed inwards

towards the pit as the moment drew near./ They

were all excited except Jonathan, who preserved,

even in the supreme moment, the air of holy calm

that never leaves his face.
|
All eye* are fixed ex-

pectant on the dense bush behind the clearing,

whence the Shadrachs, Meshachs and Abednegos of

the Pacific are to emerge. There is a cry of
44 Vutn t

Vutul" and forth from the bush, two and two, march

fifteen men, dressed in garlands and fringes. They

tramp straight to the brink of the pit. The leading

pair show something like fear in their faces, but do

not pause, perhaps because the rest would force them

to move forward. They step down upon the stones

and continue their march round the pit, planting

their feet squarely and firmly on each stone. The

cameras snap, the crowd surges forward, the by-

standers fling in great bundles of green leaves. But

the bundles strike the last man of the procession and

cut him ofT from his fellows ; so he stays where he is,

trampling down the leaves as they are thrown to line

the pit, in a dense cloud of steam from the boiling

sap. The rest leap back to his assistance, shouting
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and trampling, and the pit turns into the mouth of

an Inferno, filled with dusky frenzied fiends, half seen

through the dense volume that rolls up to heaven

and darkens the sunlight. After the leaves, palm-

leaf baskets of the dracsena root are fiung to them,

more leaves, and then bystanders and every one join

in shovelling earth over all till the pit is gone, and a

smoking mound of fresh earth takes its place. This

will keep hot for four days, and then the masdtoe will

be cooked.

* As the procession had filed up to the pit, by a

preconcerted arrangement with the noble Jonathan,

a large stone had been hooked out of the pit to the

feet of one of the party, who poised a pocket-hand-

kerchief over it, and dropped it lightly upon the

stone when the first man leapt into the oven, and

snatched what remained of it up as the last left the

stones. During' the fifteen or twenty seconds it lay

there every fold that touched the stone was charted,

and the rest of it scorched yellow. So the stones

were not cool. We caught four or five of the per-

formers as they came out, and closely examined their

feet. They were cool, and showed no trace of

scorching, nor were their anklets of dried tree-fern

leaf burnt. This, Jonathan explained, is part of the

miracle
;

for dried tree-fern is as combustible as

tinder, and there were flames shooting out among the

stones. Sceptics had affirmed that the skin of a

Fijian’s foot being a quarter of an inch thick, ho

would not feel a burn. Whether this be true or not

of the ball and heel, the instep is covered with skin

no thicker than our own, and we saw the men plant

their insteps fairly on the stone.'

Mr. Thomson’s friend, Jonathan, said that young

men had been selected because they would look
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better in a photograph, and, being inexperienced,

they were afraid. A stranger would share the gift if

he went in with one of the tribe. Some years ago a

man fell and burned his shoulders. ‘ Any trick ?

’

4 Here Jonathan's ample face shrunk smaller, and a

shadow passed over his candid eye.’ Mr. Thomson
concludes :

‘ Perhaps the Na Ivilankata clan have no

secret, and there is nothing wonderful in their per-

formance ; but, miracle or not, I am very glad I saw

it.’ The handkerchief dropped on the stone is ‘ alive

to testify to it.’ Mr. Thomson’s photograph of the

scene is ill-developed, and the fumes of steam some-

what interfere with the efTect. A rough copy is

published in FoU>L>re for September, 1895, but the

piece could only be reproduced by a delicate drawing

with the brush.

Th$ parallel to the rite of the Hirpi is complete,

except that red-hot stones, not the pyre of pine-

embers, is used in Fiji. Mr. Thomson has heard of

a similar ceremony in the Cook group of islands.

As in ancient Italy, so in Fiji, a certain dan have the

privilege of fire-walking. It is far enough from Fiji

to Southern India, as it is far enough from Mount

Soracte to Fiji. But in Southern India the Klings

practise the rite of the Hirpi and the Na Ivilankata.

I give my informant’s letter exactly as it reached me,

though it has been published before in Longman n

Klicg Fire-walk

‘ Dbar Sir,—

O

bserving from your note in Long-

man’s Magazine that you have mislaid my notes re

fire-walking, I herewith repeal them. I have more
than once seen it done by the “ Klings,” as the low-
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caste Tamil-speaking Hindus from Malabar are called,

in the Straits Settlements. On one occasion I was

present at a “ fire-walking ” held in a large tapioca

plantation in Province Wellesley, before many hun-

dreds of spectators, all the Hindu coolies from the

surrounding estates being mustered. A trench had

been dug about twenty yards long by six feet wide

and two deep. This was piled with faggots and

small wood four or five feet high. This was lighted

at midday, ami by four p.m. the trench was a bed of

red-hot ashes, the heat from which was so intense

that the men who raked and levelled- it with long

poles could not stand it for more than a minute at a

time. A few yards from the end of the. trench a

large hole had been dug and filled with water. When
all was ready, six men, ordinary coolies, dressed only

in their “ dliolis," or loin-cloths, stepped out of the

crowd, and, amidst tremendous excitement and a

horrible noise of conches and drums, passed over the

burning trench from end to end, in single file, at a

quick walk, plunging one after the other into the

water. Not one of them showed the least sign of

injury. They had undergone some course of pre-

paration by their priest, not a Brahman, but some

kind of devil-doctor or medicine man, and, as I

understood it, they took on themselves and expiated

the sins of the Kling community for the past year

(a big job, if thieving and lying count
;
probably not).

They are not, however, always so lucky, for I heard

that on the next occasion one of the men fell and was

terribly burnt, thus destroying the whole effect of the

ceremony. I do not think this to be any part of the

Brahmanical religion, though the ordeal by fire as a

test of guilt is, or was, in use all over India. The

fact is that the races of Southern India, where the

Aryan element is very small, have kept all their
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savage customs and devil-worship under the form of

Brahmanism.

‘Another curious feat I saw performed at Labuan

Deli, in Sumatra, on the Chinese New Year. A
Chinaman of the coolie class was squatted stark

naked on the roadside, holding on his knees a brass

pan the size of a wash-hand basin, piled a foot high

with red hot charcoal. The heat reached one’s face

at two yards, but if it had been a tray of ices the

man couldn't have been more unconcerned. There

was a crowd of Chinese round him, all eagerly asking

questions, and a pile of coppers accumulating beside

him. A Chinese shopkeeper told me that the man
“ told fortunes,” but from the circumstance of a

gambling-house being close by, I concluded that his

customers were getting tips on a system.

• Hoping these notes may be of service to you,

* I remain,
4 Yours truly,

* Stephen Ponder.'

In thi« rite the fire-pit is thrice as long (at a

rough estimate) as that of the Fijians. The fire is of

wooden embers, not heated stones. As in Fiji, a

man who falls is burned, clearly suggesting that the

feet and legs, 'ml not tkt ichole body , are in some way

prepared to resist the fire. As we shall find to be

the prac tice in Bulgaria, the celebrants place their

feet afterwards in water. As in Bulgaria, drums are

beaten to stimulate the fire-walkers. Neither here

nor in Fiji are the performers said to be entranced,

like the Bulgarian Xistinares. 1 On the whole, the

Kling rite (which the Klings, I am informed, also

' Home, the medium. or efieeted to be. entranced in hit fire

trick*, as naa IWrnadetla, el Lcmrde*. in the Miraclr du Cirtgt.
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practise in the islands whither they are carried as

coolies) so cloeely resembles the Fijian and the Ton-

gan that one would explain the likeness by trans-

mission, were the ceremony not almost as like the

rite of the Hirpi. For the Tongan fire-ritual, the

source is The Polynesian Society's Journal
,

vol. ii.

No. 2, pp. 105-108. My attention was drawn to this

by Mr. Laing, writing from New Zealand. The
article is by Miss Tenira Henry, of Honolulu, a

young lady of the island. The Council of the Society,

not having seen the rite,
4do not guarantee the truth

of the story, but willingly publish it for the sake of

the incantation.' Miss Henry begins with a descrip-

tion of the fi-plant (Draccena terminalis), which ' re-

quires to be well baked before being eaten.’

She proceeds thus

:

•The ti-ovens are frequently thirty feet in dia-

meter, and the large stones, heaped upon small logs of

wood, take about twenty-four hours to get properly

heated. Then they are flattened down, by means of

long green poles, and the trunks of a few banana-
trees are stripped up and strewn over them to cause

steam. The h-roots are then thrown in whole, ac-

companied by short pieces of apt-root (Arum costa-

tum), that are not quite so thick as the ti, but grow
to the length of six feet and more. The oven is then

covered over with large leaves and soil, and left so

for About three days, when the ti and the apt are

taken out well cooked, and of a rich, light-brown

colour. The apt prevents the fi from getting too dry
in the oven.

4 There is a strange ceremony connected with the
Uum Ti (or fi-oven), that used to be practised by the

heathen priests at Raiatea, but can now be performed
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by only two individuals (Tupua and Taero), both

descendants of priests. This ceremony consisted in

causing people to walk in procession through the

hot oven when flattened down, before anything had
been placed in it, and without any preparation what-

ever, bare-footed or shod, and on their emergence

not even smelling of fire. The manner of doing this

was told by Tupua, who heads the procession in the

picture, to Monsieur Moral, Lieutenant de Vaisseau,

who also took the photograph 1 of it, about two years

ago, at Uturoa, Raiatea, which, being on bad paper,

was copied otT by Mr. Barofield, of Honolulu. All

the white residents of the place, as well as the French
officers, were present to sec the ceremony, which is

rarely performed nowadays.
4 No one has yet been able to solve the mystery

of this surprising feat, but it is to be hoped that

scientists will endeavour to do so while those men
who practise it still live.

Topua’s Incantation uaad in Walking Orar jho

DumTl.—Translation

•Hold the leaves of the ft-plant before picking

them, and yuy : “ O hosts of gods ! awake, arise 1

You and I are going to the fc’-oven to-morrow

.

H

4 If they float in the air. they are gods, but if

their feet touch the ground they are human beings

Then break the ft-leaves off and look towards the

direction of the oven, and say :
44 O hosts of gods

!

go to night, and to-morrow you and I shall go."

Then wrap the fi-leaves up in hun (Hibiscus) leaves,

and put them to sleep in the nwrae, where they must
remain until morning, and say in leaving

:
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‘ “ Arise ! awake ! O hosts of gods ! Let your

feet take you to the 6-oven
;
fresh water and salt

water come also. Let the dark earth-worm and the

light earth-worm go to the oven. Let the redness

and the shades of lire all go. You will go ; you will

go to-night, and to-morrow it will be you and I ; we
shall go to the Uum-Ti (This is for the night.)

* When the 6-leaves are brought away, they must
be tied up in a wand and carried straight to the

oven, and opened when all are ready to pass through

;

then hold the wand forward and say

:

“•0 men (spirits) who heated the oven! let

it die out ! 0 dark earth-worms ! 0 light earth-

worms ! fresh waterjuid salt water, heat of the oven
and redness of the oven, hold up the footsteps of the

walkers, and fan the heat of the bed. 0 cold beings,

let us lie in the midst of the oven ! O Great-Woman-
who-set-fire-to-the-tkies ! hold the fan, and let us go
into the oven for a little while

!

" Then, when all are

ready to walk in, we say

:

•• Holder of tbs first fooUUp I

Holder of the second looutep !

Holder of lbs third footstep I

Holder of the fourth footstep !

Holder of the fifth footstep 1

Holder of the si»th footstep I

Holder of tbe wienth footstep

Holder of the eighth footstep •

Holder of tbe ninth footstep!

Holder of tbe tenth footstep!
“ 0 Grest-Women wbo-set-fire-to tbe skies ! all is covered !

"

‘Then everybody walks through without hurt,

into the middle and around the oven, following the

leader, with the wand beating from side to aide.

•TheGreal-Woman-who-set-fire-to-the-skies was a
high-born woman in olden times, who made herself

respected by the oppressive men when they placed
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women under so many restrictions. She is said lo

have had the lightning at her command, and struck

men with it when they encroached on her rights.

* All the above is expressed in old Tahitian, and

when quickly spoken is not easily understood by the

modern listener. Many of the words, though found

in the dictionary, are now obsolete, and the arrange-

ment of others is changed. 0* and tana are never

used now in place of the plural outou and tatou ; but

in old folk-lore it is the classical style of addressing

the gods in the collective sense. Tahutahu means

sorcery, and also to kindle a fire.'

So far Miss Henry, on this occasion, and the

archaic nature of the hymn, with the reference to a

mythical leader of the revolt of women, deserves the

attention of anthropologists, apart from the singular

character of the rite described. In the third number

of the Journal (vol. ii.) the following editorial note is

published

:

• Miss Tenira Henry authorises us to say that her

sister and her sister's little child were some of those

who joined’ in the Uum-Ti ceremony refeiYed to in

vol. ii. p. 108, and in the preceding note, and actually

walked over the red-hot stones. The illustration of

the performance given in the last number of the

Journal, it appears, is actually from a photograph

taken by Lieutenant Monte, the original of which

Miss Henry has sent us for inspection.

—

Editor.'

Corroborative Evidence

The following corroborative account is given in

the Journal, from a source vaguely described as ‘ a

pamphlet published in San Francisco, by Mr. Hast-

well :

*
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1 The natives of Raiatea have some performances

so entirely out of the ordinary course of events as to

institute (sic) inquiry relative to a proper solution.

‘ On September 20, 1885, 1 witnessed the wonder-

ful, and to me inexplicable, performance of passing

through the “ fiery furnace.”

‘The furnace that I saw was an excavation of

three or four feet in the ground, in a circular form
(sloping upwards), and about thirty feet across. The
excavation was filled with logs and wood, and then

covered with large stones. A £re was built under-

neath, and kept burning for a day. When I witnessed

it, on the second day, the flames were pouring up
through the interstices of the rocka, which were

heated to a red and white heat. When everything

was in readiness, and the furnace still pouring out
its intense heat, the natives marched up with bare
fe?t to the edge of the furnace, where they halted for

a moment, and after a few passes of the wand made
of the branches of the fi-plant by the leader, who
repeated a few words in the native language, they

stepped down on the rocks and walked leisurely

across to the other side, stepping from stone to stone.

This was repeated five limes, without any preparation

whatever on their feet, and without injury or discom-

fort from the heated stones. There was not even the

smell of fire on their garments.'

Mr. X. J. Tone, in the same periodical (ii. 3, 198),

says that he arrived just too late to see the same rite

at Bukit Mestajam, in Province Wellesley, Straits

Settlements ; he did see the pit and the fire, and
examined the naked feet, quite uninjured, -of the

performers. He publishes an extract to this effect

from his diary. The performers, I believe, were

Klings. Nothing is said to indicate any condition of

trance, or other abnormal state, in the fire-walkers.
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The Firewalk In Trinidad

Mr. Henry R. St. Clair, writing on September 14,

1896, says: ‘In Trinidad, British West Indies, the

rite is performed annually about this time of the

year among the Indian coolie immigrants resident in

the small village of Peru, a mile or so from Port of

Spain. I have personally witnessed the passing, and

the description given by Mr. Ponder tallies with what

I saw, except that, so far as I can remember, the

number of those who took part in the rite was greater

than six. In addition, there is this circumstance,

which was not mentioned by that gentleman : each

of the “ passers " carried one or two lemons, which

they dropped into the fire as they went along. These

lemons were afterwards eagerly scrambled for by the

bystanders, who, so far as I can recollect, attributed

a healing influence to them.'

Bulgarian Fire walk

As to the Bulgarian rite. Dr. Schischmanof writes

to mo:

• I am sure the observance will surprise you ; I

am even afraid that you will think it rather fantastic,

but you may rely on my information. The danse de

feu was described long ago in a Bulgarian periodical

by one of our best known writers. What you are

about to read only confirms his account. What I

send you is from the Revueil de Folk Lore
,
de Litera-

ture el de Science (voL vi. p. 224), edited, with my aid

and that of my colleague, Mastov, by the Minister

of Public Instruction. How will you explain these

haul'! faits de lextase reUgieuse ? I cannot imagine

!

For my part, I think of the self-mutilations and
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tortures of Dervishes and Fakirs, and wonder if we
have not here something analogous.’

The article in the Bulgarian serial is called ‘The

Nistinares.' The word is not Bulgarian
;
possibly it

is Romaic.

The scene is in certain villages in Turkey, on the

Bulgarian frontier, and not far from the town of

Bourgas, on the Euxine, in the department of Lozen

Grad. The minist rants (
Xistinara

)

have the gift of

fire-walking as a hereditary talent ; they are specially

just, and the gift is attributed as to a god in Fiji, in

Bulgaria to St. Constantine and St. Helena.

‘These just oius feel a desire to dance in the

flames during the month of May
; they are filled at

the same time with somtf unknown force, which
enables them to predict the future. The best Auft'-

nart is he who can dance longest in the live flame,

and utter the most truthful prophecies.'

The tfistinar* may be of either sex.

On May 1 the Xisiinarts hold a kind of religious

festival at the house of one of their number. Salu-

tations are exchanged, and present* of food and raki

are made to the chief SLitiruire. The holy icons* of
saint* are wreathed with flowers, and perfumed with

incense. Arrangements are made for purifying the

holy wells and springs.

On May 21, the day of Si. Helena and St. Con-
stantine, the parish priest says Maas in the grey of
dawn. At sunrise all the village meeta in festal

array
; the youngest Auditor* brings from the church

the icon** of the two saints, and drums are carried

behind them in procession. They reach the sacred

well in the wood, which the priest blesses. This is
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parallel to the priestly benediction on ‘ Fountain

Sunday’ of the well beneath the Fairy Tree at

Domremy, where Jeanne d'Arc was accused of meet-

ing the Good Ladies.’ Everyone drinks of the water,

and there is a sacrifice of rams, ewes, and oxen. A
festival follows, as was the use of Domremy in the

days of the Maid ;
then all return to the village.

The holy drum, which hangs all the year before

St. Helena in the church, is played upon. A mock
combat between the icona which have visited the

various holy wells is held.

Meanwhile, in each village, pyres of dry wood,

amounting to thirty, fifty, or even a hundred cart-

loads, have been piled up. The wood is set on fire

before the procession goes forth to the hallowing of

the fountains. On returning, the crowd~dances a

horo (round dance) about the glowing logs. Heaps
of embers (Pintun acervus) are made, and water is

thrown on the ground. The musicians play the

tune called ‘ L’Air Nistinar.’ A Nistinan breaks

through the dance, turns Mue, trembles like a leaf, and

glares wildly with his eyes. The dance ends, and

everybody goes to the best point of view. Then
the wildest Nistinare seizes the icon, turns it to the

crowd, and with naked feet climla the pyre of glow-

ing embers. The music ‘plays, and the Nistinare

dances to the tune in the fire. If he is so disposed he

utters prophecies. He dances till his face resumes

its ordinary expression ; then he begins to feel the

burning
;
he leaves the pyre, and places his feet in

the mud made by the libations of water already

described. The second Nirtinare then dances in the

fire, and so on. The predictions apply to villages

QakhcnL ii. 896. Jfl71 Pror+i,
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and persons ; sometimes sinners are denounced, or

repairs of the church are demanded in this queer

parish council. All through the month of May the

Nistinarea call out for fire when they hear the Nitti-

rutre music playing. They are very temperate men
and women. Except in May they do not clamour
for fire, and cannot dance in it.

In this remarkable case the alleged gift is heredi-

tary, is of saintly origin, and is only exercised when
the Nistinare is excited, and (apparently) entranced

by music and the dance, as is the manner also of

medicinc-men among savages. The rite, with its

sacrifices of sheep and oxen, is manifestly of heathen

origin. They * pass through the fire ' to St. Constan-

tine, but the observance must be far older than

Bulgarian Christianity. The report says nothing as

to the state of the feet of the Nutinara after the

fire dance. Medical inspection is desirable, and the

photographic camera should be used to catch a picture

of the wild scene. My account is abridged from the

French version of the Bulgarian report sent by Dr.

Schischmanof.

Indian Fire-walk

Since these lines were written the kindness of

Mr. Tawney, librarian at the India Office, has added

to my stock of examples. Thus, Mr. Stokes printed

in the Indian Antiquary (ii. p. 190) notes of evidence

taken at an inquest on a boy of fourteen, who fell

during the fire-walk, was burned, and died on that

day. The rite had been forbidden, but was secretly

practised in the village of Periyangridi. The fire-

pit was 27 feet long by 7$ feet broad and a span

in depth. Thirteen persons walked through the hot
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wood embers, which, in Mr. Stokes's opinion (who

did not see the performance), * would hardly injure

the tough skin of the sole of a labourer’s foot,' yet

killed a boy. The treading was usually done by men
under vows, perhapsvows made during illness. One,

at least, walked ‘ because it is my duty as POjAri.'

Another says, ‘ I got down into the fire at the east

end, meditating on Drau pall, walked through to the

west, and up the bank.’ Drmupatl is a goddess, wife

of the PAndavas. Mr. Stokes reports that, according

to the incredulous, experienced fire-walkers smear

their feet with oil of the green frog. No report is

made as to the condition of their feet when they

emerge from the fire.

Another case occurs in Oppert’s work. The

Original Inhabitants of India (p. 480). As usual, a

pit is dug, filled with faggots. When these have

burned down ' a little,’ and ‘ while the heat is still

unbearable in the neighbourhood of the ditch, those

persons who have made the vow .... walk ....
on the embers in the pit, without doing themselves

as a rule much harm.'

Again, in a case where butler is poured over the

embers to make a blaze, * one of the tribal priests, in

a state of religious afflatus, walks through the fire.

It is said that the sacred fire is harmless, but some

admit that a certain preservative ointment is used

by the performers.’ A chant used at Mirzapur (as

in Fiji) is cited. 1

In these examples the statements are rather

vague. No evidence is adduced as to the actual

effect of the fire on the feet of the ministrants. We

1 Introduction to Popular RcUfxon and Folk-Lora in Northern
India, by W. Crook**, BX, p. IQ.
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hear casually of ointment* which protect the feet,

and of the thickness of the skins of the fire-walkers,

and of the unapproachable heat, but we have nothing

exact, no trace of scientific precision. The Govern-

ment ‘ puts down,’ but does not really investigate the

rite.

Psychical Parallels

I now very briefly, and * under all reserves,’ allude

to the only modem parallel in our country with

which I am acquainted. We have seen that Iarabli-

chus includes insensibility to fire among the privi-

leges of Graeco-Egyptian ‘ mediums.' * The same

gift was claimed by Daniel Dunglas Home, the noto-

rious American spiritualist. I am well aware that

as Eusapia Paladino was detected in giving a false

impression that her hands were held by her neigh-

bours in the dark, therefore, when Mr. Crookes

asserts that he saw Home handle fire in the light, his

testimony on this point can have no weight with a

logical public. Consequently it is not as evidence to

the fact that I cite Mr. Crookes, but for another

purpose. Mr. Crookes’s remarks I heard, and I

can produce plenty of living witnesses to the same
experiences with D. D. Home :

‘ I several times saw the fire test, both at my own
and at other houses. On one occasion he called me
to him when he went to the fire, and told me to

watch carefully. He certainly put his hand in the

grate and handled the red-hot coals in a manner
which would have been impossible for me to have
imitated without being severely burnt. I once saw
him go to a bright wood fire, and, taking a large
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piece of red-hot charcoal, put it in the hollow of one

hand, and, covering it with the other, blow into the

extempore furnace till the coal was white hot, and

the flames licked round his fingers. No sign of

burning could be seen then or afterwards on his

hands.’

•

On these occasions Home was, or was understood

to be, ' entranced,' like the Bulgarian Nistinares.

Among other phenomena, the white handkerchief on

which Home laid a red-hot coal was not scorched,

nor, on analysis, did it show any signs of chemical

preparation. Home could also (like the Fijians)

communicate his alleged immunity to others present

;

for example, to Mr. S. C. Hall. But it burned and

marked a man I know. Home, entranced, and

handling a red-hot coal, passed it to a gentleman of

my acquaintance, whose hand still bears the scar of

the scorching endured in 1867. Immunity was not

always secured by experimenters.

I only mention these circumstances because Mr.

Crookes has stated that he knows no chemical pre-

paration which would avert the ordinary action of

heat. Mr. Clodd (on the authority of Sir B. W.
Richardson) has suggested diluted sulphuric acid (so

familiar to Klings, Hirpi, Tongans, and Fijians). But

Mr. Clodd produced no examples of successful or

unsuccessful experiment.' The nescience of Mr.

Crookes may be taken to cover these valuable pro-

perties of diluted sulphuric acid, unless Mr. Clodd

succeeds in an experiment which, if made on his own

person, I would very willingly witness.

Merely for completeness, I mention Dr. Dnzous's

• FoULort.
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statement, 1 that he timed by his watch Bernadette,

the seer of Lourdes, while, for fifteen minutes, she,

in an ecstatic condition, held her hands in the flame

of a candle. He then examined her hands, which

were not scorched or in any way affected by the fire.

This is called, at Lourdes, the MiracU du Cierge.

J Here ends my list of examples, in modern and

ancient times, of a rite which deserves, though it

probably will not receive, the attention of science.

The widely diffused religious character of the per-

formance will, perhaps, be admitted as demonstrated.

As to the method by which the results are attained,

whether by a chemical preparation, or by the in-

fluence of a certain mental condition, or by thickness

of skin, or whether all the witnesses fable with a

singular unanimity (shared by photographic cameras),

I am unable even to guess. On May 21, in Bulgaria,

a scientific observer might come to a conclusion. At

present I think it possible that the Jewish • Passing

through the Fire ’ may have been a harmless rite.

Conclusion as to Pirs-walk

In all these cases, and others as to which I have

first-hand evidence, there are decided parallels to

the Rite of the Hirpi, and to Biblical and ecclesias-

tical miracles. The savage examples are rites, and

appear intended to secure good results in food

supplies (Fiji), or general well-being, perhaps by

expiation for sins, as in the Attic Thargelia. The

Bulgarian rite also aims at propitiating general

good luck.

• Quoted by Dr. Bo—n. in b>> book. Lovrde,. p. 49. from a book

by Dr. Dozow, now ruf. Thank. lo infocwoiion from Dr. Bo—r io,

I bar* procured lh« book by Dr. Dotooa. an eyt-wiu— of th« miraclo,

and hav® Tariffed lh® qnotaik*.
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Psyohical Bsearch

But how is the Fire-walk done? That remains

a mystery, and perhaps no philologist, folk-lorist,

anthropologist, or physiologist, has seriously asked

the question. The mtdicamentum of Varro, the green

frog fat of India, the diluted sulphuric acid of Mr.

Clodd, are guesses in the air, and Mr. Clodd has

made no experiment. The possibility of plunging

the hand, unhurt, in molten metal, is easily accounted

for, and is not to the point. In this difficulty

Psychical Research registers, and no more, the

well-attested performances of D. D. Home (entranced,

like the Nistinares); the well observed and timed

MiracU du Cirrge at Lourdes—Bernadette being in an

ecstatic condition ; the Biblical story of Shadrach,

Meshach, add Abednego in the fiery furnace; the

researches of Iamblichus; the case of Madame
Shchapoff, carefully reported, 1 and other examples.

There is no harm in collecting examples, and the

question remains, are all those rites, from those of

Virgil’s Hirpi to Bulgaria of to-day, based on some

actual but obscure and scientifically neglected fact

in nature ? At all events, for the Soranus-Feronia rile

philology only supplies her competing etymologies,

folk-lore her modern rural parallels, anthropology

her savage examples, psychical research her * cases

'

at first-hand. Anthropology had neglected the col-

lection of these, perhaps because the Fire-walk is

* impossible.’

1 Prrtivettniki tpiritizm* m iW lycL A. M. Aktokoff.

SU PeUriburg, 1805. St# Mr. LctTi review. Proetedmg $ SJ'Jt. xii.
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XIII

THE ORIGIN OP DEATH

Yum
This excursus on ‘The Fire-walk' has been introduced,

as an occasion arose, less because of controversy

about a neglected (heme than for the purpose of
giving something positive in a controversial treatise.

For the same reason I take advantage of Mr. Max
Muller’s remarks on Yarns, * the first who died,’ to

offer a set of notes on myths of the Origin of Death.

Yarns, in our author’s opinion, is ‘ the setting sun
'

(i. 45; ii. 563). Agni (Fire) is ‘the first who was

•born
;

’ as the other twin. Yama, he was also the first

who died (ii. 568). As * the settiug sun he was the

first instance of death.’ Kuhn and others, judging

from a passage in the /llfarra Veda (xviii. 3, 13), have,

however, inferred that Yama ‘ was realty a human
l>eing and the first of mortal*.' He is described in

the Atharva as ‘ the gatherer of men. who died the

first of mortals, who went forward the first to that

world.’ In the A tkarea we read of • reverence to

Yama, to Death, who first approached the precipice,

finding out the path for many.* ‘ The myth of Yama
is perfectly intelligible, if we trace its roots back to

the sun of evening’ (ii. 573). Mr. Max Muller then

proposes on this head • to consult the traditions of

real Naturnvlker ’ (savages). The Harvey Islanders
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speak of dying as 4 following the sun’s track.’ The

Maoris talk of ‘going down with the sun' (ii. 574).

No more is said here about savage myths of 4 the first

who died.' I therefore offer some additions to the

two instances in which savages use a poetical phrase

connecting the sun's decline with man’s death.

Tb« Origin of Death

Civilised man in a scientific age would never

invent a myth to account for 4 God's great ordinance

of death.' He regards it as a fact, obvious and

necessarily universal ; but his own children have

not attained to his belief in death. The certainty

and universality of death do not enter into the

thoughts of our little ones.

dTaii ~4«U.

Now, there are still many childlike tribes of men

who practically disbelieve in death. To them death

is always a surprise and an accident—an unnecessary,

irrelevant intrusion on the living world. 4 Natural

deaths are by many tribes regarded as supernatural,'

says Dr. Tylor. These tribes have no conception of

death as the inevitable, eventual obstruction and

cessation of the powers of the bodily machine ;
the

stopping of the pulses and processes of life by vio-

lence or decay or disease. To persons who regard

Death thus, his intrusion into the world (for Death,

of course, is thought to be a person) stands in great

need of explanation. That explanation, as usual, is

given in myths.
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Death regarded as Unnatural

Bui before studying these widely different myths,

let us first establish the fact that death really is

regarded as something uon-natural and intrusive.

The modern savage readily believes in and accounts

in a scientific way for rwUnt deaths. The spear or

club breaks or crushes a hole in a man, and his soul

flies out. But the deaths he disbelieves in are natunil

deaths. These he is obliged to explain as produced

by some supernatural cause, generally the action of

malevolent spirits impelled by witches. Thus the

savage holds that, violence apart and the action of

witches apart, man would even now be immortal.

* There are rude races of Australia and South

America,’ writes Dr. Trior, 1 • whose intense belief in

witchcraft has led them to declare that if men were

never bewitched, and never killed by violence, they

would never die >it a//. lake the Australians, the

Africans will impure of their dead “ What sorcerer

slew them by his wicked art*."
' ‘The natives,' says

Sir George Grey, speaking of the Australians, ‘do

not believe that there is such a thing as death from

natural causes.’ On the death of an Australian

native from disease, a kind of magical coroner’s in-

quest is held hv the conjurers of the tribe, and

the direction in which the wizard lives who slew

the dead man is ascertained by the movements of

w’orms and insects. The process is described at

full length by Mr. Brough Smyth in his Aborigines

of Victoria (i. 9S-102). Turning from Australia to

Hindustan, we find that the Puwarrees (according to

Ileber’s narrative) attribute all natural deaths to a

1 Prim, emit L 1S8.
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supernatural cause—namely, witchcraft. That is, the

Puwarrees do not yet believe in the universality and

necessity of Death, lie is an intruder brought by

inagic arts into our living world. Again, in his

Ethnology of Bengal (pp. 190, 200), Dalton tells us that

the Hos (an aboriginal non-Aryan race) arc of the

•ame opinion as the Puwarrees. • 4 They hold that all

disease in men or animals is attributable to one of

two causes : the wrath of some evil spirit or the spell

of some witch or sorcerer. These superstitions are

common to all classes of the population of this pro-

vince.' In the Xew Hebrides disease and death are

caused, as Mr. Codrington found, by I-invites, or

ghosts. 1 In Xew Caledonia, according to Krskine,

death is the result of witchcraft practised by members

of a hostile tribe, for who would be so wicked as

to bewitch his fellow-tribesman ? The Andaman

Islanders attribute all natural deaths to the super-

natural influence of e rem ehaugala, or to jum-irin,

two spirits of the jungle and the sea. The death is

avenged by the nearest relation of the deceased, who

shoots arrows at the invisible enemy. The negroes

of Central Africa entertain precisely similar ideas

about the non-naturalness of death. Mr. Duff Mac-

donald, in Africana, writes :
4 Every man who dies

what we call a natural death is really killed by

witches.' It is a far cry from the Blantyre Mission

in Africa to the Eskimo of the frozen North ; but so

uniform is human nature m the lower races that the

Eskimo precisely agree, as far as theories of death

go, with the Africans, the aborigines of India, the

Andaman Islanders, the Australians, and the rest.

of Antkrop. JtuHtuU, X. in.
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Dr. Rink' found that ‘sickness or death coming

about in an accidental manner was always attributed

to witchcraft, and it remains a question whether

death on the whole was not originally accounted for

as resulting from magic.' l’cre Paul le Jeune, writ-

ing from Quebec in 1637, says of the Red Men :
‘ Je

n'en voy mourir quasi aucun, qui ne pease estre ensor-

cele.'* It is needless to show how these ideas survived

into civilisation. Bishop Jewell, denouncing witches

before Queen Elizabeth, was, so far, mentally on

a level with the Eskimo and the Australian. The
familiar and voluminous records of trials for witch-

craft, whether at Salem or at Edinburgh, prove that

all abnormal and unwonted deaths and diseases, in

animals or in men, were explained by our ancestors

as the results of supernatural mischief.

It has been made plain (and the proof might be

enlarged to any extent) that the savage does not

regard death as ‘God’s great ordinance,’ universal

and inevitable and natural. But, being curious and

inquisitive, he caunot help asking himself, 4 How did

this terrible invader first enter a world where lie now
appears so often?’ This is, properly speaking, a

scientific question; but the savage answers it, not

by collecting facta and generalising from them, but

by inventing a myth. That is his invariable habit.

Does lie want to know why this tree has red berries,

why that animal has brown stripes, why this bird

utters its peculiar cry, where fire came from, why a

constellation is grouped in one way or another, why
his race of men differs from the whites—in all these,

and in all other intellectual perplexities, the savage

Tata and TndUxcm, of tie Eskimo, p. 42.

• Relations. 1637. p. 49.
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invents a story to solve the problem. Stories about

the Origin of Death are, therefore, among the

commonest fruits of the savage imagination. As
those legends have been produced to meet the same

want by persons in a very similar mental condition,

it inevitably follows that they all resemble each other

with considerable closeness. We need not conclude

that all the myths we are about to examine came

from a single original source, or were handed about

—with flint arrow-heads, seeds, shells, beads, and

weapons—In the course of savage commerce. Borrow-

ing of this sort may—or, rather, must-^-explain many
difficulties as to the diffusion of some myths. But

the myths with which we are concerned now, the

myths of the Origin of Death, might easily have

been separately developed by simple and ignorant

men seeking to discover an answer to the same

problem.

Why Mon are Mortal

The myths of the Origin of Death fall into n few

categories. In many legends of the lower races men
are said to have become subject to mortality because

they infringed some mystic- prohibition or taboo of

the sort which is common among untutored jieoples.

The apparently untrammelled Polynesian, or Austra-

lian, or African, is really the slave of countless

traditions, which forbid him to eat this object or to

touch that, or to speak to such and such a person,

or to utter this or that word. Races in this curious

state of ceremonial subjection often account for

death as the punishment imposed for breaking some

taboo. In other cases, death is said to have been

caused by a sin of omission, not of commission.
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People who have a complicated ami minute ritual

(like so many of the lower races) persuade themselves

that Death burst on the world when some passage of

the ritual was first omitted, or when some custom

was first infringed. Yet again. Death is fabled to

have first claimed us for his victims in consequence

of the erroneous deliver}- of a favourable message

from some powerful supernatural being, or because

of the failure of some enterprise which would have

resulted in the overthrow of Death, or by virtue of a

pact or covenant between Death and the gods. Titus

it. will be seen that death is often (though by no

means invariably) the penally of infringing a com-

mand, or of indulging in a culpable curiosity. But

there are cases, as we shall see, in which death, as a

tolerably general law, follows on a mere accident.

Some one is accidentally killed, and this ‘gives

Death a lead * (as they sav in the hunting field) over

the fence which had hitherto severed him from the

world of living men. It is to be observed in this

connection that the first of men who died is usually

regarded as the discoverer of a hitherto ‘ unknown

country,’ the land beyond the grave, to which all

future men must follow. him. Bin dir Woor, among

the Australians, was the first man who suffered death,

and he (like Yama in the Vedic myth) became the

Columbus of the new world of the dead.

Smvafo Death-Myths

Let us now examine in detail a few of the savage

stories of the Origin of Death. That told by the

Australians may be regarded with suspicion, as a
refraction from a careless hearing of the narrative in
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Genesis. The legend printed by Mr. Brough Smyth 1

was told to Mr. Bulwer by ‘a black fellow far front

sharp,’ and this black fellow may conceivably have

distorted what his tribe had heard from a missionary.

This sort of refraction is not uncommon, and we

must always guard ourselves against being deceived

by a savage corruption of a Biblical narrative. Here

is the myth, such as it is ‘ The first created man
and woman were told’ (by whom we do not learn)

* not to near a certain tree in which a bat lived.

The bat was not to be disturbed. One day, however,

the woman was gathering firewood, ami she went

near the tree. The bat tlew away, ami after that

came Death.' More evidently genuine is the follow-

ing legend of how Death * got a lend' into the

Australian .world. * The child of the first man was

wounded. If his parents could heal him. Death

would nevfcr enter the world. They failed. Death

came.' The wound in this legend was inflicted by

a supernatural being. Here Death acts on the prin-

ciple ee n'est ytu U jrremirr pas qui coute, and the

premier pas was made easy for him. We may con-

tinue Ip examine the stories which account for death

as the result of breaking a taboo. The Ningphos of

Bengal say they were originally immortal.9 They

were forbidden to bathe in a certain pool of water.

Some one, greatly daring, bathed, and ever since

Ningphos have been subject to death. The infringe-

ment, not of a taboo, but of a custom, caused death

in one of the many Melanesian myths on this subject.

Men and women had been practically deathless

because they cast their old skins at certain intervals

;

Abor. of Vielorut, i. 429. • Dftlton. op. eU.
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but a grandmother had a favourite grandchild who
failed to recognise her when she appeared as a young
woman in her new skin. With fatal good-nature the

grandmother put on her old skin again, and instantly

men lost the art of skin-shifting, and Death Onally
seized them. 1

The Groek Myth

The Greek myth of the Origin of Death is the
most important of those which turn on the breaking
of a prohibition. The story lias unfortunately become
greatly confused in the various poetical forms which
have reached us. As far a* can be ascertained,

death was regarded in one early Greek myth as the

punishment of indulgence in forbidden curiosity.

Men appear to have been free from death before the

quarrel between Zeus and Prometheus. * In conse-
quence of this quarrel Heplisstus fashioned a woman
out of earth and water, and gave her to Epimetheus,
the brother of the Titan. Prometheus hail forbidden

his brother to accept any gift from the gods, but the

bride was welcomed nevertheless She brought her
tabooed coffer: this was opened; and men—who,
according to Hesiod, had hitherto lived exempt from
* maladies that bring down Fate ’—were overwhelmed
with the * diseases that stalk abroad by night and
day." Now, in Hesiod (Wants and Ifays, 70-100)
there is nothing said about unholy curiosity.

Pandora simply opened her casket and scattered its

fatal contents. Hut Philodemus assures us that,

according to a variant of the myth, it was Epimetheus
wlio opened the forbidden coffer, whence came
Death.

' Codrin*100' Journal AnO.ro,. InstitnU, X. iiL Pot Anwrioa,
compere Relations is la ScnvsUs Frames, 1674.' p. IX
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Leaving the myths which turn on the breaking

of a taboo, and reserving for consideration the New

Zealand story, in which the Origin of Death is the

neglect of a ritual process, let us look at some

African myths of the Origin of Death. It is to be

observed that in these (as in all the myths of the

most backward races) many of the characters are not

gods, but animals.

The Bushman story lacks the beginning. The

mother of the little Hare was lying dead, but we do

not know how site came to die. The Moon then

struck the little Hare on the lip, cutting it open, and

saying, ‘ Cry loudly, for your mother will not return,

ns / do, but is quite dead.’ In another version the

Moon promises that the old Hare shall return to life,

but the little Hare is sceptical, and is hit in the

mouth as before. The Hottentot myth makes the

Moon send the Hare lo men with the message that

they will revive as he (the Moon) does. But the

Hare ‘loses his memory as he runs' (to quote the

French proverb, which may be based on a form of

this very tale), and the messenger brings the ridings

that men shall surely die and never revive. The

angry* Moon then burns a hole in the Hare's mouth.

In yet another Hottentot version the Hare's failure

to deliver the message correctly caused the death of

the Moon's mother (Bleek, Buthman Foikb're). 1 Com-

pare Sir James Alexander's Exjttdition, ii. 250, where

the Naraaquas tell this tale. The Fijians say that

the Moon wished men to die and be bom again, like

' The connection between the Moon and thr Hare > uUo found In

Sanakrit, in Merino, in eome of the South Sea I*lande, ud in

German and Boddhirt folklore. Probably -hat we call ‘ the Men
la the Moon ' eeeated very like a here to venom race*, routed their

carloait;, end provoked explanation* in the thape of myth*.
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herself. The Rat said, * No, let them die, like rats

;

and they do. 1

Tbo Sorpoot

Iu this last variant we have death as the result

of a failure or transgression. Among the more back-

ward natives of South India (Lcwin's Wild Races of
South India) the serpent is concerned, in a suspicious

way, with the Origin of Death. The following legend

might so easily arise from a confused understanding

of the Mohammedan or Biblical narrative that it is

of little value for our purpose. At the same time,

even if it is only an adaptation, it shows the char-

acteristics of the adapting mind:—God had made the

world, trees, and reptiles, and then set to work to

make man out of clay. A serpent came and devoured

the still inanimate clay images while Ood slept.

Tim serpent still comes and bites us all, and the end

is death. If Ood never slept, there would be no
death, 'llie snake carries us ofT w hile Ood is asleep.

Hut the oddest part of this myth remains. Noticing

able always to keep awake, Ood made a dog to drive

away the snake by barking. And that is why dogs

always howl when men are at the point of death.

Here we have our own rural superstition about howl-

ing dogs twisted into a South Indian myth of the

Origin of Death. The introduction of Death by a

pure accident recurs in a myth of Central Africa

reported by Mr. Duff Macdonald. There was a time

when the man blessed by Sancho Panza had not yet

* invented sleep.’ A woman it was who came and

offered to instruct two men in the still novel art of

sleeping. ‘She held the nostrils of one, and he

1 H>hn.WCom p. iso.
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never awoke at all,’ and since then the art of dying

has been facile.

Dualistic Myth*

A not unnatural theory of the Origin of Death is

illustrated by a myth from Pentecost Island and a

Hed Indian myth. In the legends of very many races

we find the attempt to account for the Origin of Death

and Evil by a simple dualistic myth. There were two

brothers who made things ; one made things well, the

other made them ill. In Pentecost Island it was Tagar

who made things well, and he appointed that men
should die for five days only, and live again. Rut

the malevolent Suque caused men • to die right out.’ 1

The Red Indian legend of the same character is

printed in the Atmmil Report of the Hurra u of Ethno-

logy (1879-80), p. 4o. The younger of the Cin-nu-av

brothers, who were wolves, said, * When a man dies,

send him back in the morning and let all his friends

rejoice.' ‘Not so,' said the elder; ‘the dead shall

return no more.' So the younger brother slew the

child of the elder, and this was the beginning of

death.

Economic Myth

There is another and a very quaint myth of the

Origin of Death in Banks Island. At first, in Banks

Island, as elsewhere, men were immortal. The econo-

mical results were just what might have been ex-

|>ected. Property became concentrated in the hands

of the few—that is, of the first generations—while all

the younger people were practically paupers. To
heal the disastrous social malady, Qat (the maker of

things, who was more or less a spider) sent for Mate

• Codrinftoo. of. eiL p. 804.
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that is. Death. Death li veil near a volcanic crater

of a mountain, where there is now a by-way into

Hailes—or Panoi, as the Melanesians call it. Death

came, and went through the empty forms of a funeral

feast for himself. Tangaro the Fool was sent to

watch Mate, anil to see by what way he returned to

Hailes, that men might avoid that path in future.

Xow when Mate fled to his own place, this great fool

Tangaro noticed the path, but forgot which it was,

and pointed it out to men under the impression that

it was the road to the upper, not to the under, world.

Ever since that day men have been, constrained to

follow Mate’s path to Panoi and the dead. 1 Another

myth is somewhat different, but, like this one, attri-

butes death to the imbecility of Tangaro the Fool.

Maai sod Tams

The New Zealand myth of the Origin of Death

is pretty well known, as Dr. Tylor has seen in it the

remnants of a solar myth, and has given it a • solar
’

explanation. I; is an audacious tiling to differ from so

cautious and learned an anthropologist as Dr. Tylor,

but I venture to give my reasons for dissenting in

this case from the view of the author of Primitive

Culture (i. 335). Maui is the great hero of Maori

mythology. He was not precisely a god, still less

was he one of the early elemental gods, yet we can

scarcely regard him as a man. He rather answers

to one of the race of Titans, and especially to Prome-

theus, the son of a Titan. Maui was prematurely

born, and his mother thought the child would be no

credit to her already numerous and promising family.

• Coir.njtcn. op. eiL
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She therefore (as native women too often did in the

South-Sea Islands) tied him up in her long tresses

and tossed him out to sea. The gales brought him

back to shore : one of his grandparents carried him

home, and he became much the most illustrious and

successful of his household. So far Maui had the

luck which so commonly attends the youngest and

least-considered child in folklore and mythology.

This feature in his myth may be a result of the very

widespread custom of juugsUn Recht (Borough Eng-

lish), by which the youngest child is heir at least of

the family hearth. Now, unluckily, at the baptism

of Maui (for a pagan form of baptism is a Maori

ceremony) his father omitted some of the Karakias,

or ritual utterances proper to be used on such occa-

sions. This was the fatal original mistake whence

came man’s liability to death, for hitherto men had

been immortal. So far, what is there * solar: about

Maui ? Who are the sun's brethren ?—and Maui had

many. How could the sun catch the sun in a snare,

and beat him so as to make him lame ? This was

one of Maui’s feats, for he meant to prevent the sun

from running too fast through the sky. Maui brought

fire, indeed, from the under-world, as l’romctheus

stole it from the upper-world ; but many men and

many beasts do as much as the myths of the world,

and it is hard to see how the exploit gives Maui
‘ a solar character.’ Maui invented barbs for hooks,

and other appurtenances of early civilisation, with

which the sun has no more to do than with patent

safety-matches. His last feat was to attempt to secure

humair immortality for ever. There are various

legends on this subject.
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Maui Myths

Some say Maui noticed that the sun and moon
rose again from their daily death, by virtue of a
fountain in Hades (Hine-nui-te-po) where they bathed.

Others say he wished to kill Hine-uui-te-po (conceived

of as a woman) and to carry off her heart. What-
ever the reason, Maui was to be swallowed up in the

giant frame of Hades, or Night, and, if he escaped

alive. Death would never have power over meu. lie

made the desperate adventure, and would have suc-

ceeded but for the folly of one of the birds which
accompanied him. This little bird, which sings at

sunset, burst out laughing inopportunely, wakened
Hine-nui-te-po, and she crushed to death Maui and

all hopes of earthly immortality. Had he only come
forth alive, men would have been deathless. Now,
except, that the bird which laughed sings at sunset,

what is there ' solar ' in all this ? The *un does daily

xchat Maui failed to da, 1 passes through darkness and
death back into light and life. Not only does the

sun daily succeed where Maui failed, but it was his

observation of this fact which encouraged Maui to

risk the adventure. If Maui were the sun, we should

all be imhiortal. for Maui's ordeal is daily achieved

by the sun. But Dr. Tylor says :
* ‘ It is seldom that

solar characteristics are more distinctly marked in

the several details of a myth than they are here.'

To us the characteristics seem to be precisely the

reverse of solar. Throughout the cycle of Maui

he is constantly set in direct opposition to the sun,

and the very point of the final legend is th%t what
the sun could do Maui could not. Literally the one

BiMlu. Hril+0 Sage. • Pn-Ow CuUmre, i. 830.
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common point between Maui and the sun is that the

little bird, the tiirahttrakn, which sings at the daily

death of day, sang at the eternal death of Maui.

Without pausing to consider the Tongan myth of

the Origin of Death, we may go on to investigate the

legends ftf the Aryan races. According to the Sata-

]*atha Brahmana ,
Death was made, like the gods and

other creatures, by a being named Prajapati. Now
of Prajapati, half waa mortal, half was immortal.

With his mortal half he feared Death, and concealed

himself from Death in earth and water. Death said

to the gods, • What hath become of him who created

us ? ’ They answered, 4 Fearing thee, hath he entered

the earth.’ The gods and Prajapati now freed them-

selves from the dominion of Death by celebrating an

enormous number of sacrifices. Death was chagrined

by their escape from the * nets and clubs ’ which he

carries in the Aitareya Brahmana. 4 As you have

escaped me, so will men also escape,’ he grumbled.

The gods appeased him by the promise that, in the

body, no man henceforth for ever should evade Death.
4 Every one who is to become immortal shall do so by
first parting with his body.’

Yams

Among the Aryans of India, as we have already

seen, Death lias a protomartyr, Yama, 4
the first of men

who reached the river, spying out a path for many.'

In spying the path Yama corresponds to Tangaro the

Fool, in the myth of the Solomon Islands. Hut Yama
i® not regarded as a maleficent being, like Tangaro.

The Rig Veda (x. >4) speaks of him as 4 King Yama,

who departed to the mighty streams and sought out

a road for many;’ and again, the Atharva Veda
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names him ‘ the first of men who died, and the first

who departed i0 the celestial world.' With him the

Blessed Fathers dwell for ever in happiness. Mr.

Max Mllller, as we said, takes Yama to be ‘a char-

acter suggested bj the setting sun '—a claim which is

also pul forward, as we have seen, for the Maori hero

Maui. It is Yama, according to the Rig Veda
,
who

sends the birds—a pigeon is one of his messengers

(compare the White Bird of the Oxenhams)—as warn-

ings of approaching death. Among the Iranian race,

Yima appears to have been the counterpart of the

Vedic Yama. He is now King of the Blessed
;
origin-

ally he was the first of men over whom Death won

his earliest victory.

That Yama is mixed up with the sun, in the Rig

Veda, seems certain enough. Most phenomena, most

gods, shade into each other in the Vedic hymns.

But it is plain that the conception of a * first man

who diet! ' is ns common to many races as it is natural.

Death was regarded as unnatural, yet here it is among

us. How did it come? By somebody dying first,

and establishing a bad precedent. But need that

somebody have been originally the sun, as Mr. Max

Muller and I»r. Tylor think in the cases of YamaAnd

Maui ? This is a point on which we may remain in

doubt, for death in itself was certain to challenge

inquiry among savage philosophers, and to be ex-

plained by a human rather than by a solar myth.

Human, too, rather than a result of ‘disease of

language ’ is. probably, the myth of the Fire-stealer.
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The Stealing of Fire

The world-wide myth explainin'; how man first

became possessed of fire—namely, by stealing it

—

might well serve as a touchstone of. the philological

and anthropological methods. To Mr. Max Muller

the interest of the story will certainly .consist in

discovering connections between Greek and Sanskrit

names of fire-gods and of fire bringing heroes. He
will not compare the fire-mytlis of other races all

over the world, nor will he even try to explain why
in almost all of these myths we find a thief of fire, a

Fire-stealer. This does not seem satisfactory to the

anthropologist, whoso first curiosity is to know why

fire is everywhere said to have been obtained for

men by sly theft or ‘ flat burglar)*.' Of course it is

obvious that a myth found in Australia and America

cannot possibly be the result of disease of Aryan

languages not spoken in those two continents. The

myth of fire-stealing must necessarily have some

other origin.

• Fir* Toum. •

Mr. Max Muller, after a treatise on Agni and

other fire-gods, consecrates two pages to * Fire Totems.'

• If we are assured that there arc some dark points

left, and that these might be illustrated and rendered

more intelligible by what are called fire totems

among the Red Indians of North America, let us

have as much light as we can get
'
(ii. 804). Alas ! I

never heard of fire totems before. Probably some

one has been writing about them, somewhere, uuless

w'e owe them to Mr. Max Muller's own researches.

Of course, he cites no authority for his fire totems.

o
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4 The fire tolem, we are told, would thus naturally

have become the pod of the Indians.’ ‘ We are told
’

—where, and by whom ? Not a hint is given on the

subject, so we must leave the doctrine of fire totems

to its mysterious discoverer. 4 If others prefer to

call Prometheus a fire totem, no one would object,

if only it would help us to a better understanding

of Prometheus ’ (ii. 810). Who are the 4 others ’ y^ho

speak of a Greek 4 culture-hero ' by the impossibly

fantastic name of
4

a fire totem * ?

Prometheus

Mr. Max Muller 4 follows Kuhn ' in his explana-

tion of Prometheus, the Fire-stealer, but he does not
follow him all the way. Kuhn tried to account for

the myth that Prometheus stole fire, and Mr. Max
Muller does not try.' Kuhn connects Prometheus

with the Sanskrit prumantia, the stick used in pro-

ducing fare by drilling a pointed into a flat piece

of wood. The Greeks, of course, made Prometheus
mean 4 foresighted,’ provident

;
but let it be granted

that the Germans know better. Pramantha next is

associated with the verb mntknami, 4 to rub or grind
;

’

and that, again, with Greek navOavu, 4

to learn.' We
too talk of a student as a 4

grinder,’ by a coincidence.

The root tranth likewise means 4 to rob ;
’ and we can

see in English how a fire-stick, a 4 fire-rubber,' might
become a * fire- robber,’ a stealer of fire. A some-
what similar confusion in old Aryan languages
converted the fire-stick into a person, the thief of
fire, Prometheus

;
while a Greek misunderstanding

gave to Prometheus {j>ramantha , ‘fire-stick*) the

' Kuhn, Die Herab^nfi ier Freer. und der QotUrtrank,. Berlin.
18S0.
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meaning of * foresighted,’ wiih the word for prudent

foresight, tpopuffatt. This, roughly slated, is t^e

view of Kuhn.' Mr. Max Muller concludes that

Prometheus, the producer of fire, is also the fire-god,

a representative of Agni, and necessarily * of the

inevitable Dawn’—‘of Agni as the dens matutimu,

a frequent character of the Vedic Agni, the Agni

at^Juisa, or the daybreak
'
(ii. 813).

But Mr. Max Muller does not say one word about

Prometheus os the Fire-stealer. Now, that he stole

fire is of the essence of his myth
;
and this myth of

the original procuring of fire by theft occurs all

over the world. As Australian and American savages

cannot conceivably have derived the myth of fire-

stealing from the root month and its double sense of

stealing ami rubbing, there must be some other

explanation. But this fact could not occur to com-

parative mythologisis who did not compare, probably

did not even knDw, similar myths wherever found.

Bavaft© Myths of Fir© stealing

111 La Mythologie (pp. 185-195) I have put

together a small collection of savage myths of the

theft of fire.
7 Our text is the line of Hesiod (Theo-

gony, 606), ‘Prometheus stole the far-seen ray of

unwearied fire in a hollow stalk of fennel. The

same stalk is still used in the Greek isles for carrying

fire, as it was of old—whence no doubt this feature

of the myth* How did Prometheus steal fire?

H«r,4*«,/J.pp.l6,a4.

• Dapert. Pin*. 1888. Tr*nJ*lion by M. Pamwntwr.
' Pliny. Hut. Kml. xiiL 22. Bent. CftbuUi.
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Some say from the altar of Zeus, others that he lit

his rod at the sun. 1 The Australians have the same

fable; fire was obtained by a black fellow who
climbed by a rope to the sun. Again, in Australia

fire was the possession of two women alone. A man
induced them to turn their backs, and stole fire. A
very curious version of the myth occurs in an

excellent book by Mrs. Langloh Parker.* There tfas

no fire when Rootoolgar, the crane, married Gooner,

the kangaroo rAt. Rootoolgar, idly rubbing two

slicks together, discovered the an of fire-making.

• This we will keep secret,' they said, * from all the

tribes.’ A fire-stick they carried about in their

eomebte. The tribes of the Bush discovered the

secret, and the fire-stick was stolen by Reeargar, the

hawk. We shall be told, of course, that the hawk
is the lightning, or the Dawn. But in this savage

Jungle Book all the characters are animals, and

Reeargar is no more the Dawn than is the kangaroo

rat. In savage myths animals, not men, play the

leading riles, and the fire-stealing bird or beast

is found among many widely scattered races. In

Normandy the wren is the fire-bringer* A bird

brings fire in the Andaman Isles.
1 Among the

Alits a fish owned fire; other beasts stole it. The
raven hero of the Thlinkeets, Yehl, stole fire. Among
the Cahroc* two old women possessed it, and it was

stolen by the coyote. Are these thefluous birds and

• S«viu« ftd Yirg.. ErlfifMt vi 42.
' Au.ln.han Isyrndar/ TaUt. Nnu : London, 1W7. Mm Parker

know. AnetralUn <li*I«<U. end rf.e. one etor, in the ocifinal. Her
tribe* live on the Xtmn River, in New South Welee.

' Boeqnet. La NormmaHt UerrtilUu*. Perm 1845.
• Journal Amlkrop. InUilule. November. 1084.
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beasts to be explained as Fire-gods ? Probably not.

Will any philologist aver that in Caliroe, Thlinkeet,

Australian, Andamau, ami so forth, the word for ‘ rub
’

resembled the wool for 4 rob,' and so produced by ‘a

disease of language ’ the myth of the Fire-stealer ?

Origin of the Myth of Vire atealing

The myth arose from the nature of savage ideas,

not from unconsciou* puns. Even in a race so

civilised as the Homeric Greeks, to make fire was no

easy task. Homer speaks of a man, in a lonely

upland hut, who carefully keeps the embers alive,

that he may not have to go far afield in search of

the seed of fire.' Obviously he had no ready means

of striking a light. Suppose, then, that an early

savage loses his seed of fire. His nearest neighbours,

far enough off, may be hostile. If he wants fire, as

they will not give it, he must it, just as he must

steal a wife. People in this condition would readily

believe, like tho Australian blacks, that the original

discoverers or possessors of a secret so valuable as fire

would not give it away, that others who wanted it

would be obliged to get it by theft. In Greece, in a civi-

lised race, this very natural old idea survives, though

fire is not the possession of a crane, or of an old

woman, but of the gods, and is stolen, not by a hawk
or a coyote, but by Prometheus, the culture-hero and

demiurge. Whether his name * Foresighted ' is a

mistaken folk-etymology from the root month, or not,

we have, in the ancient inevitable idea, that the

original patentees of fire would not willingly part

with their treasure, the obvious origin of the myth of

». sae-498.
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the Fire-stealer. And this theory does not leave the

analogous savage myths of fire-stealing unexplained

and out in the cold, as does the philological hypo-
thesis.' In this last instance, as in others, the origin

of a world-wide myth is found, not in a ‘ disease of

language,’ but in a form of thought still natural. If

a foreign power wants what answers among us to

the exclusive possession of fire, or wants the secret

of its rival’s new explosive, it has to sttal it.

' Roforoneoo Ior *•«**• umbo of U» Fir* Hoofer will bo foond-for
iho Ahu, in Kproot ; for iho irtboo of iho Pidfte com*, in Boccrofi

; for
Aortroliono in Broujh Smylh'o Aborifint, o/ IVlpru.
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XIV

CONCLUSION

Ubeb ends this ‘ Gentle and Joyous Passage of Arms.'
I showed, first, why anthropological students of
mythology, finding the philological school occupying
the ground, were obliged in Euglaiul to challenge
Mr. Max Muller. I then discoursed of some incon-
veniences attending his method in controversy.
Next, I gave a practical example, the affair of Tuna
and Daphne. This led to a comparison of the philo-

logical and the anthropological ways of treating

the Daphne myth. The question of our allies then
coming up, I stated my reasons for regarding
Prof. Tiele • rather as an ally tlian an adversary,’ the

reason being his own statement. Presently, I replied

to Prof. Tiele’s criticism of my treatment of the

myth of Cronos. After a skirmish on Italian fields,

I gave my reasotis for disagreeing with Mr- Max
Muller's view of Mannhardt’s position. His theory

of Demeter Erinnys was contrasted with that of
Mr. Max Muller. Totemism occupied us next, and
the views of Mr. Max Muller and Mr. J. G. Frazer
were criticised. Then I defended anthropological

and criticised philological evidence. Our method of

universal comparison was next justified in the matter

of Fetishism. The Biddle Theory of Mr. Max Muller
was presently discussed. Then followed a review
of our contending methods in the explanation of
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Artemis, of the Fire-walk, of Death Myths, and of the

Fire-stealer. Thus a number of points in mythological
interpretation have been tested on typical examples.

Much more might be said on a book of nearly 900
pages. Many points might be taken,much praise (were
mine worth anything) might be given ; but I have had
but one object, to defend the method of anthropology
from a running or droppiug fire of criticism which
breaks out in many points all along the line, through
Contributions to the Science of Mythology. Ifmy answer
be desuitor}' and wandering, remember the sporadic
harpshooting of the adversary ! For adversary we
must consider Mr. Max Muller, so long as we use

different theories to different results. If I am right,

if he is wrong, in our attempts to untie this old
Gordian knot, he loses little indeed. That fame of
his, the most steady and brilliant light of all which
crown the brows of contemporary scholars, is the
well-earned reward, not of mythological lore nor of
cunning fence in controversy, but of wide learning
and exquisitely luminous style.

I trust that I have imputed no unfairness, made
no charge of conscious misrepresentation (to acci-

dents of exposition we are all liable), have struck no
foul blow, hazarded no discourteous phrase. If I

have done so, I am thereby, even more than in my
mattering of unscholarly learning, an opponent more
absolutely unworthy of the Right Hon. Professor than
I would fain believe myself.
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APPENDIX A

The Fire-walk in Spain

OXE study occasionally illustrates another. In examining

the history of the Earl Mamchal, who was exiled after the

rising of 1715, I found, in a letter of a correspondent of

d’Alembert, that the Earl met a form of the fire-walk in

Spain. There then existed in the Peninsula a hereditary

class of men who, by dint of •charms' permitted by the

Inquisition, could enter fire unharmed. The Earl Marischal

said that he would believe in their powers if he were allowed

first to light the fire, and then to look on. But the fire-

walkers would not gratify him, as not knowing what kind of

fire a heretic might kindle.

APPENDIX B

Mr. Macdonell on Vedio Mythology

Too late for use here cam.- KsJi'c AfyfAo&yy, from Orund-

riu <Ur iiulo-<iriffhtn rhiUoyit.1 by Mr. A. Macdonell, the

representative of the historic house of Lochparry. This

even a non-scholar can perceive to be a most careful and

learned work. As to philological * equations" between names

of Greek and Vedic gods, Mr. Macdonell write* :
‘ Dyaos

* Z,v, is the only one which can be said to be beyond the

range of doubt.' As to the connection of Prometheus with

Sanskrit Pramsntba, he says :
‘ Ilpo/njtfrvr has every appear-

Trtboer, Swasher*. 1897.
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ance of being a purely Greek formation, while the Indian
verb math, to twirl, is found compounded only with »w, never
with pm, to expreai the art of producing fire by friction.’

(See above, p. 194.) If Mr. Macdonell is right here, the
Greek myth of the fire-stealer cannot have arisen from ' a
disease of language.’ But scholars must be left to reconcile
this last typical example of their ceaseless differences in the
matter of etymology of name*.
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Maps. Crown tro.. 7*. 6d.
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Biography, Personal Memoirs, &o.

Anstruthcr Thomson. — Erihty Erasmus.
Ymais' Rsnisucimces. By Colonel J
AMsimrTMBH Thomson. With *j l*o«-

traits and other IDuatration*. a sob. h*o.

US net.

Bacon.— The Letters and Lire or
Ftarch Bacon, incluoim. all him Oc-
casional Votes. Ed.ted hr Juu Sri.
Ditto. 7 vote, avo, Ls *1-

Lire and Letters or Erasmus.
By Jams Ahtmoni Fioudk. Crown
»«»-. j*. 64.

The Er/stles or Erasmus, from
• • »*' '«'• LUteUMHi J.liy.nts: Yea.,
aiiautd in Older of Time. English
Traaalationa, with a Commentary Byh a Commentary. By

NicM©ia.8vo.,lBi. net.

Bagehot. -Biocrarnkal
By Waltm BaniMOT. Oo*

Studies Faraday.-/.«*.izMF_

Bain.—Aurot/ocRArnr. By At.ax-
Bant, LL.D. With « Po.ua...

Bvo.. 141. net.

Blount — The Memoirs or Sim
Edward Blount, K.C.B., etc. Edited
by Smear

J.
Rato. With 3

Plates. *vo., lu* 64 net.

Bowen.—Edward Bowen: a Me-
moir. By the Re. the Hon W. E. Bow in.

By Alsx- Ftaelon :

Joust Tyndall.
Dts-
CtOWB
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1&3 1 -

1
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1 j . By E. K. Sattotna.

. Bvo., tot. 64.

Early History
With Pornait. Bvo., tot. 64.

Fox.— The Early History or
Cmarlrs James Fox. By the Right Hon.
Sm O. O.Taavilyam, Bait. Crown 8vo.,
31. 64.

Froude.—My Relations huh Car-
LrLE. By Jambs Amsioo Paoi/oa.
Together with a letter (torn the laic Sit

Carlyle. - Thomas Carl yle A Hit-
tory of Ms Lite. By Jamm AmHorn
FaottDB.

Grey -
Oret,

*«>*h Crown tv*, js.
1834- 1M1, a vote. Crown •*«. 71.

Colville. — Dm mess Saram: being
the Social II.Motv of the Tone* of Sarah
Jennings, Duchem of Marlboroegh Com
piled and arranged by one of her deseend-
anta (Mr*. Anmva Coivmal. With
10 Photogravure Plates and a other lllos-

trat ions. Bvo,, 181. net.

Crozier.—Mr Inner Lire: being a

JsMaa 8iar.iv, Bart., K.CS1, daltd
Decenhe., |BB6 Bvo.. as net.

Grey. — Memoir or Sir Gmorcr
Otar, Bart., O.CM., 17091881. By
Ma.dbll Csbiomtoh, D.lf. late Lord
Bishop of London. With j Portraits.
Crown Bvo.. 6s- net.

Hamilton. —Lire or Sir William
Hamilton. By R. P. Oaavaa. Bro. 3 vote.
131. each. AtmutiN. »vo

.
64 sewed

Harrow School Register (The),
801*1900. Edited by M. O. Dauoliim.

Ssr“LJV~ -TTia CetMiae.

Dante.— The Lire and Woers or
Dante ALLKNItti . being an Introduction
10 the Study of the • Divine Ceenmcdu'.
By the Re. J F. Hooam. D.D. With
Portrait. Bvo.. las. 64.

Danton.—Lire orDanton. By A.
H. Built. With Po.tr.ns, Cr. Bro, 6s.

Dc Bode. - The Baroness de Bode,
177S-1803. By William 5. Cniim-Pcm.
bbitom. With 4 Photogravure Poor.its

“? «-tm«W Bvo. g* top.

Havelock.— Memoirs or Sir Henry
llAruDCt, K.C.B By Jonh Clam
MaeaniSAM. Crown tvo., 3J. 64

.

Haweis. -Mr Musical Lire. By the
Rev. H.H. Ha wilt With Portrait of Richatd
Wagne. and 3 llhnuations. Cr. Bvo

,
61. net.

Higgins.—The Bernards or Arinc-
TO\ AND SETHER WlNCNRNDON: A Family
History. By Mil Naum HltiotM. a
Volt. Bvo., ait. net.

Hiley. — Memories or Halr a
Centvrt. By RtcHAin W. Hittr, D.D.,
Vicar of WighiH, near Tadcarttr. Yorks.
Bvo.. iji.

Hunter.—The Lire or Sir William
Wilson Hunter. K C.SJ^ M.A., LL.D.
By Fa asc it He*«v S«ei*r, F.S.S. With
6 Portraits (a Photogravures) and 4 <*het

De Vere.—Aubrey

By WiLsem Waeo.

* Jackson.—Stomrwau. /acksomahp
» IMEAMtRKANCtriLWAK. fly LicUt.-Col.
>• G. F. R. Hivoiaso*. With a Portraits and

JJ Maps Mid 11am. .vote O.8vo. 161. nel.
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Kielmansegge.—Diaay or a Jour- Romanes.—TV* L/fa and Li
Ntr TO BmiAND IN rut Ymams ij«i- or Gtorts Jens Nonanes, M.A.,

—SirALLOWFIELD AND its
By Constamce Lady Rumseli.

ft^cid Park. With 15 Pftrxagnvu/c

yt other Ithivtfation*. 4 to.,

Library Rjtliom t v©U Ka, 36#.

Marbot. — Thm Mmmo/ms op thm
Bamoh dm Mammot. a 10k Ct. Ivo., 71.

Max Muller (P.)

Thm Ltrv and Lmttmms or thm
Rknt Hon. Pm,momkn Mai MBumm.

Mr AuronocMArNr

:

a Fragmeni
Wilh A Poitiaita Ivo^ta,. ttd.

Auld Lano Svnm. Second Series
Ivo., lot. M.

C/Iirs 'MOM A GAMMAN WOMKSHOr.
Vd.ll. Biographical Fuayv Ct. |i-

Morris.— Thm Lima or William
Moms. By I. W. Hmuil Witt 1 PW».

trattt and I othet IIW«»tMne hy E. H. Ni-.
Ic. 1 voU. Large Crown Ivo., rot net.

On the Banks of the Seine. By
A. M. F„ Aalhoc at ' Foreign Coon* and
Fote.gr llonw»‘. Crown Ivo.. At

Paget.—Mkmoims and Lmttmms or
Silt JaNil Pacmt. Edited by Snmi
Paget. ooe ot hMm Witl Portrait

Sw», 61. net.

R&makr/shna : Hn Lima and
Satixos. By the Right Hon. P. Mai

or an Uncrown'd

Cotint Komgvrolrch

Carolina tha /llustmiovs, Queen-
Cooaott of George II., and sometime
Qeeen Regent : a Stud)- ofHo Life and
Time. With 41 Fortum and other
llluttrationc. B\o, iai 6d. net.
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Travel and Adventure, the Colonies, &o.

By Sir
|

Fountain (Paul).

—

cohUmhiA.

The Geeat Mountains asp

With 6

Arnold.—Seas aso La.vds.
Edwin Arnold. With ;i
Crown 8vo., }i. Id.

Baker (Sir S. W.).

Ymaksih Ceylon.
^

The Rifle asd the Hound is
CEVLOM. With 6 llluat*. Cr.too.jr-to.

Ball
The Alfise Guide. Reconstructed
and Rcv.wd on t«haJ( id it* Alj^ve Club,

by W. A. a Coolidob.
VoL I., The Westems Else

i

the Alp—e
•on. South of the Rhone Veter.
• the Col da T ' “ ‘

W-ho

of South Anniea.
Portrait and 7 Ulauratiom.

With
icj. 6rf.

Hints asd Notes, /‘tactical
SCIENTIFIC, TOE TEAVEUEMt IS

Alfa: being a Rev.won of Ibe
Introduction to

Crown »*o.. ji. net.

Bent— The Ruined Cities of Ma-
IHONALA
and E
U«NT.

Brassey (The Late Lady).

A Voyage is the' Sunbeam' ; One
Rome os the Ocean toe fitten
Months.
Ctffciuf KAlton With Map «»4 66 l*w+

s;

w3» to
4to.. CM. eewed. u. cloth.

Srlool BdOwn. W.th
Pep.. 11. cloth, or j«-

Sunshine and Stoem in the East.
PofuUr Edit**. With 101 I

«lo-, to. -wed. it doth.

Is the Teades, the T^ofks, and
the • ttOAEtmJ fOETIEI ’.

Cat.mil Bd.Oan. W.th Map and Me IDoa-

lialien* C>. too., gilt edge*. 71 to.

Cockerell.— Teavels in Soutneen
Eueote and the Levant, 1810-1817. By
C. R. Cocbbibll, Architect. R.A.
by hie Son. S*ml-bl Pena Co

Jut Gkbat Noeth - B’dir and
the Oeeat Lake Recion or Routt
America. 8 vo.. 1 os. to. net

Fountain (Paul).
The Great Desert* and Forests
or North Ammana. w*h a Preface by
W. H. Hudoon. AuthorOp The Natural®
in La Plata,' etc- «*©. 91. to. ort

Froude (James A ).

Oceana : or England and her Col-
oniea. With 9 Wu-ration*. Cr. too.,jt. to.

The English in the West Indies :

of lllywee. With « llluMia,

too. at board*. «i. to. cloth.

Grove.

—

Ssreyrr-ONt Days' Camp-
in. in Morocco. By l-ady Gaova. With

Portrait and )J IUutti.it.ont

I** Kvo. 71. M. net.

1 WlNTEM F/LGEIMACE .'

•count of Travel* through
r and the lUand of Cyprua,
the year 19*. By H. Kid**

it llluauationefrom Photo-
Crown too., 61. net.

Hardwick. -An Iyomy Tkadee in
noeth Benia, the Record of an E*|*di-
How to the Coontry North of Mount Krnia
in Raw Equatorial Africa, with an account
of the Nonrad. of Galla-Land. By A.
Aa.au. Habdwkr. F.R.O.B. W.th ,,
llhntratwn* Irom Photograph*. and a Map.
too., iu to. net

Howitt.— Visits to Rkmaekable
PLACES. Old Haiti. Battle Field*. Scene*.
DaHiative of Striking Paraaget in Englith

H«—ory and Poetry. By William Howitt.
With bo Illu—ration*. Crown too.. ji. to.

Knight (E. F.).

South Africa attee the Wae,
W.th 17 Ilia—ration*, too

,
tor. to. net.

With the Royal Tour : a Narra-
tive of the Recent Tout, of the Duke and

of Cornwall and York through
Britain. With 16 llluatrationt

and a Map. Crown 8vo.. 51. net.

The Cruise of the ' Aieete' : the
Narrative of a Search for Treasure on the

De»ert I*and of Trinidad. With a Map*
and *3 Ila—ration*. Crown 8*0., J». to.
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Travel and Adventure, the Colonies, &o.—continued.

Knight (F„ F.)—continued. Spender.— Two Winters in Nor-
Where Three Empires Meet: a wtr

,

being aa Account ot Two Holidays
Narrative ot Recent Travel in Kttfxir. •fxni On Snow-ahota and in Sleigh Driving,

Wentern Tibet. Balt.stan. I.adak. GCt„. and .reading an E.pedit>on to the Lappa,
and the adwm n* Coantnca. With a By A. Edhi'nd Saiaoaa. Wdh 4olUuiira.
Map and 54 Illustrations. Cr. Swx, ji 6d. torn bom Photograph., 8vo., 101. td. net.

The ' Falcon ' ox the Baltic: 1 p, , _ „ _
Voyage bom London to Copenhagen in Stephen.— The PLAYGROUND OR

a Thiee-Tonner. With ,0 73 page BUROPM *W
t
DX » L*,**-'*

Sicmaa, K-C.ll. With 4 UlNUMlom
Crown tvo

. J» 6d.

Stutfield and Collie.—Cl/mrs and
EiriAMA TK>M Hi Tf/M CASAPiAN ROCX/MS
Uy HuiH E M 8TvrriiU4> and J. Non.

a Mai

lllntraiMona. Crown too.. Jf. td.

Lees and Clutterbuck. -B.C.1887:
A Kamel* is British Colvhmja. By I. A.
Laii and W. I. CtoiTiatuca. With Map
and 71 IDuatiatioaa. C.owr, 8vt». jt. 6A.

Lynch. — Armenia: Travels
Stud*. By H. P. B. Lvaoc. With 197
Illustrations (some In bnt>| reproducedAS.
and a Map of Armenia and adtaceat

countrie.. 1 vola. Mednun a*, gilt top.

and nan Coti.it. K.K.S. Wnh
and if) ll.tVp.rf*

8vo.. tat. 6d. net

— New Land: Pour

N — The First Crossing or

Arctic Rcgiont By Olio
Tiantiaud from the Nor-

By Pa.orio* Nanai.. Wnh V"
141 lUuatrattona and a Map. Crewa bv*.

.

'

Ye
Svsanave.

by EiatL HaaataT Hr..-, With
6a Plates. «6i Illustrations (a Maps) in the
the Teat, and 4 folding -out Map* a vola.

Three in Norway.
Ih a Map and

Ctown Svo-i at.

By Two of
With a Map and y, llluattatlon..

»x*'d.. It. od. cloth.

J* “
Rice.—Occasional Essays on Na

tiyr South Indiah Lin. By Sr.nit
P. Rtci, Indian Civd Hetvice. tv©., toe. Ad. I _

.—Cl/meinc IN THE Britisx TyaddL—<J«mii)i

By W. F. Huantnw. With The Glaciers or the Alts. Wilh

y.„ '““""r
t,°-’ 6i - “•

Part II Wales and Ireland, iteo. Hours or Exercise in the Alts.
31. net. With 7 lllustsationa. Ci. Svo.. bi. b4. ntl.

Sport and Pastime.

THE BADMINTON LIBRARY.
Edited by HIS GRACE THE (EIGHTH) DUKE OF BEAUFORT. K.O..

and A. E. T. WATSON.

ARCHERY.
Col. H.Walr.
Mu. Liom. V

By C. J. Longman and

the Teel, thrown Svo.. cloth. 6s. net :

ATSON.

BIG GAME SHOOTING

.

Cuvi pMitLtm.Wou.av.

Vol. L AFRICA

By

. with gilt top. 91. net

ATHLETICS. By Montagus

at" School" by W^.a^rV-o-.^

a Contribution on Parer chaurg by W. Rs a.

and an Introduction by Si Richard Waa-
ST«a (Locd ALviaaronaX W’.ih ir Plate*

and n Illustration, in the Teat. Cr. *"> .

(loth, 6s.

AND AMERICA,
by Sir Samuel W.

Bun. W. C. Oawau.. F. C Silous,
etc With ao mate* and 57 I II a.nations
to the Teat. Crown 8vo.. doth, 61. net

;

with gill top, 9s. net.

Ath- VoL IL EUROPE, ASIA. AND THE
ARCTIC REGIONS. With Contribu-
te. by Lieut.-Colonel R. Hama
Ptacv. Major AtGEINOK C. H(BIR
Paacr. etc. With 17 Plates and 16 Illar-

uaiions in the Tea Crown Hvo.. cloth
6^ net; haU-bound, with g.li top, pr. net.
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Sport and Pastime

—

tontintud.

THE BADMINTON LIBRARY-co-frouc/.

Edited by HIS GRACE THE (EIGHTH! DUKE OF BEAUFORT. K.G.,
and A. E. T. WATSON.

BILLIARDS. By Major W. Broad- FISHING. By H. Cholmondelry-
roor. R.E. With Contribution, by A. H. Pi»tu.
BOVO. S«DB*MAM
WHh ii Pun, 19

ibutions by A. H. Pimu.

IiLVmTh V<£ ’• A
.
NI> TROUT. With

_ ^ u»»»«.nt. With g Plate*

Crown Svo.. doth. 61. Ml ; haMWrd!
with gilt top. 9>- oct

VoL II. PIKE AND OTHER COARSE
FISH. With Contribution* by the
Mangi-i* or Eiitii, William Senior,
O. LMeieroniee Davi*. etc. With
7 Plain and nuoerou* llluitrallon* 01

TacUe, etc. Crown Svo.. cloth, Si. net

;

hall twund. with pit lop, 01. net.

with fib top. 91. net.
,

COURSING AND FALCONRY.
By IUidm Co*. Cmaaiaa Rumabmom.
and the Hon. Gerald Ukiiiii With
10 Plata* and 53 Ilhiuiauena in the Teat.

Crown H*o.. cloth, Sr. net ; half. bound, wtth

(tit top, 91. net.

CRICKET. By A O. Steel and
the Hon. R. H. Ltttritqm. With Con-

.

inbut,on. by Amdrrw Lamo.W. O Oracr,
P. (Iah. eu. With it Plate. and >a llee

nation* in Iha Tail. Clown 8*0. cloth. Si.

net 1 half bound, wrth gib lop. 9< *+

CYCLING. By the Earl op Alee-
mabli and O. Lac* Hsuw. WHh ig

Plate, and «« HliMrationa in the Tert.
|

Crown 8vo. cloth St. net ; half.bourd.—

h

lit top. 91. "at.

DANCING. By Mr* Lilly Grov«.
With Contribution* by M« Miaouro*.
The Hon. Mia. Abmytaob. etc. With
Muaical E.amplaa. and )» Full page Plate*

and 01 IDuatration* in the Teat. Crown
8*0., cloth, 61. net .

half-bound, w.th gJi

top, 91. n«L

DRIVING. By Hi»GrRcethe(Lighth)
Di ce of B.*u»o.T, K.O. With Contriho-

liona by A. E. T. Wateon the E*ai or

0i»»LOW
f
etc. WHh taPW^^nW

with gilt top. 9L net.

FENCING. BOXING. AND
WRKSTUNG. By Walter H. Poll01«.
F. C. Oao»R. C. P.avoar, E. B. llmnu.
and Walt** Aatureono. With 18 Plate*

and 2, llh.ttr.tiom m the Teat Crown
8vo.. doth, 6«. net; half-bound, urith g:h

top. 9*- "**•

FOOTBALL. Hurvtr, by Mon.
taovk Smiabmam; T«* AtMCUUOH
Oamm. by W. J. Oaklbv and O, O. Hmitm

!

T«» Ruotr Vrnoit Gam, by Frauk
Mitcrril With othee Contribution, by
R. E. M ACMAoni* m. M C. Kr Mr. J. 11
Vimiht. Waitbb Cam* and A. Muimr*.
lari.. With 19 PUtea and JJ llluitratlon.

,
m the Teat. Crown l*o.. cloth, Si. nal

)

|

half bound, with fill top, 91. net.

GOLF. By Horacr G. Hutchinson.
With Contribution, by the Rl. Hon. A. J.
Balov*. MP. Sr» Wait.. Simoon. Bari.
A»t*aw Lamo. tic. With 34 Plate, and 3®
IBualratiorta in the Teat Crown 8vo.. cloth.

Sa. net
;
half-bound, with gill lop. 91. net.

HUNTING. By Hia Grace the
(Eighth) Dvu: or Biauroar. K.O., and
Slo.au. iloitt. With Contribution, by
the Eaai or Svrrout and Berkuum.
Re*. E. W. L. Davici. G. H. Lomoman,
etc. With 5 Plate* and 34 llluttration* in

tba Teat. Crown 8vo . doth. Si. net • half-

bound, with pit top. 91. net.

MOTORS AND MOTOR-DRIV-
ING. By Airaso C. H.mt.oriu. the
Maevt-ia «» Chasm 1 our-

L

ai rat, the
Hoo. Joeta Slot. Momta&v, R. J. Mt-
c«env. the lion. C S. Roll*. Sir David
SttoaoKS. Ilan. etc With 1j Plateu and
Ij6 I lluatration* in the Tot. Ctown Svo.,

doth. 91 net; half bound, ill. net.

A Cloth Boa foe iuc when Motoring, u. net.
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THE BADMINTON LIBRARY—tontimmtd.

by HIS GRACE THE (EIGHTH) DUKE OF BEAUFORT. K.G.,
and A- E. T. WATSON.

MOUNTAINEERING.
Dam. With Contnbutioc*
Hon. I. Bavci. M.P.. So Maaiin Cornea*.
D. W. FiemniLD. C-

Wiih .) Plate* and 91

Ten. Crown 8to. *
bound, with pit lop. pt. net.

By C. T.
,
SEA F/SH/SG.

POETRY OF
Selected by H.

SPORT
(
THE).

-

«.ai Piaa. With a

i“WS'.2
the BADMINTON LIBRARY by A. E. T.
W.noe. With 1* Plate* and y«
lion* In the T*«t. Crown 8*0.. «

net 1 half bound, with pH lop. pi. net.

RACING AND STEEPLE- CHAS-
ING. By the Ea«i o* Scrroi. an
BaiaiMiaa, W. O. C.avea. the Hon. P.

Lawtav, AeTNva Cove, re., and A- a T.
W.rtoN. With Fronit*p*e<* and « ID.,
nation* in the Teal. Crown I to., cloth. 0*.

net ;
half-bound, with pH lop. 9.. net.

R/DING AND POLO. ByC

By John
01* Booth.

Wete. J.

Loeo Lovar an

Kiel. With 8 Plata* and 57 I

in the Text. Crown 8 to., clc

BlCKKH-
Airaet
With »

Dai*. Th* Lay a Dvea oe Umroet. Tai
E«*l oe Suerout a»n Huu-iit. etc
With 18 PUtee and «• IlIeMa. la lb* Teat.
Crown 8to., cloth. 8

with pH lop. gt. net.

ROWING. By R. P. P. Kowi
C. M. Pit Haa.

by C. P. Saeo
ropolilan Ko-.ne by 5. La i

and on PUNTINO by P. W.
71 Ilhieiiaiion*. Crown 8*0.

naif bound, wtlh pH lop. gr. net

SHOOTING.
Vol. I. FIELD AND COVERT. By Lou
WtuitoMA. and Sir Raien Pama-
QaLLwir, Bart. With Contnbutioaa by
he Hon. Geeato La«c«u.m and A. J.
STliaeT-Womi«Y. With 11

asr
B*.

VoL II. MOOR AND MARSH. By
Loeo W.mwiian and Sir RaLrn Parxa-
Gallwxi, Bart. With Contribution* by

half-bound. with pit top.

SEATING. CURLING. TOBOG-
GANING. By I. M. HcatMcoTB, C. O.
TeaavrT, T. Maxwail. Wiik.», Rev.K Kibb. Obmomd Han. Hkkbv A.

etc With 11 Plate* and 171 lllui-

ualtoei* in lh* Text. Crown 8*0.. cloth. 61.

n«
;
half-bound, with pH top. pr. net.

SWIMMING. By AicHmai.D Sin-
Ctate andWiuue He.ai.Hon Sec* ofthe
UfcSewn* Society. With lj Plate, andm
lRwMraUon* in the Text. Ciown Xvo.. cloth,

8r. net : halfbound, wtlh pH top, pi. net.

TENNIS LAWN TENNIS,
RACKETS AND FIVES. By J. M. and
C. G. HtamcoTi. B. O. PttVD«Li..Boo
teiil.and A.C. Aintie WnhConlrlbutiont
by lh* Hon A Lyrtaiton. W. C. Mae-
utaii. MM* L. Don. etc. With 1* Plaio* and

8? Ul-uai—t. the Teal. Crown 8vo..

doth. 6r. net : halfbound, wtth pH top.

YACHTING.

Vol. I. CRUISINO, CONSTRUCTION
OF YACHTS. YACHT RACINO
RULES. KITTINO-OUT. etc. By Sir

Edwabc Suluvax, Bart., Thx Ea*t. or
Pe-aeox*. Loan Beataiv, K.C.B., C.
E. Sun Sieiri. C.B., G. L. W.no«. R.

T. PaiTcmrr. E. P. Kmoht, etc. With
>1 Plate* and pi lUunration* in the
Text. Crown 8*0

.
dolh. 61 net

;
half

bonnd. with pH lop. pt. net.

VoL II. YACHT CLUBS. YACHT-
ING IN AMERICA AND THE
COLONIES. YACHT RACING, etc.

By R. T. PaircnxTT. Th* M»*qi:i» or
Ava. K.P., Th* Ea*l or

r, Jane* McFeaaa*. etc. Wilh

y Plate* and 160 IUiuttaiion. Hi the
Text. Crown 8yo„ doth, gt. net ; half
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FUR, FEATHER. AND FIN SERIES.
Edited by A. E. T. Wtiw.

V Tkt VolnM err ef» unMW/W m U*tk*r. »,lk fill Iff. Pru, 71. 6rf. mtl rail

THE PARTRIDGE. Natural Hi»- SNIPE AND WOODCOCK. Hy
lory, by the K«. H. A. L. H. Dt Vn.i Shaw. Wuh Chapeei* on
Shooting by A. J. SruaaT.Woari.rr; Snipe and Woodcock ia Ireland by Kicmabd
Coohaiy, by Gaoaoa Sairtsbubt. W-» I. Cookery, by ALax«M>ta Ir«r
II lUuitralioni and varioia Digrams. Shard. With I lUiuUktions. Ce. «vO. J.,

Th7g7oVSE. Natural H.ftory. by 'SS£SSt!Sl?SSftS
lha Rr. H. A. MacmaasoR; Shooting.

I mg. by Carbbor or Lochirl;
by A. J.

Sm.rWo.ua., Cookery.
GroaoB Saurraauar. With ij IOwiium I Cookery, by Alriardir Irrri Shard.
and vaiioua Diagtams. Crown 8-o . * I W.th 10 lUcur.tiont Crown Ivo.. c.

by Viaeoum Ebkihotur

;

by Alriahdbr Ir*ib Shard.
Daaartuona. Crown Ivo., 51.

THEPHEASANT Natural History.
|
THE SALMON. By the Hon. A. E.

by the Rev H. A. MacmaaeoR ; Shooting.
,

G.tHoanr H*. 0 . With Chapier. on the
by A. J. Stuart-Wonrear ; Cookery, by 1 Lew of Salmon Making by Claud Douolab
Al*iardrb l**ii Shard. Wuh io IUw%- Prhraht

;
Cookery, by Aliiardbr Ihiii

1 ratMini md various Diagrams. Crow* Shard With I IliuaUBUona. Cl. »va, ja.

•*0..v
THE HARE. Natural H
the Rev. II. A. MAcrwi.aoR
by ihe Hon. Obbald Labcbllbi
by Cnablbb Kkraidbor . Ho
S. Oibborb and O. H. Lorohai
by Col. Kbhhbv Haa*aar.
Illuauaiione. Crown ho., j«.

THE TROUT. By the Mabquibb
H istory, by or 0*A*ar. Wuh Chapter! on lha Breed
a; Shearing. lag of Trool by Col. H. Cvbtarcb j and
aa

; Canrefag.
Cookery, by Albiardib Irrbb Shard.

anting. by J. With is IU.wrat.on. Crown »io.. u.

THE RABBIT
Habtiro. Cooke
Shard. Wuh 10 I

By Jambs Ebmlhd
by Albiardbb Irrbb

i

f.
by J' ' '* l""1*"*®"* Crown 8»o., $1.

WhlT* PIKE AND PERCH. By William

: ’ksv
and W. H Pore; Cookery, by

Albiardib Irrib Shard.
haaualiona. Crown Sio., 5j.

Cookery, by
Wkb ia it

Alrerstone and Alcock.—Shabby Blackbume. — Mg. Blackbvkhb's
CtilFIT

;

in History and Amooabooa. Oauii JT Cutis. Selected. Annoutod
Ed.ted by Ihe Right Hoa. Loud Aivaa. and Arranged by Himself. Edited, with a
aroRB, L.C.J., Pie*ide»t. and C.W. Aicoca. Biographical Sketch and a brief Hialory of
Sectetai^. ol tOCtat Blindfold Chew, by P AtDtaaoR ObahaM.Cricket Blindfold Chew, by P. AaotasoR Ol

V n*t Wnb Pori.Ait oI Mr Blackborne.

7..«.rwL

Anstruther Thomson. — Eighty Ford.— Ths Thboby and Pbact/cm
Ykams' Rmimsctycts. By Colonel J. or Atcntrt. By Hobacb Food. New
AstTBUTHaa Ihohaor. With *0 For- Edition, thoroughly Reviled Aid Re written
iraiti and other llluiuauoni j iota. •«>.. by W. Bvrr. M.A. With a Preface by C.
an. net.

> J. Loromar, HA. Bvo., i«l

. _ ... Francis. ^ Book on Ancuhg: or,
Bickerdyke. -Days or Mr Lira ox Treatise on the An of Ptah.ng in every
Watbb. Fttin aho Salt ; and other Branch

;
including fall Ilhiatrated Lin of Sal-

Papera. By Johh Biciiidvib. Wuh non Flies. By Pbarc!! Fiarcis. With Por-
WlOkDjMchlag Ptonoayeee and^J Fafl page dim and Cokoored Pistes. Crown Bvo.. ija.

Fremantle. - Tub Book of tub
_ _ Kim. By the Hon. T. F. Fmhartlb,

ElllS.—CHMSS Staffs ; ot, Short and V.D.. Major. m Bucks V.R.C. With ?«
Bright Game* of Cfaeaa. Collected and Plate, and 107 Diagram* In the Teat. 8vo..

Arranged by J. H. Ellis, M. A. 810.41 tit 1n.6f.reL

Treat tie on the Art of Flah.ng in every

Branch
;
including fall Hhiatrated L.M of Sal-

non Flies. By Frarcis Frarcis. With Por-
Dart and Coloured Plans. Crown Bvo.. ija.

Fremantle. — Tun Book of thb
Kim. By the Hon. T. F. Fkihartlb,
V.D., Major, lit Bucks V.R.C. With 54
Plate, and 107 Diagram* in the Teat. 8vo.,

i»>. 6d. net
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Gathorne - Hardy. — Avrvm*s

AnatLxsrtiws WITH Roo <U) On By
I

Ihe Hon. A. E. 0»T*oa»i-H»a>». With |

• lllreMratiori* by Aichibal* Txxnn.
fv». 6r. net.

Graham.—Covmtey Past/mis eve
Bors. By P. Avc.iVi" G.ahan. W<h
> 5' IIHi.trai.oei. from Da..,,
Fhorograph*. Cl. ivo.. gib rde**. JI net.

Hutchinson.— The Book or Golf
asd OoirtMS. Oy Ho.ace G. Hikhih-
•» With 1 1 Ponra.1. bom Phoropaph*.
l-«je crown »*«.. pit top. 7* tJ. net.

Lang. -Ahcllyc Se e rents. By
And.rw La»o. With to lUwatratmna.
Crown 8vo.. jj. W.

LUlle.— Croovsr vr to Dais. Coo-
Uimttc the ld.1t and Teach.... of the
Lexlin. PUy... ind Chammorm. By A.-
»HU« I. II lift. With to UImjauo** (IS
PO.I..K.L and D-cm. Ko..
tot. Ad. net.

Longman. -Chmss Ormima. By
P-aira.ic. W. Lomnr*-. Ftp. *v». 11 Ad.

Mackenzie.—Abnu am

Payne-Gallwey (Sir

The Cross-Bow :

Mtbuo

Ralph, Hart.).

Mcdtaval and
IU

Goato.Ily Careata Co. it.-nr Go
Ma«*i*ji«. Crown •*«.. at. td. net

Madden.— The Diamv or Mastee
tVhu

a

u '/uw r r a Study or
nd oT Elnabethan Spoil. By the
Hon. D. II. Mi®.*. Vtc.-Ch.oc.Uc.
L’nlve.Mly oT Dublin. fern. (til lop. 16a.

Maskelyne. —Sheets a*d Pla is : a
Complete kavrlauon oT th. Secret. of

ling at Oame* of Chance and Shill By
Navn M. •in'ii. of the

~

W.thCi III. oration.. <

Millais (John Gciu.r).
7Va Wun-FowLfE 1* Scotlamp.
With a Front «!>..<. It PhotOfta.w. by
Sir J. E. Millaiv Bart.. P.R.A.. 8 Phono-

r>d Sporting ;

History axvd MaiuMMfit.
t on the Bilitta and Ciu-

path of the Ancients. With aao llluat.a-

““r*1 4 «®-. £i »*• “«•

Lettees TO Yovs/c Shootees (First
**»<«•). On the Choice and uac of a Gun.
Wnh 4 , Ilhimaiion*. Crown 8v&. 71. td.

Lettees to Youmc Shootees< Second
Scnm*. On the Production. Preservation,
and KJLng of Game. With Directions
- Shooting Wood Pigeon* and Breaking-

With Portrait and ioj
Crown *vo

, m.6d.
TO Yovjtc Shootees.

Coenprlain, a Short
imonr of the Wildlow! that
or Common to th. British

direction* in

e Coaat and
With aoo llhrauationa. down

•fi.

HvtrwNi Pole.—The Theoey or the Moots*

Lmttems
(Third Soma.
Natoral H

lz:

Thomas-Stanford.
and from Photo,,apbi. Hoy* ,to, ph ««* 1

top. fA. net.
I

...By
.

The Natveal Histoey or the
Bums* Sv*f<E- riintiK Dikes.
With 6 Phototcraion and 66 Plait. (41
in Colour*) (ran Drawingby the Author,
AttcutaaLD TnoeBi.rt. and boaa PSoto
ftapha Royal 4to..doth^ilttop.£6 6t.no.

Modern Bridge.—By •Slam'. With
a Reprint of the l.awiof Hod«. as adorned I*"*, ar. 6d. net

by the Portland and Tmf (Tl^ i 5mo. Warner.—CtlCKET
,Ut edge*, yr.td. ne^ S«.ei.- being an

SeiBxnrK Came or Whist By William
Pmb. P.R.H. Pep. 8*©., (ill edge*. 11 . net.

Proctor.—How to Play Whists
with the Laws ahd Btiqvette or
Whist. B* KknaboA. P.ocio., Crown
•vt», ,.lt ed,«. i,. net.

Ronalds.—7//* PltP/shee's E*ro-
By Al. .so Ronalds. With so

.trrst's A B C or
to,-,'orris*. By E. OC So-t.viu.,
M.F.H.. Joint Author of • Some Kanenei***
of an Ir-h R.M.,’ etc. With llluttration.

C£?m ** iht Au,ho*' «'<*
•

t»om»d..
lOft. Dt. Bd

.
— A Kiv*

k

ov
<<*t i ftfid KcAcciiotM

_ # Cnft«LP.ft Thomas*
Staki <»ii>. With to Phoco^fAvute PUtcfta
1 Map and s Plan. J*©., 91. net,

Thompson, Cannan and Doneraile.—Consimp Hahd /.v • Hahd PioorK
SEATStM. By No.ci.trra Q. TioMrao:,
F. Lai-*a Cinu and Vihcovkt Do**.

ember, of the Skalin, Club.

or Golf. ByPark.— The Game
William Pa**.

J
1*87-89. With «7
Iran* in the Text. Crown **©. 7a 6d.

Ilirtelt

I

Across the
of the Toot ol

New Zealand and
By P. F. Wain** With ja

Photograph* Crown
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Abbott. -The Elements or Lock. Baldwin.—A College Manual or
By T. K. Abbott, B.D. tmo.. j*. Kmetobk. By Cmarlkm Scams Baldwin.

A.M., PhD. Ciown S%0-, 41. td.

Aristotle.

The Ethic*: Greek Text, Illustrated DrA... F ,
»ilh Eiaay and Notes. By Sir Aiuu-
M> 0»*»T. Bail * "«** *0. iu. |h. Divu-mi of the fcW™

— 7Vr Elements or Mink :

1 Raamiaation into the Naim* ol

1 Division of the Elementary Sub
of Ufa. By II. Janvii Baooa*.
1. &f. net.

Mooea.D.D. Crown Svo.. tor (W. BlOUtfh.— 7V* Srt/f»K d- MENTAL
Sc,mike : Pi»e Lectures on the Lee. and

Bacon (Faanciai £*•«*•"•**« ?

•

lff*c and Psychology.
' By J. BeoeuM. LL.D. Crown Svo. II. net.

Complete Works. Kditcd by R. L
Kt.ua, Janes Sraooiao and D. D.

lllATM. J vola •wa.^.p.fcf Croxkr (JOMM BhATTIE).
Letters and Lite, including all hia

occasional Works. Edited by Janas CIVILISATION AND PROGRESS being

An Introduction to AeistotlP

s

drwc* ^Bool» l-IV^ (Book X-C-eLw.

Cwi K^. fcT
E

occasional Works. Edited by Janas
Sraomna. y vote. 1*0.. «i

The Essa rs: with Annotationa By
Ricnaao Wnaiaae, D.D. bo, ioe. U.

The Essays: with Notes. By F.
SToae andC. H. OlMon. Cf.lvo.y.W

The Essays: with Introduction.

tv£. a?.
y
fiw T^IttSiSte.

Bain (Al*jundb«>

Mental and Moral Science:

•ion AND PROGRESS .’ King
•s ofa New System of Political,

and Social Philosophy. **0.141.

History or Intellectual Devel-
OEMENT.on theLinesofModetnHvolulki"

Vot I. Svo.. 14*.

VoL II. (/e Jee/eml-n..)

VoL III. Svo, IOS.M.

Fite.—An Introductory Study or
Enact. By Waanae Hra. Ct. tvo . 6i. 6J.

Ot sepataiety.

Part I. Psrutotoer end History or
Pmiosorm-. Crown 61. U.

Part II. THEOMrorRTHKSANDRnKAL
Systems. Ctown Svo, 41. M.

Lock. Part I. Deduction. Cr. Svo,
41. Part II. Induction. Cr.S*o,*t6d.

The Senses and the Intellect.
8*0, IJ».

The Emotions and the Will
Bvo., IJ*.

Practkal Essays. Cr. Kvo. w.

Dissertations on Leading Philip
\

sorutCAL Tones, fco, 71. M. net.

Green (Thoma* Hill).—

T

un Worn
or. Edited by R. L. NlTTiesnii.

Vole. I. and II Philosophical Works, kvo.

VoL III. Miscellanies. With Inde* to the

three Volume, and Memoii. Bvo.. III.

Lectures on the Peincitlks or
PoutKaL OEUCATION. Wilh Preface

bv Baanaan BosavqvaT. Svo.. 51.

GurnhilL— The Morals or Suicide.

By the Rev. J. GounriLt.. B.A. Vol. I,

Crow’ 1*0 . jt. net. Vol. II, Crown Svo..

fi. net.
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LOGIC, RHETORIC. PSYCHOLOGY, ETHICS, AC

Hodgson (Shadworth H.).

Time aso Stack : A Met*physical
Essay. Svo., i6i.

The Theory or Pmactkk: an
Ethical Inquiry. i rota. g**. 141

Thk Philosorhy or Rerlection.
x vol» ho, XU.

Thk Metarhysk or Extreience.
Book I. General Ar.xl,u» of Erpenroce

;

Book II. Poein** Som; Book III.

Am yxii of Conscious Action
.
Book IV.

The Real Universe 4 rota Svo., jBs. net.

Hume.— Thk Philosophical Works
OR David Hour. Edited by T. II Gm>
and T. II. Gaoss. « rota ho.ilt. Or

1

separately, Ratals. a rota. 14* Taeattts
<• Hunan Nails*. 1 «oi« 14a.

James IWilliam, M.D., LL.D).
Thk Will to Bkukyk, sad Other
Essays In Popular Philosophy. Crown
8*0,. 7a. fl«f.

Thk Varieties or Relrgnhh Ex-
perience . s sandy m Homan Nature
Hein* the Gifford Lectures on Nsturtl
H-- 1

< ic«>” dtl.v.red at Edinburgh let

Ladd (Gsoroe Trumbull).
Philosophy or Conduct: a Treatise
of the Kaeta. Principles and Ideal, of
Ethics. 8*0.. 2 xa.

Elements or Physiological Psy-
chology. 8*o. sit.

Outlines 01 Descriptiyk Psycho-
logy: a Ten Book of Mental Science for
Collecee and Normal Schools 8va, tu.

Outlines or Physiological Psr-

Talks to Teachers om P retro-
logy, amp ro Students on some or.
Lire's Ideals. Crown »>».,, «

ustinUn. — The Institutes or
JusrunAN 1 Latin Teat, chieffy that of
Huachke, with English Introduction. Tran*
latlon. Note*, and Summary. By THeeaas
C. Sannast. M.A. 8ro. t»i

Kant (ImmanurlL
Critique or Practical Reason,
aho Other IYoees on the THeoet or
Sthks. Ttanslated by T. K. Assort.
B.D. With Memoir iro, tax. 6f.

Fundamental Princirles or the
UeTaRHYSK or K THKS. Translated b*
T. K. Assort, B.D. Crown Bro, jr

Introduction to Lock, and his
Essay on thm Mistatin Surrn rr m
the Roue Figures Translated b* T.
K. Abbott. 8*0.. 61

Kelly.—Government om .Iuman
R solution. By Eowoud Kau.1, M.A.

.

F.O.S VoL I. Justice. Crown 8*0. 7.. «.
net. Vol. II. Collect*.m and lodnidsahtm.
Crown 8 vo.. it».M net.

K 1 1

1

i ck.—Handbook to Mum's
System or Ijkk. By Rev. a. H.
Kiluci, M.A. Crown 8*0.. ji 6d.

Peimre or Psychology. Cr. 8vo„
K “

Lecky(William Edward Hartpolu).
The Mar or Lire; Conduct and
Character. Crown Bvo, ja. net.

HlSTOMY OR EuKOREAN MORALS
troh Augustus tv Chariemauhe, t
•ole. Crown »*o

,
aoe. net.

A Survey or English Ethics;
be** the Pest Chapter of W. B. H.
Lechy'a • llwtory of European Morals ',

lidded, with Introduction and Notes, by
W. A. Mi. st. Crown iro, >a. M.

History or thm Rise and Int/.u-
bske OR SHE Spirit or Pationaiisu
in Europe. a *ols. Cl. 8vo. , tor net.

JJPMKRACT AND I.IEKRTY.
IaLyetj hdttium. a iota Ivo., Jfta.

CoHrH K4.Ii**. 1 vol.. Ct.Sro, loa.net.

Lutoslawski. -The Oeicin and
Growth or Plato's Lock. With an
Accottna of Plato's StyW and of the ChroetO
kO*y of hit Wailings. My WlNCBKTY
Li ioiuwui. 8*0., aaa.

M»x Muller (P.).

TheScience or Thought. bvo, 21a.

The Six Systems or Indian Phil-
osophy. Crown Bvo, 7a. M. net.

T/rrp Lectures on the Vedanta
Philosophy. Crown 8*0, ji.

Mill (Jomk Stuart).
A System or Lock. Cr. bvo, 3s. 6d.
On Limekty. Crown bvo, it. 4d.
Consummations on Rspresenta-
ttys GoyemnmER T. Crown 8*0.. 11.

Utilitarianism. 8vo, is. 6d.
Examination of Sir William
Hamiltons Pihlosotht. 8*0, 16a.

Nature, the Utility or Religion,
and Theism, lloee Eaaays. 8*0, ja.
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Mental, Moral, and Political Philosophy—continued.

LOGIC. KHF.TOKIC. PSYCHOLOGY. ETHICS. f-C.

Mo nek. — Ah 1hteoducth>h to

Look. IW Wmua Hsaav S. Mo««.
M.A. Crown ».o.. ji.

Myers.—Humah Pkesohauty and
iis Sueyiyal or Boom Death. Hy
Famine W_H. M.m. t rots. Ho,
|U. n«i.

Pierce. -Studies ih Auditom r ahd
Visual Space Perceptton: EMt> on

|

kipenmental l*»«l»lo0. By A. H.
I’iiici. Crown 4vo.. 6*. M. Ml.

Richmond.— The M/hd or a Child.
By Ennis Richmond. Cl. Ho., y. M. act

Romanes.—Mihd add Morton amd
Mount By Oaoaoa Jo— Ro-*»»*.
Cl. Ho., 41. <W

Sully (Jambs).

Ah Essay on Laugh tee : its

7ME HunAH Mihd: a Text-book o<
Psychology. a rota. Ho., ill.

Outuhes or Psychology. Crown

The Tsacmee’s Hahprook Or Psr-

Studies or Childhood.
m flrf. IWI

Childeeh's Ways: being
Horn 1ha Author’* •M*Ui oI

With a* HluMislion*. Ciown Ho. W
Sutherland. - The Oekih ahd
Growth or ihe Moral Unmet. By
Aliiandi* SutHintann, M.A. a rota.

8v©., i8».

Swinburne. — Pktvee Lock : an
Attempt to Popularise the Science el

Reaaoning. By Airsso Ji»u Swt*uts»*.

M.A. With 13 Woodcut* Ci.

Thomas.— Ihtvitive Svgces non.
By

J.
W. Thomas. Author of Spuitual Law

in the Natural World,' etc. Crown 8vo..

y. 6d.net.

Webb.— 7V* Veil or Isis: a Series

d Essay. on Idealism. By Thomas B.
Waas. LL.D. Q.C. 8vo.. 101. M.

Weber.

—

Histoey or Philosothy
By Altoso Waaaa. Prolet** rn the Uni-

rorsisy of Suasburr. Translated by Fs.ns
Thill*. Pfc-D. Ho.. i6i.

Whately (Archbishop).

fiacoh"s Essays. With Annotations.

8va.

EtsHrxv or Logic. Cr.Hva.4j. 6./.

Eishshts or Emetveic. Cr. 8vo.,

4J 6-

Zeller (Dr. Edwabd).
The Stoics, Epicueeahs, ahd
SCEPTKE Translated hr the Rev. O. J.
Hair nil. M.A. Crown Ho., ijj.

Outuhes or the Histoey or
Greek Phhosophy. Tianslated by
Sabah V. Aixavna and Rvblvm Abbott,
M.A.. LL.D. Ciown Ho, 101. «.

Piatu ahd the Oldee Academy.
Translated by Saiah F. Alliynr and
ALraao Oooowm. B.A. Ciown 8*0.. 1 Bi.

SOCEAYES AHD THE SOCEAT/L
Schools Translated by tbs Rev. O.

J. Kbichsl, M.A. Crown Bvo.. loa. 6d.

Akhtotlkahd the Eaeliee Peed
ratenet. Translated by B. F. C Cob-
T*no«. M.A . and J. II Muibmcbh
M.A. a rols. Ciown 8vo.. a.i.

STONYHURST PHILOSOPHICAL SERIES

A Mahual or Political EcvHvnr. Moral Philosophy (Ethics urn
By C. S. Divas, MA. Crown 8*0, 71. U. Natural Law-). ByJo«m Rkkaiv. S.J.

Crown S*o_. 51.

First Peihciplms or Khowledge.
By Ions RiCBABv.S.I. Crown 8ro,u.

Natvkal Thedlocv. By Bernard
Geheeal Ms faphysics. By John Bosom*. S.J. Crown 8vo., 61. 6d.

Rickaby. S.J. Crown 8vo., $*.

Logic. By Kicmabd F. Clarke, S.J. Psychology. By Michael Mahir,
Crown Ho, JI. S.J, U.Litt.. M.A. (l-ond.). Cl. 8vo.. 6.. U.
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History and Science of Language, &o.
• LEADING

•ur English IV.

cmplilted. By
M.A Ftp. fee, jj. td.

AND IttntT-

Wiuiui L. D»imo>.

Graham.— E-vaisr/
ClwM md
iisrciwn By G

Max Muller (F.).

The Science or Lamm.
Crown too, lot.

PlOGEArHIES or Words,
Hour or tiu Asyas.

Synonyms. I

Muller (F.)—iontinaed.
Curs rron a Granan WoEKSHor.
VoL 111. Essays on Lanouace and
LitatATlva. Crown too, is.

I-ast Essays. Pint Series. Essays
on l»mp. Folk Ion and other Sub
JOCSa. Crown ho, 51.

Roget.

—

Thesaurus or English
Worm and Ft

a. i volt.
| ZZZLZl

AMD THE
• S*.

O^ldcaaand

au'sr
ii

M.D., P.R.8.
Clown *vo.. $i "«•

AMD
,

Ashley (W.I.).
English Economic History
Throat. Crown fee*. hnl.u
!!,»**

Surveys, His toak and Economic.
Crown «w, 9' «•*.

The Ad/vs toant or Wages: a
Study on the Coni and Iron
Great Britain and the III

With 4 May. ha. isa.

fiainsH Industries . a Series of

7ha ELAMtirrs or Banking. Cr.

Tha ^Theory
KING.

Tut

Political Economy, Economics, &o.

Agacy.—

A

>aa Taade. FaoracnoM, Macleod (Hurry Dunning)—-tout.
DuHIIHO. BOUHliaS AND PlftllSTIAL
TAtirn. By Ht«i» A. AeaiY. too.

I

.

A„D PtACTHA OK
Banmng. Vol. L toe, i at. VO. II. «4i.

The Theory or Caao/r. 8vo.
In i VO., ys.ietin separately, VO.
I. ms. net. VO. II., Part I, las. net.
VO II, Part II. ice. net.

Indian Curbrncy. 8vo, u. M. nel.

MUL— Political Economy. By

BStvaat Mnt /«»./« HMl*m. Cr.
H*d. Life*. BSMm. . .O. tofeJM.

Mulhall.—Industries and Wealth
or SrriOHt. By Micm.ii 0 . Mclh.il.
P.aS. Wldi |s Disclaim. Ct.lvtt.8l.6d.

I AsMlty. Crowe fett. Jt « n*t StUrgiS. THA PAIMK MiNIETER's
Bagehot

—

Economic Studies. Ur r<Hr„is, • Mad. and Some Thought..
WaLTlB Baoikot. Crown fee , W By Jcua* Btvnolt feo.. II. net.

Balfour— Economic .Votes on In- Symea. - Political Bconomt : a
u,aa Farr Trade. By the K*h« Meet. J*ort Teat-book O Pobfcel Economy.
Artnvr Jaasea uT to®, ' V«h PioNem. lor Solution. Hint. fo.

•ewed. ii. nel
; doth. IX 64. net. SopOeancnury Reading. end a huppte.

BasfiffBS* ssss'a tSS•»• ” “ ’

,and llBNBlBTTa Bsantrr. Crown fee. fa lOJObCG.- LtCTUfSS ON THE In
Brassey. -Pirn - — 1

ooetmal KaroumoN or
i

By varli

LBV,
iAeihon. 1'd.tedby

' Yms Of Pro-
ems AND THA Saw Fiscal touct.
By Lord Ba.aasv, KCS, D.C.L. fee.
«wcd. u. net

; doth, n. 64. net.

Devas.—A Manual or Political
Economy. By C. 5. Dave*. UA Cr. feo_
7*- 64. [SlmjhnU rktUttfluAl Strut.)

Dewey—Financial Histoat or tha
United States. By D.via Rkh Dtwir
Crown 8vo. 71. fid. net.

Leslie.—Essa vs on Political Ecu
NOMT. By T. E. Cinva Learn
LL.D.. Dub. Svtt. tor. 64.

Macleod (Henry Dunning).
Bimetallism. 8vo., 51. net.

ON
t tarn Cam-

By Arnold Toynbib.TVAY IN EM.LAHD.
fee., iota. 64.

Webb. — Ijsndon Education, tty
burnt Wise. Crone »vo.. u. 64

.
net.

Webb (Sidney and Beatrici).

TSa Hisroar or TrAoa Unionism.
With Map and Bibliography. too, 7. . 64 .

net.

Isdvstaial D1hocract : a Study
"Trade L'motuam. a vdi. 8<o, tu.net.

Paoblams or Modern Industry,
fee, sa. net.

Tur History or Liquor Licensin',
ih England, ram.1rAi.1t raou ijvu m
I8JCL Crown fett, u. 64. net.
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— SOCIAL
w La^o. M.A., LL.D.

:

By J. J.
AnciRfiOK,

Evolution, Anthropology, &c.

Annandale and Robinson.—Fas- Lang and
CKVLl Utun.Hiii : Anthropological awd Oaten*. By Audi
Zoological Rcaulli of an Evpedmo- »o and ft/vtl Lao
Beak and the Sian**c Malay Seato. Avo.. 10. M. net.

r.
,

and
liu^c^R^ A w^ Packard-^^ ™ *>u*oaa

IW and lHo.ua.--. .be T... da- ~
|5T

- -
YNMOfOUSir. Part I. 4to. IV »*1 lnn*Ut>°a% oi hit ntm*a on utC™*

frs-i"
1 - " 5trs»vrn^i.2rea

IJouraiOna Large Ciown 8vo.. Qi. net

Aj£3i,
}32SSZKZSZ (o-o... jc).

a^u* *!£d
l,

'iui»a.

0*n EiSA rs. Ed. by C. Lloyd Morgan.

Clodd {Edward). a* &**"1"*™* WBamm
Thm Sroar or CtaA™*J Dam awt. Txo taraa Drawn*: an

” * E.poc.— ofth. Darwinian Theory
,
and a

lion*. Clown R*o.. j.. M. Dwen—ton on Port Darwinian Qucetlomi.
Af/J“*^.ErJ. V

.IL°Z
:
. **« I- T. D.....U. TNROAV. With

rofiulu Abodged r.dit—a oi Ibe Siery iw. ...a ...
of Oration’. WMh

Doubt* about Darwinism. By •
Nam-Darwiniau. Crown *•©.. jr 5d.

Keller.—Quaaias in Mthxocxafny.
By Atat »» O.LUW.f Kauja. PVD.
Fcp. 8v©.. u. nat

PWWatlol Darwin and ia$ llliMlMiOM.
Crown 1*0. . iex M.

Darwinian Quaariona:
nd UliUly. With Portrait of

and j Illu*tial-*n« Cr. 8vo..

III. Pom Darwinian OutalIon. •

I—Ianon and Phywolof.cal Retortion.

Crown 8*0. ja-

The Soienoe of
Balfour. — Tut Fouxpatkxs or
Hautr l being Nora* Inti.

of Theology. By .he High.
I

AnTHirn jam* Ba.rova. Cr. Ito. Si. ixt

Baring-Gould.— Txa Oaten* axd
Oataicrxaxr or Hattetoct Hauar.
By the Rev. S. Ba.i.c-Govio. a wb.
Ciown 8vo., j>. bt each.

Campbell.—Fbliciox ix Gaaax Lt-

TartTVKB By Iha Rev. Law.* CamVMIL.
M.A., LL.D. 8vo.. 151.

James.— 7«* Vakh nts or Ft-
UOtOVS E imriaxcB

.

a Slady in Human
Nature. Being die G.lfard Lectnret on

Natural Religion delivered ax Edmberrh m
1001190a. My WiLitair Jans*. LL.D..
etc. 8vo.. in. net.

Lang (Andrsw).

Mack axd Fmliciox. Bvo., ioj. W.
Custom axd Myth: Studies of

Marly H«|r and Babel W.th it
Illuatianona. Crown 8*0. 51. bd.

Myth, Ritual, axd Ftuctox. 2

vole. Crown 8vo., 71-

Religion, &o.

Lang (Andrrw)—ron/ii. iirrf.

Mooaax Mytholocv ; a Reply to

Prodw*or !*la« Muller. 8*0.91.

Thi Makixc or Fr/.tctox. Cr. 8vo.,

V- "*•

Max MUUer (The Right Hon. !•’.).

Tnt Silts 1ax //oassntan {'Das
FnnwrCai.A : Qorrtion. of the Hour
amweied by F. Max MCilkb. With a

Preface by J. E*iu* CaartnilH. Ciown
•’«. »«-

Cnirs raoM a Offmax WoaxsMOr.
Vol. IV. Et*ay* on Mythology and Folk-

lore. Crown In., v-
Tut Six Systfms or Indian
Phildsothy. Clown 8*0.. 7*. Ad. net.

CoxraiaunoNS tv rxt ScttNca or
UriMOLocr. t »ol"- 8vo. yti

The Orkin and Growrn of Fan-
CtOX. a* Moorated by the Religion* of

India The llibbrrt Lccwret, de'i.eted

at the Chapter Hoot*. WeMninatnt
Abbey. W i8jR. Crown 8*0., 51.
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The Science of Religion, &c.

—

ton/mufti.

Max Muller (The Ri»;hi Hon. P.)

—

iomtiniud.

/xntoDixnox to tut .Si/e.v, * o>
A‘8U\.n)X

:

Komi Lectures dchvcicd *1 the
Royal InuitalsMi. Ciom *«o^ ji-

Natural Rklhuox. The Gifford
Lecture*, delivered before the Univeeut.
ol Gta*t;ow in IMS Crown a«o.. ja

/‘humcal Ri/huox. The Gifford
Lectures, delivered before the I’ouftiii
of (lla>|Ow in iHqo Crown frro . yi-

Axtiiaotolockal Rh.huox. The
OMord Lecture., deleted before the Uni-
venny a! GU.(ow in .*,< Cr. be®.

Tutosorur, v* Pmxhoiockai Rr
LA.ni/r. The Gilford l «i«v
b*(M« the I'ninnit) of OUifv> i» 1*0*.
Clown Svo., 51.

Max Muller (The KiKhi lion F.)_

Tutu /JCTPHXS off rt/H Yroaxta
pHiuiiorur, delivered at the Royal
Institution n Match. iK»,. Cl. bvo.. 5..

/-Aif Ess.irs. Second Series

—

Ewa>> on the Science of Religion

CfO«rn Kn. $j.

Oakesmith. — Thk Relictax
fur® « a Pagan Cued of Apostolic
Tam. An K.vsjv. By Jmu Otmwili,
D I .at., M \. Crown H.o,, ji. net.

Wood-Martin <W. 0,).

Thai** or rut. F.t par Faiths oa
I**t **o . a Kolkiurc Sketch. A 1

1

ami
look uf In nli Pre-Christian Traditions
With i«t Hnill lih * volt. H.O.,

y* "«•

/««.**• /mklaxp : «n ArehicoloRiotl
Sketch. A Handbook ol llith II.

.

ChfkMan Anii<|tUti«.. With Jll III,.,

bvo., IJI

by I'ttti

Classioal Literature, Translations, &o.

Abbott.--//"/ if" • A Colkci tor Harvard Studies in Classical
ol F.mayt on Oink Poetry. l'h.V«s#«ki PhJolo**. lotted by a Lomiinttro ol thi

History, and Religion. Edited by I salt Cla»KaTl»>titKtoi. of lliiv.nd UnivetMl)
AbbOTT, M.A.. LL.D. Cro-n row r.l Vo*. XL. XII. .<*».; XIII., .gni

XIV. i«oj. ho. U. IWf. net each
A*schylus. EvMKjnru • r> « in

tut. With Metrical English lia-aar-m Hime.

—

IJXtAX, r/lA Sl'KIAM Sa •

Dy J. K. Davtaa. ««, y>. rowr. Dy l.wui -Col lltsn W. I.. Him*,

Aristophanes. - Tnr Acharhtax
Uu ' »* nM

'*‘7? Homer. Tuf Opysey of //»„>*.
VetM. DyR.b Tv...it Crown twx.ia |l&̂ Xffl< Hlm.,

Becker (W. A.). Translated by the «'—'*• Crown »« "*«•

Re. r. MiTcat n. B D Horace. Tuf Wanes or Horacr,
Callus : or, Roman Scenes tn the akwrarp am Rwu.ixn Pmnr. With
Time of Augustus. With Note and K«- Ltlr. Introduction a-.d Note. Ily Wit 1 l*M
cumin.. With llliistiatwm-. Crown Covtlb, M.A. Crown hvo.. yi nel.

Charkles: or. lllu.tr.'ion* ol the f™'
B>'

Private Life of the Ancient Greeks
Crown. «vo., net.

* Lucian. - TfAHs^noxs iroh
IUu.uat.ons Crown bro.. v «. LlXIAX. H, Atwtv.k M. CANmatl.

Campbell.—AVi/c/o/r ur Gamut /j- D*vi.^o>. m.a. Edin. Crown 8va. jj. "«»•

TfRAHKE. By the Rev. Lt»n 1 . _ . „ , on
M.A,. LL.D.. Emeritus PioL.-or of (uni. Ogllvie.—I/OKAf. I.AHSAA t Studio*
L'niveiuty of St. Andrews. Sro.iu Synonym, and Syntax It, .he late

_
,

_ Rontni OctLvii. M.A.. 1.L.D.. H.M. Chill
Cicero.—C/CfKOS CofffsroXPf-Xtt. I ol Scho.4 . for Scotland. Ed.ltd
By R. V. Tvnuat-L Vol» I.. ||.. III. Svo.. by Ai»*»'tn Socjia. M.A. «.tli a
rach in. Vot. IV.. iu VoE V.. t,t. Memoir by lour* OniLYII . M »

.
I I..D.

Vol. VI.. lit. VoL VII. lode., 7.. «. *>o-. ijl rJ. net.
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Classioal Literature, Translations, &o continued.

Rich.—A Dictiomary or Romam amp Virgil—continued.

Gastt A xrnjvrnai. By A. R>c*. BA
With Moo Woodcan Crown S.O.. b. net.

Sophocles.—Translated into English
Vcitc. By Rosa.T W.niuw. BA.

Mold in Rugby Scfco*L

—7J/a Chamactrrs
Tin

,

Tn
By Cuastas E.

A. H»»o»b, Pro
Kcp. S'®., u. Sd. net.

Tyrrell — Dubli* Tmamslation
i*ro amo Latum vbbim Rdiud
by R. Y. Timiu. •*«, b.

Virgil.

Tub Romms or Visc.il. Translated
into F.ngtiah Proa* by Jon*
Ciown 8*0.. b.

Tub .Ealip or Virgil. Translated
into English Verse by Jons Comihotoh.
Crown l*o.. b.

Tut .Exlips or Vise il. Done into

E«gt-h Vera*. By William Moists.
Ciown **•.. }i. net.

Tub .Emid or Virgil, freely trana-

laud iaio English Blank Vcn*. By
W. J. Tmosnmilu Ciown Bvo., b. nat.

Ths /Emaid or Virgil. Tranalated

into English Vo* by Janas Rmoaoss.

iL VI. Ciown 8*0., %L

iVIL XII. Crown 8vo. 51.

Tut EctocuBs AMD Gsoruns of
V1m.11. Trandatod into llngli.h I ‘iota

by I. W. Mackail. Fellow of B.Uk.1

College. Oiloid. Ibno
. J..

Wilkin*.—7>ra Growth or ths
HoMBAKtoBMi ByO.Wii.iMs bvo..b.

Poetry and the Drama,

Arnold. -TUs Lightor thr World: Cochrane.—Collected Verses. Uy
or, The Oieal Coni.mallow By Ssr Alisid Cmn.as., Author ot • The Ke.

KnwiM Asmolo. With Is llhstuaiwns u.r. NtM, and other Verm. 1 Levioi*

•hei Holma. Hunt. Ciown 8*0 . y wet PMetfo.' tic With a » iont..plece by H. J.

taa. Pep. bo. y. net

)abney.— Tut Musual Basis or
Vrrrr a Sclent IAc Study of the Fein.

opb» ot Poe** composition. By J. F.

Crown »vo, b. 6d. nel.

Bell (Mat. Hugh).

Chamrsr Comao/rs . a CoUatiion Core- Booth. a.v A’i/ks.
at Play, and Monologue* lor the Diawlwg Qtu,, P.mtio By Eva Go.. I

Room. Crown 8*0.. y. net.

,
AMD

Boom.
Crown bo. 11 W. net.

Clyt*hmestra : a

Fairy Talr Plays, amp Hoa- to Traorot. Bv a.'.oij. F. G.art*. With

ACT T"t* With 91 Diagram* awd y » F.«<»oi by ho.... Y. T...ILL, Litt.D.

llluttiaton*. Crown B*A, Ji- *!

Graves.
*r.

Clean Iva, %t. net.

Hither and Thither: Son** and

Nukssmy CoMEore*. Twelve T.ny J™* B
>..

lhe *«** 04 <Time* ar>d

R1*y* for Children. Fcap. «n>.. M- 6* rep. ®vo., 51*

Ingelow Okah)

male) Fiom • Fairy Tale Play, and LyRKAL AMD OTHER FORMS. SCICC-

How 10 Ac. Them \ With IBlralil. s. i led from U« Wreinj. of Ju. I.OSLOW.

ram* and Mode. Cr.8*o.. <ew<d.6d. | Fcp »*o.. ... W. doth plain. j» doth gilt.
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Poetry and the Dram*—continued.

Kendall. — Potms of J/emry
ClaRR.vcm Kexoall With Memoir by
PIBDMICK C. KiaiMiL. Croon avo.. 6s.

Lang (Andrew).

Grass of Paamassvs. Ftp Svo.,
ii. M. net

The Blue Potrtr Book. lulitcd

by Anoaaw Lana With loo IButrationi

Crown 1*0.. gilt edges. 6s.

Lecky.—Poems. By William F.i>-

**«» Haarpoi.t Lice*, fey ba.ji

Lytton (The P.arl of). (Owa*
Mbrumtii).

The Wasohaa Cr. 8vo , io«. 64.

Lirent. Crown 8va, ioj. 64.

Stiterto Potms. Cr. 8m. to*. 64.

Macaulay .

—

La vs ofAmciemt Rome,
with,' Ivor' aso • Tut Armada \ By
Lord Ms.tt/LAY.

IUnit i airi by O. SCMII. Pep. «IO. IOL 64

Morris (William)—eontinutd.

Poems by rut Wav, amd Love is

Emkkm. Ciown l»o.. ji. net.

Tut Odyssey of Homes. Done
into English Vow Ciown 8vo.. ji. net.

The &msids of Virgil. Doue
•no English Vera*. Crown 8vo„ ji. net.

The Tali of Beowulf, sometime
Kimo of tub Foieof the Wedeecbats.
T rinsisted by Wiluam Mo.ui and A.

J. Wyatt. Crown 8*0.. js. net.

C«tala of the PoertCAL Wont may .ho be
had in the following Editions I-

Tut Eaetmly Paead/se.
rofMiiai Ldiuon. j sols. nmo.. asi.

i

or Ji- each. sold separately.

The same m Ten Pails, ijs.; oi u . M.
each, sold separately

Cheaf Edition. In i vol. Ciown 8vo.,

Kcp. «l®. 6f sewed, n. (lesh

IwMiated by J. R Wtovuj.. Crown
8vo.. ji. net.

Annotated Ed.tfon Pep. 8*0..

ii. W cloth

MacDonald.—A BooeofSteife, if
THE FOEM OF THE Durr OF AM OLD
Soul I Poems. By Gaom.s MuDonie
LL.D. tSmo.ft.

Poems by rut Way. Square crown

Tut DtFtMet or Guefeveee, *nd
Other Pom-. Cheapet lmpte«>on
Pep. h». ll M. ML
V For Mi. William Motiis't othei

Woiba, see pp. 17, al, jy and «o.

Mors et Victoria. Cr. Hvo., 5*. net.

*.* Thie is a drama in three aeta, the
scene of which it laid in Prance
shoitly alter the maaaatte of HI.

4 VOU

Morris (William).

POETIC*!. WORKS -LiaaaaY Eorrto-
Complete ut n solnmes. Crown 8*o..

petce jj- "et ml*-

The Earthly Paradise. 4 vol*
Crown 8»o.. ja. net each.

The Life amd Death of Jasom.
Crown Ivo.. ja. net.

The DtFtMet of Guemevefe, and
other Poems. Ciown S*o.. y neL

The StoryofSigurd thf. Volsvmc,
amo The Fall of the Xielum. Cr.

Svo.. ji. neL

Morte Arthur: an Alliterative Poem
of the Fourteenth Century. Edited Itom
the Thornton MS., with Introduction,
Notes and Otetnary. By Maav M action
Sanaa Fcp. Svo.. ji. 6rf.

NesbiL—Lays amd Lrcfmds. By B.
Neaar. (Mia. Heater Ul»-d). Pirn.
Scrtea. Crown 8*0. Ji 6rf. Second Series.

With Portrait. Crown 8*0.. 51.

Riley.— Old Pash/omrd Roses

:

Poems. By Jahis Whitcomb Kilby.
amo. gill top, it.

Romanes. -A Selbct/om from the
Poems of Geoece Joes Fomamrs. At.A.,
1,1.0. PJLS. With an Introduction by
T. H tracer WaaatM. President of Mag-

, dalen College, Oeford. Crown Svo., *1. 6d.
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Poetry and the Drama—amtinued.

Trevelyan.—Cecilia
Drirn* By R. C.
•wx. u. fU r»cl

Savage-Armstrong.—Ballads or
Dows. By G. F. 3*vu,>-AiMSiic»b.
M.A., D.Liu. C

Shakespeare.

Bowdlbe's Family Shasesteaie.
W

‘‘ntS^ ‘ ’"L

Gohzac.a : a
TafcviLVAN. Fcp.

Wagner. Niebluhceh Run .

Dooc .au. EngUh Verse by Kkgikaip
Ra««i*. B.A.. of ibe Inno Temple, Barri*.

Or F«p.

THtSHAKtStBAKB BlRTHDAY BjOK.
By Max F, Dc»*»*.

Stevenson.—A Child’s Gardes or
Vrmsbs. By Roaaat Loci* Siivinoon.
Fcp. *«x, g,it lop, v

v^- R»u»# Goli The Valkyri*. Fcp.

VoL II. SscgfoeaL The Twilight ol lh«
Go4». Fcp. •«©. fill lop. «j. 6d.

Wyid. — Tub Dread Ihurho ;
NOW* 1m Ucg.nncr. ao ih« Slody of Danw.
By M. Aik. W.lo Walk

" ' ’

Fcep Svo. xa. of. net.

.
(*• )•

Vocms Puruu.
•Funch ’.l

Eton Sen**. Wuh
Biikaid Paiiiido*.

SmmiVswW*. Wl* »J lUwrtiaiaorwby
J.

Bbbnabo pAiiaiooa. Cr. •"». gdt top.

J». not.

The Mam mom Bla.ykley’s. and

wITh Biaiaii
Paitbidoi. Cl. *vO„ gill lop, y. aei.

Fiction, Humour, Sio.

Bottome.—hra, rut /nraaraaraa.
(Kc printed from By Pm-tue Botto-a. Crown «vo.. 6r.

Mianoaw by I. Churctyll. -Saveoia : a Ta
Cl. *. g>N Revolution an Laaianfa. By

SraaKaa Cavaonu- M.P. Cr.

Tale of the
WlNITOH

Bailey (H. C.*
Uy I*adv or Obahve: a Romance

of Ihe Netherlands la the Day* of AJ
Wa.h * IlluXialioiu. Clown »«x. U.

Karl or F.e$ach : a Tale of the
Than* Year*' War. Crown »*o. 6*.

Tub Mas rax or Gray: a Tak of
Ihe Day* of Maiy Qw* of 9*0**-
Crown 8*0., 6*.

Beaconsfield (The Earl of*

Novels a.vd Tales. Complete
la ii «ol» Crown ho., la.M
•" II *>>•». «>ll wp. iji. act.

Vinaii Grey.
1^Zm7L£Sa

i
1

A*ry
»,on in

Ham" : The In-

Th* R.w of I

Converse.—Lorn Will : a Tale of
Wai Tyle. and iht l’r..ant Rimng in the•" By Flo.»i.c« Coa-

WaU 6
Crown dvo., S*.

by Oartm

—By the Ramparts or
Romance of Jehu. King of

A* hold Davanroar, with
by Larai «U>T Srai i*. Crown

By L.

Novels a.yd Tales.
REDES EDITTOS. Wilh
ll Vignctlc*. II voia.

Dougall. - Biocars All.
Dovoall. Crown l*o.. y. 6f.

Doyle (Sir A. Conan*
Micas Ciaekb: A Tale
month-* Rebellaoo. With I

Iron*. Cl. ByO.. s». 6af

The RarucEEs: A Tale of
Hogncnoti Wrth 1} IHu.lf.lK.na.

The Staek Ml’hro Letters. Cr.
*"»• » «
The Cartaih or the Polestar,

Talc*. Cr. Svo.. jr. M.

of Mon-
llluMia-

the
Cr.

'.—Tub Sous o Cormac, aV
Tales or OntSR MsVs Sossr lri*h

Legend*. Uy Alois Dvina* With S II-

by M«*a E. Lvkhokb- Crown
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Fiction, Humour, &c.

—

continued.

Farrar (F. W.. late Dram or Cam. Haggard (H. Ride*)—ioulinueJ.
TBBSUiy).

Daekmess and Da urn: or.

in the Days of Nero An Halone Tale.

Cr. 8vo.. gib top. 6*. "*l.

Gathsttsc Clouos: a Tale of the
Day» of St Chiytouom Cl. bo. e>k
•op. 6*. net

Fowler (Edith H.).

The Younc Pestenoses, A Story
of Child Life. With n _

BtATtKS. With Frontispiece and
Vignette. Crown Eva. it bd.

Black Heaet and White Heaet,
and orah Storm. With it Muttra-
noen. Crown 8vo.. Ji. bd.

Cleofatea. With »o llluatrationa.
Crown »*©.. jr. bd

Colonel Qu

A

titch, V.C. With
.Cr. Bvo., ji.&f.

Sir rnmr Buana-Jonsa. Dawn. With 16 llluatrationa. Cr.
•wt. y. «

The Professor's Chudeem. With Dm. Theene. Crown 8vo., 31. 6d.
gJBuMiWk-.hy Et».l K*>» Bveoeet

£mk Beknteyu.^ With 51 Illua-

TtS t) <M,
‘- 3!* *

Cheistian Thai : a Story of Muei-
cal Life. Crown Bv©., 61

PIAndsk's Widow. Cr. 8vo.. Of.

Yeoman Fleetwood. With Fran-
(apiece. Crown 8%©.. |i. net

Pastoeals or Domset. With 8
lllutlra<»r. Crown Bvo. 61.

The Manoe Paem. With Frontia*
piece bv Ciauu C. ov P.J
Crown Bvo., 6r.

Crown 8v©., y. Od.

I Joan Haste. With so llluatrationa.

Ceown ©.. y «W.

Lvseetn. With a6 llluatrationa.

/.VCHC.ATE Hall
Crown bo., 6t.

a Romance.

Froude. - The Two Chiefs of Dun
Cent
5*-'

DOT: an Irieh Romarceof(he LM Centnry.
By Janbo A. Fiovof Cr. bo. jr. bd.

Haggard Side. The : being Kuaya
in Fiction. By the Author of * Time* and
Days' ' Auto d» Ft.’ Ac- Crown •»©.. jj-

Haggard (H. Rider).

Allan Qoatemmain. With 11
Ilhratraiiona. Crown Svo. ji bd.

Pofnlu EMUon bo. tewed. bd. net. !

Alias’s Wife. With 34 III

•ion*. Crown 8ro, jr. bd.

Haiwa's Keyence. Cr. 8vo., is. 6d.

Hostelone's Davchtee. With a*
DhMteUone. Crown Bvo, yr. bd.

He Heeson s Will. With 16
IHaetration*. Crown bo, 31. bd.

Nada the Lily. With 23 llluatra-

uom Crown Bvo., 31. bd.

Peael-Maides : a Talc of the
Tall ofJerusalem. With 16 Illustration*.

Crown Bvo.. Sr.

She. With 33 llluatrationa. Crown
too.».U.

Stella Pmecelius : A Tale of
Three Destinies. Crown Svo., 61.

Swallow : a Tale of the Great Trek.
With S Illustration*. Crown Bvo.. 31. «•

The Peofle of the Hist. With
6 IlluuraboM. Crown 8*0., 3«. bd.

The Witch’s Head. With t6
Crown Svo., Ji. bd.
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—

comitmwd.

Haggard and Lang.— The Worlt/s
Desire. By H Ridii and
ANOttw La»g. With t7 IllMUtioaL
Ciown 8 vo.. ji. 6d.

Harte.—fs rut Caeqcinmi Woods.
By Baar Haiti. Ciown Iw., ja. U

Hope.

—

The Heart or Princess
Osea. By Amtmoki Hoi*. With g IUoa-
traliona. Ciown •«>.. jj. Ad.

Howard.— Tut Failure or Success.
By Lady Mint Howato. Ciown Sro..
T.l

Hutchinson. -A Friend orNelson.
By Hoaaca O. HvTianm. Cr. S«*. ti.

Jerome.—Srerents nr Lavruder :

BLUE ANDGREEN By Jiiom K. Ju
Auiboi oi ' Thioo Me. In . Boot.'

Ciown Svo.. v. W.

Marchmont—Is the Name or a
Woman: a Romance. By Annul W.
Maichmovi. With 8 Illiauauont. Crown

Mason and Lang. -Parson Krllt.
By A. E. W. Mamm and AkDaiw Lamo.

Max Mailer. — Deutsche Lieee
(Git tun Lo»rt FiAfinrnu bom the

**»*•• of an Altai. Cofleciad by P. Mai
MCixaa. Trandated bom the German by

0. A. M. Ciown Svo
.
(ill lop. y.

Melville (G. J. Whvtr).

Joyce.—Old Kohances

liiah Romantic T.U» Tr.rUa.cd bom lb.

Oaalic. By P. W. tores. LLD. Crow.
«**>. j«. U.

Lang (Andrew).

A Honk or Firt ; • Story of the .. . ,
Day. of Joan of Are. Wi* .j III—.. Morm (WlLUAM).

Tht Quaen'a M

Ciown bo., li Ad. each.

Kasr
D.«by Gland.

"one by Sbiwy* Imaca. Ciown Sro..

V-M.
The Disentanclers. With 7

Pull-part llluairaticni by H. J. Foau.
Crown Htk>.. 61.

Lyall (Edna).

The Hinderers. Crown 8vo.
, is.6d.

The Autobiographyor a Slander.
Pep. 8*0., If.

Ilona by Lamcslot Sitae.
8«o.. u. Ad. net.

Doreen. The Story of a Singer.

Wa yearinc Hen. Crown Svo., 6*.

Hope the Hermit : a Romance of
Borowdile. Crown 8to.. 6s.

The Sundeminc Flood. Cr. 8vo.,

pa. Ad.

The Watee or the Wondrous
/RLE*. Ciown 8*0. yi. Ad.

The Well at the World’s End.
a rota. Sro. afta.

The Wood Beyond the Woeld.
Clown Sro.. 6>. net.

The Stoky or the Guttering
Plain, which hn been al«o called The

Land of the Liri«m Men. or The Acre

of Ihe Undying. Square po« Bva,

S’- <*«•
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Fietion, Humour, ha.—continued.

Morris (William)

—

tontimud. Sewell (Elizabeth M.).

Tme Roots or thm Mouxtams,
wherein it

the Men of

S9£a±
Veree. !

of he Work!

* p™, The Rai1‘» Daughter,

S.o-.ir. fhe Eapceicocc of Li

Am, Herbert.
CI*»o Hall.

Gertrude
Home Life-

After Life.

A Talk or thm House or rug
Wotnrcs. and all the Kindred, ad the
Mark. Written la Pro- and Vena.
Square crown Bvo, 6*.

A Dkkam or Jour Ball, amd a
Knots 1.Essex iAmo, mi. aet.

Hews rron Howmeek ; or. An
Epoch Of Keel,

bom an Utopian
u. U.

The StveyoeGeeitie the SrMoms

MaonOtaon'and'wiiuaM MSUM. Cr.
•*o„ ja. net

Theee Hoethekx Lora SroBias,
AHO OtheeTalee. Tranelaud baa the
Icelandic by Ktelia Mao-Caaon and
W 11.liam Moan*, crown Bvo, As. net.

Ci. l. cloth plain, ti. tJ. each. Cloth

Sheehan. — Luke Delukce. By
the Rev. P. A. SneiKA*. D.D., Author of
M, New Curate *, Crown «vo., 6..

Somemlle (E. (E.) and Ross
(Maann).

Some Extee/mhces or ah Imish
KM. With ji lllawrationa by K. <H.
SOHBbvill*. Crown 8*0 . At.

All on the Ikism Smoke: Iriah
Sketches With to lllaMrationa by K.

OS Sowaavaia. Crown Bvo., Or.

The Real Cnaelotte. Ctown
ja. u.

V Foe Mr. William Morte’i o
Worha, Me pp. la, jy and 40.

Newman (Cardinal).

Loss amd Gaim : The Story of
Convert. Crown Bvo.. jt M.

Call/sta: A Tale of the Third

The Silkem Fox. Cr. 8vo., ji. 6d.

Am Ieism Cous/m. Ciown 8vo., 6j.

Stevenson (Ro»b«t Louia).

7Vz Srmamce Case or Dk.Jekyll
amd Me. Hyde. Fcp. Bvo, u. tewed.

Century Cr

Norris. — Ha juke's
By W. E. Noe an.

Bvo.. JT. U.

Cos AM.

Philllpps-WoUejr.—Smae: a Legend
of the I on* Mountain ByC Phillifm-
Wollsy. With tj I

.. J. Ad.

Portman.—Statiom Studies : bet ng
the Jotting* of an Air,can OfhciaL By
Liohel Poet wan. Crown Svo. 51. net.

The Steamce Case or Da.
7BKYLL AHO ME. HrOE i

WITH OTHEE
FAlias. Crown Bvo., bound in buckram,
with gilt top, 51. nn

•Srfvrr Library • Edllio*. Crown Bvo..

S> *>d.

JdoEM Hew Aeabiam Nights—The
Dihamitee. By Robert Louia Stbvbm-
ao» and Fanwt van o* Gain Stbvsk-
•on. Crown Bvo,

J>. Ad.

The H'eomg Box. By Kodbrt
Louts Stxvbkbok and Liovp Osbourkb.
Crown bvo.. JI M.
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continued.

—Lay Down You* Anns Walford (L. U.}—continued.
{Die Watfn Nitdtr) : The Aatobwcr*.-*.
ol Mulha roc, Tillmf Bybumvoa
SlfTTnaa. Tnnil»i«d by T. Hn«u
Cr. Ivo., «. W.

Trollope (Anthony).

Thb Wax OKU. Cr. 8vo., u. 6d.

Bakchbstbk Towns. Cr.8vo.is.6d.

Vaughan.—Old Hbhdkiks Talks.
By Captain A.thu. O. Wax.***,. W«b n

SstSrnmni.AUmmm.

Walford (L. a).

SrAY-AT-ttouKS. Crown 8ro., 6*.

Chaklottb. Crown 8vo., 6s.

Ohm ok Oumsblyks. Cr. 8vo.. 6s.

Thk Ihtbudbks. Crown 8vo, xi 6d.

Lkddy Makgmt. Crown 8vo., u. 6d.

!ya Kii dakm. a Matrimonial Pro-
Mam. Crown gw*.. it. U.

Mm. Smith t a Part of hia Life.
Crown •vo. u. bd.

Thk Baby's Gkahdmothbb. Cr.
vo.. u. u

Cousins. Crown 8vo., u. 6d.

Tboublmsomk Dauchtbks.
vo.. u. bd.

Cr.

Pauusk. Crown 8ro. is. 6d.

Dick Hbthbmby. Cr. 8vo.. is. bd.

Cr.Thk Histoby or a Wbkk.
VO. *1 . bd.

A Stief-hecked (Jf.xkka nos.
gvo. n. bd

Thk Muchibf or Montea. Cr.

•vo. u. bd

Thm Ohb Good Gubst. Cr. 8vo.

1 Ploughbd,' and other Stories

u bd.

Thb Ma tchma kbb. Cr. 8»o.

Ward. -Out Poor Scrum. By
Viiraio W»*r>. Crown l«o.. A*.

Weyman (Staklby).

Thb House or thb Wolf. With
I
Vtgnotw. Crown >vo.

V «
A Gbhtlbmah of Pbahcb. With
Fronuifiwu and Vignrtlc. Cr. Ivo. At.

thb Bbd Cockadk. With Frontis-
fle« and VipiMM. Crown gvo. At

Shmbwsbumy. With >4 Illuatra-

'« by Ciavoa A. SnarraaiON. Cr.
•vo.A.

Sofhia . With Frontiapi
•vo., 6.

Crown

Cr.

Thk Lone Hicur: A Story o
Oenen in 160* Crown gvo., Ai.

Yeats (S. L«vbtt).

Thk Chkyalibk DAubiac. Crown
**..».*.

The Tbaitob's Way. Cr. 8vo. 6j.

Hah, and other Stories. Cr. 8vo. YoxalL— The Rohmahy Sroite. By
H- fid.

J.
H. Yoxall. M.P. Crown Bvo.. As.
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Popular Seienoe (N»mr*i History, 4c.).

Furncaux (W.). Hudson (W. H.).

Hahpshue Days. With ii Plate*
and )6 IduHiinoni in the Ten Rom
Drawing* by B«v »» Honk, etc. 8va,

BurraKPiias and Moths (British).

ii coloured Place* and 141 ll» I

1 the Teal. Crow. »*o .
|Jt

Bikds and Man.
»**>.. 61 oeC.

Largc crown

Naiuka in Downland. With ta
PlaCM and 14 Illustrations in the Te«l by
A. D. McCoeuici. «vo.. cut. <W. nel.

BairiSH Bikds. With a Chapter
and Ctaraitcaoon by F.ahk

16 Kate. (8

Th* StA Swat. With It Coloured
Plate, and 300 llluarranone « Ok Tut
Crown 8vo.. da net.

Hartwig (Groroi).

Thk S*a and its Urinc Wonomas.
With 1 . Plate, end »o j Woodcuta 8*0.
gilt top. 71. net.

.. K.RS. With
Coloured), and over 100 Ulna
the Teat. Crown 8«o., gilt

i

—

Thk Natvmai //is to*to*
ma Bkiiiin Sukpacm Fkkdisc-Ducks.
By Iona Guru.* Mlix-ia. F.Z.S., elc.WM PfcuMfWtorei and 64 Plate. <41 in
Colour.) Rom Drawing, by the Author,
Aacniauo TtrouaiiiM, and from Photo

4to.. £6 fa

Thk Tkopical Wokld. Wuh 8
Platt, and 171 Woodceta.
lop. 7*- •«.

Thk Polaa Wokld. With
and 83 W.

Proctor (Richard A.).

7*-

Thk Suktkkaankan Wokto. With
} Mapa and So Woodceta. frw». g.h
top. i%. net.

Helmholt*.—Populak Lacrutas on
Sc/BYTtrtc SuB/mcrs. By lUuAJm rom
Hblmnolt*. With 61 Wookvr*. a volt

Cf- 1 vo., ji. 64 . etch.

H —Alp/nm Flopa : For
and Amateur Bourne.v Wfrh

T
tun'd**

1

?
1 °t

' '** 1™°**
pr

ddy

Julius Hoffman*. TriMhitd by
Bafto* (Mr* A. Oerr). With to

W
flMFIt.

Che. by

by E.

te*

He

Ijcht Sciamrt pop laisuta Hooks.
Familiar Eaaaye on Scientifrc Subjects.

Crown Rwx. u. 64

Rough Wavs hadk Smooth, F«ml-
liar Eeaayaon Scientific Subject » Crown
fao.. JT 64.

PlmasantWa vs inScikncm. Crown
•wx.ja.6d.

“y
to*. Grant Alien, A. Wilson, T.
Foerea and E. Ciooo. Cr. Svo . ji. 64.

Ltisuaa Rladings. By R. A. Proc-
to*. E. Ciooo, A. Waao*, T. Poeie*
and A. C. R*"**»o. Cr. 8vo

.
ji. fa.

n
|
V F" *' !•**•*’'> other hock, M. 16

"« I omJ jj. e.4 Mntrt. Urngman, 6- Co.', C<il«-

lo^u o/ Stumtif, Workr.
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Popular Soienoe (lUtml History. Ac )

—

continued.

Stanley,—A Familiar History or Wood (Rev. J. G.)

—

<outinned.
Birds. By E. Stash,av, D.D.. formerly
Biihop o« Nonrich. With i&> llhnuat«na
Cl. IVO, p. U

Wood (Rev. J. G.).

Homes withoutHands: A Dctcrip-
1*00 ofthe IlmbiiiDon. olAioih. claamd
according to then Pnncspfe of Cobmvbc*
lioo. With ,40 lUlHUBIMSM lVO. gilt

lop. 71. net.

/inters a r //ci»g ; A Popular Ac-

I/rsects Aeioad: A Popular Ac-
count of Foreign IneecL. their Structure,
Hab.u and TnmlnmiUtt With fmo
IDaMrationa. 8vo, 71. ml.

Oyr or Dooms; a Selection ol
Original Article, on Practical Natural
HiMory. With 11 Illustration.. Cr.Bvo..
Si.U.

Pmtlamd Revisited. With 33
tUoauaikna C». 8vo . J» td.

Strange Dwellings: a Detenpiion
of the Habnanon, of Animal., abridged
fro* • Home. -.thou. Hand. \ With 60
Illustration.. Cf.«vo.jaM

Works of Referenda

Annual Register (The). A Review
ol I'ubLc E.ema at Home and Abroad, lor

the year ignj. Svo, IBs.

Volume, of the Annual Re*>un fee the
year. laOj-ipoi can Mall be had. ill.

Maunder (S*nu»L>-<oafia«rrf.

The

Charities Register, The
and Digest : King a Claan*
olCharities in oc available in the

*«>-. 5* «*•«.

.— Handbook or Com-
hsbcial OsocAincr. By Gaoaci O.
Cni.moim. M.A. B.Se. Petto- of the

fkk l« Foldmgosl
Mip inlhtTfst Kt> . 15*~tm.

Gwilt—Ah Ejrcrcio*A*D/A of Am-

cun*:Tvwa.^ By Jomm Gwilt. F.SA.
|

lions by Wyatt Pafwoatm. ivo.. m.
rm.

Treasury oe Bible Know-
By the Rev. J. Avaa, M.A. WHh
I) Platen and joo Woodcut*.

Teeasuey or Knowledge and Lib-
eaby or Nepeerncb. Pep. he, 61.

The Tkeasuey or Botanv. Pelted

* J.
Lsutna*. US, and T. Moo.a,

L.S. With I?. Woodcut, and ao Steel

Plate* 1 vol. Pep. Svo. 11a.

Rich.—A Dictionary or Roman and
Geese Antiquities. By A. Rkm, B.A.
With 61. net.

Roget. — Thesaurus or English
Hords AND Pheairs. CWiled and At-
ranged to a. to FacUitate the Expression ol

Idea, and aaUM in Literary Composition.

By Paraa Maaa Boon, M.D., F.R.S.
enlarged and im-

Gatetteee or the
by Gaoaoi O. Cma-

«ocm, M.A. B.Se. Imperial Svo.. lit net

Cloth ; *U. hall-mcxocco.

Maunder (Samusl).

Biographical Teeasuet. With
Supplement brought down to 1889. By
Rev. James Wood. Fcp. h*. fte

proved. pruilyfrorn the Author*.
Index, by the Author*. Son,

Jonv Lewis Rooit. Crown Svo., 91. net.

Willich. —Popular Tables for giving
lor ascertaining the value of

and Church Properly,

By Cmableu M.the Pubfcc Funds etc.

Wiuscm Edited by H
Crown Svo , 101. M.

Banca Jonaa.
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Children’s Books.

Adelborg.—Clean Petek and tmm
Ch/ldhv op OncurHt. By Ottilia

GlAHAM WaL

ji. 6d. no.
OMoof ,ux. board*.

Alick’s Adventures -By G. R.
Wi«h * lllu.tr.i*m« by Jou» Ho^U-
Crown »vo., ji. M.

Bold Turpin : a Romance, aa Sun*

S
r Sam Weller. With 16 Illuuratiom ia

sloui by I.. D. L. Oblong 4to . board.. hi

.—Tub Book op Saints and
Pnaxpir Bkasts. By Amu Pavui
B.ow*. With 8 Illjimuou by Famy Y.
Coav, Clown Bvo.. «> M. mi.

Crake (Rev. A. D.).

Rdwy tub Fa/k; or. The Pirat
Chronicle ot MumBur* CtBvo.kl.v*
lop, U. ML

Alpcak tub Dark .
or. The Second

Chronicle of iKuendoM Cr.8m.nlvet

lop, II. Ml.

Thb R/yal Hbibs i being the Third
end l.o« Chronicle of Aacandanr Cr
•va. ulver top. II net.

Thb House op Waldkhhk. A Tale
the Day*

••Will. Crown 8vO. ol.ee

lop, M. net.

Br/ah FiTi Covirr. A Story of
Wallingford Ca.Hr and Dorcbetter
Abbey. Cr. Bvo., id vet lop, u. net.

—fir Search op Home: a
Story of Ran*End Waif, and Sir.)*. By
I’-'lLn O. Dear. With a Froniitpiece
in Colour by Hauai Liana. Crown »«>..

J». U. ML

Henty (G. A.).— Edited by.

Yuit Loos

:

A Story-Book for Boya.
By VaaioiB Althou With 61 lUua-
nation*. Crown Bv©.. grft edge*. ji. mi.

Yvlb Tot Yakub : a Story-Book
for Boy*. By Vaaiova Authou. Will
45 IUuMraiion*. Cr. Bvo, pit edge*. ja.

Lang (Amdbew).— Edited by.

138
Crown 8m., gill edgei. 61.

Thb Rbo Fa/by Book. With 100
111jmianon. Clown 8vo., gill rdgei. 61.

Thb Gkbbh Fa/ky Book. With 99
IBoHiaiiona. Crown 8 vo.. gill edge*. r.i.

Thb Gbby Faimy Book. With 65
llluuiaitona. Crown 8vo. gill edge*. 61.

Thb Ybuow Fa/by Book. With
104 IllbXiaitona. Cl. 8vo, gill edgra, 61.

Thb P/sk Fa/by Book, With 67
I IIauralion. Crown 8v®., g.ll edgta, 61.

Thb V/olbt Fa/by Book. With 8
Coloured Plain and 54 oihri llluMraliona.

Crown 8v®. gill edge., Or.

Thb Cr/msok Fa/by Book. With
8 Colootrd Plain and 41 other llluuia-

Uooa. Crown 8*0.. gill idgc*. 6*.

Tub Blob Pobtby Book. With too
HIjuration.. Crown Bv©.. g.tl ndgr., 61.

Thb Trur Stoby Book. With 66
Uourtflona. Crown Bvo.. glh edge. 61.

Thb Red Tkvb Stoby Book. With
loo IlhaMralion. Cr. Bvo

,
gill adgn. C*

Thb Ah/mal Stoby Book. With
67 (Bullration*. Cf. Bvo

. gill edgre, 8.

Thb Rbd Book opAk/nal Stobibs.

W<«h 85 HoUraUon Crown Bvo.. gill

THb Akab/ah Nights Ektkkta/H'
MI/fTl With U> llluMralKMi*. Cr. Bvo..

gdtrdgn.61.

Thb Book op Rona net. With 8
Coloured plaie* and 44 other lllualrationa.
Crown Bvo.. gill edge*. 61.

Lyall.

—

Thb Bubcbs Letters : a
Record of Child Life in Ih. Sntie*. By
P.oa* I.taiu With Coloured FronlUniece
and B other Full-page llluuraiiom byW»m. S. Stacey. Crown Bvo., u 6J.

Meade (L. T.y

Daddy's Boy. With 8 llluatrationa.

Crown Bvcl, gih edge*. J>. no.

Dta akd jhb Duchess. With 7
lilottraiWn* Cr. 8vo„ gill edge*, |l. nel.

THb Bebespokd Prize. With 7
Ulasuation*. Cr. Bvo.. gill edge*. }r.nn

The House of Svrpf/ses. With 6
Cr. Bvo., gill edge*, ji. ncL
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Children's Books

—

«miintud.

Packard. — The Yov/rc. Ice Upton (Florbnck K. and Bertha)

—

Wh.ilEBS: a Tak lor Boy*. B, W.».
TH«or P»CMA«o With 16 IT

Crown Svo. At-

Penrose. — Chubby : a Nuisamce.
By M» Pannon. With S lUustrxbMu
by O. G. M»»Ton. Crown hro.. jt Ad

Praeg^r (Kosamond).

The Apyemtubes op the Thebe
Bold Babes: Hectob. Ho
AUSAXOEB. A Story la

>4 Coloured PUu. tr-d a, OutUnc Pic
'*<•» Obion*

The FUethee Du/mcs op the Thebe
Hold Haems. With 14 Coloured picture,

•nd J4 Online Pictures Obion* |».y.W

Roberts. - The Adymmtvbes op
Cattaix Johm Smith i Capra
Hundred and Fifty llo.ee. aad
Pre.idrnr of Vlre.ru. By E. P.

WUh 17 lllcu.bon
•vo., )i. net.

Stevenson.—A Child's Gabdemop
VBESET. By RoaaaT LOVN Sravaaaaa.
Kcp. Svo.. gill “P. P

Upton (Flounce K. and BbrtmaX

The Apyemtubes op Tyo Dunn
Dolls amp a • Coluwocc '. WUh ji

Coloured Plate, and
tlon* in the Teal.

The Golliwocc's Bicycle Club.
With JI Coloured Plate, and numeroua
Illuiuauon. in the Teat. Oblong 4 «o-. <*•

The Golliwocc at the Seaside.
With ji Coloured mate, and numeroua
IIIsatiation,m the Teat Oblong ,10, 61.

The GoiLiH occ im Wae, With 31
Coloured Plate*. Oblong 410

.
At.

The GoLLiwoafs Polae Adybm-
tubes. With ji Coloured Platee. Ob-
long 4*0, At.

The GoLLHYoafs Auto-co-cakt.
With ji Coloured Plate, and numeroua
l I.Mr.bon. In the Teat. Oblong 4I0. At

The Golluyocc's Aib Ship. With
jo Coloured Pictures and numeroua lllu.
nation. la the Tart. OMong 410., At

TH^E^Gou nnK^i Oecvs. With 31

The Ybcb Mb*s Reybmce. With
Jl C ol oared Hate, and nemeroat lllue-

ItatMeia in the Teat Oblong 4to
,
At.

Vaughan.— Old Hemihha's Talus.
By Caixain A.ima O. V.mn.t. With
11 Full Page lllu.tiation. by J. A. S.«r.f-

ataa. via." Sro, At.

*.* r*ll It e eofirwr of fl.ieiil if.-nri iol-

lt.UA *7 CePUIu I'euftea frtm IAr HolltH-
ktt t-u* llr latr Bor. IPar.

Arnotd'a (Olr

71 IIluMrat

••
«W .)

<W.)

> li«i

V *
y.U.

k *64.

WAhl
j voia, y. td.

iiir‘. <11r I W4
With 6

T

(MrfcW .)

With 6 lHuttranons y tJ

Bar^n* Oou:4 i I«t >

Iddie A|m V 64

The Silver Library.
Clown Svo. p. 64. EACH VoiVBt.

Us4i WKh hew t 1 W. S.l CharlOM : or. Illufttratton* o

I

§
the Pn.au Lilr of thr Ancient Orrcki.
W*h s6 ftkattratiOM y. 44.

Mr. lie TJ The tutixd CltUe •* Baskono
Wiih 117 IAtt«ir»i«m y. 6/

(Lady) A Ye, la the
With 66 llfotritofti. y. 64.

(". f.> Htetary of drill,

IBW
(VIMUO A.) The •<cry or the
fMd roewe. HR. With 6 Map*
y U

(Ej Iterj •( CrwaOoo : a Plain Account
ofErotauon. With 77 IllaMratim y. 64

(lev. W. 4.) aad He«M*e (Very
lev. 1. AJ Lite aad Kpl.Uee of 6L Baal.

Wab «6 ll>a*trauoai. yOd.
f>aade11(l>) Aeddare AUt a Novel. 3#. 64.

froyfce'e (Air A. Caaaa: Bteah Clarfca. A [ale of
RHfflUoa. With 10 lUuitL y. 64.

to Caytoa.
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The Silver Library—tontimud.

**1V*WI< y.6rf.

ILUIIMIU>iiu4«IIU»»H
With Jj lUuBr.'.am y tu

» »l In. Will. 34 Ilkrt-

!>••«•< (J. A)
IMU. 4 -oU. K W«k

» ) 0 UJIM4 U4 a.r
W.U) « UU

(J. A.) n-

(A A.) T*n Lift U4 uum W
rtiaN. ).U

«• *J TIUbu Crf,W
, • H«qW

• *•** 7* i*)wia »"* 7*

"•-*« (A AJ cmm* i • S*««h y.M
HJ.Dn.7nCM.il

•ilk Roomik* o<tl*l.*UCmrj. y W.

0U 1*. (Am. 0. Ij I* ( IM k
W.lllnftoa. With 1-o.u.i v M

Orevlllee (C C. r.)

HIM 0««rfe IV.

W*k iC Hum. y W.

(H. t-l Tfta ?~ple ef lh4 Mlel. With

With to llUit*

M. l.i ul UNI (Aj Th. «lli
With (7 Ilimitation, y. t-f

y. M mch
.raruWith <4 IDuMrntion*

(AMIboay) TIM Heart of
Wtt 9 ItoMtoM y ft/.

(Wa) VMM U

t;

* 6/.

»Mm' <ft.» Tke lur, of My Heart
: My

AtrtofeoffTaphy. With y. 6/.

WithCMJ Field Ml M.

V «
DfedDoar. With *7 lllviMt y. ft/.

(H. ia) AiMa
bo Illustration*. y. ft/.

ft. Wco4 Me/tei a Fable. With
and VtfMt* by K. V . ft y ft/

c*->

»<«•
Tilft of Country Life,

and Vtgncue. y. 6/

arvfte

y.ft/

•f u* run. WiUi
> ibe Bust ia Salisbury dihedral

(Calonal) Nletory

af 1*1-4. 6 voLl

n (H. *.) Br.e
Illustrations y. ft/

Wrthsi
the HMTtthm of « Search toe Treuuurt on
the l>nen Ited of Trinidad. With a

•»* *3 Ulastmtiooi. y. 6/.
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Cookery, Domestic Management, &c.

Acton. — Mod*** Cook**y. By De Salis (Mr*.)—continued.

KVET w~**“
EwroiMS > LA Mods. Fcp Bvo,

ngwin.—Simyl* Hum ok Chok* Flokal Dscokatioks. Fcp. 8va,
O* Food, with Tc.ted and Econom ical 6d.
Recipe.. For School*. Home, and
for Technical Ir.trnciion. By M.C. /
Diplomat* (Pim tlau} of U* f

Union iot theTechnical Training oft
«tc. Crown Svo.. u.

Gakdskihg i la Mods. Fcp. 8vo.
Part I., Vegetable*. I*. 6d. Part II.,

Fnika. u. Ad.

Xatiohal ViAMDS i LA Mods. Fcp.

a—-*-
J LA Moos Fcp. 8vo.,

Bull (THOMA*. M.D.). /'UDDIKCS AKD pA.ir*V A LA MODS.

‘Zszgsss^’XLSgj «*•*.
ufftd. ; doth, gilt *dg«. a*. £j

, *or*4
' Sours amd Dkssssd Fish J la

Tur UfATtrutr 4/. w. v-r mb UaDa Ecp. >*0., If. Ad.

II. Ad. ;
cloth, gilt edgua. u an

TV# Matsskal Mahac*m*kt of

Fcp. •*©.. u. Ad.:
Child*** i* h**lth a*d ihisau. S»*ers akd Surra* Dishas a la
Pep. Svo.. -wed. U. Ad.; doll, gift MOD*. Pcjv Svo, II 6d.

j
Ttmrrim. Disi/ts rv* Small Ik

De Salis (Mr..). ** ** “
^ LA Mops Cooks* v: Up-to- U'aikk/m akd Mono** rv*
dau Recipe.. WHS 14 Plate. lit in Sr**r HoVt*»ou>. Crown Svo., 11. Ad.

Coioot). town tvo.. j*. «. Lmr.—MAKSM Cooks* Y. By H. L.
Cakss akd Cokfkcttom A la &»«» Laa«. iAmo.. «,

dau Recipe.. With 14 Plate. (it an *r**r Mot’iVOlD. Crown »vo ., 1 1. M.
Colour ). town Svo.. V- ml

\jmU.—Masg*s Cookssy. By H. L.
Cakss akd Cokfkctioks a la &».» Laaa. ,tmo u.
Moo*. Pep. Svo., u.M

Docs: A Manual for Amateur*. Poole. -Cook** Y rv* TH* D/AKSTK.
Pep. 8«.. If, Ad MX W. H. and Un. Poole. With PrefacePep. lw„ i«. Ad.

Dkssssd Gams akd Poult* r i la
Modi Pep. Svo. 1.. 6d.

Hr W. H. and Mr. Poole. With Pr.fact
hy Dr. Pavr. Pep. Svo.. si. Ad.

Rotheram. — Houssmold Cooks*

v

DfSSSKP VtCITAIIKS A LA MoDK.
Pep. 8vo., it Ad.

Dkikks A la Mop*. Fcp 8»o, u.6d.

DiplomW. National Training Sehool ol

Cookery, l-ondon
:
Inutructrr.* to thi Bed

fcadthae County Council. Crown Svo., aa

The Fine Arts and Music.

Burne-Jones.— 7V# Bscikhikc or Hamlin.—A TsxiBook or thk
rill Wo*U>: Twmty.tr* Picture* by Hnrour or AacMincTvr*. by A. D. P.
S„ Kowabd Bcaua-JoMa, Bart Med.irm Hautli*. A.M With 2*9 llhiatrationa.

4to.. Board 1, 71. Ad. net. Crown 8*0.. 71. Ad.

th* Wo*U>: Twmty-fcv* Picture* by Hnro*r or A*CMir*CTvr*. By A. D. P.
Si. Kowabd Bcmjwu Ban. Medium HaMUO. A.M. With 249 IHmueIiom.
4to.. Board.. 71. Ad. net. Crown S«o.. 7a Ad.

Burns and Colenso.—Liyimc Aka - Haweis (Rev. H. R.).

TOMV. By Cecil LBvin.LBA- and Music akd Mo*als. With PortraitTOMT. By Cicil L. Bvaus. R.B.A..

Robbet^J. Colei*so, >LA-. M.D. 40PI
ol the Author. Crown Svo., Ai. n*L

My Musical Lira. With Portrait
of Richard Wagner and j lUu.uaxioM.
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The Fine Arts and Musi continued.

Morris (William).
Architecture, Industry amd
Wealth. Collected Paper*. Clown
•vo.. U. net

Homes amd Pears hik Art. Five

410.. £• Ml. Ml.

HuHah.—The History or Modern
Uvsrc. By Jomm Hullam. 8*0.. U.

Jameson (Mr*. Anna).

SaCRRD AMD I.RCRMDARY Art, COO-
taming Legend. «i the An**D and Aich

vered in Birmingham. Lon
l87»-lS8l. Cl 8vo.. 4<41- M.

Am Addrrss druyrrrd at the
DartitunoN or Pruts to Stvormts
or TMR blMMIMOHAM UUNKItAl SCHOOL
or ART OM IIST FHIL ARY. 1894. 8«Om
«. 6rf. net. (Pri.l/d 1. • OaUUn ‘ Tyf*.

j

Somr IfIMPS OM Pa ttrrx-Drsicn-
- _ . UK: l««uf€ delivered live Working

"1 A
G"

4UVk* *» * °« •«*» <*<««•

' ? ChB"h - *• *•». 'Ml- »•**. u M. net. (Prilled i*
dakne. ih. Huron Sauna. the Mmrrv I • Cl*, ' Ty>e.)

•T*rj <ia'/> /n Producers (1888 )

A*®M ARTS AMO CMARTS OR To DAT

*f»r» na’o Crafts Essays. By
oflbeAtt. and Craft. L.hibnion
Wnh a Prctac* by William

• i. (W. net.

Warrior Saint. oi

«nl«d in the I in* Art*. Wnh 19 Etching,

and 187 Woodcut*. 1 vol. Avo. m. n*c

I.RC.RMDS OR TMt MONASTIC ORDERS,
lb. Huh Ails

stustttz&szz
Me.ilK.nl Older*, lb. («.«., and lb.
Order ofth# Vi.nauoei ol JU Mir. Wnh
11 Etching. and M Wa

I.RC.RMDS OR TMR MaDOMXA, OR
Bimssro Virgin Mart. l)M0ul»k
and without Ih. Infiat jew*. IliUoncal

iK»rChn.tnn Arl. With
itjWNtab i*ol.

The History or Our Lord,
cm pl 1 lied in Woefci of An. wxb that of

Hi* Type.. Ni. Job. ih. B.pe.M, and
. of in. OM and Nr. Te«»

Mr*.

hIambson; con
Ladi Ea*ila*i

1 at

Wrth

With 11 t refer.*.

I vol*. «*o,w •«

Kristeller .
— Amdrra Mantegna.

By PaVI KiniiLUl. Lnghih Ediuon by
S. Aktmv* Stioao. HA, Librarian 10 ih.

How* of Lotda, and ai

16 Photogravure Plate*

In the Tent. 410.. gill top. £i toe. “**

Macfarren. — Lectures on Har-
mory. By Sir Gtoaoi A. Hur.in.
8vo.. iai.

Matt hay.— 7>/a Act or Touch im
ah its IfirtMs.rr. An
Syntheairi of

By Tobub Mattmav.

etc With n IIIoatrauc®*. Bvo.. 7>-

Moaaia. down tv©., ti. fW.

V For Mr. WiRoM Morria'i

Wert*, wrr.11. »7. *« »>*rt 40.

Robertson.—O/.o English Songs
AMO Damcrs. Decorated in Colour by W.
GaaM.u HoMintn. Royal 410 ,

411. net.

Scott—Portraitures or Julius
Cotaa a Monograph By F*am* l«*ur
Scon. With >1 Plato, and 49 Figure* .n
ibe Te.i Infwul 8*0., *ll. net

Vanderpoel*— Colov* Pko*l a ms :

* Practical Manual for the Lay Ktidcni of
Colow. By Emily Non* V*«dii>oii.
With 117 Plate, tn Colour. Sq Svo„ 111. net.

Van Dyke .—A Tmxt-Book on thr
History or Painting. By John C. Vak
Dtii. With 1 10 Hliuuation*. Cr.Svo.,61.

Wellington.—A DescRirr/rs amd
HaroRKAi Catalogue or tub Come
non or Pictvrrs and Scuittvrb at
ArsiMT Hoist. Loudon. By Evblyn,
Dacha* ol Wellington. I IIunrated by 51
Photo- Engravincv *p«.allv executed by
Haavir, Cikvr *t. A Co . ol Pari*, a vol*.,

•oy.l 4 to., £t U. net.

Willard. — History or Modern
Italian Art. By Abmtob Rollin'*
Will.ii>. Part I. Sculpture Pari II.

Part III. Architecture. With

an. net.

Wotton. - The Elements of Arch/-
trover. Collected bv H»k*v Wottom,
Kt

.
from the ben Aothot. and Example*.

Royal tteo.. boards io>- td net.
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Miscellaneous and Critical Works.

Auto da F* and other Essays : Gilkes. — The New Revolution.
tomf being KMay* in Fiction By the By A- H. Gmn Master ol Dulwich
Auihce of * l«iv> m Paradoi

'

and * E«- College. Ecp. 8vo.. u. net.

pRxWMc^-. Rro.. y. Haggard (H. K. .>.«).

Bvf£^Z^miSESt
*

A *•"*• • being hi. Com.

sstfrs -arssMt-isf "*

Rural England. With 23 Agri-
Map* and j6 Uluuiation* from

Baring Gould. -Curious Myths or
rut Middle Aces. By Hn a “

Gould. Crown Rvo.. y. 6rf.

Baynes. Shanesneaem Studies. Harre
and other Earoy* By the late Tno—i *<•«
gm.ca. U->..*. LI..B, LL P. With a g I

HiogiaphKil Preface by
C-Mra.u. Crown »vt», 7* erf.

Bonnell. — Chamotte BeontI.
Oeoege lli/or. Jake Austen: Stedic* in

then Wot la. Bv Hina* II. Bo»au.
Crown 8*0.. 7*. 6rf. net.

Booth.— TV* Discoveev and De~
amEMNEST Of THE TULURUAl Cl
rot 14 iNSL tirrniMS. By An i mua ]

Uootm, M A. With a Han of
*

I"). 1*8. not.

Charities Register. The Annual.
AMO DtCMtT bom* a CUmSed Regiuer
of Chantieam or a* aiUblo in lb* Mttroyoi *.

*V0, Ji not.

Christie.—5*/ ectmd Essays. By
RtcN-aD Con.i> Cnaiiria. M.A . Oaon.

LL.D.. Vk«. With a Port.at. and y

1 1 limit at Mm* tro.. til. not.

Dickinson. —Knm Amtnik is Cops
WALL. By W. Mowmmr Dkki*«o». M I).

With J lila«tratio>« Crown Svo.. »». 6rf.

Essays in Paradox. By the Author
of ThyllBi Ido* -and -Tone- and
l>»yi \ Crown Bo.. 51.

Evans*

—

Tha Ascirst Siosa Zm-
rLEMF.YTS. H'pAfVXI AND OPSAXtm OP
Qkrat Hpitais. By Stf Joww Eva***
K.C.B. Wkh ji?
lot. « net.

ASP
• F.

Fitzvrygram. Horses
SfARttS. By LicilCiMli
Frowvua**. Ban With j6
llluatrauon*. Svo., ji. net.

Frost — A Medley Book. By
Georor Frost. Crown y. M not.

Geikie.— The Ficar andhis Friends.
Repotted by CcaniMU Gann. D.D..
LL.D. Crown 8»o, Jf> "ot.

a *ola., Svo., 361. net.

Harvey-Brooks.— Maeeiace and
Nammiacks Uelore and Aher. for Young

Old. Hy K C. Haavsr-

B

rooks
Svo.. «a. not.

Hime. -Gumoh-dee and Ahmund
then Origin and Pragma. By“ *

Mini* W. L. Mime. Svo..

Hodgson.—Outcast Essays and
Vsttm TRANSLATIONS. By Smadworim
H. Moouw.it Crown Svo., Si. 6rf.

Hoenig. — Inquiries coniekning
the Tactics or inr Putvrr Dy Friti
Itoearo. With 1 Sketch in the Teal end j
Mar*. TranUated by Captain II M.Bowrb.
S*o

. i)8 net.

Hutchinson.—Dreams and t/ieie

Meanings. Uy Moiac* O. Hutchinson.
•»o. pit top. «r. 6rf. net.

Jefferies (Richard).

Field and Hedgeeow: With Por-
tran. Crown Svo.. jr. M.

The Stony or My Heart: my
Atrto'wofaphy. Crown Svo.. ji W-

Red De/e. With 17 Illuatretions.

Crown Svo, 3». erf.

The Toilers or the Field. Crown
8*0. jr. erf.

Wood Mack: a Fable. Crown
.

S*o_ jr.erf.

Jekyll (GsaiavDs).

Home and Garden : Notes and
Thought*. Practical and Critical, of a

Worker in both. With 33 IlluttiatOn*

horn Photographs. Svo, tor. 6, 1 . net.

Wood and Garden: Notes and
Thought*. Practical and Critical

.
of a

Working Amateur. Wnh 71 Photograph*.

8*0.. 1 or. erf. net.

Old West Surrey : Some Recol-
lecuooa. Wnh jjo lUuMration# from

Photograph* by the Author. 8vo.. 151. ncl.
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Miscellaneous and Critical Works—continued

Johnson 0- * J. H.). Max Muller (The Right Hon. F.)

—

The Pa rsarsds Mamual : a
Treaitea oo UK Uw Fracuce of

i

As Emtomm or rut La* amp
Psactics cosmsctsd wrrm Pamen
tor f»wnuj, mh a rmm of the
Eawnu Acte of iWj. .885. >***
18U. Crown too, w. U.

Jordan.

—

Asteohomhal amp Hu
toskaL Cstcwcoc r m rut Baths or
IMS CtsTvnst. By Wiuiut LliCHTo*
Joodak. Crown *vo. 11. iw<

Joyce.— Tut OrKm amp Haros*
or Isiim Sams, or Places. By r. w.
Joyce, 1.1. D. a writ. Crown Bvo..y rach

Lang (Andbbw).

Lsrrsts ro Dsad Autmoms. Pep.

Ivo.. II. a4. ML
Books amp Bookmmm. With 3

Fcp. 8*0.. u. M. ml
7 ^

Old Fs/ehos. Pep. 8vo., w .W. net.

Lrrrrrs or Litssatuss. Fep .

>VO., M. W. Ml.

Esssrs m Littlm. With Portrait
of the Author. Crown 8vo

,
u. hJ

Cock Lamb amp CommokSemss.
Crown 8»o.. Ji. 04.

Thk Book or Drsams amp Ghosts.
Crown Im , ji. Of.

Matthews.—Horrs oh Stssch
Makhk. By Biahoii Maithiw*. Ft*.
8»o., 11. bJ. Ml.

Cams rroa a Cakmah H'oekshop.

VoL V. Rcccnl Emayi and Addicted.

VoL VI. ILogiAplwcAl Euay.

V of. V|| Eeaaya on Language And Ltlera.

Vet VIII. EaMya on Mythology and

Vol. IX. T iis Osmhm AMD Gsowtm or
RSLKtOM, aa llliMlraled by (be Re-
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